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The EPC conference you attend is organized with the presence of -100
participants from Egypt and eleven other countries from 4 continents: Africa,
America, Asia, and Europe. The number of submitted contributions were 98.
Actual presentations to be delivered are 67 distributed over 22 scientific sessions
that cover the 4 working days of the conference. A round-table discussion is also
organized on the role of Physics in preserving environment.
The topics of the sessions include: surface and ground water, soil, plants,
air and climate, radioactivity, radon, nuclear techniques, detection methods,
innovative technologies, and environmental management.
We hope that discussions, exchange of ideas and experience will help in
more deep understanding of the factors behind the problems, and how to solve
them. This should be reflected in our collaborative work aiming at better and
healthier environment for present and future generations. Your comments and
recommendations will be of high value to us.
Once more I welcome your attendance wishing you beneficial conference
time, good stay in El-Minya and happy return home.
Thank you.

Prof. Dr. M.N.H. Comsan
Conference Chairman
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Distinguished Egyptian and Foreign Scientists and Guests
Dear Colleagues
Ladies and Gentlemen
It gives me pleasure to welcome you to the Environmental Physics
Conference organized by the Egyptian Nuclear Physics Association in
cooperation with El-Minya University and the Atomic Energy Authority of
Egypt.
Responsibilities of EAEA according to the law 59/1960:
- Open and closed sources of radiation.
Responsibilities of EAEA according to the Iaw4/1994:
- According to article 47 of the law.
- According to article 25 of the executive regulations.
Role of EAEA in environment related R&D:
- Central Radiation Monitoring Laboratory.
- Radiation Monitoring of food stuffs.
- Transport of radioactive sources and nuclear material.
- Radwaste management.
- Radiation hazard assessment.
- Radiological emergencies.
- Licensing of radiological facilities.
Role of EAEA in water and plant related research:
- Ground water related research.
- Surface water related research.

I hope the conference will provide you with the chance to exchange
views, ideas, and experience aiming for understanding of problems our
environment at the beginning of the 21 st century.
Hoping you fruitful conference time, and happy stay in El-Minya
Thank you for attention
Prof. Dr. Aiy Islam Metwally Aly
Chairman of EAEA

Session II
Invited Talks
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REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN
EGYPT
M.N.H. Comsan
Egyptian Nuclear Physics Association, Cairo, Egypt
Efforts and activities in Egypt serving the environment went back to 1962.
At that time simultaneously were established the "Atomic Fallout Laboratory" at
the premises of Atomic Energy Establishment in Inshas, and the "Air Pollution
Unit" within the premises of the National Research Centre in Dokki. Recent
activities include: radiation monitoring, atmospheric physics, renewable energy,
pollution control, environmental impact, etc.
The article aims at reviewing environmental physics activities in Egypt
both on governmental and non-govcrnmcntal scales.
The environment is one of the most vital axes of development, so the
deterioration of the environment represents a major danger threatening social and
economic development, the sustainability of natural resources, and human health.
Recognizing this major importance and necessity of the protection of environment
and its vital role in our lives, governments all over the globe began to take larger
steps towards a better and healthier environment

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN EGYPT
Key current environmental issues in Egypt include the following:
- Population growth and depleting natural resources,
- Loss of agricultural land, as a result of urbanization and windblown sands,
- Desertification,
- Increased soil salinization below the Aswan High Dam,
- Soil erosion, as a consequence of intensive irrigation and water logging,
- Water pollution from agricultural pesticides, raw sewage, and industrial effluents,
- Very limited natural fresh water resources, with the exception of the River Nile (the only
perennial water source),
- Waterborne diseases, as a result of poor sanitation,
- Air pollution in major cities, including the famous dark plume over Cairo,
- Coastline and marine degradation, and concomitant threats to coral reefs, beaches, and
marine habitats,
- Oil pollution, as a result of offshore oil facilities, pipelines, and petroleum residuals from
shipping vessels.
Between 1964 and 2002, Egypt's population increased from approximately 29 to 69
million people. The country's urban population increased from ~ 8 million in 1964 to almost
22 million in 2002. Population growth has placed severe pressure on the allocation of the
country's limited resources.
The growing population and intensive industrial and agricultural production exert
increasing pressure on Egypt's limited natural resources. The scarcity of cultivated land is
related to insufficient access to a freshwater source, almost exclusively based on the River
Nile, which sustains agriculture, industry and households and intakes considerable amounts of
polluted water on route to the Mediterranean.
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Year-round irrigation, using the water impounded behind the Aswan High Dam,
causes salts to accumulate in the soil, leading to the loss of some agricultural land. Soil
salinization has already reduced fertility of about 30 per ce:r.. Before the construction of the
Aswan High Dam, deposited salt was removed by the annual floods.
Excessive application of fertilizers and pesticides in agriculture contaminates drainage
water, most of which flows into coastal lakes in the Niie Delta. The River Nile is heavily
polluted by a large number of major industrial sources (the f-o-called "black spots") as well as
from municipal waste water. Major investments in waste water treatment plants have not been
sustained because of insufficient funding for maintenance and running costs.
Air pollution is a serious problem in the major cities, particularly Cairo and
Alexandria, with direct implications on public health. Numerous major industries, many
placed in or close to residential areas, emit other pollutants to the air. These pollutants are
superimposed on high natural deposits of dust originating from the desert. Egypt's historical
monuments, many of which represent a global cultural heritage, suffer serious damage from
air pollution.
Solid waste with hazardous substances is becoming an increasing problem. Abatement
of air pollution and improved waste water treatment will increase the amount of solid
hazardous waste.
Egypt's coastal region is an area of rapid and uncontrolled economic development and
of intensified environmental problems. The coastal lakes in the Nile Delta are heavily
polluted. Coastal erosion is a general problem in the Delta. In other coastal areas local erosion
problems occur in connection with uncontrolled construction. Wide areas of coral reef are
endangered by uncontrolled construction and activities related to tourism. These reefs are the
World's northern-most coral reefs and represent Egypt1;; greatest source of biological
diversity. The coastal marine environment is threatened by oil pollution from ships and offshore activities and by pollution from municipal and industrial sources.
Environmental degradation affects not only the quality, or aesthetics, of human life,
but it also displays potential to undermine conditions necessary for the sustainability of
human life.

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
Ministry of State for Environmental Affairs (MSEA)
The Ministry of State for Environmental Affairs (MSEA) was established in 1982.
With its executive agency, the Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency, MSEA is the national
body responsible for the integration of the environmental dimension into national policies,
plans and lines of action. The reduction of pollution and the conservation of Egypt's natural
resources is the main goal of MSEA This is to be achieved through effective environmental
management in close cooperation with government departments, national and international
organizations and non-governmental associations.
Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA)
The Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency and its Regional Branch Offices (RBOs)
are the main governmental bodies responsible for the protection of the environment in Egypt.
However, as the environmental field cuts across the activities of most ministries and
institutions in Egypt, EEAA is mandated to coordinate and work in close collaboration with
key ministries and institutions in Egypt, each within its field of competence. In addition, there
are the Environmental Management Units in the governorates (EMUs), which are the entities
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responsible for the environmental management activities within each governorate. The EMUs
work in association with the RBOs under the guidance of EEAA.
EEAA was first established in 1982 as the authority responsible for promoting and
protecting the environment in Egypt. In 1994, EEAA was re-established in accordance to Law
4/1994 for the Environment, and was restructured with a new mandate to substitute the
initially established Agency. Based on Law 4/1994, EEAA has a public juridical personality
and is to be affiliated with the competent Minister for Environmental Affairs who heads
EEAA's governing board.
The overall objectives of EEAA are to protect the environment and promote the
different environmental activities. These objectives are realized by integrating environmental
issues into all national policies, plans and programs.
The specific activities and functions of EEAA, necessary to fulfil these objectives, are
clearly defined within Law 4/1994 for the Environment. One of the most significant activities
of EEAA is the enforcement of Law 4/1994 and its executive regulations. Moreover, EEAA
together with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs plays an important role in coordinating and
fostering the environmental partnerships at bilateral, regional and international level.
Other Governmental Bodies Relevant to the Environment
Almost all national authorities in Egypt are concerned with environment
improvement. These constitute the three traditional authorities: legislative, executive, and
juristic; along with public media organs. A list of executive authorities relevant to the
environment is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Governmental bodies relevant to the environment
Organization
Ministry of Agriculture and Land
Reclamation

Ministry of Transport
Ministry of Industry and Technological
Development
Ministry of Housing and Public Utilities
Ministry of Petroleum
Ministry of Electricity and Energy
Ministry of Health and Population

Ministry of Water Resources and Irrigation

Ministry of Interior

Ministry of Education
Ministry of Scientific Research and Higher
Education

Relevant Departments/Institutes
-Agricultural Research Institute
-The Central Agricultural Pesticides
Laboratory
-Desert Research Institute
-The Central Department for Afforestation
and Environment
-Port and Lighthouse Administration
-The General Organization for
Industrialization
-National Organization for Potable Water
and Sanitary Drainage
-Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation
-Atomic Energy Authority
-Organization for Energy Planning
-General Department for Environmental
Health
-Higher Executive Committee for Protection
Against longing Radiation
-Nile Protection Department
-Shore Protection Authority
-National Water Research Institute
-The General Department for Surface Water
and Environmental Police
-Traffic Department
-Environmental Education Department
-National Research Center
-Academy of Scientific Research and
Technology
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Govemorates

-Greater Cairo Water General Organization
-Greater Cairo General Organization for
Sanitary Drainage
-Cairo and Giza Beautification and Cleaning
Authorities
-Alexandria Water General Organization
-Alexandria General Organization for
Sanitary Drainage
-Other governorates water, sanitary drainage
and cleaning departments

Egypt's Atomic Energy Authority (EAEA)
The Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority is the national competent body in the
environmental law as regards ionizing radiation. According to article 47 of the Law, EAEA
has to set limits on the level of radioactivity or concentration of radioactive substances in the
air. According to article 25 of the executive regulation of the Law (PMD 338/1995), EAEA is
the responsible to license for the displacement and use of hazardous substances and waste
from which ionizing radiation is emitted
National Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in Egypt have an important role to play in
contributing to the Country's social, economic, and democratic development. In this respect,
the Egyptian government has been encouraging and supporting the establishment of various
NGOs, especially those working in the fields of environmental awareness and protection.
Currently, there are more than 2,000. Data available on national NGOs are summarized in
Table 2.
Table 2. Data on National NGOs
TypeofCSO
Associations / NGOs
Business Associations
Syndicates
Clubs
Youth Centers
Political Parties
Total

Number of CSOs
17,000 (77.6%)
13 (0.06%)
24(0.11%)
930 (4.2%)
3,920(17.9%)
14 (0.06%)
21,901

Total Membership
3,000,000 (26.5%)
12,000(1.1%)
4,300,000 (38%)
1,600,000(14.1%)
900,000 (8%)
1,500.000(13.3%)
11,312,000

Not all organizations are active, but collectively they play an indispensable role in
raising public awareness towards environmental issues, and in conducting environmental
protection and conservation activities. Among them is the environmental protection, and
community development Coptic Evangelical Organization For Social Services (CEOSS)
established in 1960 at el-Minya.
According to Law, non-governmental associations are classified into two main
categories of activity. The first is social care, where about 75% of associations are working in
childhood, motherhood, disability, health service, social assistance, and religion and culture
issues. The other 25% of associations are active in community development aimed at
involving citizens in development activities. Cairo, being the capital, is home to -25% of all
associations. The other three-quarters are distributed all over Egypt's 26 governorates, with
higher concentrations in urban areas.
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INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
International Non-Governmental Organizations
There are several international NGOs working in the field of the environment in
Egypt, most of which work concurrently in other fields. A list of them is given in Table 3.
The main goal of these NGOs is to improve the social, economical and environmental
conditions of the Egyptian community.
.Table 3. Major international NGOs working in Egypt
Governorate
Organization •
Cairo
Near East Foundation
Cooperative for American Relief
Cairo
Everywhere (CARE)
Catholic Relief Services
Cairo
Ford Foundation, Cairo Office
Cairo
Agricultural Cooperative Development
Cairo
Internationa]
Cairo
Medicines Sans Frontiers
Institute of Cultural Affairs Middle East
Cairo
and North Africa (ICA)
Giza
Fredrich-Ebert foundation
Cairo
Plan International
Cairo
Save the Children/USA

Established
1915
1954
1956
1957
1963
1975
1976
1976
1980
1982

International Donor Agencies on Environment
These organizations contribute significantly to environment improvement in Egypt
through donor projects. Major agencies involved in recent activities are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Major i nternational donors on environment
Country
Field
Donor Agency
UNDP
Coastal Management
Cultural Heritage
Natural Conservation
Technical and Institutional Assistance
Water and Land Management
Capacity Building and Development
USAID
USA
Air Pollution
Cultural Heritage
Technical and Institutional Assistance
Environmental Policy
Water and Land Management
Water Supply and Sanitation
Japan
JICA
Environmental Monitoring
Solid Waste Management
Industrial Pollution
Technical and Institutional Assistance
Water and Land Management
Energy
Water Supply and Sanitation
Germany
Industrial Pollution
KfW
Water and Land Management
Energy
Water Supply and Sanitation

Duration
1995-2001
2000-2002
1997-2005
1999-2002
1995-2004
1996-2002
1996-2003
1993-2005
Ongoing
1999-2003
1995-2002
1994-2004
1997-2002
1996-1998
1999-2000
1997-1998
2000-2005
1999-2000
1997-2002
1997-2003
ongoing
1999-2003
2000-2005
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Italy

DANIDA

Netherlands

Solid Waste Management
Technical and Institutional Assistance
Water and Land Management
Capacity Building and Development
Water Supply and Sanitation

Denmark

Environmental Monitoring
Technical and Institutional Assistance
Water Supply and Sanitation
Hazardous Waste Management
Industrial Pollution
Technical and Institutional Assistance
Water Supply and Sanitation
Coastal Management
Solid Waste Management
Natural Conservation
Technical and Institutional Assistance
Water and Land Management

France
Finland

EU

CIDA

Cultural Heritage
Solid Waste Management
Natural Conservation
Water and Land Management

Canada

2000-2002
2002-2004
2002-2005
2002-2005
2000-2003
2001-2003
1999-2004
2001
2000-2004
1996-2004
1999-2007
1996-2004
1996-2002
1996-2002
1996-2002
1993-2003
1996-2001
1998-2002
1996-2002
1997-2004
1997-2004

ENVIRONMENT RELATED LAWS IN EGYPT
Egypt has extensive legislation base covering areas and activities affecting the
environment. Each law has its executive regulations delegating authorities to competent
bodies. Table 5 gives a collection of these laws.
Table 5. Environment related laws in Egypt
Description
Law
Year
66
Regulates the management of fuels, mines and quarries.
1953
Sets guidelines for the activities of mines and quarries.
68
1956
Regulates the work in mines and quarries.
46
1958
Controls the use of ionizing radiations.
1960
59
Regulates
activities within the ports and the regional waters.
280
Determines measures to be taken in case of marine disasters.
79
1961
Regulates the discharge of wastev/ater into public sewer
93
1962
networks.
PD421 Ratification of the Convention for the Protection of Pollution of
1963
the Sea by Oil, London.
PD 1948 Establishes a permanent committee for protecting the sea from
1965
oil pollution.
Protects agricultural lands, prohibits the hunting of specific
53
1966
types of birds and terrestrial animals.
Concerning public hygiene.
38
1967
Requires employers to inform their employees that they are
48
dealing with hazardous waste.
Concerning the prevention of pollution of sea water by oil.
72
1968
Controls air pollution caused by vehicles.
66
1973

10
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1975

380

1977

55

1978

27

1981

57
52
124

1982

137
3
48

1983

102
116
123
124
PD45
PD284

1984

12

1994
1996

4
874

Identifies requirements for the establishment of industrial and
commercial facilities.
Regulates the establishment and operation of boilers and
thermal stations.
Regulates public water resources for drinking and domestic use.
Sets measures for treating ponds and marshes.
Regulate smoking in public places.
Regulates the usage and management of desert land owned by
the government of Egypt.
Requirements for labour safety and health in workplaces.
Regulates urban planning and land use.
Concerning the protection of River Nile and waterways from
pollution.
Controls natural protected areas.
Prohibits the fallowing of agricultural land, or its use in
building and construction.
Regulates the management of cooperatives of water resources.
Regulates the management of fishing activities and
aquacultures.
Signs the Protocol for the protection the Mediterranean from
land based pollution Sources.
Establishes the Cairo and Giza Beautification and Cleaning
Authorities. Their mandates include the collection and disposal
of garbage and solid waste.
Regulates irrigation, water distribution, groundwater
management in the Nile Valley and Delta, and the
establishment and maintenance of drr.inage canals.
Environment protection law.
Prohibits the use, import, handling and preparation of potential
carcinogenic pesticides.
ROLE OF PHYSICS

Physics is a major science, its contribution to all aspects of life, material and nonmaterial is essential for the foreseeable future. Physics is and will continue to be essential for
analysing and solving urgent environmental and energy problems.
Understanding of basic physics laws is essential to understand environmental
problems, while mastering physics thinking helps in tackling the problem. Major disciplines
of physics that are of close relation to environmental problems include:
At the Thermal Physics level: thermal comfort and insulation, energy use in buildings,
efficiency of the internal combustion engine.
At the Sound and Acoustics level: noise pollution reduction.
At the Surface and Chemical Physics level: heterogeneous catalysis for cleaning of
emissions from vehicles and industries, use of stratospherically relevant photoreactions on ice
particles.
At Molecular Physics level: cloud formation, soil-water balance, evaporation from the
land surface, atmospheric profiles of VOCs (volaaie organic carbons) both from
petrochemical plants and in hot flue gases, soil-organic matter dynamics.
11
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At the Fluid Physics level: atmospheric structure and composition, air masses and
wind pattern, ozone depletion, the green house effect, air participates and precipitation..
At the Atomic and Nuclear Physics level: sun and earth as ideal radiators, ionizing and
non-ionizing radiation, energy from fission and fusion.
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICS ACTIVITIES IN EGYPT
Most environmental physics activities in Egypt deal vith measurement and monitoring
of ionizing radiation, natural and man-made radioactivity, transfer and distribution of
environmental radionuclides, radioactivity in seas, rivers, lakes, ground-waters, sediments,
soils, and atmosphere, predictive modeling, assessments of health effects, criteria for
discharge control and options for ultimate disposal of nuclear wastes.
Other field of interest is that dealing with atmospheric physics. Activities include
weather prediction, plume dispersion, wind modeling, solar energy mapping.
On the NGO scale, the Egyptian Nuclear Physics Association (ENPA) has organized
several seminars to increase public awareness towards environment related issues. These
were:
- Seminar on Environmental Radioactivity in Egypt, during the period 24-25 Nov. 1998.
- Seminar on the Role of Nuclear Technologies for the Service of Society and
Environment, during the period 22-23 March 1999.
- Seminar on Electromagnetic Radiation (nature, effects, and applications), during the period
13-14 May 2000.
- Seminar on Depleted Uranium (properties, use, effects, and issues), during the period 19-20
May 2001.

12
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DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTAION OF RADON
DAUGHTER MEASURMENT PROGRAMME IN EGYPT
A.Z. Hussein and Mohamed I. Hussein
NC Nuclear Safety and Radiation Control - Atomic Energy Authority
ABSTRACT
During the last decade, a programme was developed to study radon
daughter risks and to carry out field and experimental measurements. The
Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority lead the implementation of this programme in
cooperation with the International Atomic Energy Agency through the
coordination project EGY/9/020 and EGY/9/030. Several national authorities
participated also in this study such as Nuclear Materials Corporation. This work
involved the preparation and calibration of equipment, establishment of measuring
techniques, survey in some cities and mines countrywide, and preparation of
regulations for radiation safety of the workers who may be exposed to high levels
of radon daughters. The study shows that there is no major environmental problem
for the public due to exposure to radon daughter. Occupational problem may be
probable in some underground mines with bad \ entilation. Reported values for
radon daughter levels in units of working level ranged from 0-0.26 in some
buildings and ruins in the Egyptian cities and from 0-3 working level in
underground phosphate and uranium mine in the Egyptian Eastern Desert.

INTRODUCTION
This monitoring programme starting in 1983 and it is going on till now.
The National Nuclear Safety and Radiation Control, the Nuclear Materials
Corporation, and the International Atomic Energy Agency participated in this programme.
The following items are the main objectives of this study.
1. Source term study.
2. Establishment of techniques.
3. Training of personnel.
4. Equipment preparation and calibration.
5. Estimation of risk.
6. Recommendations for corrective action and regulations.
The potential radon source in the Egyptian environment maybe found in underground
mines in general, uranium and thorium mines in particular, deep sites in some ruins area and
bad ventilated houses.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
1. Sources of Radiation Hazards in Underground Mines, [1,2],
a.
Beta and gamma radiation and this source has minor effect.
b.
Air borne hazard and this source has major effect, it includes,
7. uranium and thorium dusts,
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8. radon and radon daughters,
9. thoron and thoron daughters,
2. Monitoring Methods, [1, 2],
2.1. Radon Gas
An air sample of radon is drawn into an alpha scintillation chamber which consists of
a 100-200 ml vial coated on the inside with silver activated ZnS which emit light flashes
when struck by alpha particles.
The scintillations emitted are measured by placing the transparent surface of the
chamber in contact with a photo cathode detector in a light-tight enclosure.
Usually this count is delayed for several hours after sample collection for equilibrium
between gas and daughters to be achieved.
With reasonable care, a sensitivity of 5 - 10 pCi/L is attainable with short counting
period.
The practical limit of sensitivity attainable with special care and long counting periods
more than 100 minutes is of order 0.1 pCi/L.
Radon concentration is evaluated by dividing the alpha counts found in the cell using
the alpha counter over the cell factor.
The cell factor is determined using standard radon source.
2.2. Radon Daughters
The procedure consists of sampling radon daughters on a high efficiency filter paper
for 5 minutes, and after a delay of 40 - 90 minutes alpha activity is measured on the filter
using alpha detector.
The radon daughters concentrations in units of working level is calculated by a simple
formula involving counting rate, detector efficiency, sample volume, and correction factor.
The alpha counter should be calibrated using standard radon daughter source.
The pump should be precisely calibrated to evaluate the exact flow rate before each
working day.
Using a 4 minutes count a concentration of 0 - 0.03 WL can be measured with a
reproducibility of ± 15 %.
2.3. Thoron Daughter
It is calculated in pCi/L by the same procedure for radon daughter but the filter is
counted after a delay of about 300 minutes. At that time the beta emitter daughter is in
equilibrium with its alpha emitting daughter enabling the air concentration at the time of
sampling to be calculated readily from the alpha counting.
A sensitivity 0.5 pCi/L or less is obtained using a sealer.
2.4. Long-Lived Alpha Emitter
A 10 minutes sample at a flow rate of 250 L/m gives typical sample for measurement.
Alpha counting should be performed after 3 days so those short-lived daughters are
completely decayed. Uranium concentration in uci could then be calculated.
3. Probable Errors, [2],
3.1. Inherent Errors
Time factor used in any monitoring method is determined by solving Bateman-type
equations for the decay of varies equilibrium and non-equilibrium mixtures.
Errors in estimating the alpha energy per liter may reach 12%.
3.2. Procedural errors:
These errors may include the following: lack of training, pump calibration, timing
errors, cracking of filters, erratic behavior of alpha survey instruments, and selection of
sampling sites. The total error may reach ± 10%.
4. Other Methods
These methods include:
14
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10. Alpha spectroscopy.
11. Automatic instruments such as instant working level meter.
12. Electrostatic diffusion chamber to measure uncombined fractions of radon daughters.
13. Passive technique to measure radon gas.
14. Personal dosimeters.

ACHIEVEMENTS
The following .achievements resulted from the implementation of that
measurement programme in Egypt.
1. Establishment of techniques for radon, thoron gases, and their daughters.
2. Calibration of measuring equipments using standard radon gas source and radon
daughter source.
3. Training of personnel to perform a monitoring programme for radon anywhere.
4. Preparation of regulations for the protection of workers in underground mines against
radiation hazard.
5. Dose assessment calculation resulting from the exposure to radon daughter.
6. Actual measurements in
a. underground uranium exploration sites in the Egyptian eastern desert,
b. phosphate mines in eastern desert,
c. houses and buildings in some Egyptian cities,
d. some Egyptian old ruins areas such as the Egyptian museums, the Pyramids area, and
Sakkara area.
All detailed results are available [3, 4, 5].

CONCLUSION
15. Potential radon hazard may be in underground mines or some deep
sites in ruins area.
16. No probable hazard is present due to radon environmental exposure in buildings or
houses.
17. Complete survey programme should be continued in conventional underground mines
accompanied by the corrective actions.
18. Followup of health records should be established in those sites of potential radon
exposure.
19. Revision of calibration procedures for radon daughter measuring equipment and
following up international programmes for inter-calibration activities.
20. Cooperation with IAEA in the study of the impact of the new ICRP-60 on the mining
industries in Egypt.
21. Continuous research programme particularly in the area of mine simulation using
radon test facility.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE RADON-222 AND ITS
DAUGHTER'S CONCENTRATIONS THROUGHOUT
GAZA STRIP, PALESTINE
M. F. Rasas, S. S. Yassin and M. M. Shabat.
Department Of Physics, The Islamic University, Gaza,
P.O. Box 108, Gaza Strip, Palestinian Authority
E-mail: shabat(q),mail. iugaza. edu
ABSTRACT
High Radon levels are present in the granite and grandiositic rocks that
spread in sand dunes along coast of Gaza. Such materials are rich in uranium and
widely used in the construction of dwelling in the Ga?ca, and their contribution to
high indoor Radon levels is most relevant. The present work aims to investigate
approaches, measures and detection of indoor Radon level throughout Gaza Strip.
Five hundred CR-39 dosimeters were distributed over six locations in the middle
region of Gaza Strip. Results suggest that Radon concentrations range froml3.36
to 83.82 Bq/m3 and a maximum value of 97.01 Bq/m3. The average Radon
concentrations was 37.83 Bq/m3 with standard deviation of 11.23. The results
provide a framework for future studies that include a large, broader survey of
Radon concentration in Palestine
Keywords: Radon, Health Physics, Natural Radioactivity, Dosimeters.
BACKGROUND
Radon-222 is present in the form of naturally occurring radioactive gas, which emanates
principally from soil, produced as result of the decay of radium (22<5Ra).The process of the
migration of Radon is a function of radioactivity concentration, and the porosity and
permeability of the medium. Radon has long been known to contribute to risk of lung cancer.
Radon and its daughter products emit alpha particles that are implicated in the cellular
changes leading to lung cancer. Indoor Radon variations occur hourly, diurnally, and
seasonally, and are influenced by numerous factors, including Radon infiltration rates,
pressure differentials, soil characteristics weather conditions (e.g rainfall, wind speed) and
occupant behavior [1]. The Radon concentration in air varies in accordance with location,
high level of the houses, material of the houses built, different room in the same house, and
ventilation rate [2]. Radon exhalation rates in the areas, where uranium deposits and
phosphate rocks are significant, and this is the main source of exposure in uranium. Radiation
hazards may represent one of environmental crises affecting the Gaza Strip and received no
serious study in the past. Long-term exposure to elevated levels of Radon increases ones risk
of containing lung cancer. In Gaza Strip, recent report of cancer registry unit shows that, the
total reported diagnosed cases through the years 1995-2001 were 2,404 {1,264 male, 1,140
female} cancer cases, number of these (314, 13.1%) bronchus and lung cancer [3].
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of the study is to gather information about the natural radiation and to
evaluate the Radon concentration throughout Gaza Strip. This is motivated by the concern
about the possible consequences of long term exposure to higher concentration Radon and its
short-lived product in air. Since, it is known that Radon through its radioactive progeny can
cause lung cancer, and thus has become a public health concern [4]. Many countries have
carried out surveys of prevailing indoor Radon levels [5, 6, 7]. We have stared a program of
measurement of Radon concentration in the country, since no serious study has been done in
the past. Certainly, this study will provide the basic data for any future study and project
planning from the environmental point of view.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Radon concentrations in the houses were measured using passive integral solid state track
detectors CR-39 [8]. Five hundreds (500) dosimeters, were prepared and distributed inside
the houses of the middle region of Gaza strip. These houses are chosen to be representative of
the whole region. Our sampling strategy was to distribute the dosimeters in houses located at
different geographic parts of the region. Moreover, houses built of different materials. Like
(stones and concrete), (stone and zinc) and (stone and spostos) were selected: a first group of
100 dosimeters was distributed inside Nuseirat camp (N), a second group of 100 dosimeters
placed inside Bureij camp (B), a third group of 100 dosimeters located inside Maghazi camp
(M), a fourth group of 100 dosimeters distributed inside Deiralbalah camp (D), a fifth group
of 50 dosimeters distributed inside Abraj An- Nuseirat (A), finally a group of 50 dosimeters
distributed inside Zahra City (Z). The detectors were placed in a room so as to avoid
contribution of 220Rn and its progeny, where the occupants of the house spend most of their
time. Some of detectors were placed in bedroom and other? in the living room. The detectors
were left in the houses for a period of four months, (from August to December of 2001). Only
433 dosimeters were found in place and collected, while the remaining 67 dosimeters were
considered lost, mistreated or damaged. The collected decectors were chemically etched using
a 20% solution of KOH, at a temperature of 70° C, for 5 hours according to a calibration made
in our laboratory. The detectors immersed in the etching solution, in a small container inside a
water bath. At the end of the etching process, the detectors were washed thoroughly with
distilled water and then left to dry. Each detector was counted visually using an optical
microscope with power of (40x10). Tracks in 9 distinct regions were observed; through the
unit area of 1 cm2 the average number of tracks/cm2 was determined. The calibration process
for the dosimeters, we used in this survey, four dosimeters were exposed for 30 days of2 6Ra
(Radon source) of activity concentration 800 Bq/m3. It gives 572 pCi.d/1 (2.12xlO4 Bq.d/m3)
concentration for the total exposure. The room's Radon gases monitor was a NITON RAD7.
2500 number of tracks/cm2 were found in these calibration detectors, then calibration constant
was found to be (8.45 Bq.d.nvVtrack.cm"2), the overall uncertainty in this calibration was
estimated to be ±10%.
Radon and its daughter's concentrations (C) throughout present work are determined by the
following equation [9, 10, 11]

Po
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Where,
Co=the total exposure of 226Ra (Radon source) in term Bq.d/m3,
po^rack density (number of tracks/cm2) of detectors exposed to 226Ra,
p=track density (number of tracks/cm2) of distributed detectors,
t= exposure time (days) of distributed detectors.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
An overview of the Radon concentrations at homes on all camps is evaluated and given in
table 1. The minimum and maximum values of Radon concentrations in the camps of each
group measured in Bq/m3 are also determined. The table also shows the average Radon
concentrations (C) and the standard deviation (S. D.) for each camp in location of the survey.
Radon and its daughter's concentrations over the six locations in the middle region of Gaza
Strip were varied between 13.36 to 83.82 Bq/m3 and had a maximum value of 97.06 Bq/m3.
The average Radon concentrations was 37.83 Bq/m3 with average standard deviation of
11.23. Average Radon concentrations for each site were determined as follows: Nuseirat
camp 37.46 Bq/m3, Bureij camp 44.95 Bq/m3, Maghazi camp 38.04 Bq/m3, Deiralbalah camp
44.51 Bq/m3, Abraj An- Nuseirat 28.79 Bq/m3, and Zahra City 17.54 Bq/m3.

Location
Nuseirat (N)

Table.l. Radon concentrations in each camp
Max.
Min.
No. of
Ave.
3
3
C(Bq/m3)
detectors
C(Bq/m )
C(Bq/m )
84
37.5
16.3
79.5

S. D.
Bq/m3
13.4

Bureij (B)

91

45.0

97.1

17.2

12.6

Maghazi (M)

90

38.0

87.1

8.6

12.3

Deiralbalah (D)

85

44.5

93.3

15.5

9.9

Abraj Al
Nuseirat (A)
Zahra City (Z)

43

28.8

64.3

14.9

8.2

40

17.5

56.3

3.2

7.3

Ave. value

Sum 433

37.8

83.8

13.4

11.2

Figure 1 shows the average Radon concentrations of B and D camps were higher than M and
N camps, but very higher than A and Z as they are new Cities.
The result also indicates that the difference between the minimum and maximum Radon
concentrations in each camp is very high. This large variation in Radon values inside these
camps is due mainly to the difference in the ventilation methods used, different types of
locations building (bedroom, living room, ... etc) and elevated floor of building (basement,
first floor, ...etc). The types of building materials such as concrete, spostos, stone and
concrete.... etc, are also influence the Radon concentration.
Table 2 shows that the basements are the highest Radon concentrations in all locations. The
possibility exists that high Radon concentration is found at lower floors, indicating that air in
elevated floor is reasonably well mixed. These results, indicate that the Radon concentrations
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determined are mostly due to the contribution of Radon concentration from soil located under
the building.
E3C(Bq/m3)
100

HMax.

DMim.

• S.D

n

90

Ave. value

M

Fig. 1. Radon concentrations in each camp
Table.2. Radon concentrations vary high level of the houses
3ol
H
l sl
2nd
5 th
6 th
Basement
Location
C(Bq/ C(Bq/ C(Bq/ C(Bq/ C(Bq/ C(Bq/
C(Bq/m3)
m3)
m3)
m3)
m3)
m3)
m3)
28.7
27.1
N
34.7
31.0
38.3
25.7
B
41.3
32.5
38.1
22.5
M
32.7
26.8
42.4
22.3
D
30.6
31.2
26.2
27.4
A
37.6
24.3
15.9
11.2
13.6
Z
32.9
19.6
No. of
Det.

92

53

46

23

Ave.
value

38.8

31.0

24.6

21.8

17
• 21.1

C(Bq/
m3)

21.7
-

5

4

4

24.3

27.4

21.7

Figure 2 indicates that the Radon concentrations of D and B houses built of stone and spostos
higher than N and M houses built of stone and concrete. Houses built of stone and concrete
had low Radon concentrations in all house locations. The ventilation method in these
buildings can be understood to be better than other buildings.
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Figure 3 shows that highest percentage of Radon concentration was found in the bedrooms
41%, while kitchen 34% and living rooms 25%, within the same housing complex, have about
the some Radon levels. The high Radon levels inside bedrooms are due also to the relatively
low ventilation.
Figure 4 shows that Radon concentration of smoking people in B camp is very high
comparing to other camps. Thus, higher Radon concentration and smoking together may
cause lung cancer.
0Stone plus zinc C(Bq/m3) 0 Stone plus spostos C(Bq/m3) • Stone plus concrete C(Bq/m3)

Ave. value

Fig. 2. Radon concentrations versus with material of the house

Bedroom
41%

Kitchen
34%

Living room
25%

Fig. 3. Percentage of Radon concentrations versus different rooms of the house built
from (stone and spostos)
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!

asmoke C(Bq/m3)

ESomelime smoke qBq/m3)

• No smoke QBq/m3)

Ave. value

Fig. 4. Smoking effect of the houses built from (stone and concrete)
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ABSTRACT
The contamination of the atmosphere of Slovakia by stable elements and
also by-,radionuclides as i4 C, 7Be, 210Pb and 222Rn were studied during the last
decade using nuclear techniques. The main aims of this research were the better
understanding of processes taking place in the atmosphere, the quantification of
the atmospheric pollution and its trend, as well as the evaluation of the health risk
from this pollution.

INTRODUCTION
The control of the atmospheric air quality is one of the most important tasks of the
environmental protecting program. Atmospheric air is one of the basic components of the
human environment. Cleanness of the air reservoir is a basic factor for the ecological balance
and human health.
Among many pollutants heavy metals are the most toxic component for all living
organisms. Heavy metals are presented in the atmosphere in organic and also in inorganic
forms, in the form of dust and aerosols. They can be transported to large distances from the
source (thermal power plant, chemical industry, transport, etc.) and where they fall out they
have a very negative impact on the environment.
Systematically surveys of the atmospheric deposition of heavy metals are performed in
several European countries every 5 years by means of the biomonitoring technique [1]. It is
well established that the terrestrial mosses are among the most effective types of organisms
for biomonitoring due to their biological features, widespread occurrence, and tendency to
accumulate and retain pollutants. As distinct from higher plants the terrestrial mosses lack
an advanced root system. This inhibits significant absorption of pollutants from the substrate
and consequently their uptake results mainly from the ambient atmosphere. Moss surveys
have several advantages over conventional deposition monitoring based on bulk
precipitation, the sampling is simple and chemical analyses are much easier due to higher
concentration and strongly reduced contamination problems.
From radioactive pollutants of the atmosphere the most significant are the natural 222Rn
with its daughters (218Po, 214Pb, 214Bi, 214Po, 2'°Pb and 210Po), 7Be and 14C as radionuclides of
cosmogenic origine and case of 14C also as products of nuclear bomb tests.
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The concentration of these radionuclides in the atmosphere is not stable. We can observe
daily and seasonal variations of the radon concentration in the surface layer of the
atmosphere. These variations are explicitly attributed to the regular changes of the vertical
atmosphere mixing rate during the day and during the year [2],
Identically the seasonal variations of the 7Be, 210Pb and 14C concentrations in the
atmosphere are observed as a result of transport processes in the atmosphere and of the
alternation of annual cycles [3, 4, 5]. Moreover, the 14C concentration in the atmosphere
decreases because of the exchange processes between the atmosphere and the other reservoirs
[5]. The decrease of 14C in the atmosphere is reasonable influenced also by the dilution of the
atmosphere with an inactive carbon, produced by combustion of the fossil fuel.
The concentrations of the atmospheric radionuclides and stable elements can vary
substantially with location. Therefore their measurements or. regional level bring always new
knowledge about exchange processes in the atmosphere, about its contamination and
knowledge of the population exposures.
In our contribution there is investigated the contamination of the atmosphere of Slovakia
by stable elements. Further, the results of the long-term trends of the concentrations of some
radionuclides in Bratislava atmosphere and 14C also in ZlLovce atmosphere are presented.
The complex view on daily and seasonal radon variations is provided finally.

SAMPLING SITES
The samples of mosses for a study of the atmospheric pollution by stable heavy metals
were collected on 86 permanent plots situated in Slovakia at the intersections of 16 x 16 km
pan-European network.
In the atmosphere the concentrations of 222Rn, 210Pb, 7Be and 14C were measured in
industrial city of Bratislava (48° 9' N, 17 ° 7' E, 164 m a.s.l.) with 0,5 million inhabitants.
For 14C analysis also the samples of atmospheric CO2 in Zlkovce (48° 29' N, 17 ° 40' E, 162
m a.s.l.) was collected. This station is situated approximately 60 km NE from Bratislava in a
flat agricultural area. The nearest pollution source that can influence the I4C concentration in
the atmosphere is the nuclear power plant Jaslovske Bohunice, approximately 5 km WNW
from Zlkovce.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Heavy metals monitoring
At the study of the atmospheric pollution by stable elements the mosses Pleurozium
schreberi, Hylocomium splendes and Dicranum scoparium were used as bioaccumulators. In
86 moss samples were determined 44 elements (including most of heavy metals) by the
epithermal and conventional activation analysis on IBR-2 reactor in JINR Dubna,
supplemented with the atomic absorption spectrometry. The investigation showed the strong
pollution of the examined areas of Slovakia by most of the heavy metals [6] in comparison
with the limit values from Norway.
The region near the border between Slovakia, Poland and the Czech Republic is
considered as the second "black triangle" of Central Europe with substantially higher
concentrations of heavy metals than the first "black triangle" near the borders of the Czech
Republic, Poland and Germany. The median of heavy metals in Slovakia for V, Cr, Ni, Cu,
Zn, Pb, Cd and As, were compared with relevant data from similar areas of Europe [7]:
Strongly elevated Pb values with compare even South Ural Mountans is evident. The Cd
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value is 1.5 to 9 times higher than in other Europens regions, only concentration of Zn is
aproximetly equally. The evident effect of trans-boundary air pollutants was observed.
100,00
• Slovakia
EITula
IE Ural
DKola Peninsula

10,00 -

H Norway

CD
3

1,00

0,10
Pb

Cd

As

Fig. 1. Median value for some elements in mosses from different part of Europe
Very high level of contents of heavy metals we observed in region Central Spish. From
metalgenetic aspect this region was the most important ore region in the Western Carpathian
Mts and it is historically linked with exploitation and processing of non-ferrous metals. Since
bronze period it had been the place of the exploitation of copper and later also ferrous ores.
During the 19th century a small manufacture developed into a large industrial enterprise.
In order to get a chronological record of trace element pollution in the environment
instrumental neutron activation analysis was used to determine content of 20 elements in 10year-old segments of one hundred-old lime (covering practically the whole 20th century)
originated from the area of Central Spish. Trees usually form visible annual rings. Samples
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Fig. 2. Content (mg/kg) of Cd in 10-year-old lime segments from SW side (1 st point) and
from NW side (2nd point). Content of Sb in 10-year-old lime and spruce segments: Lime
(dashed line) and spruce (full line) are added to the centre of decade.
were collected from two sides of a lime (SW 1st point and NW 2nd point) and from one side of
a spruce. No correlation of elements was observed between two sides of the lime. Correlation
of elements in relevant rings of two types of wood was not evident. Peaks of heavy metals are
apparently mobile in the stem wood. Therefore the current locations of these peaks are not
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reliable markers for the dating of pollution events in forest environment. Radial distribution of
heavy metals in wood rings should be cautiously used as a tool for chronological record of
environmental pollution.
In the same time Geological Survey of Slovak Republic ai>d Soil Science and Conservation
Research Institute in Slovakia performed analyses 5200 samples of soil from territory Slovakia.
In paper we compare spatial chemical distribution in atmosphere and soil. For example,
minimum and maximum values for element Pb based on soil samples are incomparable wider
than in mosses samples.
Table 1. Average, median, minimum and maximum value content of element Pb in moss and
soil samples
Average
Median
Min. value
Max. value
Pb
Moss (86 samples)
33
28
9,7
109
Soil (5198 samples)
29
20
3
2122
It is connected with effect of accumulation of element in soil on valley and impact of wind
to hill. If date from soil reflected contamination of environment of stable elements in during
past time, but the date from mosses reflected contamination of environment for a determinate
period. For example, mosses date shown (Fig. 3) decreasing the median values in last decade
for Cd, Cu and, Pb and for Zn. Elements Fe and Hg showed practically no change.
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Fig. 3. Temporal changes of heavy metals content in Slovakia mosses
During the same period concentration of such elements as Ni and V increased by ~50 %. This
reflects falling-off the production of steel and non-ferrous metals in Slovakia and decrease in
using leaded gasoline. The main source of increase of nickel and vanadium in air is gradually
growing combustion of heavy oil and products of its refining.

Monitoring of 222Rn

For the measurement of 222Rn the air was sucked at a height of 1.5 m above the ground
surface. The radon activity concentration was continuously monitored using the large volume
scintillation chamber with frequency of 12 data per day [8].
222
Rn in the surface layer of the atmosphere in Bratislava has been monitored
continuously since 1991. The extensive set of data allows to study the average daily courses
of the 222Rn concentration for individual months and different years and to map long - term
trends of the 222Rn activity concentration in the atmosphere.
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Fig. 4. The monthly mean values of the

222 T

Rn activity concentration in the surface layer of

the atmosphere in Bratislava.
The monthly means of the radon activity concentration for the years 1991 - 2001 are
shown in the Fig. 4. The spring minima and maxima occurring in various months of the
second half - year can be seen in the annual 222Rn courses for all the years. However,
the individual years differ from each other quite considerably. The amplitudes of the annual
courses vary from 3.1 Bq.nT (1995) to 1.2 Bq.nT (1999). The years 1996 - 1999 show
a decreasing trend of these amplitudes, predominantly as a consequence of the decreasing
of the radon activity in the year's maxima. Simultaneously, a shift of the year's maxima from
the late autumn and winter months towards the summer months is observed.
Hour of day
0-24

1991

1992 1993

0-24

0-24

1994 1995 1996

1997 1998

0 -24

1999 2000 2001

Year

Fig. 5. The mean annual values (solid lines) and the mean diurnal courses (dotted curves) of
the 222Rn activity concentration in the Bratislava atmosphere.
The observed changes of the annual radon courses can indicate the lowering of the
stability of the surface layer of the atmosphere in autumn and winter months in the
mentioned period in comparison to the previous years.
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The average annual course of the 222Rn activity concentration calculated on the basis
of all the continual measurements in years 1991 - 2000 reaches the maximum in months
from October to January (6.9 Bq.m"3) and the minimum in April (3.9 Bq.m"3).
The long - term trend of the average annual 222Rn activity concentrations is shown in Fig.
5. For individual years, there are presented also average radon daily courses.
The average annual radon activity concentrations vary from 4.1 Bq.m"3 (in 1999) to
7.2 Bq.m"3 (in 1995). The average radon activity concentration in years 1991 - 2000 is equal
to 5.6 Bq.m"3. The highest radon concentration in 1995 is caused by the high amplitude of
average daily wave in this year (1.7 Bq.m"3) and also by high average value of the radon
concentration during a day (5.6 Bq.m"3). In 1999 the minimum of the average daily wave is
-3
equal 2.6 Bq.m" and its amplitude is equal only to 1.2 Bq.m"-3 . In investigated period, the
highest amplitude of average daily wave was observed in 1994 (2.3 Bq.m"3).
The average daily wave of the 222Rn activity concentration (Fig.6) obtained as the mean of
all data from years 1991 - 2000 reaches a maximum between 4 and 6 a. m. (7.1 Bq.m"3) and a
minimum between 2 and 4 p. m. (4 Bq.m"3). The 222Rn activity concentration reaches its
average daily value equal to 5.6 Bq.m"3 at about 10 a.m. and at 9 p.m.

2

4

6

8

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Hour

Fig. 6. The mean diurnal courses of the 222Rn activity concentration in Bratislava atmosphere
(years 1991 -2000).
Also the average daily courses of the 222Rn activity concentrations for individual
months have a form of waves with the maximum in the morning hours and with the minimum
in the afternoon. The maximal amplitudes of the daily waves are reached in the summer
months from June till August (2.2 - 2.9 Bq.m"3). In this part of the year also the lowest
222-3\
afternoon Rn activity are reached (~3 Bq.m").
The amplitudes of the daily waves are very
small at the end of autumn and during winter months (0.5 - 0.7 Bq.m"3). The detailed analysis
of the daily 222Rn courses was carried out in our previous work. There was shown also that the
amplitudes of the daily waves are in proportion to the intensity of the global solar radiation
[9].
Monitoring of 7Be and 210Pb
Aerosol particles in the atmosphere have been collected using the nitro-cellulose filters
with the collection efficiency of approximately 100 %. After exposing in a sampler device the
filters have been measured by a semiconductor HPGe detector with a beryllium window
placed in the low-background shield.
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During monitoring period from March 2001 to April 2003 68 sets of nitro-cellulose filters
were sampled. Measured concentrations of 210Pb and 7Be over the term are presented in
Fig. 7. The concentrations of 210Pb ranged from 0.27 to 2.93 mBq.m"3 with a mean value
0.87 ± 0.02 mBq.m"3. The concentrations of 7Be ranged from 0.46 to 4.42 mBq.m"3 with a
mean value 2.14 + 0.04 mBq.m"3. Both radionuclides show seasonal variations. 210Pb reach
higher values in autumn and winter months, what is attributed to frequent inversion conditions
of the surface air layers [10]. The decrease of the 210Pb concentration in warm spring and
summer season is a result of intensive air mixing. The concentration of 7Be behaves almost
inversely to the 210Pb concentration. The highest values of activity have been detected during
spring and summer term. It is an effect of air-mass transport from stratosphere to troposphere.
On the contrary in cold months these exchange processes are reduced and as a result the
supply of 7Be produced in higher layers of atmosphere declines.
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1X.02

XII.02

III.03

VI.03

Fig. 7. Monthly means of air activity concentrations of 7Be and 2l0 Pb.
Monitoring of 14C
For the carbon isotope measurements in the atmosphere the monthly large-volume
samples of atmospheric CO2 have been continuously collected at a height of 15 m above the
ground surface by the dynamic absorption of CO2 in NaOH solution [II]. Further CH4 was
prepared from the sample for filling the low-level proportional counter, which was used for
the counting of the 14C decays [12]. Results are presented as A14C values and they were
obtained from 814C values by the correction on the isotopic fractionation.
The 14C activity has been measured in atmospheric CO2 in Bratislava and Zlkovce stations
since 1987 [13]. In Fig.8 the courses of the annual mean A14C measured in both localities are
shown. For a comparison, the dashed line in Fig.l shows the long-term trend of annual mean
of AI4C in background air over Europe.
Before 1994 [14] the annual mean values of A14C in the atmospheric CO2 collected in
Bratislava were on average about 50 % lower and at Zlkovce about 20 % in comparison with
the A14C background level. At that time A14C at Zlkovce were about 50 %o higher than in
Bratislava. In this period in Bratislava, very low and sometimes even negative monthly mean
AI4C values were measured mainly in January and February evidently as a consequence of the
high input of 14C free fossil fuel CO2 into the atmosphere (Suess effect). According to the
expectation, the Suess winter minima of A14C were not as distinct at Zlkovce as they were in
Bratislava, although they were also identified.
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Fig. 8. The annual mean values of the A14C in the atmospheric CO2 in Bratislava and at
Zlkovce. The'dashed line represents the long-term of the annual mean A14C in the background
air over Europe.
Since 1994 there were no longer such marked differences in annual mean A14C values
between the two stations. This could be explained by the decreasing of the fossil fuel CO2
emissions in Slovakia after 1990 and their stabilization after 1994 [15, 16]. In 2001 the annual
mean A14C reached the value approximately 8 % only above the A14C natural level.

CONCLUSION
a.

b.

c.

d.

Information about the air pollution status in different parts of the Slovakia is essential for
a better understanding of environmental stresses. Biomonitoring technique allows
monitoring the heavy metals atmospheric deposition with a very high spatial resolution.
By the continual monitoring we obtained the extensive set of radon data in Bratislava
atmosphere covering the time period of 1991 - 2000. The average annual radon activity
concentrations varied from 4.1 to 7.2 Bq.mf3. In the years 1996 - 1999 the decreasing of
the average annual radon concentration was observed.
The mean air activity concentrations of 210Pb and 7Be in surface atmosphere are
0.87 ± 0.02 mBq.m"3 and 2.14 +0.04 mBq.m"3, respectively. Both radionuclides show
seasonal variations. 7Be maxima occur in spring and summer and 210Pb reach higher
values in autumn and winter.
A high variability of the annual mean A14C in the atmospheric CO2 was observed at two
not very distant stations until 1993. In this period the annual mean values of the A14C in
heavily polluted atmosphere of Bratislava were about 50 % lower and at Zlkovce about
20 % lower compared to A14C in European background air. In 2001 reached the value
approximately 8 % only above the A14C natural level. The observed A14C behavior in the
atmosphere provides an unique evidence of the decrease of fossil fuel CO2 emissions into
the atmosphere
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NATURALLY ENHANCED RADIUM-226 AT T H E HAMMAM
PHARAON HOT SPRING AREA
S. A. El-Mongy1, Y. Y. Ebaid2, H. M. Diab1, and N. M. Said1 M. S. ElTahawy1
1-National Center for nuclear Safety and Radiation control, Atomic Energy
Authority, Cairo, Egypt
2- Physics Department, Faculty of Science- Fayoum, Cairo University
ABSTRACT
A radiological study was conducted for Hammam Pharaon hot spring and
the surrounding area. The naturally occurring 226Ra was determined using HpGe
spectrometer. Gamma emissions 351.9 keV of the 214Pb and 609.3 keV, 1120.3
keV and 1764.5 keV of the 214Bi, in equilibrium with their 226Ra parent were used
to calculate its specific activity in the water, soil and rock samples. The analysis
revealed the presence of some hot spots in the studied area. Elevated values of
226
Ra were found to be as high as 32,000 Bq/kg (~ 0.9 nCi/gm). The absorbed
dose rates, hazard indices, and radium equivalent values were calculated on the
basis of the results obtained. The resulted high doses due to the elevated radium
content necessitate controlled recreational activities in this area.

INTRODUCTION
Many places around the world have been known by their highly natural
radioactivity contents, e.g., Kerala in India, Brazil, and natural reactor at Oklo in
Gabon.
Hot springs are considered as places for recreation and rehabilitation. This is
because of the belief in their curative effect for humans. However, most of those hot
springs are known to contain higher amounts of natural radioactivity, which might
be of certain risk hazard increasing possibility for public, patients and workers.
Hammam Pharaon hot spring area, was preliminarily investigated during a
routine survey on the Sinai peninsula under the auspices of the Scientific Research
and Technology Academy. The preliminary studies revealed elevated concentration
of the naturally occuring radium-226 and its daughters.
The aim of this work was to determine the 226Ra activity levels in soil and
water samples from selected areas around Hammam Pharoan thermal spring. This
was to assess the effective dose equivalent received by workers and tourists due to
these elevated levels of 226Ra radioactivity.
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Sampling and sample preparation:
Soils
Soil samples were collected from two sites beside the spring entrance. Eight
successive layers of 5 cm each where collected from the first site, while six layers
where collected from the second site. This was carried out using a stainless steel
template sampler with dimensions 25cmx25cmx5cm (depth). Two rock samples
were also collected.
Water
Two water samples were collected from spring water. All the collected
samples were transferred to our laboratory in Cairo. The soil and rock samples were
dried at I10°C for about 24h, mechanically crushed, sieved through a 2 mm mesh
sieve and then weigh [1].
Eventually, the prepared volumes of the soil samples were transferred
into a Marinelli beaker of 100 ml capacity, while water samples were
transferred to a 1000 ml Marinelli beakers. The Marinelli beakers were then
sealed for about four weeks to reach secular equilibrium between radium-226
content and its corresponding daughters.
Gamma Spectrometry
Gamma ray spectrometer equipped with hyper-pure germanium
(HpGe) detector was used to carry out this study. The gamma spectrometer
consists of a detector of vertical configuration mounted on a 30 liters liquid
nitrogen dewar for the germanium crystal temperature control. Supporting
electronics e.g., the preamplifier, and high voltage power supply with
negative polarity, are also included.
The detector shield, has a cavity adequate to accommodate large samples and
constructed of lead to minimize the back-scattering effect. The lead shield, lined
internally with grated absorbers of copper (l-2mm ) and cadmium (~2mm).
The used gamma ray spectrometer system was energy calibrated by
different standard gamma ray emitter sources. These included cesium-137
(661.66 keV), cobalt-60 (1173.23 keV, 1332.5 keV), potassium-40 (1460.8
keV). Energy transitions of 351.99 keV, and 609.31 of the 2I4Pb and 1120.11
keV and 1764.5 keV of the 2!4Bi were used to calculate the specific activity of
their parent 226Ra in the samples assuming secular equilibrium between parent
and the respective progenies.
Dose Assessment and Hazard Indices:
Based on the results of specific activities, the absorbed dose rates D (nGy/hr)
lm above the ground were calculated. The uppermost layers of 5 cm were used to
perform these calculations. However, all the samples were used to calculate the
external hazard indices (H) due to the emitted gamma rays of the samples using the
following equations (IAEA, 1988):
D = 0.427 CRa + 0.662 CTI, + 0.043 C K
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Where C K , C Ra ,Cxh
are the concentrations of 226 Ra, 232 Th series and 40K
respectively, expressed in Bq/kg. The external hazard index value must be less than
unity at normal natural radioactivity content in the natural soil (J.Beretka, 1985).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The specific activities of 226Ra for the collected soil samples are shown in
table 1 and Figs.l and 2, respectively. Radium-226 concentrations range from 431 to
2538.1 Bq/kg in the first site and from 991 to 3053 Bo/kg in the second site. It is
observed that, there are a wide range of 226Ra activities in the same site at different
depths.
The high concentrations of 226Ra activity above that of the natural level
might be due to the geochemistry of the parents [2]. The interactions between the
ground water aquifers and radium-bearing materials; rocks, soil and ore deposits are
also affecting parameters [2].
It is also noticed that, the activity concentration of 22 Ra decreases after a
depth of 35 cm and 20 cm in site 1 and 2, respectively. This variation could be
refereed to the geological formation from which the spring flows and solubility
properties of radium isotopes.
The ratios of the 226Ra concentrations in the two sites are calculated and
given in Fig.3. In spite of the distance between the two sites is about 10m only, it
was found that, the ratio is more than unity. This indicates that the distribution of
radium in this area is inhomogeneous.
The rock samples were analyzed and the activity concentrations of 226Ra are
10,781.3 and 32,541.2 Bq/kg.
The specific activity of 220Ra in water samples was measured and it was
found to be less than 3 Bq/1.
In-situ dose-rate was measured and its value ranges between 8 and 15 /xSv/h.
Due to the different methods of patients treatments (partial or total burying)
the absorbed dose rates in both sites were calculated on the basis of the
concentration values represented in table 2 which ranges from 184 to 1084 nGy,
while the absorbed dose rates range from 423 to 1396 nGy/h in site No. 2 . The
absorbed dose rate in the first layer was calculated and it is 3 times greater than the
internationally recommended dose rate (55 nGy) in site No.l and 7 times greater
than the recommended dose rate in site No.2.
The hazard indices for the sites No.l and No.2 were calculated and found to
range from 1.1 to 6.8 and from 2.7 to 8.3 for the two sites respectively.
Figures 5 shows the comparison of the calculated health hazard due to the
radium activity concentrations in soil samples collected from the two sites.
An intensive study for Hammam Pharon hot spring is going to be carried out in a wide
area around it.
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Table 1. Specific activities of " Ra (Bq/kg dry weight) in soil samples collected around the
Hammam Pharoan hot spring area.
Site No. 2
Site No. 1
2W
226
Ra (Bq/kg
Sample
Depth
Ra
Depth
Activity Ratio
Sample
(cm)

code

dry weight)

code

(cm)

(Bq/kg dry

(site No.2/site

weight)

No.l)

431.0

A2

5

991.0

2.3

5-10

785.0 _

B2

5-10

2362.0

3.0

c,

10-15

867.0

c2

10-15

3269.0

3.77

D,

15-20

1075.0

D2

15-20

3053.0

2.84

E,

20-25

1212.0

E2

20-25

2054.0

1.69

Fl

25-30

1705.0

F2

25-30

1619.0

0.95

Gl

30-35

2538.1

HI

35-40

2267.0

A,

5

B,

Fig. 1 . Specific activity of Ra-226 at different depths
in Site No.l

5-10

30-35

35-40

wciglit)
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Fig. 2. Specific activity of Ra-226 at different depths
in Site No.2

Ra-226 (Bq/kg Jry weight)

Fig. 3. Activity concentrations ratio of Ra-226 between the
two sites

10-IS cm
Depth (cm)
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Fig. 4. Comparison of specific activities for two different
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Table 2. Absorbed dose rate (nGy/h) and health hazard index
Samples
code

Site No.l
Absorbed
dose

Health
hazard

Samples
code

Site No.2
Absorbed
dose

Health
hazard

A,

184.0

1.16

A2

423.1

2.68

B,

335.3

2.12

B2

1008.5

6.38

c,

370.3

2.34

c2

1395.7

8.83

D,

459.0

2.91

D2

1303.7

8.25

E,

517.1

3.28

E2

876.9

5.55

Fl

728.0

4.61

F2

691.1

4.38

Gl

1083.7

6.85

HI

968.0

6.13
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Fig. 5. Comparison of hazard index for two different sites
Hazard index
5
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STUDY OF RADON LEVELS IN SOME CLOSED AREAS IN
MANSOURA CITY, EGYPT
A.Abu El-Ela, A. H. Hafez*, M. Othman and A. H. EI-Farrash
Physics Department, Faculty of Science, Mansoura University, Egypt
* Physics Department, Faculty of Science, Alexandria University, Egypt
The concentration levels of the radioactive 222Rn inert gas in some
dwellings of Mansoura city, the capital of Dakahlia Governorate, have been
studied for the first time by long-term passive integrated dosimeters (CanTechnique). Fifteen locations have been selected: nine in different house rooms,
four in the library and in the chemistry laboratories, and two different locations in
Dar Ibn-Lokman museum.
In each location two cans were hanged. Two different sensitive Solid State
Nuclear Track Detectors (SSNTDS) of the type CR-39 and LR-115 were fixed
inside each can and another LR-115 detector was fixed outside the can as a bare
detector.
The cans were changed every month during a whole year (June 2001May 2002), and the detectors were etched chemically before counting the tracks
of the a-particles due to radon.
The radon activity concentration and the equilibrium factor were measured
by the bare and diffusion detectors, the seasonal variation in radon in addition to
the yearly effective and equivalent doses, were also calculated.
KeyWords: Radon concentration, seasonal variation, equilibrium factor, effective
dose, Track detectors, Mansoura dwellings.
INTRODUCTION
Great attention has been given to the problems of exposure and inhalation of radon
and its daughters and to the associated health risk especially when it is concentrated in some
enclosures such as working places, tight houses and old museums [1,2]. A passive alpha
measurement method for radon survey has been carried out using passive etched-track
detectors exposed over long periods.
Recently the use of plastic track detectors in air volume of cans has become the most
reliable procedure for time-integrated, long-term measurements of radon activity
concentrations under different environmental conditions [3].
In the present work, we have mode long-term measurement of radon levels in 15
dwellings: 9 at different houses in Mansoura city (6 in ground and 3 in first floor), 4 at our
Faculty of Science (3 in the library and 1 in a laboratory at the Chemistry Department), and 2
at Dar Ibn-Lokman old museum in Mansoura city. At every location, two dosimeters were
hanged in a fixed position.
The radon activity concentration and the equilibrium factor were measured by two
bare and diffusion detectors; also the seasonal variation in radon levels and the yearly
effective and the equivalent doses were calculated for each of the above-mentioned 15
locations

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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1. Radon Dosimeter
The radon dosimeter used in present work is shown in Figure 1, it is a diffusion
stainless steel cup, 3.5 cm radius and 11 cm length, the cup is equipped with different solid
state nuclear track detectors (SSNTDS), at its internal bottom two (1.5 x 1.5 cm) polymeric
nuclear track detectors having different sensitivities (LR-115 & CR-39). The detectors are
numbered and attached with double adhesive tapes side by side to the top center of the
inverted cup, another external (bare) LR-115 detector (1.5 x 1.5 cm) was fixed outside the cup
to measure the total alpha exposure related to radon, thoron and their daughters. Moreover,
the cup is covered by 25 jam thick plastic membrane filter (PF) to keep out aerosols that carry
daughters of radon, but they allow all of radon isotopes to enter and be measured (4). This
device was used for simultaneous estimation of the radon activity concentration and
equilibrium factor. After entering the cup, radon atoms will decay and form "fresh" progenies
which are in equilibrium with radon. These progeny-atoms can deposite onto the available
inside surface of the cup.
LR-115

CR-39

Stainless Steel
Measuring cup

LR-115
(External detector)

Rn'

Membrane filte
(2 Sum)
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing for the dosimeter.
2. Experimental Procedures
Long-term integrated measurements for radon were performed in the air of the abovementioned 15 locations in Mansoura city. The detection cups were installed in the rooms of
the concerned dwellings, all the detectors were fixed such that their sensitive sides are facing
the interior of the room. The detectors were changed monthly for one year (June 2001- May
2002), the cups were hung about 2 m above the floor facing away the walls and placed away
from windows and doors in order to prevent the influence of airflow on the concentrations of
222r
Rn, 220Rn and their progenies [5]. Determinations of
Rn, and its daughters were
performed under normal life conditions.
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Plastic detectors are of specific interest for very low-level counting because of their
very large collection factors (large area and long exposure time). However, precautions have
to be taken in order to minimize the a -particles background present in air during the storage
of the detector prior to the required exposure. In the present study, the nuclear track CR-39
detectors were treated, before exposure, with a PEW-40 solution (15 g KOH + 40 g C2H5OH
+ 45 g H2O) at 70°C [6]. Unexposed films of the LR-11.5 and CR-39 were also etched and
scanned for background determination, which was subtracted in spite of its very small value.
Also, protective plastic covering materials were placed over the detector sheets after
manufacture in order to prevent electrostatic charging of the detector surfaces which may
build up significant errors to the-measurements.
After exposure, the detectors were removed and chemically etched at a constant
temperature in a freshly prepared NaOH solutions: 2.5 M at 60°C for 2 hours for LR-115 and
6.25 M at 70°C for 5 hours for CR-39 detectors.
During the chemical etching, the NaOH beaker must be covered in order to avoid
quick changes of the NaOH normality through the evaporation of water. Also for accurate
measurements, NaOH solutions were always fresh and never be used once more in another
etching process, the etching processes were never interrupted, since the interrupted etching is
different from continuous one.
After etching, the detectors were rinsed in continuous flowing, cold and distilled water
for about 10-20 min as the cold water quickly stops the etching of the left over NaOH in the
tracks. Then CR-39 detectors were dipped for few minutes in 3% acetic acid solution, while
LR-115 films were treated with solution B (50 cm3 distilled H2O+50 cm3 C2H5OH) [1].
Finally all samples were exposed briefly to distilled water, and then dried. The track densities
were then measured using an optical microscope at suitable magnification (150x for LR115and 400x for CR-39) with a total number of 500 fields. The obtained track densities were
converted to the unit of Bqcdot m"3 to obtain radon activity concentration using a calibration
factor.

3. Effective Dose Calculation:
The relationships between exposure and dose (dose conversion factors) are central to
risk assessments because the dose the to critical tissues or cells (in which the biological
effects arise) can vary widely for a given exposure. Dose conversion factors for radon
daughters have been at variance because of the differences in assumptions and uncertainties
related to aerosol properties, lung models, and critical tissues.
The dose equivalent of inhaled radon and its progeny can be estimated if the radon
activity concentration in air is known as well as their equilibrium and dose conversion factors.
As the radon and its progeny activity concentrations are measured in air by means of
the internal and external LR-115 (diffusion and bare detectors), then the corresponding track
densities pjn and pcx are related to the concentration of 222Rn (C) and the equilibrium factor
(F) [2] as follows:
C = p,n/kT1t,

(1)

where k is the attenuation factor for radon transport through the membrane, T| is the
calibration coefficient of the radon measuring device in terms of a-tracks cm" day" Bq.m" ,
and t is the exposure time.

F=aR-b,

forl.2<R<3,

where
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R = kpeX/ph, and a = 0.50, b = 0.53.

(3)

The effective dose E of the radon and its progeny can be calculated by means of the
following equation:
E = C T ( 6 r + eaF),
(4)
where er = 0.17 nSv h"1 per Bq.m"3 and 8d = 9 nSv h"1 per Bq.m'3 are the conversion factors
for radon and radon daughters dissolved in tissue, respectively, and T (h) is the residence time
in the interested location. F is the equilibrium factor between radon and its daughters in the
atmosphere of the 15 concerned locations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
1. The Radon Activity Concentrations
The radon activity concentrations in Bq.m"3 were calculated by equation (1) and the
effective dose in nSv by equation (4). Table 1 represents the monthly variation of radon
activity concentrations during a whole year (June 2001- May 2002) for all the dwellings
under investigation. From this table we can notice the followings:
(1) the lowest radon concentration is equal to 34 Bq.m"3 at location (15) during July and the
higher one is 423 Bq.m'3 at location 2 during January;
(2) the average value in Mansoura city is 170 Bq.m"3;
(3) the concentration of the first floors are lower than those at ground floors which is in
agreement with the previous result [7].
In all the concerned dwellings it was found that the yearly average radon
concentrations were below the action level (200-600 Bq.m"3) recommended by IAEA [8]
except for location 3, where it is equal to 423 Bq.m" .
The seasonal variation of radon levels could be attributed to the meteorological
conditions, since in winter, these dwellings were poorly ventilated to save energy, while in
summer they may have some ventilation.
Figure 2 shows the monthly variation of radon activity concentrations measured in the
air of the locations from 1 to 15. Figure 3 represents the normalized (log-normal) distribution
of radon activity concentrations in Mansoura dwellings. This is in agreement with the
expected distribution, whether for a whole country or a small area, this result is in agreement
with previous work [2, 9].
2. The Equilibrium Factor
The monthly equilibrium factor f between radon and its daughters in the atmosphere
of the 15 concerned locations was calculated. Table 2 includes the track densities pjn and p ex
of the internal and external detectors respectively taken during July 2001, as an example, and
Figure 4 represent the relation between them. The f factor was estimated theoretically for each
point by the described method [10] and its developed version [11]. Figure 5 represents the
variation of track density between the bare (pcx) and the diffusion (pjn) LR-115 detectors
during 12 months from which a graphical value of the yearly mean equilibrium factor F is
0.19 and its calculated value is 0.13 ± 0.10 using equation (2). Table 3 represents a
comparison between the theoretical and the experimental equilibrium factors. These values
are actually quite small due to many factors, mainly the ventilation rate in summer time.
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Table 1. The monthly variation of radon activity concentration (Bq.mf--3s) during a whole year
from June 2001 to May 2002.
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Table 2. The track density (a-tracks cm" per 30 days and the mean values for both
detectors (CR-39 and LR-115) during July 2001.
Location
s

] nternaJ

track ilensity

p (CR-39)

Pav (CR)

Internal track density
P (LR-115)

Pav (LR)

External track <lensity
p (LR-115)

Pav(LR)

1

270 ±49 376 ± 53 323 ±36 67 ± 16

57 ± 15

62 ±11

2

320 ±51 364 + 53 342 ±37 55 ± 15

63 + 16

59 + 11 127 ± 19 81 + 17 104 + 13

3

399 ±54 298 ± 50 349 ±37 70 ± 16

63 ± 16

66 ±11

120 ± 19 104 ± 1 8 112 + 13

4

257 ±48 345 ± 52 301 ±35

52 ± 15

60 ± 16

56 ± 11

95 ± 18 107 ± 1 8 101 ±13

5

246 ±48 206 ± 46 226 + 33 45 ± 15

40 + 14

42 + 10

81 + 17

6

330 ±52 280 ± 49 305 ±38 60 ± 16

56 ± 15

58 ±11

107 ± 18 115 ± 18 111 dt 13

7

194 ±45 138 ± 42 166 ±31 33 ± 14

29 ± 14

31 ±10

56± 15

56+ 15

5 6 ± 11

8

282 ±49 266 ± 49 274 ±35 44 ± 15

50 ± 15

47 ± 11

88 ± 17

95 ± 1 8

91 ± 1 2

9

104 ±40 212 ± 46 158 ±30 23 ± 13

35 ± 14

29 ±9

58± 15

68 ± 16

63 + 11

10

191 ±45 191 ± 45 191 ±32 29 ± 14

29 ± 14

29 ±10

53 ±15

53 + 15

53 + 11

11

240 ±48 240 ± 48 240 ±34

50 ± 15

50 ± 15

50 ±11

101 ±18 101 + 18 101 ± 1 3

12

160 ±43 218 ± 46 189 ±31 34 ± 14

31 ± 14

32 ±10

64 ± 16

60 ± 16

62 ± 1 1

13

105 ±40 214 + 46 159 ±30 31 ± 14

30 + 14

30 ±10

61 ±16

79 ± 1 7

70 ± 1 2

14

239 ±47 283 ± 49 261 ±34 53 ± 15

55 ± 15

54 ± 11

146 ±20 1 0 6 + 1 8 126 ± 1 3

15

164 ±43 104 ± 40 134 ±29 24 ± 13

26 ± 13

25 ±9

67 ±16

47

124 ± 19 100 ± 18 112 ± 13

71 + 16

31 ± 1 4

76+12

49 ± 1 0
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Table 3. The minimum, maximum, the average equilibrium factor (f) theoretically and by
graph, and the yearly mean equilibrium factor (F).

2002

2001

Months
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
F

Equilibrium factor (f)
Min.
Max.
0.441
0.004
0.322
0.089
0.597
0.059
0.046
0.373
0.508
0.032 J
0.194
0.025
0.003
0.231
0.004
0.096
0.154
0.010
0.272
0.015
0.007
0.216
0.268
0.040
0.003

0.597

Mean ± (SD)

(f) from graph

0.16 ±0.12
0.18 ±0.07
0.22 ±0.14
0.18 ±0.08
0.15 + 0.11
0.11 ±0.05
0.08 ±0.06
0.04 ± 0.03
0.06 + 0.06
0.10 ±0.07
0.16 ±0.03
0.18 ±0.08

0.14
0.16
0.19
0.18
0.11
0.12
0.10
0.06
0.09
0.12
0.15
0.19

0.13 ±0.10

0.19

3. The Effective Dose
From equation (4), the effective dose values to workers and visitors were calculated
based on the seasonal mean value of radon activity concentration with residual time (T) = 600
h y"1 per season. It was found that, the annual effective doses are in the range from 0.202 to
0.919 mSv. When substituting the obtained average radon activity concentration in Mansoura
(170 Bq.m"3), the average effective dose is found to be equal to 0.636 mSv, with residence
time of 2400 hours through a whole year.
All the calculated doses were found to be less than the lower bound (3-10 mSv.y"1) of
the recommended action level [12], and this implies negligible risk for the workers and
visitors. Then we can assume that the indoor radon levels in specified locations in Mansoura
city are within acceptable values for the population, not causing significant radiological risk.

CONCLUSION
The yearly mean radon concentration was found to vary from 34 to 423 Bq.m" with
an average of 170 Bq.m"3 using appropriate sensitivity factor for LR-115 etched track
detectors. Its arithmetic mean is 141 Bq.m"3, and with a seasonal variation of 51.5%. The
detector materials showed a seasonal trend of low levels of radon concentration during
summer months and higher levels during winter and autumn.
The calculated effective doses were found to be ranging from 0.202 to 0.919 mSv, and
a yearly effective dose of 0.636 mSv which is lower than the internal recommended action
level (3-10 mSv) [12],
Therefore the possible risk for the workers and visitors from radon doses in the studied
dwellings is very low.
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ABSTRACT
In this work three different types of granites were studied, namely: pure granite,
alkali granite and altered (hydrated) alkali granite. General radioactivity of the
granites was studied along with the potential for 222Rn emanation. The study
indicated that altered alkali granite releases, relatively, the highest 222Rn emanation
to the surrounding air while alkali granite emits the more intense gamma radiation
of the three granites. Hence, altered alkali granite can be used as a laboratory
source fox 222Rn.

INTRODUCTION
Granites- of different types are known to contain traces of uranium ^]'2\ Among the decay
products of uranium is Ra which in turn decays to 222Rrij which being a gas, leaks out
from the mother rock and can escape to the atmosphere or dissolve in surrounding surface or
ground water '•3"4l Hence granites can serve as convenient laboratory scale source for studies
222^

on

Rn.
The present work conducts a comparative study of the general radioactivity
characteristics and 2 2 2 ^ emanation capability of three different types of granite, namely:
pure granite, alkali granite and altered (hydrated) alkali granite [5]. The aim of the study is to
select the granite source with the greatest potential for emanating Rn [6] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples from the three granite rocks were crushed to 2mm particle diameter. Equal
masses (250g each) of the crushed granites were placed in two containers; in either Marinelli
beakers for gamma spectroscopy using HPGe detector, or in emptied charcoal canisters for
measuring the surface dose to TLD-200. The dosimeters were positioned on top of the
crushed source as shown in (Fig. 1).
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TLD chips

3 layers of Vinyl tape

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of TLD chips placed on surface of granite rock filling an
emptied canister
The two containers were closed tight for four weeks before making the measurements.
Rn emanation assay was carried out using standard charcoal canister technique. The granite
rocks along with an open regular charcoal canister were placed, one by one, in a confined
exposure desiccator (regular laboratory system) for three days. Measurements of the
222

222

emanated
Rn air concentrations (for the three granite rocks) in the desiccator air were
carried out using standard charcoal counting technique.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Equal masses of the crushed granites, having the same mesh number, were used in all
the experiments. While gamma spectra of the granites showed similarities of the many gamma
energies present yet there was variation in the relative intensities of some gamma lines as
shown in (Fig. 2). For example, in the case of alkali granite, this has an increased level of
potassium, the 40K gamma line being more intense. While, 214Pb and Bi gamma energies
were present in all granites at about the same intensities.
The gross gamma count rates (table 1) of the granites show as expected, that alkali
granite gave the highest count rate. The dose rate at the surface of the crushed granites, as
measured by TLD-200, was highest for alkali granite (Fig. 3) namely about 460DR/hour
compared to about 28DR/hour for pure granite. For altered alkali granite, the mass used, i.e.
250 grams, has water as part of the used mass. This is reflected in the less surface dose rate
compared to alkali granite. Increasing the mass of altered alkali granite used (Fig. 4) showed,
at first, increase in the surface dose but this tapers off gradually, perhaps due to self shielding
by the increased mass.
Regarding 222j^n emanation from the different granite sources, altered alkali granite
(which is hydrated alkali granite) released more 2 2 2 ^ . (pig 5) illustrated that it released 1.73
Bq/L as compared with 0.3 Bq/L for pure granite (Fig. 2) illustrated that more 222Rn release
as measured by charcoal canister technique is perhaps due to more porosity or more
permeability to 2 2 2 ^ exhalation in the altered alkali granite.
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.214

Bl - 214

K -

Fig. 2. Gamma-ray spectra detected by HPGe detector for different types of granite collected:
(a) alkali granite (b) altered alkali granite and (c) pure granite. Notice presence of 40K in all
granites but at different relative concentrations. 214Pb and 214Bi (222Rn daughters) main
energy peaks are present in all granites. The counting time was 72000 sec.
The results indicate that, as a laboratory source for
to be the better granite to use in such situations.

222R 1 1 J

altered alkali granite seems

Table 1. Comparison between the three different granite types in terms of gross counts of
selected region of interest around energy peaks of radon daughters ( 214 Pb and 214Bi) to be
analyzed
___________________________________
Region of Interest
No.
Granite Type*
Gross Count
1
Alkali
10,105,028
2
Altered alkali
3,036,139
Pure
3
612,414

IL* Granite Mass = 1000 g

and
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** Counting Time = 1000 sec.
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Fig. 3. The dose-rate as measured by TLD chips placed on top of 250 grams of different
granite rocks having 2.0 mm particle diameter, the control is an empty canister.
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ABSTRACT
The paper reports an investigation of the tritium content in the surface
waters of the Yenisei River basin near the Mining-and-Chemical Combine
(MCC). In 2001-2003 the maximum tritium concentration in the Yenisei River
did not exceed 4±1 Bq/L. It has been found that there are surface waters
containing enhanced tritium, up to 168 Bq/L, as compared with the background
values for the Yenisei River. There are two possible sources of tritium input.
First, the last operating reactor of the MCC, which still uses the Yenisei water
as coolant. Second, tritium may come from the deep aquifers at the "Severny"
testing site. For the first time tritium has been found in two aquatic plant
species of the Yenisei River with maximal tritium concentration 304 Bq/Kg
wet weight. Concentration factors of tritium for aquatic plants are much higher
than 1.
Keywords: "Tritium", "the Yenisei River basin", "Surface and ground
waters", "Nuclear reactor", ""Severny" testing site", "Aquatic plant",
"Concentration factor "

INTRODUCTION
The Yenisei River is one of the largest waterways in the world. It is about 4000 km long.
Its water catchment area is 2605 thousand km2. The mean annual water discharge in the
Yenisei estuary is about 600 km .
Tritium is produced by a variety of processes in nuclear power plants such as fission
processes, neutron capture and decay processes. At the present time the Yenisei River
receives both the tritium routinely released by the Mining-and-Chemical Combine of the
Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy (with the direct release of the Combine effluent into the
river and due to the removal of tritium from the sanitary-protective zone of the Combine by
the river network) and the global fallout tritium (removed from the water catchment area of
the Yenisei River basin).
The Mining-and-Chemical Combine is located at Zheleznogorsk in the Krasnoyarsk
Territory, on the bank of the Yenisei River (Fig. 1). The nuclear reactors and the
radiochemical plant of the Mining-and-Chemical Combine (MCC) have been in operation for
more than 40 years and have contaminated the Yenisei River floodplain with radionuclides
[1-3]. Two flow-through reactors were shut down in 1992, but the third reactor is still
working. It must be put out of service in 2007. The Combine produced weapons-grade
plutonium during many years and, as a result, there are considerable amounts of radioactive
wastes, which are partly deposited in the storage facilities and open ponds on the Combine's
territory, but the greater part has been injected into the deep aquifers of the "Severny" testing
site. It is known from the published data of the MCC specialists [4, 5] that the "Severny"
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testing site is located 12 km north of the MCC radiochemical plant, at the watershed between
the Yenisei and the Bolshaya Tel Rivers (Fig. 1).
There may be several potential sources of tritium found in the Yenisei water:
1) the tritium of the water-catchment area contaminated as a result of nuclear weapons
tests;
2) the tritium of the water-catchment area contaminated by aerosol discharges of the
MCC;
3) the tritium of the reactor coolant released into the Yenisei;
4) the tritium of the effluents of low-activity liquid wastes of the radiochemical
production;
5) the tritium migrating from the open settling ponds located in the production area of the
MCC; and
6) the tritium migrating from the deep aquifers of the "Severny" testing site.
No other water environment in the world receives tritium from so many sources of
contamination. These unique conditions of the Yenisei River can be used to investigate
various pathways of tritium migration in the environment.
The purpose of this study was to detect the sources from which radionuclides come into
the Yenisei River, based on the detailed investigation of the tritium content in samples (water,
sediments and aquatic plants) collected from the surface waters of the Yenisei River basin.

EXPERIMENTAL
Objectives
In the period from July to September 2001-2003 the researchers of the Radioecology
Laboratory of the Institute of Biophysics SB RAS collected water samples from the Yenisei
River near the MCC and at different distances from it downstream, from the mouths of the
streams draining the MCC sanitary-protective zone, and from the Bolshaya Tel River (Fig. 1).
Reference samples were collected upstream of the MCC, near Krasnoyarsk. In September
2001-2002 the researchers collected samples of sediments from the Bolshaya Tel River and
upstream of the MCC, near Esaulovo, to determine tritium in the pore water. The sediment
samples were collected at a depth up to 10-20 cm. In September 2002 and from June to
September 2003 we collected samples of aquatic plants: the shining weed (Potamogeton
lucens) and the Canadian pondweed {Elodea canadensis).
Methods
Within the first few hours after collection, the samples were filtered to remove suspended
particles and placed into air-tight glass containers. Immediately before analytical
investigations, the water samples were subjected to chemical treatment in accordance with the
recommendations of the Environmental Measurements Laboratory of the United States [6, 7].
The water samples were distilled with KMnC>4 (under alkaline conditions) to eliminate
coloration, organic matter, and salts that might interfere with the determination of tritium.
Pore water was extracted from sediment samples and aquatic plants by distilling the
azeotropic mixture with toluene. The distillation of the azeotropic mixture with toluene
separated the solution of total dissolved tritium including both 3H2O and organically bound
tritium. Depending on the composition of sediments, the water content was 15-30% of the
initial mass. The water content of Potamogeton lucens was 45% and that of Elodea
canadensis, 11%. Upon distillation, the resulting samples of aqueous extract were subjected
to double purification.
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic map of the south of the Krasnoyarsk Territory near the Mining-andChemical Combine of the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy (Zheleznogorsk): surface
waters of the Yenisei River basin: 1 - the Shumikha River; 2 - Stream No. 2; 3 - the
Ploskii Stream
The boundary of the MCC sanitary-protective zone
Measurements
Analytical investigations of the samples for tritium were conducted at the Institute of
Biophysics SB RAS (Krasnoyarsk) and at the Centre for Information Processes and
Technologies of the RPA RADON (Moscow). Subsamples of water distilled from the
oxidation process were assayed for tritium using liquid scintillation counters. At the Institute
of Biophysics in Krasnoyarsk purified sample aliquots were mixed with an LS-8 scintillation
cocktail in 20-ml low 40K glass scintillation vials at a ratio of 1 to 9. Samples were measured
at a temperature of ~6-8°C on a liquid scintillation spectrometer made in Russia. The
spectrometer was efficiency calibrated with standard reference tritium solutions. The
efficiency of tritium registration was 30%.
At the RPA RADON in Moscow a 10-ml aliquot of the purified sample was placed into a
polypropylene vial and mixed with 10 ml of a scintillator solution - an Ultima-Gold AB
cocktail. The resulting samples were measured using a TRI-CARB 2550 TR/AB (Canberra,
USA) liquid-scintillation spectrometer during 1000 minutes. Tritium and other p-emitters,
including 14C, were identified and their activities calculated using the "SpectraDec" program
for spectrum processing. The program involves a comparison of the experimental spectrum
with the model one, which is obtained by calculation using the library of the spectra for
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certain isotopes [8]. The spectrometer efficiency in the Low-Level Counting Mode (LLC) was
calibrated using standard reference tritium solutions. Sample aliquots with a low tritium
content were measured in the Low-Level Counting Mode. This special option is used to
measure background concentrations of low-energy radionuclides. The total duration of
measurements was 2000 minutes. Between the measurements of two samples a background
sample was measured.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 lists the data on tritium content in water samples of the Yenisei River.
It follows from Table 1 that in the period of our investigations the tritium concentration in
the Yenisei River water did not exceed 4 Bq/L and this is consistent with the results of the
1998 expedition to this region (4.3±0.2 Bq/L). Previously, the data on the tritium content in
the Yenisei River water, based on the measurements made by the Hydrometeorological
Service of Russia, were published annually in the records reporting the radiation situation in
Russia [9]. So, it was reported that during 1998-99 the mean yearly tritium concentration in
the Yenisei water was 3.7-4.1 Bq/L and did not exceed the average global fallout tritium
content in water bodies of Russia [5]. Thus, no contribution of the MCC to the contamination
of the Yenisei-with tritium has previously been detected. In August 1998, during the joint
radioecological expedition to the floodplain of the Yenisei River, which involved the MCC
specialists, water samples were collected for the determination of the tritium content. The
investigations have shown that at the MCC discharge site, in the mouths of the Bolshaya Tel
and the Kan Rivers, the tritium concentration does not exceed 4.3±0.2Bq/L. This corresponds
to the background tritium content in the surface waters of Russia [5].
We found that in the mouths of the streams and rivers whose catchment areas are within
the MCC sanitary-protective zone the tritium concentration was enhanced versus the
background values: in the Shumikha River the maximum tritium concentration was 81 Bq/L,
in the Ploskii Stream - 168 Bq/L, and in Stream No. 2 - 3 2 Bq/L (Table 2). Our data are
similar to those obtained in 1998: in the Ploskii Stream and the Shumikha River the tritium
concentrations exceeded the background values and amounted to 56 and 125 Bq/L,
respectively. Other authors did not suggest any explanation for the higher tritium values and
assumed that the tritium had been washed off the soil surface in the MCC sanitary-protective
zone [5]. We conducted y-spectrometric measurements of the water samples collected from
the mouths of the streams and rivers and revealed the presence of activation radionuclides in
the mouths of the Shumikha River and the Ploskii Stream. This suggests that the source of
tritium in these surface waters is the last operating reactor at the MCC, which still uses the
Yenisei water as coolant. It was assumed earlier that there is only one outlet of the cooling
water into the Yenisei River and that this is the Ploskii Stream. However, our measurements
of tritium and y-spectrometry of water samples suggest a conclusion that there are two outlets
of the coolant into the Yenisei River.
Table 2 lists the data on tritium content in water samples of tributaries of the Yenisei
Rive at different distances downstream from Krasnoyarsk.
In all the samples collected from the Bolshaya Tel River during the sampling period
the tritium content was higher than the background values (1.5-2 times in July and August and
almost 10 times in September). The maximum tritium concentration in the water of the
Bolshaya Tel River was 35 Bq/L.
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Table 1. Tritium content (Bq/L) of the water in the Yenisei River (2001-2003)
Sampling time
August
September
Sampling position
July
2.8±0.7
2.5±0.6
Krasnoyarsk,
2.4±0.8
Okm*
(2.6±0.5)
(2+1)
Village of Esaulovo,
5±1
4.8±0.9
45 km*
Village of
2.7±0.4
2.6±0.5
Atamanovo, 86 km
3.1±0.4
Upstream of B. Tel
3.4±0.5
3.1±0.3
mouth, 94 km
Downstream of
4.7±0.6
3.9±0.5
B. Tel mouth,
95 km
Village of
3.3±0.4
2.5±0.3
2.6±0.5
B.Balchug, 97 km
Tankin Island,
_
3.0±0.4
170 km
Village of
3.2±0.3
Zakharbvka,
278 km
Village of
2.9±0.4
Abalakovo,
350 km
Krasikov Island,
2.8±0.3
422 km
Village of
3.1±0.3
Novonazimovo,
600 km

In brackets are the data of the RPA RADON (Moscow).
* The distances to sampling points are in km, downstream from Krasnoyarsk
There are two possible sources from which the Bolshaya Tel River may receive
tritium. First, it is the soil surface runoff at the water catchment area near the MCC. Second,
tritium may come from the deep aquifers at the "Severny" testing site. As reported by the
MCC specialists [4, 5], the "Severny" testing site is located 12 km north of the MCC
radiochemical plant, at the watershed between the Yenisei and the Bolshaya Tel Rivers (Fig.
1). Liquid radioactive waste is injected into Horizons I and II located at depths of 370-465 m
and 180-280 m, respectively. The MCC specialists report that Horizon II is connected to the
valley of the Bolshaya Tel River and Horizon I is presumably connected to both the Kan
River valley (12-14 km north of the testing site) and the valley of the Bolshaya Tel River, by
way of a slow overflow into Horizon II [4, 5]. The testing site was established in 1967. By
now about 5 million m3 of liquid radioactive wastes with the total decay corrected activity of
l*1019 Bq have been injected into the two aquifers [10, 5]. In addition to long-lived
radionuclides, including transuranic elements, tritium is also injected into the underground
horizons. Rybalchenko and co-authors reported that in some wells of the testing site the
tritium activity concentration amounted to 330000 Bq/L [4], However, no elevated tritium
content was registered either outside the testing site or in the monitoring wells, as reported by
the MCC specialists. As we mentioned above, in August 1998, during the expedition
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involving the MCC specialists, water samples were collected for the determination of the
tritium content in order to find out whether there was an exchange of water between the
Yenisei tributaries and the "Severny" testing site. The investigations showed that in the mouth
of the Bolshaya Tel River the tritium concentration did not exceed the background values,
4.0±0.2 Bq/L [5], and, hence, the river and the "Severny" testing site were not hydrologically
connected. Only in one of the Kan River tributaries was the tritium concentration found to be
1.3 times higher than the background - 5.3±0.2 Bq/L [5]. Based on this, the authors of that
work suggested a hydrological connection between the Kan River water and the underground
horizons of the "Severny" testing site.
Table 2. Average tritium content (Bq/L) of the water in tributaries of the Yenisei River
Sampling time
Sampling position

August

July

September

The Shumikha River
70±10
j
75±11
81±8
- mouth, 81 km
Stream No.227±4
30±5
32±6
mouth, 83 km
120±21
The Ploskii Stream168±25
120±10
mouth, 8,5 km
(46±5)
34±5
The B. Tel River:
_
5.6±0.6
94.5 km mouth
(55±6)
50 m upstream
21 ±3
from the mouth
6.4±0.7
21±3
300 m upstream
9±1
from the mouth
(28±4)
(5.1±1.5)
(6±2)
30±10
500 m upstream
4.2±0.8
from the mouth
(15±3)
1000 m upstream
6±2
28±3
from the mouth
1200 m upstream
_
33±4
7^2
from the mouth
In brackets are the data of the RPA RADON (Moscow).
* The distances to sampling points are in km, downstream from Krasnoyarsk
To determine the source from which tritium comes into the water of the Bolshaya Tel
River, we collected samples of sediments from the Bolshaya Tel and analyzed the pore water.
The measurements of the pore water samples at the Institute of Biophysics SB RAS
(Krasnoyarsk) showed an elevated tritium content, up to 58 Bq/L (Table 3). The
measurements at the RPA RADON (Moscow), which were conducted using the latest
Canberra-Packard (USA) instruments, confirmed the high tritium content in the samples, up
to 42 Bq I'1, and also registered the artificial radionuclide 14C, with the maximum activity of
14Bqr'(Table3).
Table 3 shows that in the sediment layer 10 to 20 cm the tritium content is several
times higher than in the layer 0 to 10 cm. Tritium is known to be very weakly retained by
rock-forming structures, clays in particular [11]. That is why sediments accumulate only
insignificant amounts of the tritium that has been washed into the river off the contaminated
soil surface. In our case the main source of tritium for sediments is the ground water of the
"Severny" testing site horizons, which presumably exchange water with the Bolshaya Tel
River [4]. Then the tritiated pore water of the upper sediment layer continuously exchanges
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with the adjacent water layer of the surface water. As a result, -he tritium content in the water
of the Bolshaya Tel River increases, and our results confirm this (Table 2).
Table 3. The content of the radionuclides 3H (Bq/L) and I4C (3q/L) in samples of the pore
water from sediments (2001-2002)
Sampling
September
September
Depth of
14
position
2001
2002
layers
C,
3
3
H, Bq/L
H, Bq/L
Bq/L
Village of
Esaulovo
Village of
B.Balchug,
mouth
300 m from the
mouth
500 m from the
mouth
800 m from the
mouth
1000 m from the
mouth

0-10 cm
0-10 cm

The Yenisei River
3.7±2

3.8+1
4±2

The Bolshaya Tel River
0-10 cm
46±5
0-10 cm
49±6
25±5
10-20 cm
51±6
(16+3)
11±2
0-10 cm
58±6
(42±6)
0-10 cm
24±3
0-10 cm

19±3

(14+1.4)
(1.4+1.0)

-

In brackets are the data of the RPA RADON (Moscow).

The specialists at the Ministry of Atomic Energy of the Russian Federation stated [4] that
the low velocity of ground water, 5-6 m/year, moving northward, prevents the radioactive
waste from moving beyond the boundaries of the "Severny" testing ground. In the same work,
however, they reported instances of radionuclides or thermal anomalies being registered in the
remote monitoring wells. The proposed reasons were the elevated pumping pressure and the
presence of enhanced permeability zones in the stratum. Thus, if radioactive wastes can
migrate faster than estimated, it seems obvious that the real velocity of tritium migration
under pumping may significantly exceed the calculated velocity. The "Severny" testing site
has been in operation for 35 years and by now tritium has reached the surface waters. The
Bolshaya Tel River receives significantly more tritium when the level of the ground water is
elevated, as was the case in the autumn of 2001, when the Yenisei water was high.
In the book by Rybalchenko et al. [4] it is reported that radioactive wastes are also injected
into deep aquifers in the territory of another facility of the Ministry of Atomic Energy - the
Siberian Chemical Combine (SCC) at Seversk of the Tomsk Province. In the same publication
it is noted that components of radioactive waste, including tritium, were registered in the
monitoring wells of the SCC testing site. This fact gives more support to the possibility of
tritium migration outside the boundaries of the testing site.
The reference samples of sediments were collected from the Yenisei upstream of the
MCC, near Esaulovo. In the pore water of these sediment samples, the tritium content did not
exceed the background values - 4 Bq/L (Table 3).
Thus, our data showing that the tritium content in the pore water of the Bolshaya Tel River
sediments is at least 10 times higher than the background values for the Yenisei River, again
confirm that the Bolshaya Tel River receives tritium from sediments rather than from the
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water catchment area. So, we can state that there is water exchange between the surface
waters and the radioactively contaminated underground horizons of the "Severny" testing site.
To estimate tritium accumulation by aquatic plants, we collected samples of aquatic plants
of the Yenisei River both upstream of the MCC near the village of Esaulovo and in the area
affected by MCC discharges (the villages of Atamanovo and Bolshoi Balchug). The sampled
aquatic plants were of two species: the shining weed {Potamogeton lucens ) and the Canadian
pondweed (Elodea canadensis). The data on the tritium content in the Yenisei samples of
these aquatic plants are listed in Table 4.
The data obtained suggest that tritium content of the reference plant samples collected near
the village of Esaulovo varied between 3 and 13 Bq/L, depending on the sampling season and
plant species. Tritium content of the plant samples collected downstream of the MCC (near
the village of B. Balchug) was also higher than tritium content of the Yenisei water.
The Canadian pondweed and the shining weed samples collected in the area affected by
the MCC effluents in September contained over 100 times more tritium than the water
samples collected in the same positions - 410 Bq/L and 490 Bq/L, respectively (Table 4). The
explanation for the rather high tritium content of aquatic plants can be as follows.
Tritium in biological samples is usually categorized as free water tritium and tissue-bound
tritium, where the latter means organically bound tritium. It is known that organisms
incorporate tritium from exposure to 3HzO into tissue-free water very rapidly and reach
concentrations near that of external medium. Incorporation of tritium into organic matter of
cells occurs at a slower rate than incorporation into the tissue-free water and typically reaches
a concentration of about half that in the external medium [12], However, some tritiated
organic compounds do have the potential to accumulate in cell organic matter above levels in
the tissue-free water. In our study, the organically bound tritium content was operationally
defined as the1 tritium associated with biological macromolecules [13]. This is the tritium that,
as a result of biochemical processes in the analyzed samples, was transformed from the free
form to the tissue-bound one and was almost completely extracted from the samples by
distilling the azeotropic mixture with toluene.
Table 4. Tritium content and tritium concentration factors for the aquatic plants of the
Yenisei River
Tritium content
Tritium
in the aquatic plants
in the
concentration
Aquatic
Yenisei
Sampling
Bq/kg
factors for the
plant
River
position
wet weight
Bq/L
aquatic plants,
water,
L/kg
Bq/L
Potamogeton
7±2
2.2
0.44
5±1
Village of
Esaulovo
lucens
2
Village of
Elodea
13±4
10
5±1
canadensis
Esaulovo
409±10
304
Elodea
6
52
Village of
29
10
canadensis
Atamanovo
Potamogeton
488±25
222
6
37
Village of
29
7
lucens
Atamanovo
Elodea
7±3
5.4
4±1
1.4
Village of
canadensis
B.Balchug
6.5±2
2.8
4±1
Potamogeton
0.7
Village of
hicens
B.Balchug
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We have calculated the concentration factors of tritium for the analyzed plant species. The
results are listed in Table 4.
If we take the average tritium content in the Yenisei water equal to 4 Bq/L and calculate
the concentration factor (CF) of tritium, for the Canadian pondweed it will be more than 1
even in the reference samples collected near the village of Esaulovo, indicating that tritium
concentrates in plant biomass and that it seems to concentrate as organically bound tritium
[12], Assuming that the tritium content in the water near the MCC discharge site can vary
from 6 to 29 Bq/L, we find that the calculated CF of the Canadian pondweed can be within
the range of 10-52 and the CF for the shining weed - 7+37. Based on the results obtained, we
concluded that the concentration factor of tritium for plants can depend on their water content.
So, the maximum concentration factor of the Canadian pondweed was higher than that of the
shining weed. The water content of the Canadian pondweed was 77% and that of the shining
weed-45%.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The detailed investigation of the Yenisei River samples conducted over the last three years
showed that the maximum tritium concentration in the Yenisei water did not exceed 5 Bq/L,
which is consistent with the earlier obtained data.
2. There are waterways in which tritium exceeds the background values for the Yenisei River.
For instance, in the mouths of the Ploskii Stream and the Shumikha River the tritium
concentration amounts to 168 and 81 Bq/L, respectively. In water samples of the B. Tel River,
tritium content is 10 and more times higher than the background concentrations of the Yenisei
River. The results obtained indicate that besides the global fallout tritium the surface waters
of the Yenisei River basin also receive the tritium from other sources:
• the last operating reactor of the MCC, which still uses the Yenisei water as coolant.
Activation gamma-radionuclides found in water samples prove the contribution of this source.
• the radioactively contaminated underground horizons of the "Severny" testing site
hydrologically connected with the surface waters. Tritium found in the sediments of the
Bolshaya Tel River, which exceeds tritium content in reference samples, proves the
contribution of this source. The measurements conducted at the RPA RADON (Moscow)
revealed not only tritium but also the artificial radionuclide MC in the Bolshaya Tel samples
of the pore water.
3. For the first time tritium has been found in two aquatic plant species of the Yenisei River:
the shining weed {Potamogeton lucens) and the Canadian pondweed {Elodea canadensis).
Maximal tritium concentrations were registered in the samples collected at positions near the
radioactive discharge site of the MCC - 410 Bq/L (304 Bq/Kg wet weight) for the Canadian
pondweed and 490 Bq/L (222 Bq/Kg wet weight) for the shining weed. Tritium concentration
factors for the two plant species were also determined for the first time. Concentration factors
of tritium for aquatic plants are much higher than 1, indicating the presence of tritium in the
plant biomass as organically bound tritium.
The work was supported by the grant of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research
(RFBR) No. 03-05-64437.
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RADIOLOGICAL INDICES OF DRINKING WATERS ON THE
NORTH PART OF THE BULGARIAN BLACK SEA COAST
Peter Todorov Todorov, R. Rusev, R. Chuturkova
h/c Asparuhovo, 36 hear Str., ap.34, Varna 9003,Bulgaria
E-mail: tribiani@abv.bg
Bulgaria is a country which is located in the Eastern Europe. A drinking
water sources on the North part of Bulgarian Black Sea coast have different
radiological indices. The sources of drinking water can be lakes, rivers, wells,
dam lakes and so on. Property estimation of the contents of Uranium (Ur),
Radium (Ra 226), and total Beta activity, shows that concentrations of
investigated parameters vary around TDI (tolerable daily intake). To Uranium for
example the TDI yields a guideline value are 2 ug/litre if a 60 kg adult consuming
2 litres of drinking water per day and the provisional guideline value of Uranium
which shows the health significance in drinking waters is 0.002 mg/1. The
situation with the full Beta activity and Radium concentrations is the same. All
these qualitative and quantitative indices are close to the provisional guideline
values, but in some cases it is higher than the limit concentrations. The full Beta
activity is measured in Becquerel per litre and values are around 0.193+/-20%
Bq/1. The Radium concentration takes the dimensions of Bq/1 and it is about
0.009Bq/l. No matter of the source of drinking water, contents of radiological
indices is a very important element of the healthcare control.
Keywords: "Drinking-water", "Uranium", "Radium", "total Beta activity",
"provisional guideline value"

INTRODUCTION
Bulgaria is a country which is located in the Eastern Europe. It is not of the richest
countries if we talk about water supplies. So we use different sources of water to provide our
needs.
The sources of drinking water can be lakes, rivers, wells, dam lakes and so on. But as
a whole we can say that the main water sources are two - water from ice-melting and rain
water and the second source is water which is located in the earth's womb. But before
reaching the consumers water contact with the earth's crust and air and can be enriched from
them with different radiological compounds which naturally or as a result of human activities
occurs in them.
The global average human exposure from natural sources is 2.4 mSv/year.
(mSieverts/year). There are large local variations in this exposure depending on a number of
factors, such as height above sea level, the amount and type of radionuclides in the soil, and
the amount taken into the body in air, food, and water. The contribution of drinking-water to
the total exposure is very small and is due largely to naturally occurring radionuclides in the
uranium and thorium decay series. (See chart 1).
From the World Health Organization (WHO), water is one of the main sources of
radiological compounds for human body in normal conditions. In chart 1 we can see to what a
degree water influence to the uranium intake regarding to the other main sources of this
radionuclide. Water is the second basic deliverer of uranium and other radionuclides to the
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human body, so it is necessary to control quantity of these components in drinking-water if
we want to restrict their intake in to the human organisms arid to prevent progress of different
disease.
Levels of natural radionuclides in drinking-water may be increased by a number of
human activities. Radionuclides from the nuclear fuel cycle and from medical and other uses
of radioactive materials may enter drinking-water supplies; the contributions from these

The daily intake of uranium from main sources for adults
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Chart 1. The daily uranium intake from different sources.
sources are normally limited by regulatory control of the source or particle, and it is through
this regulatory mechanism that remedial action should be taken in the event that such sources
cause concern by contaminating drinking-water.
So to control the concentration of different types of chemical elements with
radioactive characteristics the authorized organs must attend to some parameters of the water.

METHODOLOGY
For the year 2003 there were taken more than 89 samples from more than 59 water
sources, most of which are for drinking purposes and which provide drinking-water for the
consumers. (See figure 1). The water samples are investigated about their chemical compound
and presence of some polluting agents. The most important investigated substances with
radiological characteristics in drinking-water are uranium, radium, and gross beta activity.
Water samples are taken from different places in the region of the North part of
Bulgarian Black Sea coast. Investigation includes a lot of towns and villages in the region.
Some of them are Varna, Dobrich, Devnya, Kavama, Shabla and so on.
Varna is located on the sea coast and with its population of more than 300 000 people
it is biggest town in the region. This is due to the resorts which are disposing in the region and
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to the harbors located here. At the holyday season population can grow two - three times and
to reach even a million, regarding with the numerous numbers of tourists.
The next big town is Dobrich. It is located on about 60 km north from Varna. As the
second biggest town in the region along with Varna, Dobrich is responsible to control the
radiological parameters in drinking-water too.
The authorized organs from the "Radiological protection and control" department by
the Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology in Varna and Dobrich must control the
concentrations of some parameters of drinking-water regarding to the Bulgarian National
Standards.
Devnya is located at the west direction from Varna. It is a very important industrial
center with high developed chemical industry. Besides in Devnya are located and the main
water sources in the ragion.
Varna and Dobrich are the main towns in the region but there are a lot of small towns
and villages which are liable to control too.

Fig. 1. Places of gathering of some of the water samples.
In most cases water sample taking has a control function, so the authorized organs
take one or two samples (in the most cases) through the year from a lot of different places.
Water sample taking must be done in plastic or glass radiologically clean containers.
After taking of water samples there is an estimation of the contents of the most
important parameters of the water.
The main parameters which are controlled are: total Beta activity and concentration of
uranium and radium-226.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results and discussion will be made for each of the investigated parameters personally
in the text below.
Uranium (U):
Uranium occurs naturally in the +2, +3, +4, +5 and
+6 valence states, but it is most commonly found in
the hexavalent form, in nature, hexavalent uranium is
commonly associated with oxygen as the uranyl ion,
UC>22+. Naturally occurring uranium (nalU) is a
mixture of three radionuclides (234U, 235U, and 238U),
all which decay by both alpha and gamma emissions.
Natural uranium consists almost entirely of the 238U
f
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respectively comprising about 0.712% and 0.006%
of the natural uranium. Uranium is widespread in
nature, occurring in granites and various other
mineral deposits.
Uranium is present in drinking-water
-2
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and
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Fig. 2.238Uranium radioactive decay
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Most of the uranium compounds are soluble in water, but it is possible uranium to be
in drinking-water and at its insoluble forms.
Uranium is present in the earth's crust, principally in the hexavalent form. It is
introduced into water supplies as a result of leaching from natural sources, from mill tailings,
from emissions from the nuclear industry, from the combustion of coal and other fuels, and
from phosphate fertilizers.
Investigated water sample for uranium is taken in radiologically clean container which
is washed two-three times with the investigated water. After that the sample is ready to be
analyzed in the laboratory.
Uranium in water is most commonly measured by solid fiuorimetry with either laser
excitation or ultraviolet light following fusion of the sample with a pellet of carbonate and
sodium fluoride (detection limit 0.1 jug/litre).
For the year 2003 there were taken more than 89 samples from more than 59 water
sources. This affords an opportunity to be study the correlation of concentration of
investigated components. Content of these components is relatively permanent so if there are
some changes this can be a sign for a problem.
In this research there were investigated 57 sources of tap water, 15 sources of water
from pump-stations ,11 sources of drilling water, 5 sources of mineral water and even one
source of surface-running river water.
Concentrations of uranium for the North-Eastern part of Bulgarian Black sea coast
varies between 0.00004 mg/litre to 0.003 mg/litre for different sources of drinking-water. The
official standards in Bulgaria allow limit concentration of natural uranium (natU) for drinkingwater to be not more than 0.06 mg/litre.

Concentration of Uranium
10.002

10.00008

Surfacerunning
river water

y WHO guideline

0.002

H Official standart in
Bulgaria
HI Maximal concentration

L-.j0.0O3

• Minimal concentration
0.002

0.06

Tap water

mg/litre

Chart 2. Concentration of uranium in drinking-water.
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The provisional WHO (World Health Organization) guideline level for uranium in
drinking-water is 0.002 mg/litre. (See chart 2).

Concentration of Uranium in some of the main towns in the
investigated area
DReal cpncentration ID WHO guideline B Official standart in Bulgaria

Tap water - Dodrich

Tap water - Varna

Tap water - Devnya

Places of research

Chart 3. Concentration of Uranium in the main towns in the investigated area.
In different countries the water sources are different, so and the uranium
concentrations are different too. From chart 4 you can see that the concentration in some
states of the USA is higher than the WHO guideline value, but as a whole the concentrations
at the other investigated places are under the limit concentration. That means that in these
regions there is no risk for consumers of water health.
Value of uranium in North-East part of Bulgaria is higher than in other regions, but
nevertheless it is very low regarding to the official standards in Bulgaria. (See chart 3 and
chart 4).
Uranium is considered to be carcinogenic, and the guideline value is the concentration
in drinking-water associated with an excess lifetime cancer risk of 10"5 (one additional cancer
per 100 000 of the population ingesting drinking-water containing the substance at the
guideline value for 70 years). For uranium there is some evidence of potential hazard but
available information on health effects is limited. So the limit concentrations are very low
because they must prevent each opportunity for disease on water users. This strict restriction
is some kind of insurance.
It is likely that food is the main source of uranium intake in most areas. The daily
intake of uranium from each source for adults is presented in chart 3. Thus, the total daily
intake is approximately 2.2 /zg or 0.037 /ig/kg of body weight for 60-kg adult, the majority of
which originates from food. (See chart 1).
The average human gastrointestinal absorption of uranium is 1-2%.
Classification of radionuclides by their radiotoxicity show that natural uranium (natU)
is in the group of radionuclides with ''Low radioactivity". But all isotopes of uranium (except
2i5
U) are in the "Very high radioactivity" group next to radium-226 and its isotopes.
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The main concentration of uranium in drinking-waters
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Chart 4. Uranium concentrations in different parts of the world.
While the naturally occurring isotopes of uranium are not highly radioactive, it has
toxic effects on humans and animals, particularly affecting the kidney. Uranium causes
inflammation of the kidney at high concentrations, and this chemical toxicity occurs at levels
lower than those at which there is a significant carcinogenic risk from uranium radiation.
Thus, the radioactivity of uranium is of secondary importance, as a risk to human health, to its
chemical toxicity.
There are several methods for removing uranium from drinking-water, although some
have been tested only in the laboratory or on a pilot scale.
Uranium decays to form radium and the gas radon. Radium-226 and its products of
decay can be very dangerous to human health. (See figure 2). So the radium is one of the
investigated elements in drinking-water.
Radium-226 (226 Ra):

8 8 226.025

As a result of natural uranium decay there are
getting different radiological products - radionuclides. (See figure 2). The most abundant and most
stable is the isotope of mass 226. Radium - 226 is
formed by the radioactive disintegration of the
thorium isotope of mass 230, which is the fourth
successive isotope in the decay series starting with
uranium - 238. The half-life of radium - 226 is 1620
years. It emits alpha particles, forming the gas radon.
Radium - 226 enters water supplies via
leaching from natural sources, from industrial and
nuclear use, from combustion of coal and other fuels,
and from phosphate fertilizers used in agriculture.
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Radium is in a group of potential dangerous compounds in drinking-water so its
quantity must be controlled. For this reason the number of investigated water samples is very
close to the number of investigated samples for uranium.

The main concentration of uranium in drinking-waters

Ontario,
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New York 978 sites in
Five
City, USA
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] Real concentration
Investigated places
•WHO guideline

NorthEastern
Bulgaria

Chart 5. Concentration of radium - 226 in drinking-water.
For the year 2003 there were taken more than 84 samples from more than 54 water
sources. This affords an opportunity to be study the correlation of concentration of
investigated components. Content of these components is relatively permanent so if there are
some changes this can be a sign for a problem.
In this research there were investigated 55 sources of tap water, 12 sources of water
from pump-stations ,11 sources of drilling water, 5 sources of mineral water and even one
source of surface-running river water.
Investigated water sample for radium - 226 must be taken in radiologically clean
container which is washed two-three times with the investigated water. Quantity of the sample
with the investigated water is not less than 1000 cm3. After that the sample is ready to be
analyzed in the laboratory.
The method is based on the determination of radium - 226 by its daughter product
radon - 222, which can be measured in the ionization camera.
As a whole the results of the research for the concentration of radium at the main
water sources, used by consumers for drinking-water are shown at chart 5.
The results clearly display that the drinking-water in the North part of Bulgarian Black
Sea coast is pure by radium - 226, and concentration is quite lower than Bulgarian National
Standard.
From this chart we can see that the highest concentrations are typical for a group of mineral
waters. But although these high concentrations, users can be anxiety-free, because the limit
concentrations which are determinates by the official standards of Bulgaria allow higher
concentration of radium for drinking-water.
Radium - 226 is measured in Becquerel/litre.
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Comparison between the main towns in the North-Eastern part of Bulgaria shows that
values of radium - 226 are relatively close. That is connected with the similarity of the
geological structure and composition of the earth's crust at the region. (See chart 6)

Concentration of Radium - 226 in some of the main towns in
the investigated area
El Real concentration CD Limit consentration
0.16
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0
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Tap water - Dodrich

Tap water - Varna

0.0135
Tap water - Devnya

Places of research
Chart 6. Concentration of 226Ra in some towns from the investigated area of the NorthEastern part of Bulgaria.
Chart 6 shows that concentrations of radium - 226 in drinking-water at three of the
main towns in the region are quite close.
The low concentration of radium - 226 in tap water is a good sign, because the tap
water is the main source of drinking-water for the population in Bulgaria.
Presence of Ra - 226 in drinking-water is not desirable, but if in the water have
presence of radium that is not extremely dangerous. Like a source of radioactivity radium
increase risk of bone cancer, but the problem of radium - 226 and the main reason to be
controlled so strictly is its daughter product - Radon. (Rn).
Radiation from radium has a harmful effect upon living cells, and radium burns are
caused by overexposure to the rays.
Radon is a daughter product with a very short period of half life - about three days
(see figure 2). It is a gas which is in the group of the noble gases. It is highly toxic and like
each gas easily penetrates through the lungs and damages them seriously. Radon increase risk
of cancer.
Radon, as a result of the 226Ra decay, can inflict serious damages of human health. So
it is of primary significance the radium concentration to be strictly controlled by the
authorized organs.

TOTAL (GROSS) BETA ACTIVITY:
Gross beta activity is a parameter which detection has a long history. Next to uranium
and radium - 226, it is at the great meaning for normal study of drinking-water
characteristics.
Gross beta activity measures the emissions of beta particles from different types of water.
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As a whole this method of investigation is use not to show the presence of some kind
of radiological isotopes in the investigate water. This procedure is use to show the level of the
radiological contamination.
The methodology of the research is based at the determination of beta activity in dry
water sample. So this procedure is connected with analysis of the mineral compound in the
water sample.
Some of the natural sources of gross beta activity are natural isotopes of different
chemical compounds. In these group is: 40K (which half-life is 1.27 x 1015 years, and which
represents about 0.01% of natural potassium), 67Rb, and so on. Another radiological isotope is
7
Be - Beryllium, which is get from nitrogen (N) as a result of impact from space.
Analyzing chart 7 we can see that the quantity of gross beta activity is very low. Even
the maximal concentrations of this activity are very low regarding to the limit concentrations
specify by the WHO and Bulgarian legislation.
This is a very good sigh confirm fact that drinking-water from different sources in the
North-Eastern part of Bulgaria is with wonderful properties and can be used by consumers.
It is necessary to say that higher values of 1 Bq/litre for gross beta activity do not
necessarily imply that water is unsuitable for human consumption. But it will be better if we
can restrict its use.

^iSii^

|€pj%)

Chart 7. Gross beta activity in the drinking-water.
The guideline activity concentrations assume an intake of total radioactive material
from the consumption of 2 litres of water per day for 1 year and are calculated on the basis of
the metabolism of an adult. Metabolic and dosimetric considerations have been included in
the development of dose conversion factors, expressed as sieverts per Becquerel, which relate
a dose expressed in sieverts to the quantity (in becquerels) of radioactive material ingested.
Examples of radionuclide concentrations (reference concentrations) corresponding to the
reference level of dose, 0.1 mSv/year, are given in table 1.
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Therefore, the values of 0.1 Bq/litre for gross alpha activity and 1 Bq/litre for gross beta
activity continue to be recommended as screening levels for drinking-water, below which no
further action is required.
Table 1. Activity concentration of various radionuclides in drinking-water
corresponding to a dose of 0.1 mSv from 1 year's intake".
Radionuclide

m

226:

idhfactor

liiitis

8.0x10-8

234\
238

V

?3:6M&0W.

Beta particles can increase risk of cancer. The different forms of radiation cause
different degrees of biological damage, alpha and beta being most damaging, and different
types of tissue vary in susceptibility to damage from radiation.
The recommended reference level of committed effective dose is 0.1 mSv from
1 year's consumption of drinking-water. This reference level of dose represents less than 5%
of the average effective dose attributable annually to natural background radiation.
Below this reference level of dose, the drinking-water is acceptable for human
consumption and action to reduce the radioactivity is not necessary.
For practical purposes, the recommended guideline activity concentration is 1 Bq/litre
for gross beta activity.

CONCLUSION
Analyzing the results from this research we will find out that the radiological indices
of drinking water on the north part of the Bulgarian Black Sea coast are with very good
parameters. Examination and Comparing of the findings are the best index about drinkingwater quality.
In all of the examine cases concentrations or parameters are quite lower than the
concentrations given in the Bulgarian National Standard, and at the most cases the values of
the research are even below the World Health Organization guideline.
This is a very good sign for a quality of the water as a whole, and it must show that
there should be no doubt about property of drinking-waters at the investigation area.
So at the end I want to say that drinking-waters on the North - Eastern part of Bulgaria
have very good indices and they can be used by the consumers. The low concentration of all
of the investigated parameters shows that the whole region is pure from radiological
compounds and all water supplies can be used properly.
Up to this moment the survey of radiological compounds shows good results, but the
research must continue, because people's health is of a big importance.
Water gives life. Let's use it properly.
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ABSTRACT
Results obtained for five lacustrine sediment cores and three soil samples,
collected~'in 1996 from Danube Delta, by using INAA, ICP-MS, and TTPIXE
analytical methods, are presented. The measured vertical profiles identified as
possible pollutants the following elements: Al, Cu, Zn, As, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb,
Hg, Tl, Pb, and Bi. In the sediment cores, the determined elements, except V and
Ni, show near-surface enrichment relative to the lower part (1.3-3 enrichment
factor, except 5 - 7 for Cd and Hg). In some few cases, As, Cd, Cu, Cr, Mn, and
Pb exceeded the minimum threshold of safety defined by the Romanian
legislation. For soil samples, increased (1.5-3 times) values at surface in
comparison with the 30 cm depth was also found, but values much lower
compared to lacustrine sediments, indicating the riverine transport as the main
source of heavy-metal near-surface contamination of the lacustrine sediments.
Keywords: "Danube Delta", "Sediment and soil", "Heavy metal pollution",
"INAA", "TTPIXE", "ICP-MS"

INTRODUCTION
During recent decades, the rapid industrial development in European countries has had a
side effect by the introduction of toxic metals, fertilizers, or pesticides in many ecosystems
[1,2,3,4]. Released into environment, these pollutants enter the atmospheric and hydrological
circulation and are finally deposited on riverbeds, in reservoirs or river deltas. In this way, the
lacustrine sediments, continuously enriched by all kinds of pollutants, become a long term record
for the past history of the contamination processes [5,6]. For that reason, investigation of the
vertical distribution of various pollutants in sedimentary cores can furnish useful information
concerning these processes. At the same time, the radioactive caesium released between 1948 and
1964 by atmospheric nuclear tests and in 1986 by Chernobyl accident can be successfully used as
time marker [5,7,8],
Danube Delta represents a flat region with a surface of 5,640 km2 (Fig. 1), its history
beginning by the end of the last glaciation [9]. Both morphologically and historically, the Danube
Delta can be divided in two regions [10]: fluvial (western part) and fluvial-marine (eastern part
including the Razelm-Sinoe lacustrine complex). More than 150 lakes and swamps are spread
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over the entire delta. The bottom sediments are intensively bioturbated by various invertebrates
which spend their life cycle buried in the mud [11,12]. This fact contributes to the dissemination
of pollutants within the sediments.
In the absence of any noticeable mixing or other processes, the presumed pollutants
usually exhibit increased concentrations in the upper layers of the sediments [3,4,5,13]. Each
country has issued its own regulations stating the limits of concentrations of heavy metals or
other pollutants that can be considered acceptable or dangerous. In Romania, these limits have
been established by the Minister of the Environmental Protection and published in the Official
Monitor of Romania [14]. Since the Danube Delta sediments are derived from a large part of
the European continent a comparison of the obtained data with the mean concentrations of the
same elements in Upper Continental Crust [15] could be very useful in interpreting
experimental data with respect to a possible pollution origin.
High precision nuclear and atomic techniques, such as Instrumental Neutron
Activation Analysis (INAA), Thick Target Proton Induced X-ray Emission (TTPIXE)
and Induced Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS), are currently used in the
investigation of environmental samples, such as sediments or soils [16,17]. In the present
work, these three analytical techniques were used to study the vertical distribution of major
and trace elements in three sediment cores (Lake Mesteru, Lake Furtuna -eastern part and
channel Sontea), as well as some soil samples collected in the south-eastern part of Danube
Delta (Caraorman bar). Other two sediment cores, collected from the lakes Lung and Matila,
were analysed by INAA. l37Cs vertical distribution and the total 137Cs inventory have been
determined in the analysed cores by using y-ray spectrometry. The recent sediment
accumulation rate and age have been estimated.
The main purpose of this work was to uncover the existence of any pollution of the
Danube Deltasediments and soil with the elements in question.

EXPERIMENTAL
Lake hydrology
The two lakes, Lung and Mesteru, are located in tS.e western part of the fluvial delta
(see Figure 1) and communicate between themselves through a small natural channel and two
small lakes. Both lakes have a relatively small surface (3.6 km2 and 2.9 km2) and are
permanently fed by the channel Mila 35. They are characterized by soft, lacustrine sediments
having a thickness up to 50 cm and a low sedimentation rate (0.18 - 0.20 g cm~2y~').
The lake Furtuna, located in western part of fluvial delta, is a relatively large lake
(surface: 11.6 km2), and communicates with Sulina Branch through at least five channels (the
most important being Sontea channel), which determine a higher sedimentation rate (0.6 - 0.8
g cm'2y"'), especially in the south-western part of the lake, where the sediments are of fluvial
type. The eastern part of the lake is characterized by soft, lacustrine sediments and low
sedimentation rate (0.18 g cm"2y"').
The lake Matita (6.44 km2), located in the north-eastern part of the Delta (Fluvial
delta), is connected to Sulina branch by the channel Lopatna and to the lake Merhei by the
channel Rosca. Both, Lopatna and Rosca channels present a very meandered pattern and thus,
a considerable amount of sediments do not reach the lake. This fact determines a very low
sedimentation rate (0.04 g c m ' V ) . There is also a permanent communication with the lake
Merhei. According to the radiocarbon data [18] the thickness of lacustrine sediments is in the
range of 35 -50 cm.
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Fig. 1. Danube Delta schematic map showing the location of the investigated lakes.
SAMPLES
Sediment
The sediment cores, containing mainly recent deposits, were collected in November
1996 from the following lakes: Furtuna (western and eastern part), Mesteru, Lung and Matita,
and from the channel Sontea. The cores were stored in vertical position. Prior to analysis, the
cores were sectioned into pieces of 1-2 cm thick. These samples were dried at 105°C,
homogenized by grinding, sieved (1.6 mm) and measured by y-ray spectrometry. After that,
for element content analysis by INAA and TTPIXE in IFIN-HH, aliquots were taken from
each sample. For TTPIXE analysis, about 1 g of sample was pressed (60 ton) into pellets of 8
-12 mm diameter and 1 - 3 mm thickness; samples of the reference sediment IAEA SL1 were
prepared in the same way. For ICP-MS analysis, realized at NTNU-Trondheim, about 2 g of
some selected samples were used. Dry bulk density and cumulative dry mass have been
calculated for each sediment core.
Soil

In September 2001, soil samples were collected at three sites within the region of
Caraorman bar. Samples were taken at the surface (5 cm thick) and at approximately 30 cm depth.
The samples were dried at 105°C, ground and homogenized. The same procedure as above was
used for sample preparation.
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MEASUREMENTS
Radiometric
The sediment samples were measured by y-ray spectrometry in efficiency calibrated
geometry. The measurements have been performed by using a HPGe detector, having a
FWHM of 1.9 keV at 1332 keV (60Co) and a relative efficiency of 30%. The detector was
connected to a CANBERRA S400 system through an AccuSpec A board. OS2/Genie-PC
software was used for gamma spectra processing. The 137Cs concentration has been calculated
for each analysed sample.
INAA
The samples and standards (0.25 - 0.3 g each) were wrapped in plastic bags and
irradiated for 4 hours in a wet vertical channel of the VVR-S Reactor of the Institute of
Physics and Nuclear Engineering, at a thermal neutron Dux of 1.2 1013 n c m ' V . The
irradiated samples were measured after a cooling time of 6 to 8 days (counting time: 1000 s)
and 20 to 25 days (counting time: 5000 s), by using the same system as above [13]. The
accuracy of the analyses was controlled by means of the IAEA reference materials SL1 and
SL3.
TTPIXE
Pressed pellets were analyzed by TTPIXE using 3 MeV protons delivered by the 9
MV Van de Graaff tandem accelerator of NIPNE. The analyses were carried out in vacuum. A
collimated beam (3 mm diameter) bombarded the target oriented at an angle of 45° with
respect to the beam direction. The beam current entering the scattering chamber was
maintained at 1-10 nA, and the samples were typically irradiated for a collected charge of 10
uC. The emitted X-rays were measured by a Canberra Ge(HP) detector, having an energy
resolution of 180 eV/5.9 keV, and placed at an angle of 90° to the incident beam direction. For
the present measurements, the X-rays passed through the Be windows of the scattering
chamber (0.25 mm thick), detector (76 |a.m thick), and a 3 cm air gap. The signals from the
detector preamplifier were processed with a Tennelec spectroscopic amplifier model TC244,
enabling pile-up rejection, and then fed into a model 1520 Canberra ADC and mixer-router.
Data processing and storage were performed with a Canberra SI00 system, based on an IBM
personal computer. The X-ray spectra [19,20] were analyzed using the code LEONE, which
models the X-ray peaks with Gaussian functions and subtracts a polynomial background (1 to
3 degree). The peak areas derived from the fitting routine, corrected for X-ray attenuation and
detector efficiency, were then used to determine the elemental concentrations. Quantitative
analysis was based on normalization to the beam charge and measuring a sample of the
standard reference material IAEA SL-1 in identical conditions.
ICP-MS
Samples of about 0.4 g were weighed into Teflon bombs and decomposed with
4 ml 14 M HNO3 in a microwave oven. After dilution to 0.5 M HNO3, the samples were
subjected to analysis by sector field ICP-MS using a Thermo (Finnigan) Element instrument
(Bremen, Germany). The RF power was 1150 W. The sample was introduced using a CETAC
ASX 500 auto sampler (Omaha, USA) with a peristaltic pump (pump speed 1 ml per min).
The instrument was equipped with a concentric Meinhard nebulizer connected to a Scott
spray chamber, and a quartz burner with a guard electrode. The nebulizer argon gas flow rate
was adjusted daily to give a stable signal with maximum intensity for the nuclide 15In.
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The instrument was calibrated using 0.5 M HNO3 solutions of multielement standards
at appropriate concentrations. Internal standards were not used. After each sample, 0.1 M
HNO3 (Suprapur) was flushed through the sample introduction system to reduce memory
effects. To check for possible drift in the instrument, a standard solution with known
elemental concentrations was analysed for every 10 samples. In addition, blank samples (0.5
M HNO3, Suprapur) were analysed for approximately every 10 samples. The samples were
analysed in random order.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
137

Cs vertical distribution

The vertical distribution of 137Cs was obtained (see Figure 2). 137Cs profiles, excepting
Furtuna-eastern part, are characterized by a single maximum and a long tail, due to
bioturbation phenomena occurring in lacustrine sediments by the action of living organisms.
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Fig. 2. l37Cs vertical distribution in four lakes of the Danube Delta.
The sediment accumulation rates have been estimated, using the position of 1963 peak
and assuming a constant rate of deposition at sampling points. Total 137Cs inventory (Bq m"2)
was calculated for each of the investigated sediment cores. The obtained results are presented
in Table 1.
1 "XI

The values of the total Cs inventory obtained for Matita and Lung lakes, closer to
the local atmospheric fallout (« 3000 Bq.m'2), correlated with a low sedimentation rate show
that the atmospheric fallout has the main contribution to these values. In the case of Mesteru
and Furtuna lakes, the values of total 137Cs inventory were ».7 - 2.4 times higher, indicating
an important contribution of the catchment-derived radiocaesium input [7,8].
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Table 1. The estimated values of the total 137Cs inventory (I), sedimentation rate (R, v),
and sediment dry bulk density (DBD)
Lake

I
Bq m"2

R

cm y"

DBD
gem"3

0.60 ± 0.20

0.30

V

1

Lung - Middle Part

3670 ±550

g cm"2/1
0.18 ±0.06

Mesteru - Middle Part

5370 ±800

0.20 + 0.07

0.50 ±0.17

0.25

Matita - Middle Part

3600 ±540

0.04 + 0.02

0.09 ±0.05

0.43

Furtuna - Western Part

7160 ±1070

0.65 ±0.20

0.81 ±0.24

0.80

Furtuna - Eastern Part

5210 ±780

0.18 ±0.06

0.42 ±0.14

0.43

Data from different analytical techniques
The data obtained by the three analytical techniques mentioned before include totally
42 elements. The results of different analytical techniques however are not directly
comparable in all cases. The concentration values from INAA and TTPIXE represent the total
contents of the elements in samples and are therefore directly comparable. The elements
determined by'INAA were: K, Na, Sc, Cr, Fe, Co, Zn, As, Br, Rb, Sb, Cs, Ba, Ta, Hf, Th, and
U. INAA is also favourable for the determination of several lanthanoides. The REE
geochemistry of these elements in Danube Delta sediments had been discussed in detail in a
previous paper [13]. The elements determined by TTPIXE were: K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni,
Cu, Zn, Ga, Br, Rb, Sr, Zr, and Pb. The results obtained by the two techniques for the same
element are in good agreement. Since these two techniques are based on different physical
principles, the agreement between them indicates that the accuracy of the data is generally
good. Also, an intercomparison between IFIN-HH (FNAA) and JINR Dubna - Russia (by
Epithermal Neutron Activation Analysis - ENAA) has been performed. A good correlation
has been obtained between the concentration values for almost all elements determined by
both techniques [21].
The ICP-MS data are based on the fraction of each element in the sample dissolved by
the treatment with concentrated nitric acid. Any form of the elements bound to the surface of
the soil or sediment particle, including additions by water or air pollution, will be soluble in
the acid. When it comes to the fraction of an element bound in the lattice of mineral particles,
however, it depends on the character of the mineral whether that fraction is soluble or not. In
the case of typical lithophilic elements, contained in silicate minerals, a considerable fraction
is generally insoluble in nitric acid. This means that the ICP-MS data in many cases do not
represent the total content in the sample and thus, they are not directly comparable with the
INAA and TTPIXE data. On the other hand, the ICP-MS data are likely to be better suited for
disclosing any contribution from pollution or other processes concentrated in the surface
sediment or soil, since they are less likely to reflect the part of the element contained in the
natural mineral material.
The elements determined by ICP-MS were Be, Na, Mg, Al, P, S, Ca, Sc, V, Cr, Mn, Fe,
Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Br, Rb, Sr, Y, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Cs, Ba, Ce, Pr, Sm, Hg, Tl, Pb, Bi,
and U, 36 in all. A comparison of ICP-MS values with either INAA or PIXE, for sediment
samples below 20 cm depth, indicate that the following percentages are dissolved by nitric
acid: Ni, As, Br, Pb: >95%; Ca, Fe, Zn: 80-90%; Co, Cu, Mn: 70-80%; Sc, Cr, Rb: 50-60%.
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Vertical distribution of metals in sediments
By using the concentration values, the vertical distribution of each element in the
investigated cores was obtained and the presumed pollutants were identified. The vertical
distribution of some elements concentration in the lake Mesteru is presented in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles in lacustrine sediments from the lake Mesteru for Cd, Hg, Pb, V, Cu,
Zn, Ni, Tl, and Ca, determined by ICP-MS, and for Cr, As, and Sb, determined by INAA; Ca
concentration is given in g/kg
As indicated above, the ICP-MS results are probably most suitable to indicate any surface
enrichment of elements caused by pollution or other factors. Results from the upper 50 cm of
a sediment core from lake Mesteru evidenced the elements that have increased concentration
near the sediment surface due to pollution of the Danube water. As seen in Fig. 3, some of
these elements, i.e. As, Cu, Zn, Cd, Sb, Hg, Tl, and Pb, are enriched in the upper sediment
layer. However, the maximum concentrations are evident a few cm below the sediment
surface, probably indicating a significant reduction of industrial activity during the last decade
in the former communist countries within the Danube river drainage area [5,6]. On the other
hand, elements also generally known to be associated with pollution, such as Al, V, and Ni,
show no such surface enrichment. A closer look at the data reveals that also Bi, Ag, In, and Sn
are enriched near the sediment surface. The near-surface enrichment is most prominent for Cd
and Hg, by about a factor of 5. All the above elements are known as air pollutants [22].
Most of the other elements show no appreciable variation in their HNCh-soluble
concentrations within the upper 50 cm of the sediment, which is to be expected for typically
lithophilic elements during a time period with small variations in sedimentation rate. In
addition to Al, V, and Ni, this type of distribution is evident for Na, Mg, Sc, Cr, Fe, Co, Rb,
Cs, Ba, Hf, REE (La, Ce, Pr, Eu, Sm, Lu, Tb, Yb, Y), and Th.
Some elements show a variation with depth in the sediment that may be due to natural
factors rather than pollution. In the case of P, S, Mn, and U, there is a maximum at about 20
cm depth which is probably related to variations in the red-ox level with depth in the
sediment. The concentrations of Ca and Sr are markedly higher in the uppermost 15 cm of the
sediment than at greater depth. This difference is also evident in the INAA and TTPIXE data
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for the total concentrations of the same elements. The concentrations of potential pollutant
elements are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Average concentrations of potential pollutant elements, determined by INAA,
TTPIXE, and ICP-MS; all values are given in mg/kg, except Mn given in g/kg
Element
Be
V
Cr
Co
Ni
Mn
Cu

Mesteru L.
INAA
PIXE ICP-MS
0.91
41.8
61.0
108
Ill
14.2
16.8
59.1
56.7
1.58
0.69
126
69.1

Zn

187

As

18.9

Se
Br
Ag

-

Cd
Sb
Tl
Hg
Pb

11.6
3.45
-

. -

182
-

13.8
-

39.4

153

15.2
1.35
11.3
0.23
1.01
-

0.32
0.54
35.6

Sontea Ch.
INAA
PIXE ICP-.MS
0.74
25.4
115
44.2
101
7
15.5
!.4
36.0
52.7
0.82
0.56
45.9
23.9
105
80.4
114
10.1
11.8
0.74
10.5
9.40
9.90
0.11
0.22
2.2
0.17
0.11
22.3
23.3

Caraorman Bar
INAA
PIXE ICP-MS
0.11
6.20
61.6
43.0
8.67
4.80
2.78
9.87
0.49
0.27
8.67
5.20
42.7
33.4
41.8
2.60
2.17
0.23
27.2
23.6
29.6
0.03
0.11
0.52
0.04
0.04
6.57
-

Vertical distribution of metals in soils
In a similar way as for the sediments, the ICP-MS results for soils from the surface layer
and at 30 cm depth may indicate contribution from pollution due to atmospheric deposition or
occasional flooding. However, the action of plants to transport elements from deeper layers to
the soil surface by root uptake and transfer to the green parts works in the same direction.
After the death of the green parts of the plant, the elements are enriched in decaying organic
material at the soil surface.
Surface enrichment of some elements in the soil relative to the level at 30 cm depth was
observed as follows (mean value for 3 sites):
S
8.3
2.5-3.1
Cu, Zn, Br, Ag, Cd, Sb, Ba, Hg, Pb
2.0-2.5
Be, P, Rb, In, Tl
1.5-2.0
V, Mn, As, Sn, Cs
< 1.5
Mg, Al, Ca, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni. Sr, Y, Ce
Among the elements most enriched in the surface layer are Zn, Ag, Cd, Sb, Hg, and
Pb, which are all typical components in long-range transported pollution aerosols in the
atmosphere [22]. On the other hand, Cu, Zn, Cd, and Ba are known to be appreciably enriched
in top soils due to the upward transport by plants [23]. It seems still reasonable to assume that
the relative surface enrichment with Ag, Sb, Hg, and Pb is due to air pollution.
However, the observed surface soil levels are low compared to areas where air
pollution is a major source of these metals to the topsoil [24] and indicate that atmospheric
deposition is of much less importance than riverine transport in contributing to the surface
contamination of sediments in the .Danube Delta.
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Time evolution of the pollution of Danube Delta sediments
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Fig. 4. Estimated evolution of the Danube Delta sediment pollution with Zn, As, Cu, and Pb
in the last 70 years.
On the basis of the concentration values of some pollutant elements, correlated with
the sedimentation rates, determined from 137Cs vertical profiles, it was possible to
reconstruct the time evolution of these concentrations in the last seventy years. The obtained
results are presented in Figure 4 for Zn, As, Cu, and Pb.
From Figure 4, a steady increase of the element concentration can be observed,
starting with the beginning of 60's until the end of 80's, followed by a slow decrease after
1990. These variations generally reflect the history of the recent sediment pollution and can
be correlated with the evolution of the industrial activity in Central and Eastern European
Countries.
The mean concentration values determined in the four lakes by INAA for the potential
pollutant elements and their natural content (bellow 20 cm) are presented in Table 3.
By analysing the data given in Table 3, it can be observed that, the difference between
the concentration values of the same element in the four lake sediments is not significant.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
13/

Cs vertical distribution and the total 1J7Cs inventory have been determined in
sediment cores collected from four Danube Delta lakes - Matiia, Lung, Mesteru, and Furtuna,
by using gamma-ray spectrometry. The values obtained for the total 137Cs inventory in the
investigated sediment cores were 1.3 - 2.4 times larger than the local fallout, indicating an
important contribution of the catchment-derived radiocaesium input.
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Table 3. Mean concentration values determined by I N A A of Cr, Co, Zn, As, Sb, and Br in the
sediments from the lakes Mesteru, Lung, Matita, and Furtuna-eastern part.
Lake
Mesteru
Lung
Furtuna
Matita

Period
1966-1996
Before 1950
1966-1990
Before 1950
1966-1996
Before 1950
1966-1990
Before 1950

Cr
mg kg'1
108±16.2
94.0±14.1
99.0±8.6
91.3±7.4
10317.3.
85.5±6.0
89.4±8.93
45.0±4.64

Co
mg kg"1
16.8+1.6
17.1±1.8
15.711.7
15.6+1.8
14.9+1.5
13.611.5
14.5+1.7
10.311.2

Zn
mg kg'1
187118.5
126.4±9.8
149116.4
108111.5
156111.5
11218.9
93.0+11.2
49.1±3.24

As
mg kg"'
18.9+2.8
10.512.1
15.5+2.3
11.4+1.68
15.711.8
12.2+2.0
18.8±2.07
8.7511.49

Sb
mg kg"1
3.4510.73
2.02+0.40
2.69±0.54
2.29+0.45
2.74+0.8
1.90±0.38
3.65+0.8
1.93+0.31

Br
nig kg'
11.612.41
8.74+1.22
9.7012.78
7.49±0.52
12.913.01
8.97+2.10
13.8+2.2
9.49+1.52

The concentrations of 42 elements in all were determined by using three analytical
methods: INAA, TTPIXE, and ICP-MS. By taking into account their vertical distribution, the
following conclusion can be drawn:
• The elements identified as potential pollutants are: Cu, Zn, As, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb,
Hg, Tl, Pb, and Bi. The concentrations of these elements show a near-surface enrichment
relative to theiower part of the sediment core.
• The enrichment factor was generally 1 . 3 - 3 for most of them, and 5 - 7 in the case
of Cd and Hg. V and Ni do not show a surface enrichment.
• In some cases, the concentrations of As, Cd, Cu, Cr, Mn, and Pb exceeded
"minimum thresholds of safety", as defined by the Romanian legislation.
• The vertical distribution of these elements in the investigated cores, correlated with
l37
Cs vertical distribution, generally reflected the pollution history of recent sediments in
Danube Delta, showing a steady increase until the end of the 1980s, followed by a slaw
decrease after 1990.
• The vertical profiles of the remaining elements were characterized by a relatively
uniform distribution along the cores.
• The concentrations of As, Sb, Hg, and Pb in three soil samples, collected from the
eastern part of the Danube Delta, showed increased values ( 1 . 5 - 3 times higher) at surface as
compared to 30 cm depth, but much lower than those obtained in the lacustrine sediments,
indicating that the heavy metal, near-surface contamination of the lacustrine sediments was
mainly by riverine transport.
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ABSTRACT
Seismic events, with ongoing deformation along the main active geologic
faults , preceded by micro- fracturing processes are associated with radon and
other gas precursors (He , CH4 , NO ) anomalies in soil and groundwater.
This paper reports the results of Rn222 in soil investigations in seismic
active area Vrancea, Romania. Nuclear track detectors LR-115 and CN-85 at 50
cm in soil depth were exposed for 30 days .For three years observation period,
more than 50% of radon increases were correlated with microseismic events of 24 M. Prior one month of stronger seismic events over 5 M was registered a clear
positive correlation of radon in soil.
Keywords : Earthquake precursors, radon, Vrancea ,seismic hazard.

INTRODUCTION
Earthquakes occur as a result of building up of pressure between colliding sections of
the Earth's crust. These sections, known as continental plates, meet at "fault lines". According
to classical earthquake theory, small earthquakes should continue to grow into large
earthquakes until they spread all along the fault line. The mechanical processes of earthquake
preparation are always accompanied by deformations, afterwards complex short- or long term
precursory phenomena can appear. Vrancea region is fitted such a model, while Tokyo and
San Francisco areas experience lots of small earthquakes that do not grow into large ones.
Geologists consider these regions in the fault line acting as barriers to the shock waves and
gradually damping down the earthquake. Earthquake generation processes could be described
quantitatively in terms of basic equations, which include a fault constitutive law under
realistic environmental conditions. Laboratory-based constitutive laws have been proposed,
and quantitative description of the entire processes of tectonic stress accumulation, quasistatic rupture nucleation, and subsequent dynamic rupture propagation based on physical
principles is in sight. Quantification may be complicated by the mechanical and chemical
interaction of fluids with country rock. This research trend should be encouraged because of
its great potential for understanding earthquake generation and its consequences for
earthquake prediction. The interdisciplinary nature of the subject and the complexity of the
problems necessitate the integrated cooperation and discussion of scientists in relevant fields
such as seismology, geology, and rock physics to infer geomagnetic, geodetic, geochemical,
and laboratory data.
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RADON IN SOIL DIFFUSION MODELS
Sub-terrestrial gases in the geosphere have been studied in many fields of Earth
sciences, regarding both exploration and environmental geology as well as in seismo-tectonic
applications. Gas dynamics rules applied to the geological context, must consider that the $as
movement mechanism generally reflects the amount of gas in a given volume of rock (the
magnitude and rate of gas production and accumulation) and its chemical reactivity. Among
sub terrestrial gases there are some highly reactive species (CO2, H2S, NH3, H2, N2), less
reactive (CH4, and heavier hydrocarbons), and inert, noble gases (mainly He, Rn, Ar).
Above fault zones were measured unexpected high concentrations of Rn and CO2 in
soil greater than attributed values by 23SU disintegration [1].Principles of gas migration is
related with Earth out gassing and geodynamics. Gas migration is strictly correlated to the
existence of the gas source itself (fluid reservoirs such as hydrocarbon pools in sedimentary
basins, geothermal fluids in high heat flow regions or fluids linked to magmatic and
mctamorphic phenomena), and to the existence of preferential routes for degassing. In some
zones of enhanced permeability like for sand horizons within a clayey sequence migration is
mainly horizontal, and by tectonic discontinuities such as faults and fracture networks
migration is mainly vertical due to buoyancy. During gas ascent the nature of the driving
force can change, function of the physical-geological conditions that the gas encounters.
Sedimentary basins and their constituent rocks arc subject to basin loading, compaction,
extensional and compressional stresses, and other tectonic forces that change the driving
forces of the fluid flow. Finally, variations in temperature, pressure, mechanical stresses,
chemical reactions and mineral precipitation change the gas-bearing properties of geological
formations. The interaction of all these factors may lead to time-dependent fluid transport for
which gas releases from the Earth, at least on a geological time scale, may be quite variable
[2].
The radon concentration anomalies can be related to the expected changes of the
properties of the rocks along fault zones. The rocks are crushed during faulting process.
Therefore, faulting is usually accompanied with certain changes in its geological
characteristics, such as a large increase in the porosity and permeability of the deformed rocks
along these zones. Through this porous and permeable medium radon migrates upwards more
easily.
Temporal variation of radon in soil or water could provide an evidence on relation
between its emanation and tectonic disturbances in the Earth is cmst [3]. Soil-gas observation
and radon anomalies could be used for earthquake prediction, though the radon changes are
also influenced by meteorological parameters such as atmospheric pressure, rainfall and soil
temperature [4]. More studies are needed to differentiate the changes due to tectonic
disturbances from other causes, and to reduce the effect of the meteorological parameters on
the measured radon concentration.
Temporal variations of radon concentration in soils or in groundwater might be used
for earthquake prediction .The radon concentration in soils could be also strongly disturbed by
environmental parameters, such as barometric pressure, soil temperature and precipitation.
In order to predict the size and shape of an earthquake, precursory phenomena have
been investigated, and the dilatancy-difusion (DD) model and crack-avalanche (CA) model
were developed [5,6]. According to the DD model, a porous cracked saturated rock
constitutes the initial medium. With the increase of the tectonic stresses the cracks extended
as well and disengagement cracks appear near the pores, the favorably oriented cracks being
opened. This results in a decrease of pore pressure in the total preparation zone and water
from the surrounding medium. The return of pore pressure and crack increase bring about a
main rupture at the end of the diffusion period. According to the CA model, the process is as
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follows: a cracked focal rock zone is formed by the increasing tectonic stresses. The shape
and volume of this focal zone change slowly with time.
After comparing both models, one can recognize a common principle: at a certain
preparation stage a region with many cracks is formed. The mechanical processes of
earthquake preparation are always accompanied by deformations, afterwards complex shortor long-term precursory phenomena can appear. Anomalies of radon concentrations in soil
gas were registered a few weeks or months before several earthquakes [7, 3].
The precursory phenomena can be observed beyond the distance D (km), that is
roughly the radius of the effective precursory manifestation zone. The size of the
manifestation zone can be estimated approximately by using the following formula [8, 5] :
D = \0043M

(1)

where M is the Guttenberg Richter magnitude of the earthquake. It means, for instance, that a
magnitude 5 earthquake may be detected by means of precursory phenomena at a distance
less than about 142 km from the epicenter.
Based on published data on pre-earthquake radon anomalies, was recognized that the
shape of the peak (and not only the amplitude) could be used as a diagnostic parameter for the
forthcoming seismic event. The relation between the amplitude and duration of the gaseous
anomaly and the magnitude of the expected earthquake has the following form:

M = k(Syn

(2)

where k is a correction factor and S is the area of the detected peak anomaly.
To express the potential to detect a seismic event at a measurement site, one may use the
e parameter (earthquake effectiveness) as follows [8, 9] :

where R is the epicentral distance (km). In addition to the observation of the radon anomalies,
tectonic disturbances can be recorded by measuring anomalous changes of helium, hydrogen,
mercury, carbon dioxide and methane concentration in ground water (for example, thermal
springs) and also ionic concentration, the changes of ionic concentration, e.g. Na+, Cl" and the
soil gas emission. Layered neural network (LNN) are used to estimate the radon concentration
in soil related to the environmental parameters. This technique can find any functional
relationship between the radon concentration and the environmental parameters. Analysis of
the data obtained indicates that this approach is able to differentiate time variation of radon
concentration caused by environmental parameters from those arising by anomaly phenomena
in the earth (e.g. earthquake). Being compared with a linear computational technique based on
impulse responses from multivariable time series was indicated that this method can give a
better estimation of radon variations related to environmental parameters that may have a nonlinear effect on the radon concentration in soil, such as rainfall.

METHODOLOGY
Radon is an alpha-emitting radioactive gas. Has three isotopes 222Rn(Radon), 220Rn
(Thoron), 219Rn (Actinon). Only 222Rn known as radon gas is significant for seismo-tectonic
applications. 222Rn belongs to uranium (238U) chain and has half life time T1/2 =3.82 days. It is
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produced from his immediate parent radium (22b Ra) in rock grains that contains I) and its
daughters in secular equilibrium. There are known different techniques for Rn monitoring:
nuclear emulsion, adsorption, solid scintillation, liquid scintillation, gamma spectrometry,
beta monitoring, Solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD), ionization chambers, surface
barrier detectors, termoluminiscent detectors, electrets detectors, etc. Solid state nuclear track
detectors (SSNTD) measure the radon concentration by alpha tracks produced by
disintegration of it and its alpha active descendants. Concentration of radon in soil gas was
continuously measured with nuclear track detectors which were placed 0.5m deep in the soil
in drill hole. The radon detector was constructed of an exterior metallic cylinder and a plastic
vessel (cup) closed by a filter paper (Fig. 1).
SQOhim

-Fig. 1. Radon detector, C- cylinder, D-detector film, V- cup,F - filter
Sample films ( 2 x 3 cm2) of (LR-115 and CN 85) nuclear track detector (produced by
Kodak-Pathe) were placed inside the cup. The detectors were exposed for 1 month.
Subsequently, the detector films were etched in 10% NaOH aqueous solution at 60 °C (333 K)
for 120 min and alpha tracks counted visually using an optical microscope with the 10 x 16
magnification.
The detectors were calibrated with a Radium source and the calibration factor or the
sensitivity coefficient of the detector was found to be 20.22 Bq m"3 d/tr.cm2. The background
track density was of 68 tr.cm"2. The low level detection of the track etching method is of 3.18
Bq m"3.
As in general, helium is emanated from deeper layers of the crust than radon in the
earthquake active zone, helium is considered a better precursor than radon. A He/Rn ratio
model is very well suited for deeper earthquakes.
Temporal variations of radon in soil or water, can be correlated with tectonic
disturbances.
Rn passive detectors (nuclear track detectors LR-115 and CN-85) were exposed for 30
days period at 50 cm depth in active seismic zone Vrancea, in Vrancioaia test area. The
earthquake data were collected from Bucharest Central Seismological Station, Institute of
Earth Physics. The majority of the earthquakes were either of a too small magnitude or too far
away from radon-monitoring site and they should not have a direct contribution for the radon
concentration in the area of observation.
Time series radon data in soil-gas during over 3 years long observation period after
strong earthquake of 1977 have shown that more than 50% of radon concentration increases
were correlated with microseismic events of 2-4 M on Guttenberg-Richter scale. It was done
the assumption of a Rn anomaly - when its concentration X is statisfying the following
relationship:
X > Xmediu +2s

(4)
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where s is standard deviation. The standard deviation of the radon measurements was about
10% of the average radon concentration.
RESULTS
For some of the recorded earthquakes that occurred during the observation period, soil
radon anomalies one month before the quakes for M>5 were registered. It was revealed prior
quake increase and post quake reduction of 222Rn. In figure 2 is presented average radon
concentration in soil in Vrancioaia test area during period: March 1977 till October 1980. For
six seismic events of magnitude greater than 5 M was observed a clear prior quake increase of
radon in soil concentration, followed by a post quake decrease. For the main seismic event of
March 1977 were not available in soil radon data.
Average Rn Concentration in Soil in Vrancioaia area during
March 1977- October 1980
Earthquake
Magnitude
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Fig. 2. Measured radon concentrations in soil by SSNTD (LR 115 and CN 85) m
Vrancea area.
For Bucharest Magurele area, placed at a distant of about 140 km of Vrancea, radon in
air data above the ground at the height between lm and 8m, stressed a high concentration of
radon gas ten times greater than normal just some hours after the strong seismic event of 7.4
M [10]. In order to differentiate the changes due to tectonic disturbances and that of
meteorological parameters, barometric pressure, precipitation and temperature were
measured. Negative correlation between radon concentration in soil and meteorological
parameters (atmospheric pressure, rainfall and soil temperature) was found.
To predict a future earthquake, all precursory phenomena must be investigated.
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CONCLUSION
Radon signal must be correlated with different other information regarding seismotectonic activity. To predict the size and shape of an earthquake, precursory phenomena must
be investigated based on dilatancy-diffusion (DD) models and crack-avalanche (CA) models.
Interdisciplinary nature of earthquake prediction and complexity of the problems
needs the integrated cooperation in fields of seismology, geology, and rock physics to infer
geomagnetic and electromagnetic, geodetic, geochemical, and laboratory data.
Future trends must consider neutron flashes which are able to forecast earthquakes
[11]. Earthquakes may be heralded by bursts of neutrons from the Earth's surface and could
even be linked to the lunar cycle. Flow of neutrons from the Earth's crust increased sharply
during the new moon and the full moon, when tidal forces acting on the Earth are at their
strongest, which could trigger seismic activity which means the basis of a new system for
forecasting earthquakes. It seems that tidal stress on the Earth's crust opens up fissures
through which radioactive gases and particles can escape. The radioactive material (like radon
gas) quickly decays, emitting alpha particles that contain neutrons.
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RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF AQUATIC
ORGANISMS OF THE YENISEI RIVER IN THE AREA
AFFECTED BY THE ACTIVITY OF A RUSSIAN
PLUTONIUM COMPLEX
Alexander Bolsunovsky and Alexei Sukovaty
Institute of Biophysics SB, Russian Academy of Sciences, Akademgorodok,
Krasnoyarsk 660036, Russia
ABSTRACT
The Yenisei River, one of the world's largest rivers, is contaminated with
artificial radionuclides released by a Russian facility producing weapons-grade
plutonium, which has been in operation for many years. The aim of the study
conducted between 1997 and 2003 was to investigate accumulation of artificial
radionuclides by aquatic organisms of the Yenisei River and to estimate the
exposure dose rates to organisms from various sources. The aquatic plants
sampled were of three species: Potamogeton lucens, Fontinalis antipyretica, and
Ceratophyllum demersum. The y-spectrometric and radiochemical analysis of the
samples of aquatic plants for artificial radionuclides has revealed more than 20
long-lived and short-lived radionuclides, including plutonium isotopes. The
aquatic animal Phylolimnogammarus viridis and diatoms also contain artificial
radionuclides. For most aquatic organisms under study, the dose received from the
artificial irradiation is an order of magnitude higher than the dose received from
natural irradiation. As Fontinalis antipyretica features the highest capacity to
accumulate artificial radionuclides, it accumulates the largest artificial exposure
dose among the study aquatic organisms (up to 39 |_iGy/day).
Keywords: " Yenisei River", " Aquatic organisms", "Radioactive contamination",
"Aquatic organisms", " Exposure dose"

INTRODUCTION
The Mining-and-Chemical Combine (MCC) at Zheleznogorsk is situated on the right bank
of the Yenisei River, 60 1cm downstream of the city of Krasnoyarsk (Fig. 1). The Yenisei is
one of the world's largest rivers, over 3000 km long, flowing into the Kara Sea. The Combine
has been producing weapons-grade plutonium in uranium-graphite reactors since 1958, when
the first reactor was started up. The irradiated uranium is reprocessed at the radiochemical
plant to separate uranium, plutonium, and fission products. The reactor plant holds three
reactors. Two of them used the Yenisei water as a coolant, i.e. the water was taken from the
river to remove heat from the core, passed through the reactor fuel channels, and returned to
the Yenisei. Both of these reactors were shut down in 1992, but the third reactor is still
working. It has been proposed to put it out of service in 2007. This reactor also uses the
Yenisei water as a coolant for some channels and releases radionuclides of activation origin
into the river.
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The Mining-and-Chemical Combine has been in operation for many years, contaminating
the Yenisei River basin with radionuclides. The scientific expeditions revealed that the
Yenisei River flood plain is contaminated with artificial radionuclides, including plutonium
isotopes, within 2000 km downstream of the plutonium complex [1-5]. However, earlier
investigations ignored the radioactive contamination of components of the aquatic ecosystem.
Some papers analyzed radionuclide content in fish but did not estimate concentration factors
[1, 3]. In our previous paper we showed the great capacity of diatoms of the Yenisei River to
accumulate radioactive phosphorus [6], Besides, numerous investigations, carried out at other
water bodies, also showed a great capacity of aquatic plants to accumulate different
radionuclides [7, 8]. The Yenisei* River continuously receives a wide range of radionuclides,
both long-lived and short-lived, and, thus, the aquatic ecosystem of the Yenisei River is a
unique environment that can be used to study the migration mechanisms of various
radionuclides.
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic map of the south of the Krasnoyarsk Territory (Russia), showing
settlements near which samples of aquatic plants were collected. Scale 1 : 2 000 000
The aim of our work was to investigate accumulation of artificial radionuclides by aquatic
organisms of the Yenisei River and to estimate the exposure dose rates to organisms from
various sources
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
During the expeditions of 1997-2003, samples of water, aquatic plants and organisms
were collected from the Yenisei River both near the MCC (the villages of Atamanovo and
B.Balchug) and at a considerable distance downstream (the village of Zakharovka). As
control, we used samples of aquatic plants collected near the village of Esaulovo situated 45
km away from Krasnoyarsk, upstream of the MCC (Fig. 1).
The sampled aquatic plaills were of three species: Potamogeton lucens, Fontinalis
antipyretica, and Ceratophyllum demersum. Aquatic animals were represented by
Phylolimnogammarus viridis (freshwater shrimp). The water samples were filtered through
membranes to determine the biomass and the species composition of the phytoplankton. The
microalgae present in the water samples of the Yenisei River were mostly diatoms of the
genera Aulacosira, Diatoma, Synedra, and Stephanodiscus, which are absolutely predominant
in the biomass. Our data on the species composition of the phytoplankton are consistent with
the data published elsewhere [9]. The biomass of the diatomic phytoplankton did not exceed 1
mg/L, making up 5 to 18% of solid seston, depending on the season. Samples of aquatic
plants were washed with water, dried at room temperature, and milled. In some cases, parts of
the aquatic plant Potamogeton lucens (leaves and stem) were measured separately. For
radiochemical and some y-spectrometric investigations samples of aquatic plants were ashed
at 500°C, until traces of organic substance were completely removed (for about 7-8 h). For
the radiochemical analysis to determine the content of strontium and plutonium in samples of
aquatic plants, the ash was treated with acid in an MLS 1200 mega microwave system
(Milestone) equipped with high pressure TFM vessels. To control chemical recovery of the
elements analysed, 85Sr and 242Pu were introduced into TFM vessels as tracers. Methods of
radiochemical analysis of aquatic plants for plutoniuin isotopes and yoSr arc described in
detail elsewhere [10].
The average volume of the sampled water was 40 L. The water samples were filtered
under laboratory conditions through 0.4 n.m-pore-sized filters to separate off suspended
matter. The filtered samples were run through columns containing the "ANFHZIi" adsorbent
for y-radionuclides.
Samples of aquatic plants were analyzed in Russia (Moscow and Krasnoyarsk), and some
samples were analyzed in Switzerland (Spiez), for comparison purposes. Specific activities of
y-emitting nuclides in the samples were measured on z. "Canberra, USA" y-spectrometer
coupled to a GeHP N/Be hyper-pure germanium detector. The y-spectra were processed using
the CANBERRA GENIE PC and GENIE 2000 software. Specific activities of radionuclides
in water and aquatic plants were corrected to the day of sampling. Alpha-spectrometric
measurements were made in the RPA RADON (Moscow) on a 7401 a-spectrometer
(Canberra Inc.), coupled to PIPS detectors, active area 600 mm2. 90Sr concentrations were
measured on an LSC Tri-Carb 2550 TR/AB spectrometer (Packard Co).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It can be inferred from the published work of the MCC specialists [11] that the Combine
keeps releasing the cooling water into the Yenisei River. The Yenisei is reported to receive
the following radionuclides of activation origin: 24Na, 32P. 4C)Sc, 5lCr, 54Mn, 58Co, 59Fe, 64Cu,
65
Zn, 95 Zr,etc.
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Table 1 shows the radionuclide composition of aquatic plants sampled near the village
of Atamanovo. This sampling site is located about 5 Ian downstream of the place where the
MCC releases its radioactive water. Aquatic plants contained many radionuclides typically
found in MCC effluents. Of the data presented in Table 1 we should emphasize increased
concentrations of24 Na, 46Sc, 51Cr, 54Mn, 58Co, 00Co, 65Zn, 70As, and 239Np in aquatic plants as
well as the presence of cesium and europium isotopes in them. The most active accumulation
of radionuclides was recorded in Fontinalis antipyretica: the maximal specific activities of
60
Co and 137Cs in the dry mass were 790 and 660 Bq/kg, respectively. The analysis of
different parts of Potamogeton lucens (leaves and stem) showed that activity concentration of
artificial radionuclides was somewhat higher in leaves than in stems. The stems had a higher
activity concentration of only one natural radionuclide - 4UK. It is noteworthy that the activity
concentration of europium isotopes was low in biomass of all the aquatic plants analyzed.
Although the l52Eu activity concentration is among the highest in top sediment and soil layers
of the Yenisei floodplain, it is weakly accumulated by aquatic plants (Tables 1). The aquatic
plants contained nearly the entire list of radionuclides typical of the reactor coolant. Gammaspectrometry registered the total of 25 artificial radionuclides in the biomass of aquatic plants.
As indicated above, most of the aquatic plant samples were collected near the village
of Atamanovo, about 5 km downstream of the MCC discharge site. Some samples, however,
were collected near other settlements (Fig. 1) - villages of B.Balchug (15 km downstream of
the discharge site) and Zakharovka (194 km downstream of the discharge site). Gammaspectrometric analysis revealed radionuclides of activation origin in samples of the aquatic
plant Potamogeton lucens collected both near the MCC discharge site and at distances of 15
and 194 km downstream. These radionuclides were 51Cr, 54Mn, 58Co, 60Co, 65Zn and 239Np
(Table 2). Activity concentration of the samples taken farther down the river is certainly much
lower than that of the samples collected near the discharge site. The aquatic plants collected
upstream of the MCC discharge site, including Potamogeton lucens, contained only one
artificial radionuclide, l37Cs. Its activity concentration did not exceed 2 Bq/kg (Table 2).
Results of radiochemical analysis of aquatic plants are listed in Table 3. As can be
seen from the table, aquatic plants contained strontium and isotopes of plutonium. The
maximal activity concentration of strontium (up to 12 Bq/kg) was recorded in Potamogelon
lucens stems, and the activity concentration of plutonium isotopes - 239i240Pu - was the highest
in Fontinalis antipyretica (4.1 Bq/kg). The dry mass of Potamogeton lucens collected near the
village of Zakharovka, about 200 km downstream of the discharge site, also contained
isotopes of plutonium and strontium.
The aquatic animal Phylolimnogammarus viridis inhabiting thickets of aquatic plants
also contains a wide range of artificial radionuclides. To illustrate, the 51Cr specific activity in
the Phylolimnogaminants viridis biomass amounts to 2230 Bq/kg, and this is comparable to
the content of this radionuclide in aquatic plants (Table 1).
To determine the radionuclide concentration factors for organisms, we had to analyze
water samples. The i37Cs activity in the filtered water samples from the river at sites located
between the village of Atamanovo and the village of Novonazimovo during the last 5 years
averaged 1 mBq/L. A somewhat higher Cs activity, 2-3 times more, was recorded in the
water samples taken near the Combine discharge site. In some samples, 60Co activity
concentration was similar to that of 137Cs. Significant amounts of the radionuclides 60Co and
137
Cs were recorded not only in the water but also in all samples of the filtered-off suspended
matter (seston). The only radionuclides certainly registered in the samples of diatomic
phytoplankton are 60Co and 137Cs, their maximal activities in the dry biomass being 1000
Bq/kg. Water samples of the Yenisei River near the MCC discharge site taken in 2001 and
analyzed immediately after the sampling contained 3.0 Bq/L of the activation radionuclides
24
Na and 239Np.
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Table 1. Radionuclide composition (Bq/kg DW) of aquatic organisms collected in the Yenisei
River near the village of Atamanovo during 1999-2003.

Radionuclide

v

Be
K
i4
Na
4b
Sc
31
Cr
54
Mn
iS
Co
iy
Fe
0U
Co
Oi
Zn
/6
As
y5
Nb
yi
Zr
yy
Mo
luJ
Ru
1U0
Ru
IJI
I
1J4
Cs
1J/
Cs
l4U
Ba
l4U
La
l4l
Ce
M4
Ce
lw
Eu
154
Eu
lii
Eu
4U

Ceratophyllum
demersum
Hornwort

Potamogeton
lucens
Shining weed

Bq/kg

Bq/kg

103
750
1180
90
2300
40
80
31
606
750
100
8
8

10
9
22
6
6
6
7
8
4
6
35
19
10

12
60
21

13
32
11

24

9

87
660
1253
90
3900
45
162
40
588
540
400
30
3
7
10
14
21
0.6
100

20

15

70

23
49
45
14
5

6
10
20
10
10

1040

4

17
50
50
23
8
4
800

+/%
10
7
22
6
16
11
9
13
4
6
35
17
10
15
27
33
26
45
9
23
7
9
9
4
4
24
4

The data are corrected for the sampling date.
Errors (+/- %) are given for I sigma
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Fontinalis
antipyretica
Water moss
, Bq/kg
500
520
1850
174
4260
80
75
78
790
330
330
38
17

%
1010
20
5
16
9
9
7
4
6
30
17
12

21
22
35
8
660
85
106
85
80
68
20
4
1490

22
30
24
22
8
15
8
8
15
4
8
20
3

Phylolimnogatn m arus
viridis
Gammarid
Bq/kg

+/-, %

340

13

97
2227
21
12

48
11
12
32

80
120

5
8

80

7

14

21
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Table 2. Activity of radionuclides (Bq/kg D W ) in samples o f the aquatic plant
Potamogeton
lucens collected at various distances from the M C C downstream the Yenisei River
Radionuclide

Potamogeton
lucens
Esaulovo
Bq/kg +/-, %
500

15

2
Potamogeton
lucens
B.Balchug
Bq/kg
+/-, %
790
j6

Potamogeton
lucens
Zakharovka
Bq/kg +/-, %
810
9

8
10

200

26

450

16

8
4
35
21
28

18
18
6
11
13

11
11
52
50
14
7
5
11
7
120

12
12
4
8
13
20
20
29
10
4

4fa
5I

M

Sc
Cr

Mn

>«Co
bU
Co
bi
Zn
IJ/
Cs
14t)
La
l4l
Ce
l44
Ce
1:
"Eu
"yNp

1.5

40

loo

15
8
31
' - village of Esaulovo, 38 km upstream of the MCC discharge point
2
- village ofBolshoi Balchug, 15 km downstream of the MCC discharge point
3
- village of Zakharovka, 194 km downstream of the MCC discharge point

Table 3. Results of radiochemical analysis of samples of aquatic plants from the Yenisei
River (the data of RPA RADON).
2JW40pu
"«Pu
Sample
+/-, % Bq/kg
+/-, %
Bq/kg
+/-, % Bq/kg
Potamogeton' lucens
(1997)
stem
leaves
Potamogeton1 lucens
(1998)
stem
leaves
Potamogeton' lucens
(1999)
Potamogeton' lucens
(2000)
stem
leaves
Fontinalis
antipyretica (1998)
Fontinalis1
antipyretica (2000)
Potamogeton lucens
(1999)
leaves

0.6
1.2

41
17

0.1
0.06

73
58

13
11

0.36

23

0.12

40

11

6

1.2

12

<0.05

7.1
3.1

16
20

0.4
0.4

17
16

<0.02
0.06

50

4.0

27

4.1

14

0.5

27

4.0

15

3.4

6

0.06

50

16
5.0
aquatic plant - collected near Atamanovo
aquatic plant2 - collected near Zakharovka

0.4

27

<0.1

<1.5
2.5

27

12.0
9.1

The maximal radionuclide concentration factors for aquatic plants and organisms of the
Yenisei River are listed in Table 4. Concentration factors (CFs) are expressed as the ratio of
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the radionuclide content of dry plant biomass (Bq/kg) to the radionuclide content of water
(Bq/L). Because we measured only 137Cs, 60Co, 24Na, and 239Np in the filtered water, the listed
concentrations of other radionuclides in the Yenisei water (46Sc, 5ICr, 54Mn, 58Co, 59Fe, and
Co
Zn) are taken from the earlier publications [2, 3]. These literature data, however, give only a
rough estimate because, though the release of radionuclides to the Yenisei is rather steady,
their concentrations vary depending on the water level in the aquatic plant sampling area. As
aquatic plants receive 60Co and l37Cs not only from the water but also from sediments, the
data on activities of the radionuclides in the water cannot be used to calculate the CFs of these
elements. It would be reasonable to calculate CFs for aquatic plants of only activation
radionuclides - short-lived, these radionuclides do not accumulate in the sediments.
Table 4. Maximal concentration factors of some radionuclides by aquatic organisms of
the Yenisei River.
Radionuclides
yj
24
4OS
54
2S9
"C
F
>«c
N
r
c
Mn
0
e
n
Np
Concentration
in water, Bq/L
-

•

Fontinalis
antipyretica

a
3

0.1
*

Ceratophyllu
m demersum

0.1
*

0.2

0.4
#

4*

0.1
8*

3.0

0
6

31

14

18

73

32

10

22

40

0

5

18
00

50

2

19
20
13

44

16
0
10

30
00
16

27

30
40
0

0
13
0

00
42
00

0
35
0

0

Potamogeton
lucens
Leaves
Stem

0.3
*

6

90

7

0

0
-

40

85
00
52

0
90
0

00
77
00

4
0

0

0

0
37
0
20
0

0
12

0
Phylolimnoga
97
72
21
67
30
0
00
0
0
-mmarus
viridis
* - concentration of radionuclides in the water of the Yenisei River near the discharge site
according to [2, 3].
The concentration factors of the principal radionuclides were higher in Fontinalis
239-K
antipyretica: 14220, 3110 and 500 of D Cr, °Sc, and Np, respectively, than in Potamogeton
(Table 4). As already noted, the leaves of Potamogeton lucens accumulated more
radionuclides than stems.
In the general case the calculations of the radiation doses are rather complicated, so, to
simplify them, radionuclides are taken to be uniformly distributed over the organism and in its
environment. In our case, the total exposure dose rate to aquatic organisms will be made up of
the internal exposure dose rate due to incorporated radionuclides and the external exposure
due to radionuclides contained in sediments and water.
The artificial exposure dose to aquatic organisms was calculated using our own data on the
content of radionuclides in the biomass; the natural dose was calculated using the data on 40K
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content. The calculation of doses from external sources-was based on our own and literature
data on the radionuclide content in water and sediments [2,3]. Table 5 lists the calculated
doses, taking into account both internal and external exposure.
Table 5. Natural and artificial exposure dose rates to aquatic organisms of the Yenisei River
in 1997-2003 (mGy/day).
Internal exposure
External exposure
Total dose
Object
Artificial
rate
Natural radiation Water Sediments
radiation
Ceratophyllum
demersum
Potamogeton
lucens
Fontinalis
antipyretica
Phylolimnogammarus viridis
Diatoms ->

23.0

5.3

0.2

0.2

28.7

27.1

4.6

0.2

0.2

32.1

34.9

3.7

0.2

0.2

39.0

0.7

2.4

0.2

0.2

3.5

1.1

0.02

0.2

2.4

3.72

Analysis of the results presented in Table 5 shows that for internal exposure, the dose rate
of artificial radiation is an order of magnitude higher than the dose rate of natural radiation in
most of aquatic organisms. The exception is Phylolimnogammarus viridis: due to high K
concentration, natural radionuclides make the larger contribution to the internal exposure dose
rate. When calculating the dose of artificial radiation, we noted that the main contributor was
P-radiation (up to 98%).
The internal radiation of aquatic plants is mostly caused by artificial radionuclides:
24
Na is up to 25%, 32P - up to 25%, 76As and 239Np - up to 13%, 137Cs and 60Co - up to 3%;
the natural radionuclide 4 K contributes up to 18%. In Phylolimnogammarus viridis about
78% of the exposure dose rate is due to °K, and the other part of the internal radiation is
formed by artificial radionuclides: !37Cs - 7%, 46Sc - 5%, 5l Cr - 5%, and 60Co - 4%.
The total exposure dose rate to aquatic organisms of the Yenisei River from external
and internal sources is given in Table 5. Among aquatic organisms, the highest dose rate is
received by aquatic plants (up to 39 u.Gy/day). As the water moss (Fontinalis antipyretica)
has the highest capacity to accumulate artificial radionuclides, it accumulates the largest
artificial exposure dose among the study aquatic organisms.
Comparing our data with the data for a marine ecosystem, we can see that the total
dose received by the organisms of the Yenisei River is an order of magnitude larger than the
exposure doses to biota of the Arctic and the Pacific seas [12, 13]. The marine biota receives
most of its radiation dose (up to 99%) from natural radionuclides.
Our investigations and calculations indicate that the coolant of the third MCC reactor,
which is still released into the Yenisei, is the main source of radioactive contamination of
aquatic organisms. Gamma-spectrometry has registered more than 20 artificial radionuclides
in the biomass of aquatic plants, In addition to short-lived radionuclides, aquatic plants also
contain artificial long-lived radionuclides, including plutonium isotopes. Water plants can
take up the long-lived radionuclides both from the effluents of the Radiochemical Plant at the
Combine and from sediments in their growth area. The freshwater shrimp
Phylolimnogammarus viridis and diatomic plankton also contain artificial radionuclides.
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Among aquatic organisms, the highest dose rate is received by aquatic plants (up to 39
u.Gy/day) for the water moss {Fontinalis antipyretica). For most aquatic organisms under
study, the dose received from the artificial irradiation is an order of magnitude higher than the
dose received from natural irradiation.
We may conclude that aquatic organisms of the Yenisei River can accumulate large
amounts of various radionuclides and this should be taken into account in monitoring the
migration of radionuclides along food chains.
The work was financially supported by the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy
of Sciences within the framework of Integration Project No. 96.
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MODIFICATIONS INDUCED BY LOW POWER
MICROWAVES IN PLANT NUCLEUS
Fl. M. Tufescu and Dorimi Creanga
Univ. "Al. I. Cuza", Fac. of Physics, 11 A, ,Bd. Carol I, Iasi, Romania
ABSTRACT
Young rye plantlets exposed to low power microwaves from the X-band
appeared affected at the cell nucleus level for various exposure times ranging
between 30 minutes and 12 hours. Cell division capacity, controlled by cell
nucleus seemed to be stimulated when the exposure was carried out on
germinated caryopsides. Total number of abnormal nucleus divisions was
enhanced by microwave exposure. Seed germination was slightly inhibited after
electromagnetic exposure. Thermal as well as nonthermal effects at the level of
nucleic acid macromolecules bearing genetic information might be invoked for
the interpretation of the observed modifications.

INTRODUCTION
Young organisms being more sensitive to external constraints either of physical or
chemical nature (Tambiev A.H., Kirikova N.N, 1994, [1], Riipulk J, Hiinrikus, H.,1999, [2])
the experimental study presented herein was focused on the- chromosome of rye plantlet after
microwave irradiation. Rye was chosen to its relatively simple genome as well as to its wide
spreading in the world agriculture.
Cereals are among the organisms that are permanently exposed to atmosphere
radiation (of cosmic and terrestrial origin) and, on the other hand, they are ubiquitous food for
humans and animals all over the world. So, the study of low intensity microwave influence on
their genetic pattern need to be considered both for fundamental radiobiological interest
(genetic purity) and for practical reasons.
Cell nucleus structure may be revealed during mitosis phenomena, when every cell is
dividing two daughter cells. Chromosomes, supra-molecular structures bearing genetic
information, are visible in optical microscopy during the different phases of division process:
prophase, anaphase, melaphase and telophasc. Abnormal divisions may occur as a
consequence of cell physiological state perturbation that generates chromosomal aberrations.
Physical, chemical and biological factors can induce chromosomal aberrations that may be
considered as being consistent with the result of re-organization of genetic information from
the nucleus.
When propagate to the next plant generation, such nucleus modifications become
genetic mutations leading to phenotypic changes in the plant organism. Mutants may be
characterized by both favorable and unfavorable genetic traits if considered either from the
viewpoint of economic interest or from the nature equilibrium commandments. Mutants may
result from both natural and artificial perturbations of young cells especially of those with
high proliferation and differentiability rale.
Cell division is most intensive in inerislem tissue (apical as well as root meristem).
Since not all the cells from a certain tissue experience division simultaneously, mitotic index
is utilized to express the rate between dividing cell and total cell numbers. Two types of
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caryopsides were irradiated this way: non-germinated and germinated caryopsides. The total
number of rye caryopsides used in this experiment was equal to 2x6x100=1,200. Germination
and plantlet growth until the analysis lime were conducted in well controlled conditions: 21
0C, 90% humidity and 12h light: 12 h dark illumination cycle. Daily, in every sample, 5 ml of
distilled water was added. Small amounts from planliet root merislems were collected when
rools were 2-3 mm long.
Permanent slides for optical microscope were prepared by squash method being
colored with Carr modified colorant containing lux inc.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
Biological Material
Rye caryopsides having relatively uniform genotype (as provided by an experimental
micropopulation developed within the Botanic Garden of lasi -Romania University) were
selected to have healthy appearance and body integrity. Petri dishes floored with porous paper
were watered with distilled water and prepared to receive 100 caryopsides each in order to
constitute a sample.
88
86

\

84
82
80
78

P%

76
74
72
70

~\-*-exposed -H- intended for mw exposure}

68
0.5

mw exposure time (h)
1
2

Fig. 1. germination percentage (P%)
Exposure System
It was assembled by the microwave generator (delivering 10.75 GHz Mw flow by
means of a horn antenna) and a dielectric support placed to the distance of 20 cm below the
antenna [3]. Microwave (mw) power density, measured using a magnetometer with probe
detector, was adjusted to 0.9 mW/cm2 at the distance of 10 cm from the horn antenna.
Experimental Protocol
Daily exposures from 0.5 hours to 12 hours (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 6.0 and 12.0) were carried
out for six days.
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Microscope
Optical microscope of Nikon type with 90x-imme''sion objective and was chosen to
visualize cell chromosomes from vegetal material. Several thousands of microscope fields
were scanned in every sample slide in order to contour various types of chromosomal
aberrations. The total number of dividing cells as well as the number of abnormal dividing
cells was noted in every sample.
Quantitative evaluation
Mitotic index was calculated using the formula: MI=(dividing cells)/(all cells) in every
tissue sample. Germination percentage was evaluated as (he ratio between germinated seeds
and total number of seeds exposed to microwaves before germination.

0

0.5

1

2

6

12

E non-geminated • geminated j
Fig. 2. mitotic index

mw exposure time (h)
0 0.5 1
2 6 12

germinated

non-germinated

Fig. 3.: Total number of chromosomal aberrations
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In all control and exposed samples germination percentage, mitotic index and
abnormal division rates were evaluated by microscope investigation. In Figure 1 germination
percentage (P%) in the two lots of Pelri dishes is presented.
There is certain variability in the range of biological material that is visible in the
differences between germination rate in the samples intended for microwave exposure after
germination. Slight diminution of P% values is visible in the most samples that were let to
germinate before microwave exposure. This cannot be related to the thermal effect that is
supposed to stimulate germination [4]. Mitotic index in the two lots of exposed and control
samples is given in Figure 2. Total number of analyzed cells is given in Table I. In samples
exposed to microwaves before germination, mitotic index is increased for relatively short
exposure times (0.5; 1 and 2 hours) while for samples exposed after they were germinated,
milotic index is higher than in control sample for all exposure times. This means that cell
division is stimulated [5-8] for all exposure times tester in this experiment when seeds were
let to germinate before the interaction with microwaves. Relatively short exposure times are
able to stimulate also seeds exposed before germination but longer times induced the
diminution of cell division rale. The comparison between the two lots revealed that
germinated seeds are more sensitive to microwave irradiation than seeds exposed before
germination since the latest are in the latent stage.
The main types of chromosomal aberrations were metaphases with bridges and
micronuclei. In the first case the nuclei of the two future daughter cells are not let to separate
completely because of chromatin bridges that keep them close. In the second case instead of
two identical daughter nuclei, three or more small agglomeration of nucleic material can be
seen. The results of total aberrations counting are given in figure 3. For germinated seeds the
chromosomal aberration number increased to the increase of microwave exposure time (with
about 400% for the longer exposure time). For ncn-gr:aninated seeds there are only small
enhancements of total aberration numbers except the exposure time of 2 hours, when an
exceptional value was obtained: eight times enhancement. It seems that the nucleus of
germinated seeds is very sensitive to microwave action, the abnormal divisions being
obviously proportional on the exposure time. The non-germinated seeds also present nucleus
in abnormal division phases for all exposure times bin there is a special situation for two
hours exposure that can not be explained in the frame of this investigation method. There is
no evident mathematical dependence on the exposure time in none of the types of abnormal
divisions neither for cells obtained from germinated seeds nor for the other ones (Tables II
and III).
Table I. Total Number Of Cells Analyzed In Every Sample
Cells From Seeds Exposed
Before Germination
5687
4963
6745
5893
6219
5129

Cells From Seeds Exposed
After Gcrmiur.iion
7823
6734
7189
6823
6612
7126

112

Hours
0
0.5
1
2

6
12
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Table II. Number Of Abnormal Divisions In The Nucleus Of Cells Obtained From NonGerminated Seeds
Exposure
Time (hours)
0
0.5
1
2
6
12

Cells In Prophase
0
59
28
46
12
7

Cells In Anaphase

Cells In Metaphase

Cells In Telophase

2
41
23

4
34
57

3

69
49
58

762
113
56

31
70
796
72
71

Table III. Number Of Abnormal Divisions In The Nucleus Of Cells Obtained From
Germinated Seeds
Exposure
Time (hours)
0
0.5
1 2

6
12

Cells In Prophase
2
29
25
67
87
91

Cells In Anaphase
2
45
48
121
34

Cells In Metaphase

234

321

Cells In Telophase

1
67
114
289
137

46
44
146
456
240

The energy level of a microwave photon is approximately a million times lower than
the energy required to break a covalent bond. Based on this fact, it has been stated in the
literature that "microwaves are incapable of breaking the covalcnt bonds of DNA" [9-10], but
this has apparently occurred in the Kakita [11] experiment, even though this may be only an
indirect, complex effect of the microwaves. Still, no theory currently exists to explain the
phenomenon of DNA fragmentation by microwaves although research is ongoing which may
elucidate the mechanism. Regarding chemical bonds assuring the stability of protein
molecules from cell nucleus, it is not impossible that electromagnetic fields are able to
destroy them also, since recent studies demonstrated such destruction for nucleic acid
chemical bonds from bacterial cell nucleus when exposed to microwaves [11] Chromosomal
aberrations appears as indirect proves that cell nucleus macromolecules (nucleic acids and
proteins) have been disturbed following microwave exposure. When perpetuated to next
generations, chromosomal aberrations may be expressed in genetic mutations - meaning
modified phenotypical features, either useful or no I for human being purposes.
Further experiments need to be designed and carried out in order to search for putative
genetic effects of microwaves in this cereal species (rather important for colder terrestrial
lands).

CONCLUSIONS
Electromagnetic centimetric waves can influence cell nucleus in rye plantlet. Cell
division is modified in plantles developed from seed non-germinated before microwave
exposure as well as in plantlets exposed after germination. Chromosomal aberrations have
been found, especially in samples germinated before exposure. Methaphase with chromatin
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bridges and micro nuclei are the main types of chromosomal aberrations induced by
microwave exposure in the case of our experiment.
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ABSTRACT
During a summer season of 2003, the atmospheric concentrations of radon
gas were measured indoor every one-hour for twenty-four hour measurements in
some selected areas, using Pylon-AB4. Two hundreds and forty samples were
monitored to determine the concentration of radon gas at each location using highefficiency Lucas type continuous passive cell. The average values of radon gas
concentration were taken in three time intervals 6.00:18.00, 18.00:6.00 and whole
day. The average values of indoor radon gas of two locations using three time
intervals were 4.82±0.63, 9±0.71 and 6.9±0.33 and 9.6±0.23, 11.82±0.42 and
9.37:1:0.7 Bq/m3/h. respectively. The exposure levels were within the ICRP and
EPA recommendations.
Key words: Radon, Passive cell.

INTRODUCTION
Radionuclides are found in air, water and soil, and ;tdditionally in us, being that we are
products of our environment. Every day, we ingest/inhale nuclides in the air we breathe, in the
food we eat and the water we drink.
Radioactivity is common in the rocks and soil that makes up our planet, in the water
and oceans, and even in our building materials and homes. It is just everywhere. There is no
where on Earth that you can get away from Natural Radioactivity.
The presence of primordial radionuclides in human habitats (U, Th, K radioactive
series), cosmic radiation permeating the Earth ( particles and neutrons) and the cosmogenic
radionuclides such as H-3, C-14 and Be-7 continuously generates radionuclides and is a
source of prolonged exposure. This exposure eventually came to be loosely described as:
natural". Over the course of time, some aspects of human behavior, such as living in enclosed
dwellings, have generally enhanced the levels of "natural" prolonged exposure mainly due to
an increase in the exposure to some radionuclides in the progeny of the primordial chains.
Exposure to isotopes of radon in indoor air has increased due to improved insulation in
dwellings and exposure to isotopes of radium has increased owing to their presence in
building materials. In recent years, industrial development has further increased the "natural"
exposure of people by technological enhancing the concentrations of radionuclides in

naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORMs).Typical activities in which this occurs
include the mining and milling of ores and sands containing natural radionuclides, extractive
industries for energy production and the use of phosphate rock. Long -lived radionuclides
may also be concentrated into commodities for public consumption, particularly into building
materials, thereby becoming a source of prolonged exposure. Fig.l presents a schematic
illustration of various sources of prolonged exposure. (ICRP 2000). With the exception of
cosmic radiation, all the sources presented are generally controllable. They include a number
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of natural and artifical sources. The sum of exposures to the sources presents in a human
habitat result in an existing exposure to the individuals living there.
Radon-222 is responsible for more than 50% of the total background radiation dose
and 90 percent of the background radiation dose to the human respiratory tract (UNSCEAR,
2000). Radon-222 exposure at high levels produces biological changes that are postulated to
be important during the process of cancer induction. So the objective of this paper is to
investigate the exposure levels of indoor and outdoor radon gas concentrations in some
selected areas.
ICRP 50 (1987), have presented a simple method ;o estimate the dose from exposure
to indoor radon decay product .for a adult who is assumed to reside indoors for 6,000 hy"1 with
a constant breathing rate of 0.75 m3h"', reference dose conversion factors of 1.7x10* mSv
(Bqhm"3)"1" for the lung exposure and l.OxlO"5 mSv (Bqhm"3)"1 for the whole-body exposure.
ICRP 65 (1993) presented that 1 WL of radon progeny is equivalent to an exposure of 6.368 x
105 Bqhm"3 of Po-218, Pb-214 and Bi-214. ICRP 66 (1994) recommends a value of the
effective dose per unit exposure of short-lived radon decay products by using an
epidemiological approach. The dose conversion factor for the public is 3.9 mSv. WLM"1
while the dosimetric convention for persons at working places is 5.1 mSv WLM"1. These
values serve as important guidance data to determine if precautions in terms of radiation
protection are necessary for a given exposure situation in houses or at working places. March
and Birchali (1999) model have derived that the weighted equivalent dose to lung per WLM
is 1.5x 10" SvWLM"1. The calculation of this value based on the ICRP-66 (1994) respiratory
tract model calculation. UNSCEAR, 2000 model has evaluated the absorbed dose to basal
cells of the bronchial epithelium per unit exposure gives values in the range 5-25 nGy (Bqhm3)"1. The central value is estimated to be 9 nGy (Bqhm"J)"' for average indoor conditions, a
breathing rate of 0.6 m3h"', an aerosol median diameter of 100-150 nm and an unattached
fraction of 0.05. For an apportioned tissue weighting factor of 0.08 for the bronchial and
bronchiolar regions and quality factor of 20. So, the equilibrium factors of 0.4 indoors and 0.6
outdoors, occupancy and the central dose coefficient as given above, the following annual
effective doses are derived:
Indoors: R (Bqm-3) x 0.4 x 7,000h x 9 nSv (Bqhm-3)-l
Outdoors: R (Bqm-3) x 0.6 x l,760h x 9 nSv (Bqhm-3)-l

MATERIAL AND METHOD
Continuous radon gas measurement system type (Pylon AB4 model) was used for
measurement radon gas concentration. This system consists of Pylon AB4 model with ZnS
(Ag) Scintillation cell connected by photomultiplier tube and high efficiency Lucas type
continuous passive cell. The ambient air is sampled for radon in a scintillation cell after passing
through a filter that removes radon decay products and dust. As the radon in the cell decays, the
radon decays products plate out on the interior surface of the scintillation cell. Alpha particles
produced by subsequent decay, or by the initial radon decay, strike the zinc sulfide coating on
the inside of the scintillation cell, thereby producing scintillation. The light passes the Lucas
cell easily to photo-multiplier tube in the detector, which generates electrical pulses, detects the
scintillations. These pulses are processed by the detector electronics and the data are usually
stored in the memory of the monitor where results are available for recall or transmission to a
data logger or printer. The sensitivity of pylon AB4 was measured as 0.034 cpm/Bq at Pylon
Incorporation. . AB4 uses software program via keyboards. It has 2,000 intervals (84 days per
one hour intervals). RS-232, transfer cables port can connect to a continuous radon gas
monitoring device to permit remote monitoring and data analysis as shown in Fig. (2). The
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Pylon AB4 was located at height 1-1.5 meter from the floor which is equivalent to the breathing
geometry of a human body.
The continues indoor radon gas measurements were conducted for two selected areas
in Inshass and El-Minia University. The Radon gas concentration in Bq/m3 was recorded per
hour. Radon monitor was used to collect the " Rn concentration (Bq/m ) for 24 hours and
time interval for one hour measurement. Different dosimetric radon dose model
calculations are used in this paper such as ICRP 50 (1987) model, ICRP-66 (1994) model,
UNSCEAR, 2000 model and March et.al (1999) model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tables 1 and 2 indicate that radon concentration at time interval 18:06 is higher than
that at time interval 06:18. This means the thermal gradient is periodically positive and
negative with a high positive period during the night and early morning hours, which
indicates a highly stable atmosphere. The highest activity concentrations were measured
during these hours.

Table 1. diurnal variations of 240 samples of indoor radon gas concentration, Bq/m3 at ElMinia University of summer season of 2003.
ID#
S.No.
1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
Mean ±SD of the
mean(a)

Time Interval
6:18
4.88
3.53
5.05
4.87
4.81
5.84
5.45
4.95
4.99
4.59
4.9± 0.60

18:6
9.50
10.03
8.75

L
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8.40
8.70
8.90
8.76
7.67
9.42
9.84
9=b 0.71

Whole Day
7.19
6.78
6.90
6.64
6.76
7.37
7.11
6.31
7.21
7.22
6.95±0.33
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Table 2 Diurnal variations of 240 samples of Indoor radon gas concentration, Bq/m3 at
Decontaminated area by Radium needles for summer season of 2003.

Time Interval

ID#
S.No.
1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
Mean ±SD of the
mean(c)

6:18
9.40
9.15
9.27
. 9.92
9.77
9.61
9.69
9.61
9.58
9.46
9.60± 0.23

18:6
12.39
12.35
11.80
12.10
11.96
11.11
11.o5
12.02
11.60
10.85
11.80 -J: 0.50

Whole Day
10.79
10.79
10.54
11.01
10.69
10.36
10.77
10.81
10.60
10.15
10.65i-0.25

At noon and in the afternoon the air is unstable (negative thermal gradient (with low
radon concentrations. Mixing in the lower atmosphere is generally strongest at noon and during
the afternoon hours and weakest at night, with rapid changes occurring at sunrise and sunset.
Both the indoor radon concentrations at the decontaminated radium needles of the Radiation
Protection Department of the EAEA, and the Physics Department of El-Minia University were
below the intervention level, 50 Bqm"3 (Porsentendorfer, 1994). The intervention level is
defined as the minimum level of annual dose that must be averted if an intervention is to be
achieved by a specific protective action. (ICRP 2000).This value predicted for estimating the
annual exposure a mean residence probability o[ 0.8 within houses and 0.2 in the free
atmosphere, corresponding to 7000 h and 1760 h, respectively, as assumed (United Nations,
1988). Then, Porsendorfer, 1994 postulated the mean annual indoor exposure of radon
daughters is about 0.20 Working Living Month (WLM), assuming an average radon
concentration of 50 Bq m"3 in houses. Based on the physical characteristics of radon and thoron
model entry rates to buildings, ICRP estimated expected concentrations in building (ICRP 50,
1987). These ranged from 10 to 100 Bqm"-3 for radon and 2 to 20 Bqm"-3 for thoron in typical
circumstances (3-7 Bqm"3 for both radon and thoron in outdoor air concrete and brick building
material; a ventilation rate of 0.7h~'.
In addition to this comparison the indoor radon gas concentrations at both
decontaminated areas at Radiation Protection Department, Inshas and that at Physics
Department of El-Minia university were below a reference indoor radon gas concentration that
was measured inside a well shielded room consists of 12.5 virgin steel and lining with 3mm
lead,. The indoor radon concentration in that whole body counter was 3 Bqm"3 which in
beginning of ICRP range of radon and thoron in outdoor air (3-7 Bqm" ).
The outdoor radon gas concentration at both areas was 6 ± 0.50 and 4 ± 0.53 Bqm'3. It
means that the outdoor radon gas concentration was lower than that of the indoor. In general,
the concentrations of radon and its daughters are higher in buildings than in the open
atmosphere because of additional radon sources such as building materials and tap water in
some countries and low rates of air exchange with the open atmosphere. In contrast to the open
atmosphere, where the Rn concentration is diluted by the Rn transport in higher altitudes of the
atmosphere, the emanation in the air of buildings is enriched. Especially buildings with low
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ventilation rates sealed for saving energy have strongly increased indoor radon and radon
daughter concentrations. Indoor and Outdoor Effective dose at decontaminated area in
Radiation Protection Department, Inshas and Physics Department of Faculty of Science, ElMinia University by using different dosimetric models: ICRP 50 (1987), ICRP 66 (1994),
UNSCEAR (2000), and that of March etal. (1999) are presented in table 3.
Table 3. Indoor and Outdoor Effective dose at decontaminated area in Radiation
Protection Department, Inshas and Physics Department of the Faculty of Science,
El-Minia University.
Effective Dose (mSv) by using different dosimetric models

Location

ICRP 50

UNSCEAR

ICRP 66

March et al*

(1987)

(2000)

(1994)

(1999)

Outdoor

Indoor Outdoor

Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Indoor
Decontaminated
Radium
needle
Area

0.225

0.04

0.236

0.04

0.164

0.03

El-Minia
University

0.166

0.06

0.174

0.057

0.121

0.04

0.615
0.176**
0.455
0.13**

0.105

0.15

*March et al model based on the working level month winch equals 0.041, 0.0303 WLM at
indoor and 0.007, 0.01 WLM respectively at outdoor Radiation Protection Department and ElMinia University. ** The effective dose decreased by a factor of 3.5 when the actual occupancy
time used.
The estimated annual effective dose at decontaminated radium needles area is
presented in table 3. Which ranges from 0.176 to 0.236 mSv and the estimated annual effective
dose at physics student laboratory is presented in table 3 and varies from 0.13 to 0.174
mSv/year. , which are lower than the average annual dose from radon and its decay products.
Table 4 gives interpretation for this doses that presented the latest recommendation of annual
doses from natural sources. The left column in the Table presents average annual doses caused
by the global natural background. The right column presents average annual doses in areas of
typically elevated natural background exposures. The table is based on estimates of the United
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (ICRP 82, 2000).
Table 4. Annual doses from natural sources.

Source of exposure
Cosmic rays
Terrestrial gamma rays
Radionuclides in the body (except radon)
Radon and its decay products
Total (rounded)

Average annual dose (mSv)
Areas of typically
Global exposure
elevated exposures
2.0
0.39
4.3
0.4o
0.6
0.23
1.3
24

19

10
~

;•:/

f
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In relation to radon concentration in dwellings, the source-related action levels for
radon recommended by the commission correspond to a range of annual effective dose of 3-10
mSv., (ICRP 1993b). Assuming an annual occupancy of 7000 hours and an equilibrium factor
of 0.4, the corresponding rounded values of radon concentration are about 200-600
Bq/m3.These action levels relate only to simple measures and that for more severe measures,
such as the permanent removal of people from their homes, it considered that the action level
should be an order of magnitude or more higher (ICRP 1993b).

CONCLUSION
There is no conscious that one radiation dose model gives a unique and an accurate
value. The statistical fluctuation for different models gives different estimation of doses too
this study gives as basic background of radon gas levels at two selected areas.
The indoor radon gas concentration at decontaminated radium needles and that for El-Minia
University was very lower than published data, ICRP and Environmental Protection Agency,
(EPA) recommendations.
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STUDIES ON NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY OF SOME
EGYPTIAN BUILDING MATERIALS
E. A. Eissa, A. El-Khayat, L. Ashmawy, and A.M. Hassan
Reactors Physics Department, Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt
Using high-resolution y-rays spectrometry, the natural radioactivity of 14
samples of natural and • manufactured Egyptian building materials have been
investigated. The samples were collected from local market and construction sites.
From (he measured y-ray spectra, specific activities were determined. The radium
equivalent activity in each sample was estimated. Radiological evaluations of
these materials indicate that all materials meet the exiernal y-ray dose limitation.
Calculation of concentration indices by assuming a Markkanen room model is
constructed from these materials, to find the excess y-ray dose taken over that
received from the outdoors. The Austrian Standard ONORM S 5200 is used in
testing the building materials.

INTRODUCTION
The concentrations of the natural radionuclides in building materials vary significantly
from country to another and from place to place in the same country. Precise measurement of
radioisotope concentrations in building materials is vital in the assessment of possible
radiological hazards to human health. This requires standardized equipment, which has good
calibration and quality assurance programs as well as manufactured standards as references
for these materials. Restricting the use of certain building materials might have significant
economical, environmental, or social consequences locally and nationally. Such
consequences, together with national levels of radioactivity in building materials, should be
assessed and considered when establishing building regulations.
This paper presents the analysis of y-ray spectra of 238U, 232Th and, 40K in major
building materials used in Egypt. For the sake of comparison, the results of the present work
are compared with those from other countries [1, 2, 3] and the building materials were tested
according to the requirements of the Austrian ONORM S 5200 standard [3].

THEORETICAL HINTS
When a radioactive series achieves secular equilibrium, the activity A in Bq of a
parent radioisotope and any member of the series becomes constant:
NPA.P = N D X D = A

(1)

where N|> and No are the number of parent and any of its daughter radioisotopes of this series
and Xp and Xn are their decay constants in second"1, respectively.
Equation (1) can be written in terms of the element masses in grams of the parent and
daughter radioisotopes nip and mo, respectively as
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where NA is Avogadro's number, Mp and MD are the gram atoms of the elements containing
the parent and any of its daughter radioisotopes with elemental isotopic abundance fp and fo,
respectively.
Or it can be writhen as
mp Rp = mDRD = A,

(3)

where Rp and RD are the activities in Bq due to the parent and any of its daughter
radioisotopes per gram of their elements, respectively. Ii we refer to either Rp or RD by R,,
then

f,»4la2_BA_
M,T,,n
where M, is the gram atom of the element containing the radioisotope i, f| is its isotopic
abundance, Tn/2 is the relevant half-life time of this radioisotope, and m\ is the mass of the
element containing the radioisotope i in the radioactive series.
Dividing equation (3) by the global sample mass ms, the sample specific activity S is
obtained. Then the concentration of the element containing the parent radioisotope Cp = mp /
ms can be estimated in terms of the concentration of the element containing the daughter
radioisotope CD = mo / ms as follows:
CpRP = C D RD=A/m s = S.

(5)

Thus the y-ray specific activity Gj.e is the product of the specific activity S and the
intensity Y,\e ofay-ray of energy e emitted by the radioisotope i a can be written as
Gi, e =S7i. e =CiRi7i.e.

(6)

In the uranium series, the decay chain segment starting from radium 226Ra is
radiologically the most important and, therefore, reference is often made to radium instead of
uranium [1]. Since 98.5% of the radiological effects of the uranium is due to radium and its
progeny product series. The contribution of23 U and the other 2 Ra precursors are normally
ignored [2,8]. The energy-dependent detection efficiency has been determined by means of a
standard monazite sample provided by the Egyptian Nuclear Material Authority. The uranium
and thorium concentrations Cj in mg/g of the standard monazite sample are 2.86 and 39.4,
respectively. From equation (4), one may calculate the activity Rj of the parent radioisotopes
238
U, 232Th and 40K, present in 1 g of their natural elements as 12405, 4034.61, and 304.5
Bq/g, respectively. Then Aj,e can be calculated for the observed y-ray lines by substituting for
Ci, Ri, and yj.e in equation (6). Therefore, the absolute efficiency of the detector siiC for the
radioisotope i at the y-ray energy e is estimated by

Gumst
where Nj,e is the net gamma-ray counting under a peak at energy e emitted in / seconds live
time by a radio nuclide / due to ms g of the standard monazite sample.
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The efficiency values were used in calculating the activity concentration S (in Bq kg"1)
from the counting rates for each of the detected full-energy peaks of a radioisotope i and for a
gamma-ray energy e, is given by

x
where Nj,c is the total net peak area of the radioisotope i at energy e, ms is the mass of sample
in Kg, and t is the measurement live time in seconds.

EXPERIMENTAL
A high-resolution spectroscopic system is used for the measurement of the energy
spectrum of the emitted gamma-rays in the energy range between 50 keV and 3000 keV. The
system consists of a hyper-pure germanium (HPGe) detector with a relative efficiency of
40%, 1.9 keV FWHM at 1.3325MeV of 60Co and peak to Compton ratio of 60:1 at the same
gamma-ray line energy. Experimental arrangement for spectra collection includes the highvoltage detector bias supply and signal processing electronics. The latter include a
spectroscopy main amplifier, which incorporates an efficient pile-up rejecter, and a MultiChannel Buffer (MCB) which is a PC-based plug-in PCI card consisting of an 8k ADC.
Advanced Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA) emulation software (Genie-2000) allows data
acquisition, storage, display, and online analysis of the acquired y-spectra. The HPGe is
shielded by surrounding it by a Canberra low background chamber model 747. It consists of a
graded cylindrical shield efficient for suppressing the gamma-ray background at the
laboratory site. 293.9 g of the standard monazite sand was sufficient to fill a plastic cup
similar to that used in sample preparation. The cup was sealed, and stored for more than four
weeks before counting in order to allow the achievement of secular equilibrium for 238U and
232
Th with their respective progeny [4, 5, 6, 7]. A total of 14 samples of Egyptian building
materials have been collected and are listed in Table (1).
The samples were crushed, pulverized to a fine powder (<300 mesh) and homogenized
in preparation. A dry weighed quantity of powdered sample sufficient to fill a 200 ml plastic
cup. The cup was sealed and left to stand-alone for a month to let the sample to attain secular
equilibrium. The gamma-ray spectrum of each sample was measured for 24 hours. The
environmental gamma-ray background at the laboratory site was measured for an empty
plastic cup under identical measurement conditions. This was subtracted from the measured
gamma-ray spectrum of each sample.
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Table 1. Samples of building materials analyzed and their sources.

Sample name
Portland cement 1
Portland cement 2
Sulfite resistance cement
White Portland cement 1
White Portland cement 2
Concrete blocks
Gypsum
Ceramic 1
Ceramic 2
Ceramic 3
Burnt clay bricks
Burnt mud bricks
Building sands
Mud (river sands)

Sample no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Sample source
Suez company
Helwan company
Asyut company
Helwan company
Senai company
Construction site
Ball ah company
Cleopatra company
El-Gawhara company
Alpha company
Construction site
Construction site
Construction site
Nile river shore

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Building materials contribute to environmental radioactivity in two ways. First, by
gamma radiation, mainly 226Ra, 232Th, and 40K as well as their progenies to a whole body
dose. In some cases by beta radiation to a skin dose, e.g., from tiles, glazed with uranium.
Second, by releasing the noble gas radon, the radioactive daughters of which are deposited in
the human respiratory tract [3].
Specific activities and concentrations of uranium, thorium, and potassium in each
sample were determined from equations (8) and (5), respectively. The gamma-ray lines 609.3
keV and 583.1 keV gamma-lines of 2l4Bi and 2OST1 [8] for 226Ra (or 23SU) and 232Th,
respectively, were used. Alternatively, one could use the ~l4Pb (351.9 keV) and 228Ac (911.1
keV) gamma-lines. For 40K the gamma-ray line 1.46 Mev [2, 9, 10] was used.
The activity concentration of a building material, which contain Ra, Th, and K, can be
estimated by a common index that called the radium equivalent activity Raeq. The radium
equivalent activity is a weighted sum of activities of the above three radionuclides based on
the estimation thai 370 BqKg-1 226Ra , 259 BqKg"1 232Th, or 4810 BqKg"1 40K produce the
same y-ray dose rate [8]. Raeq is given by
A'•/inB . A
+ • n
(9)
370 259 4810
•226 r
232
Th, and 40 K, in BqKg"1. To
where ARa, An,, and AK are the activity concentrations of //0 Ra
limit the external radiation dose from the building materials to 1.5 mSva"1, various workers
have suggested a number of models. One such model, proposed to serve a criterion in the
Federal Republic of Germany at the beginning of the 1980s [2], was
=370

A,
•+ 37 10
7

A

K

130

(10)

<1
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This criterion, which only considers the external hazard due lo gamma-rays, corresponds to a
maximum radium equivalent activity of 370 BqKg"' for material.
Another index called the activity concentration index (I) take, into account typical
ways and amounts in which the material is used in building [i]. A methodology, which can be
used to derive such index, for Markkanen model reference room (5mx4mx2.8m; wall, floor
and ceiling thiclcness=0.2m and density=2320kg.m"3) is described in [11]. The following
activity concentration index is derive for identifying whether a dose criterion is met:
I=d*.+

300

Sn.+.*'

200

(11)

3000

The activity concentration index (I) does not exceed the following values depending on the
dose criterion and the way and the amount the material is used in a building.
Dose criterion
Materials used in bulk amounts, e.g. concrete
Superficial and other materials with restricted
Use: tiles, board, etc.

0.3 mSv a"'
[<6.5
1<2

1 mSv a'
I<1
I<6

This criterion was proposed to apply within the European Union, and only considers
the external hazards due to gamma-rays. Doses exceeding lmSva"1 should be taken into
account from radiation protection point of view. Building materials should be exempted from
all restrictions concerning their radioactivity if the excess gamma radiation originating from
them increases the annual effective dose of a member of the public by 0.3 Sv.a"1. Rn and its
daughters have additional dose rate, to that from building materials [12], caused by inhalation.
The Austrian standard ONORM S 5200, prepared and used in Austria since 1996, provides
the criteria to assess the total radiation dose (external and internal). Gamma radiation of the
radionuclides 22(5Ra, 232Th, and 40K are taken into account, as well as the dose due to the noble
gas radon, which is released from the building materials after the decay of 226Ra. A type of
building material is considered acceptable if its yearly effective dose in a room does not
exceed 2.5 m Sv.a"1.
1. Building Material Testing by ONORM S 5200
For gamma dose rate and radon inhalation the standard ONORM S 5200 formulates
three criteria, A, B, and C. In this study the test C was ignored since, this test concerned with
the activity of beta particles of building material (e.g., uranium glazed tiles, etc.). To prove, a
certain type of building material meets the requirements; of the standard, the following tests
are performed.
Test A
The measured values of activity concentrations of 220Ra, 232Th, and 40K for building
material or building element/component parts are inserted into equation (9) leading to

10000

1000

600

(12)

where
p is the density of building material in kg.m"-.33 with value not more than the
precondition value 2000 kg.m"3, S is the real emanation factor with value not more than the
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precondition value 0.1, and d is the real thickness with value not more than the precondition
value 0.3m
If the inequality in (12) is fulfilled, the building material or building
elements/component parts comply with the standard.
Test B
If the building material or building elements/component parts of a part of the surface in a
room are known but fail to meet the requirements of test A and the building material of the other
pails of the surface are also known and meet the requirements of test A, then test B can be applied.
Calculate the value of inequality (12) for the building material of every part of the
surface of the room according to test A. No value is allowed to be more than 2, according to
(12). The values have to be weighted and added up corresponding to the ratio of the surface of
the room. If the result does not exceed 1, then material meet the regulation.
By using the precondition of values of the d, p, and S die building Egyptian materials
had been tested by ONORM S 5200. Table 2 lists the measured activities of 226Ra, 232Th, and
40
K for collected samples calculated using equation (8). Raeci were calculated using equation
(9) and the results of the application of the Austrian standard ONORM S 5200 by using
inequality (12). For the sake of comparison, Table 2 includes values of the radioactivities in
similar samples (serial numbers, 15 to 20) reported in literature. Although two samples,
especially if they are from different locations, are unlikely to be identical, it may be seen that
values of radioactivity found in this work are comparable to reponed results. For example, the
activities and concentrations (ppm) of our Portland cement (serial number 1 and 2) are within
the range of values reported for cement (serial number 15). The same situation for our
concrete (serial number 6) and the values reported for concrete (serial number 16). The burnt
mud bricks being a mixture from mud (river sand) as a major component and straw as a minor one.
Thus the Racq of the burnt mud bricks (serial number 12) and mud (serial number 14)
are comparable.
Again, from Table 2 it is apparent that the Egyptian building materials meet two
criterions, the first which is based on the Racq concept and the second which is based on
activity concentration index I. The second one takes into account typical ways and amounts in
which the material is used in a building. All Egyptian building materials have Raeq lower than
370 Bq Kg"' and as a result, the external radiation doses from these materials are less than 1.5
mSva"1 [2]. It should, however, be pointed that addressing the radiation hazard to respiratory
organs due to radon and its progeny requires reduction of the acceptable maximum Ra^ to at
most 185 Bq Kg"1 [2,13]. As shown in Table 2, of the fourteen types of samples analyzed only
ceramicl, ceramics2, and ceramics3 have Raeq greater values than 185 Bq Kg"1.
The values of the activity concentration index I, for materials used in bulk amounts in
Table 2 are 0.18, 0.48, and 0.55 for concrete blocks (serial no. 6), burnt clay bricks (serial no.
11), and burnt mud bricks (serial no. 12), respectively.
Thus the external dose delivered by these materials are less than 0.3 mSva'1 for
concrete and burnt mud bricks and less than 1 mSva'1 for burnt clay bricks. Moreover, the
concrete and burnt mud bricks [having I<0.5] can be exempted from all controls concerning
their radioactivity [1]. All superficial and other materials with restricted use in Table, have I
value less than 2, consequently they have the exemption level [1].
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Table 2. The concentration activities in Bq/Kg of building materials, the radium equivalent,
the concentration index I, and the results of building material testing are in
agreement with ONORM S 5200 Standard for the first twelve samples.
Material

Thorinm-232
Bq/Kg ppm
3.16 20±2
4.92
4.07 16=1=1 3.94
2.03 10±l
2.46
1.62 23±1
5.66
3.94
2.03 16-±1
0.97 10±l
2.46
1.72
0.49 7±1
8.03 70±l
17.22
16.98
8.19 69±2
21.16
9.25 86±3
3.41 43±.l
10.58
8.12
2.60 33±1
1.97
0.73 8±.4
10.58
0.97 43±1
5.1
3.4
21
8.5
2.1
0.8
7.4
1.8
1.1
0.8
10
2.5
44
8.2
10.8
4.1
50
12.3

Potassium-40
Raeq
Bq/Kg
ppm
128±7
0.495 78±9
0.685 87:b6
1 77-J:6
0.526 50±6
136±6
64±4
0.248 58±5

Uranium-238

1-Portland cement 1
2-Portland cement 2
3- sulfate resistance Cement
4-White Cement 1
5-White Cement 2
6-Concrete blocks
7-Gypsum
8-Ceramic 1
9-Ceramic2
10-Ceramic3
11 -Brunt clay bricks
12-Burnt mud bricks
13-Sands
14-Mud (river sands)
15-Cement[14]
16-Concrete[i4]
17-Gypsum[14]
18-Gypsum[l]
19-Claybricks[14]
20-Claybricks[ll

ppm

Bq/Kg
39±1
50=1=1
25±1
20±l
25=tl

12±1
6±1
99=1=1

101±2
114±2
42±.l
32±1
9±.4
12±1
46
11
15
10
111

50

66±5

0.255
1.04
.?69±6
112±6
0.433
2.43
629±3
1375±19 5.32
1540±2
5.96
576±27
2.23
2.47
638=1=11
1.04
270±6
738±12
2.86
237
0.8
385
1.3
148
0.5
0.31
80
666
670

/

0.27
0.31
0.18
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.09
0.89
1.14
1.32
0.55
0.48
0.16
0.50

53±6
61±8
25±6
248±5
305±12
356±21
147±.O2
128±.5
41±.O7
130±.08

2.3
2.6

The results of the application of the Austrian standard show that all Egyptian "building
material" or building materials/component parts in room," agree with ONORM S 5200
standard. Only ceramics materials are "accepted" by applying test B, whereas the other
materials "pass" through test A.
Table 3. Comparison of mean radium equivalent activities (Bq/kg) of Egyptian building
materials with those from other countries.
Material

Egypt
(2003)
82.5

Zambia
(1994)
[8]
79

Australia
(19S5)
[2]
115

Germany
(1981)
[2]
70

Portland
Cement
Concrete
block
Clay brick
Red mud clay brick
Gypsum
Sand

61

94

85

155

147
128

207
640

240

352

170

274

180

218
833

25
41

63
135

15
70

41
59

11
177

7

44
19

15

Finland
(1079)

(21

Sweden
(1979)
[2]

UK
(1977)
[21

Norway
(1976)
[2]

100
133

Table 3 has been compiled to show the radioactive status of Egyptian building
materials in comparison to those of other countries. As stated earlier and shown in Table 3,
the radioactivity in building materials does vary from one place to the other.
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If we consider the case of clay bricks, the Racq value is 147 for Egypt, 218 for
Australia, 207 for Germany, 240 for Finland, 352 for Sweden, 170 for UK, and 274 for
Norway. It should be stressed here that even these values are not the representative values for
the countries mentioned but for the locations from where the samples had been collected.

CONCLUSIONS
All building materials contain different portions of natural radioactive nuclides.
Materials derived from rock and soil contain mainly natural radioisotopes of the uranium U
and thorium 232Th series, and radioactive isotope of potassium 40K.
High-resolution y-ray spectrometry is a powerful experimental tool in studying natural
radioactivity and determining elemental concentrations in various building materials. A
combination of the experimental results and mathematical models makes its possible to assess
and limit the external, the internal, and the total dose rates caused by building material if a
building constructed using them.
The obtained results show that the most majority of the Egyptian building materials
have the exemption level, thus they can be exempted from all controls concerning their
radioactivity.
The results also show that Egyptian building materials agree with ONORM S 5200
standard. Thus, from the radiation safety, these materials are below the recommended limits
for their gamma dose rates; therefore, they can be used for all kinds of republic buildings.
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RADIONUCLIDES IN BEACH SAND IN AL-ARISH, EGYPT
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Radionuclidc concentrations in Al-Arish city area, north Sinai, Egypt,
were measured. The activities of the 232Th and 23 U series in soil samples from
two locations in harbor area and a location ~3 km eas 'he harbor were higher than
those from other sites, with activities of 81.6+0.7, 50.6±0.5, and 24.8+0.4 Bq/kg
for 222Rn and 98.9±1.3, 67.2±1.1, and 52.2±0.8 Bq/kg for 228Ac. The average
contents for the other sites were 8.0±7.2 and 7.5+6.7 Bq/kg for 222Rn and 228Ac,
respectively. No significant difference in the 40K activity was found between these
two groups. The measured depth profiles in the site with the highest activity are
studied. Samples with the smallest grain size (<0.2 mm.) were found to contain the
highest level of activities, due to its high content of black sand.
Keywords: natural radionuclides, profile distribution, coastal environment, Sinai,
Egypt.

INTRODUCTION
Studies of natural environmental radioactivity are of great important and interest in
health physics for practical and fundamental scientific reasons. The natural radiation to which
humans are exposed consists of two distinct component;--, the internal exposure originated
from radionuclides in diet and from inhalation of radon gas, and the external one generated by
cosmic rays and y-rays emitted by radioactive elements in soils, rocks, and building materials.
The terrestrial radiation is originated from the so-called primordial radioactive nuclides that
were made in the early stage of the formation of the solar sy-jtem. 238U series (214Bi, 214Pb, and
226
Ra), 232Th series (2O8T1, 2!2 Bi, 212Pb, and 228Ac) and potassium are, however, the main
elements contributing to the natural terrestrial y-ray radioactivity.
Beach sands are weathering-resistance remainders of geological formations, which
may have come to their place by rivers and are deposited.on the beaches by actions of waves
and currents. In the beach environment, metal-rich sands are generally found in the upper
zone of the beach, or back shore, as waves concentrate the heavy minerals (HMs) that are not
easily removed back to the sea by the low-energy backwash flow [1]. Beach sand minerals are
the term generally used for definition of beach deposits oi' these accessory minerals. HMs are
accessory constituents having high specific gravity. They are hard and stable minerals such as
garnet, zircon (ZrSiCU), monazite (Ce, La, Nd, Th(PO4)), rutile (TiC>2), and ilmenite (FeTiO3)
[2,3]. They are economically important coastal placers [21. While HMs are characterized by
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high concentrations of the 232Th and 23SU in their crystalline structure, the light minerals (e.g.,
quartz and feldspar) have relatively low concentrations of these i-adioisotopes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. Study area
The whole area lies in Al-Arish district, governorate of Northern Sinai. Al-Arish is the
biggest city in north Sinai. It has one third of the total Sinai population. Figure (1) shows the
area under study in the surroundings of Al-Arish city (31.13° N and 33.80° E). A total of 11
locations were included in this study. The western limit of the studied area was about 15 km
west Al-Arish city in the eastern'limit of the Zaranik protec Vd area (location 1). The locations
10 and 11 were both about 6 km east and south Al-Arish City, respectively. The sampling
locations 4-8 are within Al-Arish city area. Locations 6 and 7 are directly in the western and
eastern neighborhood of the local harbor, respectively. Surface samples collected from the
locations marked 1-9 are beach sands while locations 10 and 11 are dune sands.
33

33° 55'

31° 15'

11° (W--

Zaranik protected
Wet land
Main road
Lake Bardawil

Fig. 1. The map of the study area in the surrounding of Al-Arish city showing the
11 sampling locations.
2. Sampling
Sampling sites were selected to be open, reasonably level. No samples were taken
close to a field boundary, trees, buildings, or other obstructions. The sand at the sites must not
be covered with grass or other vegetations. Sites were not chosen based on their
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radioactivities. In each location, a sample was obtained from five positions, one central and
four close to the corners of a square of-10 m length. Samples were taken from the upper 10
cm of the surface layer. Based on the analysis of these samples, second sampling was carried
out at the two locations with the highest (#8) and lowest (#5) activities. In addition, core
samples were taken twice from location 8. The first core sample (May 2001) was down to a
depth of 30 cm (3 layers of 10 cm each), whereas the second one (January 2002) extended to
lm (10 layers of 10 cm each).
3. Sample preparation
The five collected samples at each location were thoroughly mixed together at the
laboratory, air-dried for several days under ambient temperature and hand-cleaned to remove
stones, leaves, and other foreign particles. The samples were then oven dried at 100°C until
constant mass, homogenized, screened with a laboratory test sieve 1.0 mm. Each sample
(-650 cm3) was placed in a PVC cylindrical container of diameter -10.3 cm and height -8
cm. The containers were sealed tightly with a thick vinyl tape around their necks to limit as
far as possible any gas escape from them, and stored for a minimum period of four weeks to
allow equilibrium between 22Rn and its daughter products. The pH and total organic matter
content (TOM) was determined for each sample. For grain size study, some samples were
directly sieved after drying into five classes of particle size, namely, less than 200, 200-315,
315-400, 400-500, and 500-640 \xm.
4. Activity measurements
The activity concentrations in the samples were measured using a 204 cm3 p-type
HPGe detector (Tennelec) with a relative efficiency of 50%. It has an energy resolution
(FWHM) of 1.92 keV for the 1332 keV 60Co y-Iine. The detector was shielded using a 10 cm
thick low-background lead shield (Canberra 747E). The amplified signals of the detector were
acquired with an 8k ADC MCA (Oxford PCA3). The y-ray background spectra were
measured frequently to check the stability of the background and to correct the net count rate
of the selected y-ray photopeaks. The minimum measuring time was 18,000 s. The statistical
errors (la) in the net peak area were 3-5%. The efficiency calibration method was carried out
using standard radioactive point sources and KC1 [4,5]. Both the detector efficiency
calibration curve and the gas-tightness of the containers were examined using the certified
reference materials IAEA soil-6, 326, and 327. The activity of the various isotopes present in
these certified materials, obtained by the use of the measured detector efficiency, was in
agreement with the values provided by the IAEA with - 3 % deviation in the worst case. This
includes 226Ra activity, which supports the good tightness of the sample containers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Radionuclides concentrations
The pH of the sand samples ranged from 7.8 to 8.-.-, which is considered weak base.
The TOM was found to be less than 1% for all samples. An example of y-ray spectrum of a
sand sample with relatively high 238U and 232Th activities is shown in Figure (2). The
activities of some samples were repeatedly measured after sealing up to 60 days. The
variations of the 40K, R,n and 228Ac activities with time are shown in Figure (3) for three
samples. Naturally, the activity of 40K and 228Ac in the same sample did not vary with time.
On the other hand, the measurements of 222Rn show that radon emanation is negligible, which
suggests the possibility of excluding the sample sealing and storing from the sample
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preparation procedure. This agrees with other reported measurements of radon emanation
from sand samples (e.g., [6,7]). Based on these multi-measurements, the coefficient of
40

K, 222Rn, and 22"Ac activities were 5-10, 5-10, and 2-7%,
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Fig. 2. The y-ray spectrum for one sample collected from site 8 of Al-Arish city
represents isotope identification and y-ray energies of the well-defined peaks.
Figure (4) shows the measured activity concentrations of 222Rn, 228Ac, and 40K in
Bq/kg dry weight (dw) for each location. The average concentrations of 226'Ra ( 222 Rn) and
232
Th (228Ac) for the three locations 7, 8, and 9 were 52.3±28.5 and 63.8±37.0 Bq/kg dw,
respectively. These values are significantly larger than the average concentration of the rest of
the locations; 8.0±7.2 Bq/kg dw for 226Ra and 7.5±6.7 Bq/kg dw for 232Th. On the other hand,
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the average activities of 40K were generally comparable for the three locations 7, 8, and 9
(101.4±10.3 Bq/kg) and the rest of the locations (122.0±55.S Bq/kg). Only the two locations
10 and 11 showed a relatively elevated level of 40K (-72% higher than the average value).
Table 1 gives the statistics summary for 2l4Bi and 214Pb (222Rn daughters), 228Ac and 212Bi
(232Th daughters) and 40K activities in sand samples. The activities of Egyptian sand used as
building materials are relatively lower than the present values (activities were 7.8, 9.0, and
155 Bq/kg for 222Rn, 228Ac, and 40K, respectively) [8].
Location 8 had the highest activity (98.9 Bq/kg for 228Ac and 81.6 Bq/kg for 222Rn)
and location 5 had the lowest activity (2.7 Bq/kg for 228Ac and 2.6 Bq/kg for 2 2Rn); see Fig.
4. Sampling was carried out ~8 month later from these two locations. The 40K activity in the
two samples collected from both locations did not show any significant variation. On the
other hand, the measured activities in the second sampling were 4.5 Bq/kg for Ac and 4.1
Bq/kg for 222Rn for location 8 and 4.0 Bq/kg for 228Ac and 3.4 Bq/kg for 222Rn for location 5.
This indicates the measurements may vary from place to place and from time to time due to
the dynamic of sand system; radionuclides migration and beach environment, e.g. sea waves,
wind, etc.
Table I. Summary statistics for 214Bi, 214Pb, 22SAc, 212Bi and 40K activities in sand samples.
...

Mean±SD
Min
Max

Kurtosis
Skewness '

Bi-214
20.8±25.9
84.9

Ac-228
22.6±31.5
98.8

Pb-214
19.5±24.4
78.9

Bi-212
23.4±33.3
100.6

3.0

2.3

2.3

2.7

3.24
1.88

2.93
1.83

2.93
1.91

2.09
1.69

K-40
118±50.1
221.3
85.2
2.05
1.86

The radiation hazard index (radium equivalent; Raeq) was used to evaluate the y-ray
radiation hazards due to the naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM) as given by
(Beretca and Mathew, 1985) [9]
Raeq = CRn+ 1.43 x Cn + 0.077 x CK.

(1)

The dose rates in air 1 m above the ground surface for the studied sites were calculated using
the following formula (UNSCEAR, 1988) [10]
Z) = 4.27x lO" 2 Q/+6.62x

10' 2 CT-/,+ 4 . 3 2 X

i0" 3 Q(10" 8 Gy/h)

(2)

where Cu, CRa, CTh and CK are the activities of 238U, 226Ra, 232Th and 40K, respectively. It is
assumed that 238U and 226Ra are in radioactive equilibrium. The effective dose equivalent was
calculated by assuming a conversion coefficient of 0.72 Sv/Gy for the absorbed dose in air to
the effective dose in the human body and an in-door and out-door occupancy factors of 0.8
and 0.2, respectively [10]. The calculated radium equivalent, absorbed dose rate in air due to
the presence of the natural radionuclides in the sand and effective dose equivalent are given in
Table 2. Even for the three high activity sites, the radium equivalent and the effective dose
equivalent values are much lower than the world allowed of 370 Bq/kg and 410 (iSv/y,
respectively [10].
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Fig. 3. Activity of WK, ^ R n and ^ 8 Ac versus time elapsed after the sealing of the
sample container for three samples.
2 Activity Dependence on the Grain Size
Sand sample collected from location 7 was also subjected to grain size analysis. It was
separated into five classes without crashing, namely <200, 200-315, 315-400, 400-500 and
500-640 \xm. The activities in each grain size were determined as indicated before (see
sec.2.4). Fig. 5 shows the mean contribution of activity concentrations for the individual
grain-size fractions. It is clear that the activity of sand with grain size <200 j.un is much
higher than that in other grain size fractions due to the possible presence of black sand [11].
The tendency of 238U and 232Th series to increase in concentration with decreasing particle
size was also found in other studies of beach sand [12]. On the other hand, 40K activities did
not show any strong dependence on the grain size in the smallest three grain size ranges and
drops with increasing grain size in the two large ranges. The fraction of sand with grain size
larger than (500 j.im) is very poor in NORM radioactivity.
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Fig. 4. Activity of Rn, Ac and "°K (Bq/kg dw) of soil samples in locations
included in the present study.
Table 2. The calculated radium equivalent, absorbed dose rate, and effective dose
equivalent for each location of the studied area.
Location
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
recommend limit

Racq
(Bqkg"1)
17.0
32.0
19.2
62.8
13.5
14.1
154.4
229.9
69.3
39.0
26.9
370

Dose rate Eff. D. eq.
(nGyh"1) OiSvy 1 )
8.7
11.0
15.1
19.0
12.7
lu.O
26.2
33.1
8.8
7.0
8.0
10.1
70.7
89.3
108.5
136.9
40.5
32.0
18.0
22.8
12.2
15.4
410

3 Radionuclides Migration
The downward migration of radioisotopes is important from the radiation protection
point of view because this process results in natural reduction of the external exposure rate
from deposited y-ray emitting isotopes. Therefore, the depth profile of radioisotope
concentrations in the area of Al-Arish harbor (location 8) was measured twice. The sampling
times were May 2001 and January 2002 with a time gap of ~8 months. In the first depth
profile investigation, three core samples from depth 0-30 cm were analyzed (each from a
layer of 10 cm thickness). While in the second, the measurements were extended up to a depth
of one meter with ten core samples. The measured distributions of natural radionuclides are
presented in Fig. 6. For 222Rn and 22sAc, a peak at 15 cm depth was observed in the first
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profile, while it migrates downward to 25 cm in the second one. No obvious trend can be
observed from the 4 K activity. In addition, no change of the TOM with the depth was found.
The vertical distribution of 222Rn and 22SAc are strongly correlated (r=0.99). The ratio
222
Ra/228Ac is consistent with unity (0.9), which indicates the same origin of both series. The
vertical distribution of 222Ra and 228Ac in sand from three location on the coast (2,3 and 4) and
two location far from the coast (10 and 11) were also measured up to 30 cm. All these
locations show relatively low variation with depth.

200
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1
1 Ac-22S
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the NORM activities on grain-size for sand sample
collected from location #7.

CONCLUSION
The results of this study indicate that the activities of the 238U and 232Th series in
samples obtained from the harbor area of Al-Arish city and about 3 km east are higher than
those from other sites. The highest site in the harbor area had activities of 81.6±0.7 Bq/kg for
222
Rn and 98.9+1.3 for 228Ac. The 40K contents was higher in.dune sand with an average value
of 211.7+13.6 Bq/kg compared with 97.1±9.8 Bq/kg for beach sand. Although, it is
remarkable that the present activity concentrations of 222Rn, 228Ac and 40K of the samples are
close to the world average of 25 (10-50), 25 (7-50) and 370 (100-700) Bq/kg, respectively
[10] except for some locations that possibly contained black sand. The present results show
that the beach sand in these locations are not radiation hazardous. However, it is not advised
to use sand from this area in building construction. Otherwise, the inhabitants will receive a
higher external dose.
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Fig. 6. Depth profile for core samples taken from site #8 for
and 40K isotopes collected in May 2001 and Jan 2002.

Rn,

i

Repeated sampling from two locations with the highest and lowest activities showed
that Rn and 228Ac activities vary with time in one case. Samples with grain size <200 (.im
were found to have the highest level of 222Rn and 228Ac activities. The measured depth profile
showed evidence for correlation between 222Rn and 22BAc activities and their migration in
sand with time.
222
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DETERMINATION OF TRACES OF URANIUM AND
THORIUM CONCENTRATION IN SOME EGYPTIAN
ENVIRONMENTAL MATRICES BY INSTRUMENTAL
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
A. EI-Taher1'2, A. Nossair1, A. H. Azzara3, K. L. Kratz2, and
A. S. Abdel-Halim4
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ABSTRACT
Uranium and thorium isotopes found in soil, rock, water, plant, air, etc.,
contribute to the natural radiation exposure of the population. U and Th
concentrations in some Egyptian environmental samples like Toshki soil, Aswan
iron-ore, El-Sukari and Atud gold vein deposits in Eastern desert and phosphate
samples from El-Sibayla in the Nile Valley and EI-Quseir in the Red Sea coast
were determined using instrumental neutron activation analysis. The samples were
irradiated by thermal neutrons flux of 7x10" n/cm2.s in Mainz TRIGA research
reactor. The results showed that the phosphate rocks are rich natural sources of
uranium and thorium among the other minerals forming the earth crust. For
comparison we used also the delayed neutron activation analysis to determine the
uranium content in the same samples.
Key words: Uranium and thorium, Environmental samples, Instrumental neutron
activation analysis

INTRODUCTION
238

U and 232Th are naturally occurring long-lived radionuclides, which along with their
daughter products are the sources of exposure of man to radioactivity. By natural processes,
these are getting transferred to living beings through different pathways and need to be
monitored to assess the possible hazards. Environmental studies are generally carried out to
trace the pathway followed by radionuclides/radiotoxic elements to reach living beings.
Environmental monitoring and meaningful interpretation of data from man made pollution is
difficult without adequate knowledge about the natural abundance of radioactive elements in
the environment. Uranium content in geological samples provides ample information for
geological considerations, and the analytical determination of uranium concentrations in such
samples is of great importance in solving numerous problems in the field of geochemistry.
The abundance of thorium is about four times that of uranium in the earth crust (Taylor,
1973). The U content in soils is usually about 1 ppm, it can be as high as 8 ppm. Thorium
contents are usually about 5 ppm, but can be as high a^ 50 ppm: In fact, the general
distribution of U in soils is very similar to that in stream sediments (Durrance, 1986).
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There are several methods, which are applicable for tte determination of uranium and
thorium in geological samples. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. Of the
various sensitive analytical methods which can be used for the determination of uranium and
thorium, instrumental neutron activation analysis (IN A A) is of particular interest. This
method is simple, fast, non-destructive and can be used lor samples with relatively high
contents. The neutron activation analysis method also allows overcoming many of the
limitations encountered in other methods. In the present work, the INAA method has been
used to determine the elemental concentration of uranium via 238U and thorium via 232Th in
soil iron, gold and phosphate samples collected from different places in upper Egypt. The
neutron activation converts 238U and 232Th into 239Np and 233 Pa, respectively, by neutron
capture and successive |3-decay.
238

U(n, Y)

23

232

Th(n, Y)

233

°U
Th

£-> 2 3 9 Np Ey = 106 keV
£-» '-"Pa

Er = 312 keV

The characteristic y-rays can be detected using y-spectroscopy technique.
The activation analysis of uranium by the application of delayed neutron counting is a
well-known method, which has been employed in a number of activation analysis
laboratories. The method has been applied mainly for research purposes. The equipment
concerned is simple and manually-operated, consisting of a pneumatic system and a neutron
counter. However, the world-wide increase in uranium exploration has increased the demand
for uranium analysis; activation analysis has proved to be a suitable method. The method is
simple, enabling the analysis of uranium without complicated arrangements. The delayed
neutron activation analysis (DNAA) is a special version of the activation analysis and uses the
counting of delayed neutrons. This method has routinely been used for inspection of workers
in nuclear industry. This technique is especially useful for the determination of 235U
(Eberhardt, K and Kronenberg, A 2000).The present work concerned with the determination
of uranium and thorium concentrations in some environmental samples such as Toshki soil,
Aswan iron-ore Gold vein deposits and phosphate samples from Upper Egypt by TNAA and
DNAA.

EXPERIMENTAL
1-Samples preparation and irradiation
The samples under investigation have been collected from different locations in Upper
Egypt as follows: 10 soil samples from Toshki area nearly 280 km from Aswan city; 10 gold
vein deposits from El-Sukari and Atud in the Eastern desert 5 samples from each, 5 iron-ore
samples collected from Aswan iron-ore northeast of Aswan city, and 10 phosphate samples
collected from El-Sibayia in the Nile Valley and EI-Quseir in the Red Sea coast.
The samples have been prepared into finely grained homogenous material. They were
crushed to a diameter range of less than 125 /xm and greater than 63 p.m. The crushed samples
were dried at 105 °C to constant weight. Polyethylene capsules filled with 100 tng of powder
samples were then irradiated with the standard reference material with thermal neutrons at the
university of Mainz Triga research reactor (100 KW(|,) for 6 hours with a flux of 7x10" n/cm2.
The data were collected for various measurement and appropriate cooling times 2 days for
uranium and 14 days for thorium. (Kch- report - Triga Mainz, 1989).
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2-Instrumentation
The applied low-level gamma-ray spectrometer consists of a HPGe detector with its
electronic circuit. The detector has the following specifications: energy resolution (FWHM) at
1.33 MeV Co-60 is 1.70 keV , peak to Compton ratio for Co-60 is 65.2, relative efficiency
at 1.33 MeV Co-60 is 29.2 %, energy resolution (FWHM) at 1.22 MeV Co-57 is 686 eV,
Operation bias voltage is 2000 Vdc. The detector is connected to the following components:
preamplifier, amplifier, ADC converter and MCA. The measurements were performed and
analyzed using the Intergamma Software produced by Tntertechnique Deutschland GmbH,
Mainz, Germany. Elemental contents were determined relative to certified reference materials
which were irradiated and counted under the same conditions. The electronic dead time in all
measurements was less than 10 % and was automatically corrected by the Intergamma
software.
For the delayed neutron activation analysis measurements: Polyethylene capsules
filled with 100 mg from the powdered samples were sent to Hie irradiation position near the
reactor core by using a pneumatic transfer system. After an irradiation time of 2 min the
samples were automatically sent to the counting station, and after a decay time of 15-20
seconds they were counted for 1 min with 3He proportional counters in a circular
arrangement. The Mainz measuring system contains 15 3Ke tubes placed in a cylindrical
configuration. The Relayed neutrons are thermal]zed by paraffin and polyethylene and are
then detected with high efficiency detection system. The detector assembly was coupled to an
electronic counting system. After suitable electronic processing, pulses due to neutron
interactions were measured in a counter/timer. The background was determined by irradiating
and counting empty capsules. In our experiments the background was 5 counts/mm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Uranium and thorium concentrations in Toshki soil samples
Table (1) shows the concentration of uranium and thorium in different soil samples
collected from different places in the Toshki area in Upper Evjypt. From the results it can be
seen that the uranium concentrations vary between 1.0 and 1.6 ppm, while for thorium the
contents lie between 6.2 and 8.2 ppm. The statistical error in the determination of U and Th in
soil lie between 20-30% for U and 2-3 % for Th. The error for 238U in case of ordinary soil is
thus rather high. More accurate results can be obtained in case of soils having relatively high
uranium contents. The extensive use of phosphate compounds or phosphate rocks as altering
fertilizers could contribute to the increase of U and Th concentration levels. The data
presented in this work suggest that the phosphate fertilizers have not contributed significantly
to the radioactivity levels of the region under study, because this area is a new agricultural
area and the use of fertilizers is not observed.
Interpretation of the results of soil surveys can be difficult, depending upon the type of
terrian concerned. It should always be born in mind that transport of elements takes place in
soils. Under some circumstances, it is also possible for solid soil particles to be moved over
considerable distances by the wind. These effects will vary from one soil to another and
according to meteorological circumstances. The concentration of 238U is significantly
increased in the upper layers of the soil compared with the original values. The main reason
for this, over and above the deposition of the fly ash, is the mixing of the original soil with the
slag of the coal due to industrial, building activity and some household activities of the private
population. The concentration ranges for uranium and thorium presented in our study are
compared in table (2) with reported values for soils in other countries reported by Robothan et
al., 1987.
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Table 1. Concentration of U and Tb contents in Toshki soil samples in ppm.
U [ppm]
Th [ppm]
Sample number
1
2
3

1.4
1.0
1.1

8.2
6.2
8.1

4
5

1.2
1.3

6
7
8
9
10

1.4
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.4
1.4

6.6
7.9
7.9
7.9

Average value

7.0
7.1
7.1
7.4

Table 2. Concentrations of U and Tb in soil samples from different countries.
U [ppm]
Th [ppm]
Country
Mean
Range
Mean
Range
3.7
2.2-21
7.6
0 . 3 - 10.7
USA
4.2-14.1
1.22
8.0
0.72-2.0
Canada
0.42- 11
Germany
0.4-15
8.0
0.7-14
0.9 25
Jamaica
5 - 12.3
7.2
1.5-5.6
3.1
Cuba
3.38
19.72
India
6.2 - 8.2
7.4
Egypt (this work) 1 -1.6
1.4
From the table it can be seen that the uranium concentration measured in the present
work is in accordance with the results of Canada soil and nearly consistent with the values
obtained in USA, Germany, Jamaica, Cuba and India. Our thorium results are in accordance
with the results for the lower limits in USA, Germany, Cuba and Jamaica soils.
Uranium and thorium in Aswan iron-ore deposits
The concentrations of U and Th in iron-ore samples under investigation were
determined as described above for the soil sample; i.e. via the activities of the Neptunium and
Protactinium obtained after neutron capture and P-decay. These values are listed in Table (3).
Table 3. Concentration of U and Th contents in A swam iron-ore sam
U [ppml
Th [ppm]
Sample number
1

2
3

4
5

Average value

3.1
3.3

7.4
7.5
6.2
7.5

3.3
3.2

6.1
6.9

3.1
3.4

. in ppm.

From the results it can be seen that the average values of uranium and thorium
concentrations for Aswan iron-ore samples are 3.2 and 6.9 ppm, respectively. The statistical
error varies between 6-26 % for U and 2-3 % for Th.
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Urauium and thorium in gold vein deposits
Table (4) shows the uranium and thorium contents in gold vein deposits collected from El
Sukari and Atud in Eastern Desert-Egypt.
Table 4. Concentration of U and Th contents in El Sukari and Atud gold deposits ppm.
Place
U [ppm] Tb [ppm]
Sample number
3.4
1
El Sukari
0.5
2
0.5
3.5
El Stikari
3
Li Sukari
0.5
3°
4
El Sukari
0.5
3.6
5
El Sukari
0.5
3.5
2.4
Atud
0.3
6
2.4
Atud
0.3
7
0.4
2.5
8
Wtud
0.3
2.5
9
Atud
0.4
2.5
10
Atud
0.4
Average
2.9
Uranium and thorium in phosphate rocks
Because of the increasing use of phosphate in industry v/orld wide, it is interesting to
investigate the radioactivity control of phosphate ores. In the present work, the concentration
of uranium and thorium of two types of Egyptian phosphate ores containing different amounts
of P2O5 has been investigated, first from El-Sibaiya in the Nile Valley, and second from El—
Qusier at the Red Sea coast. Sedimentary and igneous phosphate ores are used as raw material
for the production of phosphoric acid, and consequently as fertilizers for agricultural
purposes. Depending on the technology used to produce fertilizers or phosphoric acid, the
distribution of radioactive elements among the various products may be different. Sometimes
fertilizers and the common by-product phosphogypsum conlain such high activities of natural
radioactive elements that the resulting radiological impact should be considered carefully.
The concentration of isotopes from the 232Th series in phosphate rocks of all types is
similar to those observed normally in soil, whereas the concentrations of" U and its products
tend to be higher in phosphate deposits of sedimentary origin. It is widely believed that the
radioactivity associated with phosphate rocks of sedimentary origin is formed by the
adsorption and co-precipitation of uranium with calcium. Several investigators have indicated
that the radionuclides content of phosphate deposits increases with increasing P2O5
(Guimond, 1990). The primary potential environmental radiation problem associated with
phosphate rock mining and processing concerns mining spoils and processing waste products.
While these materials do not present direct radiation hazards, problems may be created by
their use. Occupational exposures mainly occur during mining processing and transportation
of phosphate rock, as well as during transportation and utilization of phosphate fertilizers
(UNSCEAR 1988).
The concentrations of U and Th in phosphate samples from El-Sibaiya in the Nile
Valley and EJ-Quseir in the Red Sea coast are recorded in units of ppm in Table (5) The
results show that the concentrators of U in El-Sibaiya phosphate deposits are higher than the
concentrations of the same element in EI-Quseir phosphate deposits. On the other hand, the
concentrations of Tb in EI-Quseir phosphate deposits are greater than those for El-Sibaiya
phosphate deposits. The statistical counting errors vary between 3-9% for U and from 2-12%
for Th.
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Table 5. Concentrations of U and Th in El-Sibaiya and EI-Quseir phosphate samples in ppm
Place
Sample number
U Ippm] Th [ppml
1
2.6
El-Sibaiya
46 3
2
El-Sibaiya
46.1
2.5
3
El-Sibaiya
2.7
47.0
4
3.0
El-Sibaiya
46.0
El-Sibaiya
3.0
5
45.3
6
EI-Quseir
23.3
9.4
7
EI-Quseir
27.0
12.0
EI-Quseir
8
31.8
11.5
31.3
9
EI-Quseir
10.7
10
EI-Quseir
33.1
10.8
The activity concentrations of 2J8U and 232Th in Bq/kg in El-Sibaiya and EI-Quseir
phosphate and other phosphate deposits from different countries are given in Table (6). It is
seen that the Egyptian phosphate rocks have low radioactivity contents for phosphate rock.
Table 6. Activity of U and1 Tb (Bq/kg) in phosphate rock from different countries
238
- Country
U|Bq/kg] 232Th[Bg/kSI
Reference
Morocco
20
1700
Guimond (1990)
40
80
USSR (Kola)
Guimond(1990)
USA (Florida)
20
1500
Guimond (1990)
20
Guimond (1990)
USA (Western)
1000
—
USA (North Florida)
281
Rossleret al.,(1979)
—
2
Olszewska(1995)
Jordan
—
29
Olszewska(1995)
Tunisia
—
64
Olszewska(1995)
Algeria
—
11
Olszewska(1995)
Israel
2598
2.5
Sam and Holm (1995)
Sudan (Uro)
684
0.83
Sam and Holm (1995)
Sudan (Kurum)
4641
717
Tanzania (Arusha)
Makweba(1993)
408
23.7
Egypt (Abu-Tartur)
Khateretal(2001)
37
Hussein (1994)
523
Egypt (Abu-Zaabal)
538
25
This work
Egypt (El-Sibaiya)
38
358
This work
Egypt (EI-Quseir)
From the results mentioned in this section, we find that the activity concentrations of U and
232
Th are within the world average value as reported in the literature and given in table(6).
This provides enough information, especially for naturally occurring radionuclides, to
establish a baseline map in the areas under investigation.
Determination of uranium by delayed neutron activation analysis DNAA
The concentrations of U in ppm determined by DNAA in the Toshki soil samples,
Aswan iron-ore samples, and phosphate deposits From El-Sibaiya in the Nile Valley and EIQuseir at the Red Sea coast are given in Tables 7 to 9 , in comparison with the results
obtained by the INAA technique. A difference between both results for 238U is found (238U
from DNAA systematically higher) as shown in figure 1. The reason probably comes from the
high statistical error for the INAA method. On (he other hand, y-pile-up may lead to spurious
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events in DNAA. Two different standard reference materials were used for determining the
uranium concentrations, uranylnitrate UO2(NC>3)2 containing 20 ng23DU in the case of DNAA
and geostandard reference materials in the case of INAA. Using these two different standard
reference materials may also affect the results.
Table 7. Uranium concentrations in Toshki soil samples b DNAA and INAA in ppm.
Statistical 23S U, ppm 238
Sample
U, ppm Hi, by
Count/mm
Place
error %
by DNAA
number
INAA
1.4
±9.7
0.02
2.1
107
1
Mahbat area
0.01
2
Toshki lower
75
1.5
1.0
±11.5
0.01
1.6
Toshki spilway
78.5
1.1
3
±11.3
1.8
4
±10.8
0.01
1.2
85.6
Km30
1.3
1.8
92.7
±10.4
0.01
5
Km35
±10
0.01
2.0
1.4
6
99.8
Km4O
±9.4
0.02
2.2
1.5
112.7
7
Km45
0.02
2.4
1.6
123.4
±9
8
Km50
2.4
0.02
1.6
122
±9
9
Km58
1.6
0.02
2.5
124W
±8.9
10
Km63
Table 8. Uranium concentrations in Aswan iron ore sam les by DNAA and INAA in ppm
"«U, by
Statistical 235 U, ppm 238
Sample
U, ppm
Count/mm
INAA
error % by DNAA
number
3.1
3.2
1
170
±7.8
0.02
3.4
3.6
0.03
192
±7.3
2
3.4
3.1
0.02
178
±7.6
3
3.3
3.6
0.03
190
±7.4
4
3.5
3.3
0.03
185
±7.3
5
Table 9. Uranium concentrations in El-Si baiya and EI-Quseir phosphate deposits by DNAA
and INAA in ppm.
23S
U, by
Statistical 235U, ppm 238
Sample
U,
ppm
Count/mm
Place
INAA
error % by DNAA
number
0.35
49,2
46.3
1
El-Sibaiya
2503
1.9
2.0
0.39
49.0
46.0
2
El-Sibaiya
2489
0.35
49.5
47.0
2517
1.9
El-Sibaiya
3
46.0
48.3
0.35
2.0
El-Sibaiya
2460
4
2.0
0.35
48.7
45.3
2482
El-Sibaiya
5
2.5
0.22
34.0
28.3
1576
El-Quseir
6
27.0
0.22
30.3
2.5
1540
7
El-Quseir
0.24
33.5
31.8
2.4
1704
El-Quseir
8
2.4
0.24
33.0
31.3
El-Quseir
1683
9
2.4
El-Quseir
1733
0.24
34.1
33.1
10
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Fig. 1 Comparison between uranium contents in soil, iron-ore and phosphate samples by
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CONCLUSION
Neutron activation analysis is an established powerful tool for the determination of
trace elements in a variety of matrices. The results obtained for uranium concentrations by
DNAA have been found to be in reasonable agreement with those performed by TNAA. The
delayed neutron activation technique has several major advantages; samples can be analyzed
non-destructively and without the necessity of any sample preparation. It is sensitive and
reliable and has low detection limits for 235U. This technique ran preferably by applied to the
geochemical exploration of uranium deposits, in chemical control of uranium processing and
for the environmental mapping for uranium.
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COMPARISON OF OUTDOOR ACTIVITY SIZE
DISTRIBUTIONS
TIONS OF 220Rn AND 222Rn PROGENY A
AND THEIR
INFLUENCES ON LUNG DOSIMETRY
A. Mohamed, A. El-Hussein, rnd A. A. Ahmed
Physics Department, Faculty of Science, El- Mina University
In the case of internally deposited radionuclides, direct measurement of the
energy absorbed from ionizing radiation emitted by the decaying radionuclides is
rarely, if ever, possible. Therefore, one must rely on dosimetric models to obtain
estimates of the spatial and temporal patterns of energy deposition in human lung.
These models always need some information about the parameters of activity size
distributions of thoron and radon progeny. In the present work, the attached and
unattached activity size distributions of thoron and radon progeny were measured
in outdoor air of El-Minia, Egypt. The attached samples were collected using a
low pressure Berner cascade impactor technique, while a constructed screen
diffusion battery was used for collecting the unattached samples. Most of the
attached activities for 222Rn and 220Rn progeny were associated with the aerosol
particles of the accumulation mode. The activity size distribution of thoron
progeny was found to be shifted to slightly smaller particle size, compared to
radon progeny. An analytical method has been developed to compute the local
energy deposition of 212Bi alpha particles in a target volume of 1 u.m spheres
located at different depths in bronchial epithelium. In order to reach the target,
alpha particles travel either through tissue alone ("'near-wall" dose) or through air
and tissue ("far-wall" dose). It was found that the contribution of near-wall dose is
higher than that of the far wall dose. While the depth-dose distributions for
nuclides uniformly distributed within the epithelium are practically constant with
depth, they decrease in an almost linear fashion with increasing depth for nuclides
on the airway surface.

INTRODUCTION
Generally, exposure to radon (222Rn) and its progeny is considered of high radiological
significance in comparison with simultaneous exposure to thoron (22 Rn) and its progeny
(Steinhausler. et al, 1994). Population doses produced by naturally occurring radionuclides
are mostly caused by irradiation of short-lived radon and thoron progeny. 22Rn (T1/2 = 3.8 d)
is the most important doseforming radionuclide due to its progenies: 218Po, 214Pb, 214Bi, 14 Po.
220
Rn is a radon isotope that has short half-life time (Ti^ = 54.0 s). That defines high
heterogeneity of 220Rn distribution (Buzinny and Los, 1997) obstructs developing of direct
thoron measuring methods. It also put into doubt possibility of estimation of radiological
impact for thoron progeny on base of thoron in air concentration in premises. 212Pb is
hazardous radionuclide and is one of the most long living among all thoron progenies (T1/2 =
10.6 h), present significant dose fraction bounded by thoron progeny. After the decay of radon
and thoron their progenies may condense on all available surfaces including airborne particles
and droplets (aerosol particle) in the atmosphere. The particle size of this radioactive aerosol,
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and especially the unattached or free activity size, important parameter is in all dosimetnc
models in the estimation of the radiation exposure of the human body.
The activity size distribution of thoron and radon progeny was determined by tagging
the natural aerosol particles with radon or thoron progeny. However, some measurements for
attached and unattached activity size distributions were performed in the open air under
realistic natural conditions (Butterweck-Depempewolf, et al., 1997; Reineking, et al., 1988;
Josh and Kelkar, 1981; Knutson and Whitby, 1975; Tymen, 1978; Bondietti, et al., 1987;
El-Hussein and Ahmed, 1995). Most of the observed data of these literatures show that the
size distribution consists of ultrafine clusters with median diameters below 4 nm (unattached
activity) and progenies associated'with ambient aerosol particles in size range between 100
and 400 ran (attached activity). The unattached fraction is deposited nearly completely in the
respiratory tract during breathing, whereas 80 percent of the attached activity is exhaled
without deposition. The amount of unattached activity is up to about 10 percent of the total
activity, but is considered to yield about 50 percent of the total radiation dose (ButterweckDepempewolf, et al., 1997). So, is necessary to experimentally determine the size of the
unattached fraction of radon and thoron progenies (James, et al., 1991; Reineking and
Porstendorfer, 1990; Reineking, et al., 1991).
Inhaled thoron and radon progeny are deposited in different regions of the human
bronchial tree as functions of particle size and flow rale. Following deposition and
mucocillary clearance, the sensitive bronchial basal and secretory cells are irradiated by two
different particle sources: (i) thoron and radon progeny in the sol and /or gel phase of the
mucous layer, and (ii) progeny within the bronchial epithelium.
In the case of internally deposited radionuclides, direct measurement of the energy
absorbed from jonizing radiation emitted by the decaying radionuclides is rarely, if ever,
possible. Therefore, one must rely on dosimetric models to obtain estimates of the spatial and
temporal patterns of energy deposition in human lung. When the radionuclides are uniformly
distributed throughout the volume of a tissue of homogeneous composition and when the size
of the tissue is. large compared to the range of participate emission of the radionuclide, then
the dose rate within the tissue is also uniform and the calculation of absorbed dose can
proceed without complication. However, if uniformities in the spatial and temporal
distributions of the radionuclides are coupled with heterogeneous tissue composition, then the
calculation of the absorbed dose becomes complex and uncertain. Such is the case with the
dosimetry of inhaled thoron and radon progeny in the respiratory tract.
There are increasing demands to obtain a definitive explanation of the role of alpha
particles emitted from thoron and radon progeny in the induction of lung cancer. Various
authors have attempted to evaluate the dose to the respiratory tract due to the inhalation of
thoron and radon progeny (Steinhausler, et al., 1994; Zock, et al., 1996; Ilari and Steinhausler,
1984; Harly and Pasteraack, 1972; Hofmann, et al., 1979; 1990; El-Hussein, et al., 1998;
Haque and Collinson; 1967)
The simple method to calculate the absorbed dose through the human lung is the
dosimetric models. These models always need sonte information about the parameters of
activity size distributions of thoron and radon progeny. Therefore, the first aim of this work is
the measurements of attached and unattached activity size distributions of thoron and radon
progeny in outdoor air. In addition, an analytical method has been developed to evaluate the
absorbed dose in nGy for a surface activity one Bq/m deposited by thoron progeny (2 ~Bi)
alpha particles in one micrometer spheres located at different depths in bronchial epithelium.
In order to reach the target, alpha particles travel either through tissue alone ("near-wall
dose") or through air and tissue ("far-wall dose").
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND DATA EVALUATION
In the present work, a wire screen diffusion battery is constructed to determine the size
distribution of unattached radon and thoron progeny. The diffusion battery consisted of four
stainless steel screens with 24, 35, 50, and 200 mesh numbers and operates at flow rate of
0.36 m3 h"1. The screens were calibrated with monodisperse silver aerosol particles under
laboratory conditions. The measured 50% cut-off diameters of the screens are 0.9, 1.3, 1.9,
and 4.0 nm. The sampler could detect 0.5 mBq m"3 within 2 hour counting time with 25%
statistical uncertainty.
A low pressure Berner cascade impactor was used to determine the activity size
distribution of attached progeny. The impactor consisted of eight size fractionating stages and
a backup filter holder, and operated at a flow rate of 1.7 m3 h"1. Aluminum foils were used as
collection media, and a glass fiber filter as the backup filter (Lurzer, 1980). Efficiency curves
and interstage losses of the impactor stages were determined with aerosol particles in the
diameter size range 7016000 nm (Reineking, et al, 1984). The measured 50% cut-off
N

diameters were 82, 157, 270, 650, 1100, 2350, 4250, and 5960 nm. The total iterstage losses
of aerosol particles were less than 2% of the total activity (Reineking et al, 1984).
For determination of the size distribution of the attached radon and thoron progeny
(214Pb, 212Pb, and 2MBi) with the low-pressure Berner impactor, several runs were conducted
at different times in the open air. After air sampling, the foils were pressed into pellets and the
relative gross y-ray emitting activities on each impactor stage were measured with a well-type
3x3 in. Nal (Tl) detector connected to a multichannel analyzer. The corrected activities were
evaluated by means of an improved computer program to obtain the parameters of the
unknown size distribution (active median aerodynamic diameter, (AMAD) and geometric
standard deviation a). Details about the computer program is described elsewhere (Reinking
etal, 1986).
To determine the unattached activity fraction, the aerosol attached and total progeny
concentrations were measured. Each measurement consisted of two parallel samples: one with
a single screen and the other as a reference sample without screen. This procedure was
repeated with different screens. The screen was used only for collecting the unattached
activities. The activities penetrating the screen (mostly attached to aerosol particle) and that of
the reference sample were collected on membrane filters. The alpha activities were detected
during and after air sampling by a surface barrier detector. According to the Ruffle (1967)
method, [24] and through utilizing 241Am as a radioactive source of alpha rays, the counting
efficiency of the detector was determined to be 17.0 ± 0.5%. The detector has an active area
of 300 mm2, and the separation between the filter and detecior is 6 mm. In order to determine
the activity concentrations, the measurements were performed in two steps. Firstly, the alphaparticle spectrum was collected during a sampling period of 30 min. Secondly, after waiting
for a time period of 30 min without sampling, the alpha particle spectrum was measured again
(during decay) for a time period of 30 min. The activity concentrations could be calculated
according to a method described by Wicke (1979). The attached activities were derived from
the sample obtained with the screen. The collected unattached activity on the screen is the
difference between the measurements of the reference sample (without screen) and the screen
sample.
The parameters of unattached size distribution, AMTD and a) were obtained from a
graphical cumulative method. The cumulative unattached activities were plotted versus the
cut-off diameter of the screens. The AMTD is defined as the diameter at 50% cumulative
fractions. The a of the size distribution is defined as the diameter at 84% cumulative activity
divided by the diameter obtained at 50%.
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1. Outdoor activity size distribution of 220 Rn and 222 Rn progenies
Several attached and unattached activity size distributions were carried out in outdoor
air of El-Minia city at a sampling site 10 m above the ground. The parameters of attached
activity size distributions (AMAD, a) for 214 Pb, 214 Bi, and 2 l 2 Pb are summarized in Table (1)
. Because the measurements were performed on different times, considerable fluctuations in
the size distributions were observed. Also, according to meteorological conditions sometimes
a very little activities in the coarse mode (aerosol size rang > 2000 nm) were measured. Most
of the derived activity size distributions could be approximated as unimodal log-normal
distributions represented by the "accumulation mode (100 nm < aerosol particle size < 2000
nm), while the others could be approximated as bimodal log-normal distributions
(accumulation and coarse mode). The active median aerodynamic diameter of the
accumulation mode for 2 l 4 Pb was found to be 360 nm, with relative geometric standard
deviation of 2.6. For 214 Bi, the relative geometric standard deviation of 2.7 was obtained, with
active median aerodynamic diameter of 340 nm. The AMAD of 212 Pb was calculated to be
350 nm with relative geometric standard deviation of 2.8.
Table 1. Calculated values of active median aerodynamic diameters (AMAD), active median
thermodynamic diameters (AMTD) and relative geometric standard deviation (cr)
of thoron and radon progeny size distribution measured outdoor air with a Berner
impactor (BI) and diffusion battery (DB). Extreme values of measurements are
given in parenthesis.
Nuclide
2ls
Po
2l4

212

DB
AMTD (nm)
1.85

BI
Nuclide
m
Pb

o
1.65

Pb

(1.5-1.93)
1.7

(1.50-1.70)
1.67

Pb

(1.2-1.90)
1.5

(1.55-1.72)
1.6

(1.1-1.80)

(1.25-1.71)

2l4

Bi

2.2pb

ANAD (nm)
360
(290-390)
340

a
2.6
(2.1-3.1)
2.7

(270-370)
350

(2.2-3.2)
2.8

(290-390)

(2.4-3.5)

The obtained parameters of unattached size distribution (AMTD, a) are listed in
Table 1. The active median thermodynamic diameters of unattached fraction (AMTD) were
determined to be 1.85, 1.7, and 1.5 nm with relative geometric standard deviations of 1.65,
1.67, and 1.6 for 2l8 Po, 2l4 Pb and 2l2 Pb, respectively. The outdoor activity size distribution of
the unattached fractions for 2l8 Po and 214Pb are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively,
outdoor unattached activity fractions are plotted as histograms versus, the cut-off diameter of
the screens.
The unattached activities of 214Po are not observed even at low aerosol concentrations.
This observation can be explained as follows: the radionudide 214Po is a decay product of
214
Bi which is beta emitter. The recoil factor for the beta emitter is negligible, therefore, the
probability of finding the radionuclide 214Po as an unattached fraction is relatively low.
However, model calculations (Postendorfer, 1984; Reineking, et al, 1985) of the behavior of
radon progeny showed that the unattached fractions of 214Po were less than 1%.
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The activity size distributions of thoron progeny seem to be shifted to slightly smaller
particle size, compared to radon progeny (Papastefanou, et ai, 1987). Reported active median
aerodynamic diameters (AMAD) in outdoor air are 330 (Reineking et ai, 1992), 130
(Papastefanou, et al, 1987), and 390 nm (Becker et al 1984) for 212Pb and 369 nm (Reineking
et al, 1988) for ^214T b . The present values (350 nm for
and 360 for Zl214Pb) are in quite
good agreement with the published values, except the value given by Papastefanou and
Bondietti, (1987) which is about three times lower than the present value of 2l2 Pb.
2. Estimation of Absorbed Dose Through the Human Bronchial Tree
Consistent with the compartmentalization of the tracheobronchial tree with respect to
the clearance pathways of deposited radionnuclides in bronchial airway generations (ICRP,
1994), thoron progeny can be found in the gel phase of the mucous layer, in the underlying
sol phase, and within the bronchial epithelium. Consequently, the dose received by basal or
secretory cell nuclei at a given depth in bronchial epithelium depends on the relative
distribution of thoron progeny in these three compartments. At present, basal and secretory
cells are commonly considered as the principal target cells for alpha-particle irradiation
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(NRC, 1991). The location and volumetric densities of these cells provided by Mercer et a!
(1991), were used in the present work to evaluate the cell-specific doses. At low doses of
alpha particles, only a small fraction of the irradiated cell population are actually intersected
by alpha particle tracks; those cells traversed, however, receive a relatively high cellular dose.
Consequently, a low dose of high linear energy transfer of radiation implies that only a small
fraction of the total number of cells will be hit.
As a result of the different clearance mechanisms operating in bronchial airways,
thoron progeny alpha particle sources can be found in the gel and sol phases of the mucous
layer and within bronchial epithelium. Based on the experimental data of Greenhalgh et al
[39], it has been assumed that about 40% of all deposited progenies are cleared through the
bronchial epithelium and that 30% of the whole activity will be retained in bronchial tissue
with a half-time of about 10 hrs (NRC, 1991). This would imply that about half of the slow
cleared fraction will eventually pass through the bronchial epithelium.
Figure (3) shows the variation of dose with depth into the bronchial epithelium of
airway generation 6 for 2l2Bi alpha particles emitted either from the top of 11 jim thick gel
and sol layer, from the top of the 6 \\m thick so) layer, or from the interface between the sol
layer and the underlying epithelium. Corresponding calculations for 212Bi alpha particles
nuclides within epithelial tissue refer either to a uniform distribution of nuclides across the
epithelium or to a nuclide distribution decreasing in a linear fashion with increasing depth in
tissue. Curves 1-3 show that the dose decreases rapidly with increasing depth. In contrast,
however, the same number of alpha particles decay from thoron progeny located in the
epithelium (linear and uniform case) produces a relatively constant dose throughout the tissue
(curves 4 and 5).
Figure-(4) represents the comparison of near-wall, far-wall, and total (i.e., near + far
wall) dose in airway generation 6 for 2l2Bi distribution in mucous and epithelium. It can be
seen that the contribution of the near-wall dose is higher than that of the far wall as fewer
alpha particles will reach the target from the far wall.
While present dose calculations generally assume equal densities of basal and
secretory cells in bronchial tissue (NRC, 1991), it will be used here the actually measured
volumetric densities for both target cells at varying depth provided by Mercer et al [33]. Such
cell-specific depth dose conversion factors can be obtained by multiplying the abovecomputed depth-dose distributions for a uniform distribution of cell nuclei by respective
depth-density distribution.
Figure (5) displays the distribution of doses in secretory and basal cells for Bi alpha
particles in airway generation 6. Considering their relative frequencies at a given depth in
tissue, the secretory cell doses are relatively homogeneous. The depth-dose distribution for
basal cell nuclei, however, has a distinct maximum at greater depth in tissue, where radiation
doses are much smaller than for the shallower lying secretory cells. Consequently, the
maximum frequency of basal cell doses is shifted to the lower dose range. The mean dose is
44 nGy for basal cells and 112 nGy for secretory cells.

CONCLUSIONS
The attached size distributions of radon and thoron progenies can be described by
unimodal log-normal distribution. Most of the attached activities are associated with the
accumulation mode. The AMADs of this mode for 2l4 Pb, 214Bi, and 212Pb are determined to be
360, 340, and 350 nm with a of 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8, respectively. The o o f unattached size
distributions for 218Po, 214Pb and 212Pb, are 1.65, 1.67, and 1.6 with AMTD of 1.85, 1.6, and
1.5, respectively.
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The specific location of thoron progeny within the mucous sheath affects the dose to
epithelial cells: 212Bi alpha particles deposited on bronchial airways are emitted from the top
of gel layer, from the top of sol layer, or from the interface between the sol layer and the
underlying epithelium. Two additional assumption have been made when the activity is
distributed within the epithelium: a uniform distribution of nuclides across the epithelium or a
linear distribution. These simulations suggest that the relative frequencies of the various
alpha-particle sources may appreciably affect the related cellular dose estimates.
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ABSTRACT
This study examine the relationship between indoor radon gas exposure
and the cancer risk and housing characteristics in lung cancer risk houses (CRH)
compared to non lung cancer risk houses (NCRH). Mean radon concentrations
measured by active method were significantly higher among CRH compared to
NCRH, 9.-93 pCi/L versus 4.56 pCi/L, respectively. There was no statistically
significant diurnal variation as regards radon levels in all examined houses. Indoor
radon concentrations show statistically significance in houses with bad ventilation
(low air change rate) compared to houses with good ventilation (high air change
rate). Houses with floor material of tiles, had statistically significant higher radon
concentrations. Neither finishing wall material nor indoor gas source shows
statistically significance as regard radon levels. Radon levels > 4 pCi/L (USA
EPA action level) were statistically significance higher in bed rooms compared to
levels in living rooms. High radon concentrations were reported in lung cancer
risk houses and in houses with bad ventilation.

INTRODUCTION
Radon222 is a colorless, odorless, radioactive gas that forms from the decay of
naturally occurring Uranium238. Since Uranium238 occurs in soil and rock throughout the
world, radon exposure is universal; radon is present not only indoors but outdoors. Radon
exposure in homes is largely a result of radon-contaminated gas rising from the soil. This
makes it an unusual indoor air pollutant in that it has a natural source, (Frumkin and Jonathan,
2001). Radon escapes from the ground into the outdoor air. It is diluted to low concentrations
and is not a concern. However, radon that enters an enclosed space, such as a home, can
sometimes accumulate to high levels, (CMHC, 1997). Any home may have elevated radon
levels. Gaseous radon can enter a home through foundation cracks, openings for pipes,
wall/floor joints, chimneys, sumps, unfinished crawl spaces, and hollow, concrete block
foundations. Once inside, the gas may be trapped and accumulated, (Jeanette and Michael,
1996). Comparative risk analyses performed in the United States by numerous states and the
federal government ranked residential radon exposure as one of the most serious
environmental hazards, (Johnson, 2000). It is estimated to be the second leading cause of lung
cancer after cigarette smoking. The excess of lung cancer caused by inhalation of radon can
be detected in epidemiological studies. It has been suggested that radon may also cause other
types of cancer, for example, leukemia, (NRPB, 2000).
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Within buildings, radon levels are usually highest in the basement due to its proximity
to the ground from which the radon-containing soil gas diffuses (Marcinowski et. al., 1994).
Building materials are the second source as the importance after soil for the indoor radon
level, (Cosma et. al., 2000). Certain building materials may be more "radon-tight" and may
help reduce exposure in areas where radon levels are high, (Keller et. al., 2001). Gerken stated
that the residence time constitute an important aspect of total radon exposure. Important
determinants of Indoor radon are identified, namely constant conditions such as type of house,
type of construction, year of construction, floor and type of basement, and changeable
conditions such as heating system, window insulation, and airing habits, (Gerken et. al.,
2000).
An intervention against radon exposure in homes may consist of locating homes with
high radon exposure (above 200 Bq/m3) and improving these, and protecting future houses,
(Stigum et al., 2003).
The USA Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has recommended that remedial
action be taken for home concentrations exceeding four pCi/L and should be considered
between two pCi/L and four pCi/L Other countries have established different guidelines. In
Sweden, the recommended action level for radon mitigation corresponds to about 10 pCi/L in
existing homes, and four pCi/L for new construction while in the United Kingdom, the action
level is five pCi/L, (Lubin et al., 1994).
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), the World Health Organization
(WHO) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) have repeatedly encouraged
countries to create programs on radon. Countries have been encouraged to, among other
things, issue advisory levels for radon in homes and workplaces, issue guidelines for locating
buildings with radon, check for radon risks prior to starting new construction, and introduce
limits for concentrations of natural radioactive elements in building materials, (Akerblom,
1999).
The objective of this work is to study the role that could be played by indoor radon gas
exposure on related health hazards and the relation of radon concentration to the building
characteristics.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Study Subjects:
A population-based study on residential radon and its health hazards as well as its
relation to building characteristics was conducted, where contacts of lung cancer patients were
studied. The study was done from 1/12/2001 to 31/10/2002.
Through this period 118 Egyptian houses had been visited, 23 out of them were excluded
from the study (14 houses's residents didn't fulfill the inclusion criteria and 9 houses's
residents refused to cooperate or give any information). The rest, 95 houses which included in
this study located in Greater Cairo have been physically examined and investigated
experimentally for determining radon concentration. Those houses were identified and
categorized as the following:
1) Cancer Risk Houses (CRH): 49 houses with at least one documented bronchogenic
carcinoma case either dead or alive who were chosen from cancer registry in National
Institute of Cancer, and Ain Shams University hospitals and their residents were determined.
2) Non Cancer Risk Houses (NCRH): 46 houses without any type of lung cancer cases and
their residents were determined.
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Only one resident from each house were examined and personally interviewed with a
standardized questionnaire, this resident must have the following inclusion criteria to be
eligible to enter the study:
- The most exposed resident in the house who is living in the current house for more years
than other residents but not less than 10 years and spending more time in the house during the
day than other residents.
- The most contact to the lung cancer patient (in CRH).
- Had no history of occupational exposure to known carcinogen.
- Age more than 21 years.
- Cooperative and well oriented to complete the questionnaire.
The study questionnaires included information concerning family health history,
demographics, occupational exposures, smoking history, passive smoke exposure history. It
also contain a detailed section on identified buildings characteristics which through light on
air ex-change rate, floor and finishing wall materials, floor cover and fuel types.
The radon in the 95 houses was measured in the bed room or in the living room (the
room in which the subject spent most of his time). Subjects have been classified according to
the concentration level of indoor radon into:
- Exposed to 4 pCi/L or more
- Exposed to less than 4 pCi/L, (USA EPA, 2002 and IAEA, 1996).
Radon Dosimetry:
The radon dosimetry assessment was on-site measurement of home radon gas
concentrations for each contacts of all cases of lung cancer as well as the residents in the
houses without cancer cases, a-radon detector was placed in rooms where the subject spent
most of his time. Alpha Detector was used to provide an integrated mean radon gas
measurement of residential radon gas concentrations. Determination of radon concentration
was done by active method: An air sample of radon is drawn into an alpha scintillation
chamber which consists of a 100-200 ml vial coated on the inside with silver activated ZnS
which emit light flashes when struck by alpha particles. The scintillations emitted are
measured by placing the transparent surface of the chamber in contact with a photo cathode
detector in a light-tight enclosure. Usually this count is delayed for several hours after sample
collection for equilibrium between gas and daughters to be achieved. Radon concentration is
evaluated by dividing the alpha counts found in the cell using the alpha counter over the cell
factor. The cell factor is determined using standard radon source, (Hussein and Hussein,
1996).

RESULTS
The characteristics of the study population showed that females represented 67.4%.
Among 49 cases, 26.5% were nonsmokers. There was insignificant difference between those
who smoked among cases when compared to smokers in the control population, (P = 0.282),
Table (1).
Levels of indoor radon concentrations in lung cancer risk houses did not differ
significantly when compared to non lung cancer risk houses regarding smoking pattern, (P =
0.818), Table (2).
Mean (SD) concentrations of indoor radon in cancer risk houses studied were
significantly higher, when compared to levels among non cancer risk houses, 9.93 pCi/L
(6.75) and 4.56 pCi/L (2.48); respectively, (t test = 5.21, P value < 0.001 ), (Table 3, Fig.
1&3). The total number of cancer risk houses with high levels of indoor radon, (> 4 pCi/L)
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were significantly higher than non cancer risk houses, (x2—9.165, P= 0.002), when compared
to levels < 4 pCi/L, cases with concentrations of indoor radon > 4 pCi/L run a high risk of
developing cancer, (odds ratio = 3.9), Table 4, Fig. 2
There was no statistically significant diurnal variation as regards radon levels in
concentrations below or above 4 pCi/L, (x2== 0.286, P= 0.593), Table 5, Fig. 4.
Building characteristics were studied in both cases and control subjects/ environments. Indoor
radon concentrations were significantly higher in houses with bad ventilation (low air change
rate), compared to houses with good ventilation (high air change rate), (x2= -5.38, P< 0.001),
Table 6, Fig. 4.
When floor materials were compared regarding radon levels, individuals with tiles
exhibited significant high radon concentrations > 4 pCi/L when compared to indoor levels
below 4 pCi/L, (x2= 8.979, P= 0.011), Table 7.
There was insignificant difference regarding finishing wall materials between different
indoor radon levels, (x 2 = 3.724, P= 0.293), Table 7.
There was insignificant difference in indoor radon levels between those individuals
who used carpets, mokette or rug, ( x 2= 2,67, P= 0.445), Table 7.
When indoor gas sources, either natural gas or Butagas were studied in relation to
different radon levels, there was insignificant difference, (x 2= 1.989,
P= 0.158), Table 7.
Measurements of indoor radon were done either in bedroom or in living room
according to individual interviews, regarding the room in which individuals were staying
most of their time. It was found that levels of radon > 4 pCi/L were significantly higher in
bed room when compared to living room, ( x 2= 6.689,
P= 0.01), Table 7.

Table 1. Comparison between CRH and NCRH regarding smoking habit.
Houses
with Houses without Total (%)
cancer
cases
cancer cases
Smoker
Passive smoker
Ex-smoker
Non smoker
Total
= 3.816

13 (28.3)
18 (36.7)
9 (18.4)
10 (21.7)
4 (8.7)
9 (18.4)
13 (26.5)
19 (41.3)
46 (100)
49 (100)
P value - 0.282 (Non Significant)

31 (32.6)
19 (20)
13 (13.7)
32 (33.7)

95 (100)

Table 2. Comparison between various relations lo smoking regarding radon level:
Radon level
Total
< 4 pCi/L
> 4 pCi/L
no. (%)
no.
(%)
no.
(%)
20 (32.3)
11 (33.3)
31 (32.6)
Smoker:
(20)
12
(194)
7
(21.2)
19
Passive smoker:
13
(13.7)
10 (16.1)
(9.1)
Ex-smoker:
32
(33.7)
20 (32.3)
12 (36.4)
Non smoker:
33 (100)
95 (100)
62 (100)
Total:
"7
P
value
=
0.818
(Non
Significant)
X = 0.932
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Table 3. Comparison between CRH and NCRH regarding mean radon level:
CRH (number = 49)
NCRH (number = 46) T
P value
Mean
Mean
SD
SD
9.93
6.75
2.48
5.21
4.56
O.001

Table 4. Comparison between CRH and NCRH regarding radon level.
Radon level
Total
> 4 pCi/L
< 4 pCi/L
no.
no.
no.
(%)
(%)
(%)
39
(79.6)
10 (20.4)
(100)
CRH
49
23
(50)
46
(100)
23
NCRH
(50)
62 (65.3)
33 (34.7)
95
(100)
Total:
z
P value = 0.002 (Significant)
X = 9.165
Odds Ratio = 3.9

Table 5. Comparison between Day and night regarding radon level.
Total
Radon level
< 4 pCi/L
> 4 pCi/L
no. (%)
no.
no.
(%)
41 (67.2)
20 (32.8)
61 (100)
Day:
34 (100)
21 (61.8)
Night:
13 (38.2)
95 (100)
62 (65.3)
33 (34.7)
Total:
X2 = 0.286
P value = 0.593 (Non Significant)

Table 6. The relation between the houses air change and indoor radon level.
Number of houses
Air Change
Radon Level
(Mean ± SD)
1.23 ±0.82
62
> 4 pCi/L
2.32*1.14
33
< 4 pCi/L
P value: <0.001 (Highly significant)
t-test = -5.38
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Table 7. Comparison between buildings characteristics regarding radon level.
(N.S. = Non Significance)
Radon level
Total no.
X2
P value
(%)
< 4 pCi/L
> 4 pCi/L
no.
no.
(%)
(%)
Floor
8.979 <0.05
materials:

27
9

Tiles:
Ceramic:
Wooden
floor:
Total:

26

(43.5)
(14.5)
(41.9)

62

(100)

(30.3)

37
9

23

(69.7)

49

(38.9)
(9.5)
(51.6)

33

(100)

95

(100)

10

Finishing wall
materials:

Oil:
Wallpaper:
Red Bricks:
Concrete:
Total:

45
15
1

1
62

(72.6)
(24.2)
(1.6)
(1.6)
(100)

19
12
2

(57.6)
(36.4)
(6.1)

64
27
3

1
33

(100)

95

23
23
16

(37.1)
(37.1)
(25.8)

62

(100)

32
30
62

(51.6)
(48.4)
(100)

14
9
9
1
33

(42.4)
(27.3)
(27.3)

(38.9)
(33.7)
(26.3)

(3)

37
32
25
1

(100)

95

(100)

Types
rooms:

22
11
33

(66.6)
(33.3)
(100)

54

(56.8)
(43.2)
(100)

41
95

of

Living room:
Bed room:
Total:

32
30
62

(51.6)
(48.4)
(100)

26
7
33

(78.8)
(21.2)
(100)

58
37
95

2.67

N.S.

1.989

N.S.

6.689

<0.05

(1.1)

Types of fuel:

Natural Gas:
Butagas:
Total:

N.S.

(67.4)
(28.4)
(3.2)
(1.1)
(100)

Floor
cover
materials:

None:
Carpets:
Mokette:
Rug:
Total:

3.724

(61)
(39)
(100)

DISCUSSION
There is conclusive evidence from studies of underground miners occupationally
exposed to high concentrations of radon in air that the gas is a cause of lung cancer.
Extrapolation from the miners' studies to the likely effects of environmental exposure to
radon suggests that radon should be the second most important cause of lung cancer in the
general population after cigarette smoking, (Boyle P. et al., 2003).
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Fig. 1. Comparison between CRH and NCRH regarding mean radon level
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Mean value of
air change

> 4pCi/L

< 4pCi/L

Indoor radon levels
Fig. 2. The relation between air change and indoor radon levels
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Radon levels in the air are measured by units of radioactivity per volume of air. The
most common concentration unit used is picocuries per liter, (pCi/L). Back-ground outdoor
levels of radon range from near zero to over 2 pCi/L. Radon concentration may also be
expressed in units of bequerels per cubic meter (Bq/m3), (Frumkin and Jonathan, 2001).
The potential adverse health effects from radon progeny exposure prompted the
United States Environmental Protection Agency to adopt a 150 Bq/m3 (4 pCi/L) indoor action
level for radon, (Field, 2001).
This study was conducted to explore residential radon exposure as a risk factor for
various health hazards especially lung cancer and the role which could be played by the
building characteristics.
Exposure to radon is also a known cause of lung cancer in underground miners of
uranium and other ores. Thus, its presence in indoor air has raised concern that it may also be
a cause of lung cancer for the entire population, (Frumkin and Jonathan, 2001).
Our study agreed with this assumption as the total number of cancer risk houses with
high levels of indoor radon, (> 4 pCi/L) were significantly higher than non cancer risk houses,
when compared to levels < 4 pCi/L. (x 2 - 9.165, P= 0.002) but we still need more studies
concerning indoor radon this is due to most of Egyptian radon studies were directed to mines.
Modern buildings, clearly have a problem providing a healthy or even appropriate
indoor environment. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) concedes that about
30% of new OF-renovated buildings have serious indoor air quality problems (IAQ), and ranks
IAQ as our most prominent environmental problem, (Roodman and Lenssen, 1995).
Radon has been detected in some construction materials, although this is rare.
Construction materials that are possible radon-emitters include any material made from rock
or soil that contains uranium, such as brick or building block, (Jeanette, 1996).
In our study, types of floor were analyzed in relation to different residential radon
concentrations, it was found that houses with tiles exhibited significant high radon
concentrations > 4 pCi/L when compared to indoor levels below 4 pCi/L, however finishing
wall materials did not differ significantly regarding different indoor radon levels, this also
applies to those houses which used carpets, mokelte or rug.
It was suggested that exposure assessment can be improved by considering time at
home and changes of building and ventilation conditions that affect radon concentration,
(Gerken et. al., 2000). This was confirmed in our study as indoor radon concentrations were
significantly higher in houses with bad ventilation, compared to houses with good ventilation.
It was found that levels of radon > 4 pCi/L were significantly higher in bed room
when compared to living room levels, this was confirmed in other studies where residential
radon levels in bedrooms were significantly elevated due to decrease in the rate of air change,
(Marley, 2001).
In conclusion: high radon concentrations were reported in cancer risk houses and in
houses with bad ventilation. It is recommended that radon in homes with increased
concentration should be regularly checked and ventilation characteristics of new homes
should be improved.
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DANGER OF THE PARTICULATE MATTER EMITTED BY
GASOLINE-ENGINE CARS
W. Abdul-Razzaq and Nidhal Ismael
Physics Department, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV, USA
Department of Natural Sciences, Oman Medical College, Oman
Inhaling magnetic particles could be hazardous as they could interact with
man-made electromagnetic signals producing resonance of the inhaled particles
inside lung cells causing cell damage. Since many epidemiologic studies have
shown associations between pollutants from motor vehicle traffic and adverse
health effects, it becomes necessary to investigate these pollutants for magnetic
particles. In this preliminary study, magnetic particles were detected in the
particulate matter collected from the exhaust of a gasoline engine. Magnetization
measurements were used to identify critical magnetic particulate matter that could
explain some of the health hazards.
Keywords: "Magnetite", "Environment", "Particulate matter"

The spectacular boost in motor vehicle traffic has created newer pollutants of
particulate matter < 10 jum in diameter [1], The location of particle deposition in the airways
is determined by the concentration and size of the particles. Particles that are 10 jxm or more
in diameter are deposited in the nose and pharynx, whereas particles that are 5 \im in diameter
or smaller may penetrate to the alveoli. Particles of intermediate size are deposited in differing
proportions at intervening levels [2]. Many epidemiologic studies have shown associations
between the levels of these traffic air pollutants and adverse health effects, such as
exacerbations of airways diseases and even deaths from respiratory and cardiovascular causes
[1]. Bronchitis is found in persons whose occupation involves work in, for example, mining
and welding [3-5]. Coal dust causes emphysema with nodular fibrosis [2]. The majority of
lung cancers is caused among other thing, by chromium, cadmium and nickel [6].
In the 25 years from 1968 through 1992, a total of 100,890 death certificates in the
United States listed pneumoconiosis (dust associated disease of the lungs) as a contributing or
primary cause of death. The majority of these cases were coal worker's pneumoconiosis,
silicosis, and asbestosis [7]. Dusts such as coal, cobalt, talc, and kaolin [8], which are
encountered less frequently in industry than silica, are important causes of new cases of
disease.
The above studies only concerns about the size and concentration of particulate matter
but not its magnetic states. Magnetic particles in human tissues may cause health hazards.
For example, magnetite (Fe3C>4) particles is the best absorber of microwave radiation of any
biological material in the 0.5 - 10 GHz frequency range by several order of magnitudes
through the process of electromagnetic resonance [9]. This includes the frequencies that are
normally used in the cellular telephone industry, 0.8 - 2.0 GHz. Energy absorbed by this
process is first transuded into acoustic vibrations at the microwave carrier frequency within
the crystal lattice via the magneto acoustic effect; then, the energy should be dissipated in
cellular structures in close proximity to the magnetite crystals [9]. That could cause cell
damage.
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Based on the above, it became very important to identify magnetic particles in the
pollutant of the widely available gasoline-engine cars. In this study, the particulate matter
sample was collected on a non-magnetic Cu net that was placed on the exhaust of a gasoline
engine car. The collected material was put in a SQUID magnetometer and cooled in zero
magnetic field from room temperature to 5 K. The temperature was then raised to room
temperature and the magnetization against an applied magnetic field was performed at room
temperature and the data was plotted in Fig.(l).
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Fig. 1. Magnetization versus applied magnetic field of the exhausted material
collected from a gasoline-engine car.
As shown in Fig. (1), there was considerable magnetization signal indicating the
existence of magnetic particulate matter in the exhausted material. To know if this material is
magnetite or not, the collected material was cooled again in zero magnetic field from 350 K
temperature to 5 K. Then a magnetic field of 200 Oe was applied and the magnetization was
measured while the temperature was raised from 5 K to about 350 K. This magnetization
curve, the Zero-Field-Cooled curve (ZFC), is shown in Fig. (2). As shown, the ZFC curve has
a distinctive peak around 120 K unambiguously proving the existence of magnetite. It is
known that one of the important signatures of magnetite is the presence of Verwey transition
near 120 K [10, 11].
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Fig, 2, The ZFC magnetization versus temperature curve of the exhausted
material from a gasoline-engine car.
In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge, this is first report on detection of
magnetite in a gasoline-engine exhaust stream. Given the fact that magnetite interacts with
cell phone signals, particulate matter from gasoline-engine cars may play an important rule in
lung diseases. This work may pave the way to finding the mechanism of the harmful effects
of traffic pollutants and should allow improved risk assessment for patients with airways
diseases who are exposed to these air pollutants.
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POLAR y-RAY MODE FOR TESTING WELD QUALITY OF
NATURAL GAS PIPELINE
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The polar y-ray radiography method was studied extensively, y-ray from
Ir source was used to detect weld defects in the main gas pipeline extending
from KJioms to Tripoli, y-ray radiographic inspections were carried out according
to the ASTM(1) standards, and the radiographs were analyzed according to the
quality specifications API(2) standard-1104. The polar y-ray mode has been
applied to specimens of weld joints of pipes used in this pipeline in the regions
[the kilometer 118(3)] and [the kilometer 123], and weld joints in the SLR 7 station
in the region [the kilometer 125]. The results obtained from y-rays have been
discussed and analyzed.
Keywords: Gamma-ray radiography, radiographic inspections, polar
radiography, weld defects.
192

INTRODUCTION
Radiography today is one of the most important, most versatile, of all the
nondestructive test methods used by modern industry. Employing highly penetrating x-rays,
gamma-rays, and other forms of radiation that do not damage the part itself, radiography
provides a permanent visible film record of internal conditions, containing the basic
information by which soundness can be determined. Radiography is important in the detection
of the weld joints, such as the cooling pipes in the nuclear reactors, pipes of airplanes fuel,
and pumping pipes of petroleum and natural gas, where the pressure is very high and the
flowing materials are too dangerous, that necessitate a high degree of accuracy in the welding
processes.
Radiography with gamma-rays has the advantages of simplicity of the apparatus used,
compactness of the radiation source, and independence from outside power.
The present work is intended to study gamma-ray polar radiography for detection of
welding defects in the natural gas pipeline extending from Khoms city to Tripoli. The length
of the pipeline is 150.8 km and made of pipes each 12 m long [diameter 86.36 cm and
9.52114.27 mm thick], this requires 831100 weld joints for each kilometer, and more than of
N

N

weld joints for the whole project. Defects appeared in some of these weld joints, in some
selected regions will be discussed.
(1) American Society for Testing and Materials.
(2) American Petroleum Institute.
(3) [The kilometer zero] region is considered as the starting point that is located at Khoms city.
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INSPECTION OF WELD JOINTS
For the radiographic inspection of weld joints, three main exposure geometries are
used depending on the pipe diameter [1].
(1) Panoramic sight radiography "single wall exposure-single wall viewing" to detect
weld joints in pipes with diameter larger than 50.80 cm.
(2) Polar radiography "double wall exposure-single wall viewing" for pipes with
diameter smaller than 25.40 cm.
(3) Elliptical radiography "double wall exposure-double wall viewing" for pipes with
diameter smaller than 25.40 cm.
In this research the second geometric mode was studied, (the diameter pipe is 20.32
cm), where three exposures are required to radiograph the whole weld joint, in each one, an
arc of 120° is irradiated and an image of only one third of the pipe circumference in the weld
region can be obtained. In each stage of exposure a film strip (70 mm wide) is placed outside
on the weld joint along the whole arc, while the radiation source is installed outside the pipe
(i.e., the focus distance F = D where D is the pipe outer diameters) at one of the three poles
["ex:" at poles 12, 4, 8 (Figure 1)] so the film subtends a central radiation angle of 120° in
each stage, provided the angle between radiation direction and the weld seam plane dose not
exceed 5°. Also two metal strips (penetrameters) are placed on each film, one is at the center
of the film, the other at one of its ends, in order to measure the ability of gamma-ray to
penetrate the pipe material. These penetrameters [2] are used as a basic reference to test the
quality of the radiograph on the film (after development) according to the specifications APIstandard 1104.
Gainina-Ray Source

Gamma-Ray Film

Penetrameters

Gamma-Ray Source

'Penetrameters

Fig. 1. The three stages of polar radiography for one weld joint.

CONDITIONS OF DETECTION
The process of nondestructive tests for weld joints of natural gas pipeline using
gamma-ray polar radiography (see, 2,) needs to put specified conditions in order to get an
image that could be analyzed so that it reflects all the points of detection, these conditions are
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(1) gamma-ray source should be chosen such that it is suitable for the pipe thickness
and its material;
(2) the exposure time should be proper, so that it is suitable for the thickness of the
pipe and the activity of gamma-ray source;
(3) the distance between gamma-ray source and the detection point should give optimal
sensitivity and must be kept constant for a given isotope;
(4) radio graphic film type D4 must be used;
(5) the range of optical density is from 2 to 4.
1- Gamma- Ray Source:
It is difficult to give specific recommendations or the choices of gamma-ray emitter
and source strength. These choices depend on several factors, among which are the type of
specimen radiographed, allowable exposure time, storage facilities available, protective
measures required, and convenience of source replacement. Table 1 gives the radioactive
sources used in industrial radiography, the half-life of the source and gamma-rays energy are
also included [2, 3],
Table 1. Radioactive sources used in industrial radiography.
Radioactive
source

Half-life
;v

energy of
gamma^rays
(MeV)

applications and
approximate practical
thickness limits (mm)

Ir192

73.83 days

0.137 to 0.651*

6.35 to 76.2 steel or equivalent

Ce 137

33 years

0.66

25.4 to 76.2 steel or equivalent

Co 6 0

5.3 years

1.17 and 1.33

25.4 to 177.8 steel or equivalent

* Twelve gamma rays.
60

From this table, it is noticed that gamma-rays from Co o u have relatively great
penetrating power and can be used, under some conditions, to radiograph sections of steel
177.8 mm thick, or the equivalent. Radiations from other radioactive sources have lower
energies; for example, Ir' 9 2 can be used to radiograph sections of steel with thickness 6.35 to
76.2 mm, or the equivalent, so it is suitable for pipes used in the natural gas pipeline with
thickness in the range 3.91 -14.27mm.
2. E x p o s u r e T i m e :
It is well known that gamma-ray sources gradually lose activity with time, the rate of
decrease of activity, depend on the kind of radioactive material (see Table 1). This decrease in
emission necessitates more or less frequent revision of exposures and replacement of sources.
The exposure calculations necessitated by the gradual decrease in the radiation output of
gamma-ray source can be facilitated by the use of the decay curves.
The half-life time of Ir 192 isotopes is 73.83 days, therefore every 1-2 weeks, exposure
time must be increased by dividing the initial value by Ir 192 correction factors, K (Table 2).
The initial value of the exposure time can be determined by control photographs, where
maximum radiograph sensitivity indicates optimum exposure time, it is found to be 15 in this
project.
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Table 2. Values of Ir

192

factor (K) and exposure times for successive weeks of
radiography[l].

Ir192 factor
value K

Exposure
time (sec)

w)

0

1

1
2

0.937
0.877
0.821
0.769
0.720
0.675
0.632
0.592
0.554
0.519

15
16
17

11
12
13

18
20
21

14
15
16

22
24

17
18

25

19
20

Time
(weeks)

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

27
29

21

Ir 192 factor
value K

Exposure
time (sec)

0.486
0.455
0.426
0.399
0.374
0.350
0.328
0.307
0.288
0.269
0.252

31
33
35
38

40
43
46
49
52
56
60

Thus the gamma-ray output is directly proportional to both activity of the source and
exposure time, and hence is directly proportional to their product. The gamma-ray exposure E
may be stated as E = At, where A is the activity in curies and t is the exposure time, the
amount of gamma-radiation remains constant long as E remains constant. This permits
specifying gamma-ray exposures in curie-hours without stating specific values for source
activity or time. So the only way to change the penetrating power of gamma-ray is to change
the source.
3. Source Film Distance:
The density of any radiographic image depends on the amount of radiation absorbed
by the sensitive emulsion of the film. This amount of radiation depends on the total amount of
radiation emitted from gamma-ray source which is expressed by the exposure (E) and the
amount of radiation reaching the specimen which is governed by the distance between the
source and the specimen, varying inversely with the square of the distance. The exposure
factor [2] is a quantity that combines source activity, time, and distance. Numerically the
exposure factor equals curies time . Radioactive techniques are sometimes given in
distance2

radioactive isotope and exposure factor. In such a case, it is necessary merely to multiply the
exposure factor by the square of the distance to be used in order to find the curie hours
required.
It is important to mention that the amount of radiation absorbed by the film depends
also on the proportion of this radiation that passes through the specimen which absorbs some
of gamma-ray, the absorption depends on the thickness of the specimen, density, and atomic
number.
4. Selection of the Film:
The selection of a film for the radiography of any particular part depends on the
following factors [2]:
(1) the thickness and material of the specimen;
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(2) the type of radiation used whether x-rays from an x-ray machine or gamma-rays
from a radioactive material;
(3) the kilovoltages available with the x-ray equipment.
(4) the intensity of the gamma radiation;
The film used in this work was of kind D4 (Agfa Gevart).
5. Optical Density:
Optical density [2] refers to the quantitative measure of the film blackening, it is
defined by the equation lt „, ^la. where d is the optical density, Jo is the light intensity
incident on the film, and /, is the light intensity transmitted. As mentioned above the optical
density must be from 2 to 4.

EQUIPMENTS, MATERIALS AND, ACCESSORIES FOR RADIOGRAPHIC
INSPECTION
The equipments for testing the welding qualities used for the detection of the weld
defects in the project of gas pipeline Khoms-Tripoli differ according to the kind of detection
which depends in the first place upon the diameter of the pipe. For this reason, we shall
mention the tools and test equipments that are used in the polar detection method, which is the
subject of this research, these are [1]
(1) Gamma-ray flaw detector 660/693 with Ir192 isotope of initial activity^1' 100.6 Ci at
09/07/2001.
(2) Radiographic films kind D4 (Agfa Gevart) for shooting by Ir192.
(3) Laboratory containers for manual and automatic ittdiographic film development.
(4) Negatiscope (film viewer) for radiographic films interpretation.
(5) Densitometer of type Radix-D [4] for determination of radiographic films optical
density. It gives digital readings directly from the film viewer, with density range
0.00-4.00 and resolution 0.01.
(6) Identification symbols (numbers and letters) and measuring tape, made from lead or
graphite placed in contact with the film, for marking and coding of weld joints. For
this reason, when giving numbers or letters to the gamma-ray film, data they must
be written from left to right according to the following [1]:
" Code of the company responsible for the project SC (I)
• Date of inspection dd/mm/yy
• Pipe diameter (inches/21
u
Wall thickness (mm)
• Steel grade of the pipe
• Code of the main gas pipeline EKT(3'
• Reference kilometer or reference station of the joint (SAZ)
• Code of the joint's type and number of t':.s joint
• Codes of a tie-in, repair (R), or cut-out (Nl).

(In this work, the activity of the source was 2.636 Ci during the radiographic inspection (date 31/07/2002).(
(1)
Sirt Company.
(2>
This system of units is used by the company, so it could not be changed here.
(3)
E1-Khoms to Tripoli main gas pipeline
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(7) Penetrameters ASTM El42 for indicating the quality of the radiographic technique.
Penetrameter is [2] made of the same material (or a radiographic similar material)
as the specimen being radiographed, and ct consists of a small rectangular piece of
metal containing three holes of diameter t, 2t, 41 where t is the thickness of the
penetrameter (see Figure 2). The thickness i is related to the thickness of the metal
layer of the pipe, and each penetrameter is identified by a lead number showing the
thickness in thousandths of mm as shown in table:
T

Identifying Number

5

-O

X

0-

-

-1/4"
-7/16"
-3/4"-1 I/2"-

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of penetrameter [1].

Table 3. Thickness of pipe versus thickness of penctrameter.
Pipe wall thickness (mm)

Maximum penetrameter
thickness (mm}

Identifying number

0-6.35

0.127

5

> 6.35-9.52

0.190

7

> 9.52-12.70

0.254

10

> 12.70-15.88

0.317

12

> 15.88-19.05

0.381

15

> 19.05-22.22

0.444

17

> 22.22-25.40

0.508

20

> 25.40-31.75

0.635

25

>31.75-38.10

0.762

30

> 38.10-50.80

0.889

35

The ASTM penetrameter permits the specification of a number of levels of
radiographic sensitivity, depending on the requirement of the job. For example, the
specifications may call for a radiographic sensitivity level of 2-2T. The first symbol (2)
indicates that the penetrameter should be 2% of the specimen thickness, the second (2T)
indicates that the hole having a diameter twice the penetrameter thickness should be visible on
the finished radiograph. However, critical components may require more rigid standards, and
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a level of 1-2T or 1-1T may be required. On the other hand, the radiography of less critical
specimens may be satisfactory if a quality level of 2-4T or 4-4T is achieved. The more
critical the radiographic examination (that is, the higher the level of radiographic sensitivity
required) the lower the numerical designation for the quality level.
STANDARDS OF WELDS ACCEPTABILITY ACCORDING TO API STANDARD1104
Exposed radiographic films are developed in specialized laboratories with manual and
automatic processing equipment. Weld radiographs accepted for interpretation should show
clearly penetrameter, identification markers, and measuring belt images. The optical density
must be from 2 to 4 and the radiographic sensitivity level must be equal to 2-IT or 2-2T as
per ASTM El42, if both conditions are not fulfilled in the film, then the weld joint must be
re-shot again in order to obtain a radiograph that is accepted for interpretation. Later on it
becomes possible to start the process of analysis of the radiographs where weld joints
evaluation and rejection under the gamma-ray inspection results should be in strict
compliance with API standard-1104.
Table 4 contains all the acceptable defects for the wild quality, if the defects appear in
the weld joint with dimensions and shapes as those mentioned in the table, they are
considered as acceptable ones, otherwise, defects of larger dimensions arc not allowed.

Table 4. Standards of Welds Acceptability.

o

Type of delects

Schematic defect
description

Acceptable sizes

•*•' O

OX) £

On weld

On film

<u
Q

Isolatea Dc ,'ccts
I..Ctiyth

mm

Inadequate pene

cd

Inadequate
penetration of
weld root
Inadequate
penetration due to
high-low
Incomplete
fusion at root or
at top of joint
between weld
metal and base
metal
Incomplete

fusion due to
cold lap

IP

at

IPD

1 Width oi
1 diumclci
mm

Length
Mm

Additional
requirements

\),).)])),)){

25.4

N/A

25.4

N/A

\)) H)) \ ) \

50.3

N/A

76.2

N/A

25.4

N/A

25.4

N/A

50.8

N/A

50.8

N/A

IF

IFD

Total
For 304.8
mm

CSt2
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Continued Table 4.
Internal
concavity
Burn-through for
pipe over 60 mm
O.D.
Burn-through for
E!
JJ ca
c
pipe below 60
mm O.D.
Elongated slag
inclusions for
pipe over 60
mm O.D.
Elongated slag
inclusions for
O
pipe below 60
mm O.D.
Isolated slag
inclusions for
00
pipe over 60
mm O.D.
Isolated slag
inclusions for
pipe below 60
mm O.D.

IC

imm

N/A

N/A

N/A

Not darker than base
metal/all weld penmete

6.35

N/A

12.7

N/A

6.35

N/A

N/A

Not more than
one

1.59

50.8

BT

50.8
ESI
3S

1.59

N/A

N/A

3.17

12.7

N/A

1/2S

2S

ISI

N/A

Spherical
porosity

N/A

N/A

SP

(TglffiH

o

N/A

Parallel slag lines to
considered as separate if
the width of cither of
them exceeds 0.79 mm

The aggregate length
of ESI and ISI
indications exceeds of
not less than 8% of
the weld length

N/A
_2

-1

N/A

25% S ; max
3.17

N/A

Cluster porosity
in finish pass

CP

.N/A

12.7

12.7

Max pore size 1.59
mm

Hollow bead

HB

12.7

N/A

50.8

N/A

Crack
Crater cracks
s

CC

J.vj

N/A

N/A

N/A

50.8

O

10

External under
cuts
Internal under
cuts

•4—>

o

1.
2.
3.
4.

50.8

EU
IU

Other not
allowed
Depth - 0.4 mm
Max

Depth < 0.4 mm - acceptable regardless of length

Root pass-RP
Hot pass -HP
Filled pass-FP
Cap pass - CP
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The polar radiographic method has been used for testing the weld quality for some
specimens of weld joint in the regions, the kilometer 118 and the kilometer 123 for pipes of
86.36 cm in diameter (SNA 54T and SNA 75T, respectively) where the panoramic circular
method becomes impossible (see, 2), and the kilometer 125 for pipes of diameter 20.32 cm in
the station SLR7 (SAZ V461, SAZ V462, and SAZ V470)(l'. After developing the film, which
belongs to each weld joint, measuring its optical density, and determining the level of its
radiographic sensitivity (using the penetrameter), the process of analysis of each image was
conducted according to quality specifications API-1104 (see Table 4). And since the process
of welding includes some defects, and our purpose is to know these defects and classify them
as acceptable defects and unacceptable ones according to quality specifications API-1104, one
can divide the defects into two groups.
1. Acceptable Defects
These defects must have dimensions (or size) which are allowed by quality
specifications API-1104, whether these defects were single, repeated, or mixed, in such a way
that their total dimensions in a limited length (304.8 mm) do not exceed the upper limit
accepted in the quality of welding, so these defects are considered as Acceptable, and are
denoted by the symbol [OK].
2. Secondly- Unacceptable Defects.
These defects have dimensions (or size) which arc larger than those allowed by quality
specifications API-1104, whether these defects were single, repeated, or mixed, in such a way
that their appearance as single defects or collective defects in one single welded joint are
larger than the upper limit allowed by welding quality. Accordingly, these defects are
classified as "Unacceptable", they must be repaired if they were contained in a narrow band in
the circumference of the welded circle and denoted by the symbol [R]. Otherwise, if their
spread was recurrent, then all the weld joint must be cut out and should be rewelded and
retested again, in this case the defects are given the symbol [CO].
Table 5 shows the results obtained for weld joints in the kilometer 118 and the
kilometer 123 regions, where three radiographic images vvere taken for each weld joint.
Defects were not found in these weld joints, this means that the welding was of good quality.
Table 6 shows the results obtained for weld joints in the station SLR7 in the kilometer
125 region, where the three radiographic images were also taken for each weld joint. Again
unacceptable defects were not found for the weld joints SAZ V461 and SAZ V462, while four
spherical porosity defects were found in the weld joint SAZ V470, two of them were in the
first image in the regions 0 mm and 3 mm in the first arc of the circumference of the welded
circle, the others were in the third image in the regions 62 mm and 69 mm in the third arc of
the circumference of the welded circle. These defects are spherical deformations that occur
usually inside the two welded regions (the Hot Pass and the Root Pass). They appeared in the
film as circles with diameter larger than 3 mm, these necessitate repairing those regions, rewelding and retesting them again. As a whole the number of defects is little, this is partly due
to the good quality welding and partly due to the small circumference of the pipes that makes
the probability of appearance of defects in the weld joint very small.
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Table 5. Radiographic inspection report EKT i 18 and EKT 123.

Locatio
n

Film
Type D4 Source: y-ray
Description and
Film
Sensitivity Density
location of
number
defect

Inspection technique Polar

Steel grade: X-60
Weld
joint
no.

Pipe
Dia.
(cm)

W T . (mm)

EKT118 SNA54T 86.36

11.91

1
2
3

2T
2T
2T

3.3
3.1
3.4

EKT123 SNA75T 86.36

11.91

1
2
3

2T
2T
2T

3.4
3.3
3.3

Equipment:
Ir192
Final
conclusion
OK Acceptable
R
Repair
RX Re-shoot
CO Cut out
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

Table 6. Radiographic inspection report for SLR7 station in EKT 125.
Steel Grade :
GRB
Location

Film
Source: y-RAY
Type D4
Description and
Film
Sensitivity Density
location of
number
defect

Inspection Technique .Polar

Equipment:
lr192

Pipe

Final
conclusion

Weld
joint no.
Dia.
(cm)

EKT125 SAZV461 20.32

EKT125 SAZV462 20.32

EKT125 SAZV470 20.32

W.T.
(mm)

8.18

8.18

8.18

OK
R
RX
CO
1
2
3
1
2
3

2T

i

2T
2T
2T
2T
2T

1

2T

2
3

2T
2T

3.1
2.9
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.0
?. 1

Acceptable
Repair
Re-shoot
Cut out
OK
OK
OK

OK

Spherical porosity 0, 3
Spherical porosity 62,69

OK
OK
R
OK
R
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HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER EFFECT ON
HYDROMAGNETIC FLOW OF A MOVING PERMEABLE
VERTICAL SURFACE
M.M. Abdelkhaiek
Atomic Energy Authority, Nuclear Research Centre, Nuclear Physics
Department, Cairo, Egypt, P.O. Box 13759
ABSTRACT
Numerical results are presented for the effects of heat and mass transfer on
hydromagnetic flow of a moving permeable vertical surface. The surface is
maintained at linear temperature and concentration variations. The nonlinearcoupled boundary layer equations were transformed and the resulting ordinary
differential equations were solved by perturbation technique. Numerical results
for the dimensionless velocity profiles, the temperature profiles, the local friction
coefficient and the local Nusselt number are presented for various values of
Prandtl number, suction/blowing parameter, Schmidt number, buoyancy ratio and
Hartmann number. The effects of the different parameters on the velocity and
temperature profiles as well as skin friction and wall heat transfer are evaluated.
Favorable comparisons with previously published work confirm the correctness of
numerical results.
Key Words: Heat and Mass Transfer, Hydromagnetic Flow, Perturbation
Technique/
INTRODUCTION
Hydromagnetic incompressible viscous flow has many important engineering
applications such as magnetohydrodynamic power generator and the cooling of reactors. Heat
transfer and its related topics are heavily studied fields. These studies range from over
simplified problems to highly complex types of interactions and configurations, which require
sophisticated numerical schemes and high-speed computers to obtain reasonably accurate
results. However, the common ground for most of these .-jtudies is that they are solved and
analyzed by assuming a pure fluid with no contaminants. While this assumption approximates
the reality in some cases quite well, especially for low particle contamination levels, it. is not,
however, valid in a lot of other cases in which the contaminants in the fluid play a major role
in altering the resultant flow and heat transfer characteristics. In many world environments,
such as in Egypt, for example, dust storms or fine dust Suspension in the air are encountered
for many months during the year. These fine particles of dust penetrate the enclosures and the
various devices, and have a serious impact on the performance of many equipments. This
example represents a situation of participate suspension where a pure fluid assumption does
not accurately represent the reality. The advent of technology in the field of
magnetohydrodynamic power generators and magnetohydrodynamic devices, nuclear
engineering and thermonuclear power has created a great practical need for understanding the
dynamics of conducting fluids. The use of liquid metals as heat transfer agents and as working
fluids in magnetohydrodynamic power generators has created a growing interest in the study
of liquid metal flows and nature of interaction with magnetic field. The interaction between
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the conducting fluid and magnetic field radically modifies the flow and heat transfer
characteristics. The outlook for a direct coal-fired magneiohydrodynamic power generator as
potentially significant source of energy seems promising in view of its efficiency, its effect on
environment and the availability of needed natural resources. These studies are useful in
understanding the effect of the presence of a slag layer on heat transfer characteristics of a
coal-fired magnetohydrodynamic generator. Many oilier similar situations are faced in such
industries as food processing, various grinding operations, settling of various liquid
contaminants in large storage tanks, waslc processing and recycling and many others. There
has been considerable work done on various aspects of free convection flow of a clean fluid
over vertical and inclined surfaces. There has been considerable interest in studying flow and
heat transfer characteristics of electrically conducting and heat generating/ absorbing fluids
(see for instance, Moalem(l), Chakrabarti and Gupta(2); Vajravelu and Nayfeh(3); Chiam(4);
Chamkha(5); Chandran et al(6); Vajravelu; Hadjinicalaou(7) and Abdelkhalek(8"15). This interest
stems from the fact that hydromagnetic flows and heal '/ansfer have been applied in many
industries. For example, in many metallurgical processes such as drawing of continuous
filaments through quiescent fluids, and annealing and 'inning of copper wires, the properties
of the end product depend greatly on the rate of cooling involved in these processes. The
problem of magnetohydrodynamic natural convection about a vertical impermeable flat plate
is presented by Sparrow and Cess(16) and Wilks and Hunt(l7). Watanabe and Pop(18) studied the
case of a wedge. The laminar plume above a line heat source in a transverse magnetic field
was studied by Gray(l9). Kafoussias^20-1 investigated the MI-ID free convective flow through a
porous medium over an isothermal cone surface. Balder et al (2l) presented non similar
solutions for free convection from a vertical permeable plate in porous media. Similarity
solutions of natural convection boundary layers adjacent ic vertical and horizontal surfaces in
porous media with internal heat generation were studied by Pop(22). Grubka and Bobba(23)
investigated heat transfer characteristics of a continuous, stretching surface with variable wall
temperature. Ali(24) numerically presented the heat transfer characteristics of a power law
continuous stretched surface without and with suction injection. Takhar et al(25) studied a
MHD asymmetric flow past a semi-infinite moving plate and numerically obtained the
solutions. Yih(26) studied a free convection effect on MHD coupled heat and mass transfer of a
moving permeable vertical surface.
In the present paper we studied analytically and numerically the heat and mass transfer
in a hydromagnetic flow of a moving permeable vertical surface. The nonlinear-coupled
boundary layer equations were transformed and the recaUir.g ordinary differential equations
were solved by perturbation technique. The effect of different values of parameters, Prandtl
number, suction/blowing parameter, Schmidt number, buoyancy ratio and Hartmann number,
on the velocity and temperature profiles as well as skin friction and wall heat transfer are
evaluated.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Let us consider two-dimensional free convection effect on the steady incompressible
laminar magnetohydrodynamic heat and mass transfer characteristics of a linearly moving
permeable vertical surface when the velocity of the fluid iar away from the plate is equal to
zero. The variations of surface temperature and concentration are linear. All the fluid
properties are assumed to be constant except for the density variations in the buoyancy force
term: Introducing the boundary layer and Boussinesq approximations, the governing
equations can be written as follows:
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where, u,v is the velocity components in x,y directions, respectively, x,y are the tangential
(or radial) distance along the wall and the normal distance, respectively, T is the temperature,
<y is the electrical conductivity, Bo is the externally imposed magnetic field in the ydirection, /3T is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, j3c is the volumetric
coefficient of expansion with concentration, a is the thermal diffusivity, g is the acceleration
due to gravity, D is the coefficient of diffusion in the mixture, C is the species concentration.
we assumed the magnetic Reynolds number is small. Therefore, the induced magnetic field
effect is negligible compared with the applied magnetic field. The Hall effect, the viscous
dissipation and the Joule heating terms are also neglected.
The boundary conditions are defined as follows:
y = 0, v = -v w , u^Bx, T = Tx+ax, C = Cm+bx
(5)
y-+co,

u = 0, T = Ta, C = Ca

(6)

where v(1. is the uniform surface mass flux, B, a,b are prescribed constants.
The stream function is defined by u =

and
dy
Put the non dimensional quantities defined by

v=

,
dx

and substituting Eq. (7) into Eqs. (l)-(6), we obtain
/'" + ff" - (M + / ' ) / ' - - % • ( * + JVC)

(8)

0K + Pr{f6t-f'6)

=O

(9)

C' + Se(fC'-fC) = 0

(10)

The boundary conditions are written as follows,
7 = 0:
/ = /„., / ' = 1, 0 = 1, C = \
7->oo: / ' = 0, 0 = 0, C = 0
The velocity components are: it •= Bxf,
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where, the primes denote the differentiation with respec!. to //, M =

— is the magnetic
Bp

G

gfiTa

T

GT

parameter, - •*•• = —-— is the buoyancy parameter. When —-—• = 0 the governing equations
are reduced to forced convection limit. However, as -A—> co free convection is dominated.

K
The buoyancy ratio N = —— measures the relative importance of mass and thermal diffusion

fiTa
in the buoyancy driven flow. It is apparent that N is zero for thermal driven flow, infinite for
mass driven flow, positive for thermally assisting flow, negative for thermally opposing flow,
V

V

V

Pr = — is the Prandtl number, and Sc -— is the Schmidt number, fw =

"^-^j is the

suction / blowing parameter. For the case of suction, vw > 0 and hence fw > 0 . For the case
of blowing, vH, < 0 and hence / \ < 0 .
The resulting differential equations contain arbitrary parameters, the Prandtl
number/^., the magnetic field strength (M) and the buoyancy parameter GrTlR], the
Schmidt number (Sc )and buoyancy ratio (N). Solution of the resulting semi-infinite domain,
nonlinear equations is accomplished with a three part seder. method(27l The employed power
series contains a term K that satisfies the boundary conditions and differential equations at
infinity, a second term that satisfies the boundary corHitions at zero and is the solution to the
initial homogeneous differential equation, and additional terms that are utilized to obtain
increased numerical accuracy. This accuracy is limited by number of terms that will not
initiate divergence of the numerical results:

f = K + efl+e2f2+£3f3+2

(12)

i

# = £#, +£ 02+£ 9,+--2

C = sCx +£ C2

+s'C3

7 = 0, //(0) = l,

(13)

+•••

(14)

/2'(0) = /3'(0) = 0, /,(0) = / n .,

,0,(O) = 1, 02(O) = 0,(O) = O,
7-**>>

/,(0) = / J (0) = 0,

C,=l, C,=C3=0,

/„'(«) = 0, ^H(oo) = 0, Cfl(oo) = 0,

(15)

« = 1,2,3

Equation (13), the temperature representation, along with equation (12) and the
associated boundary conditions equation (15), contain an undetermined parameter s which
aids in the collection of terms for each set of the resulting linear differential equations. In
some problems, it will have a physical meaning which results in a power series in that
parameter. However, the present case s equals unity. Substitution of the series representation
into the differential equations and collection of terms by WVd powers of s result in a family of
linear differential equations, and the first three sets are:
^ ( ^
Re

X)

(16)

6';

(17)

Pr
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— C';+KC:=O

(18)

sc
2

2

f [ f ;

(20)

x

"r

±

(21)
; - fjx'-2j£.(o3

+

R

NC,)

(22)

e

ye; + KO[ = /,», + / # - /,# - f2e;

(23)

~ c;+KC 3 = f;c2 + /2'c, - /, c; - / 2 c;

(24)

The solutions to the first two sets, Eqs. (25)-(30), when substituted into Eqs. (12)-(14),
provide the required representations for /,<9and C. The constant K is determined by
satisfying the boundary conditions / ( 0 ) and is a function of Pr and M :
(25)
C]

=e~KSc??

(26)
-an
-KP TJ
-KS ?
l
r
c
' ^ae
+ae
-PraAJj)rKPr11

2

=

+a6e

" l a 8 + a 9 ~lSca4'7^

V|

r

'-va^e

^

i}

-2KPij

\ - ^
28 " " 3 3 • " 3 2 " ' ^

'

'"

*''

(28)

8

-(ai1+KSch
-2a

(27)

-IKS

c

n

(

\-KPn

- (K/ J -I- KS }/

/;
' "29

where, a]}a2,a3,
a35 are in appendix.
The series for G, its first derivative #'(0) (the wall temperature gradient), / ' (the
velocity profile) and f"(Q) (the wall velocity gradient) were evaluated. The general results of
the investigations are that the imposed magnetic field diminished the velocity field, wall
shear, flow rate, and wall heat transfer, also the onset of free convection was retarded while
the fluid temperatures and the time required for the flow to each steady state are increased. In
addition, sizable influences on the flow and thermal fields can be produced with moderate
magnetic field strengths only for liquid metal flows while the effects of induced magnetic
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fields and Joule heating are very small. The magnetic field strength is to reduce the values of
wall shear stress regardless of blowing and suction strength. Magnetic force is known to have
a retardation effect, thus decreases the wall shear stress. Blowing has a similar effect thus
aiding the magnetic field in reducing the wall shear stress. However suction has an opposite
effect and increases the shear stress at the wall opposing the magnetic effect. In case of free
convection, suction decreases wall shear stress, this may be because increases suction will
decrease the flow velocity and in turn diminishing the retardation effect of the magnetic field
force.
Knowing the velocity, we can calculate the skin friction and from the temperature
field the rate of heat transfer in terms of the Nusselt number.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to get the physical insight into the problem, numerical calculations are carried
out for different values of Prandtl number, suction/blowing parameter, Schmidt number,
buoyancy ratio and Hartmann number. In order to verify the accuracy of our present, we have
compared our results with those of Grubka et al (23) , Ali (24) , Takhar et al(25), and Yih (26) , Table
[1] compares the values of (/"(0)) for various values of magnetic parameter (M). The
comparison in all above cases is found to be in excellent -agreement. Table (2) shows the
selected values of non-dimensional wall temperature gradient (-O'(0)) for the various values
of Prandtl number Pr. The comparison is found to be in good agreement.
Table 1. Comparison of non-dimensional wall velocity gradient /"(0) for various values
of Hartmann number (M) andG,.r /Re 2 = fsr = 0 .
M = 0.5
M = 0.0
M -2.0
M= 1.0
M = 1.5
-1 22
-1.41
-1.58
-1 73
Takhar et al -1. 0
[25]
- 1 . 00
-1 2247
-1.4142
-1.5811
-1 7321
Yih [26]
-1 73342
-1 2356
-1.4156032
-1.58212
Present results -1. 000
Table 2. Comparison of the values of non dimensional wall temperature gradient -0'(Q)
for various values of Pr andM
0.72
Grubka et al 0.8086
[23]
Ali [24]
0.8058
0.8086
Yih [26]
0.80865
Present work

=GrT /Re 2 = fw = 0.
1.0

3.0

1.000

1.9237

10.0
3.7207

0.9961
1.000
1.000

1.9144
1.9237
1.9246

3.7006
3.7207
3.7216

100.0
12.294
_ „

12.2940
12.29453

The effect of various values of suction / blowing parameter fw on Sherwood number
(-c'(0)) is illustrated in Fig. (1). The Sherwood number increases as suction / blowing
parameter decreases. It is seen from the figure that the Sherwood number profiles increase
monotonically with increasing buoyancy parameter. When buoyancy parameter G - » 0 ,
Nusselt number and Sherwood number approach the values of pure forced convection for
each/H.. Moreover as buoyancy parameter increases both the heat transfer rate and the mass
transfer rate increase.
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O(O)

s.oo

—

Fig. 1. Effects of suction / blowing parameter on Sherwood number with,
Re = 50.0, M = 0.0, N = 10.0, /?= 1.0, P...=0.7, Sr =0.2
The effects of both buoyancy parameter and various values of Schmidt number on the
Sherwood number is illustrated in Fig. (2). The Sherwood number increases as the Schmidt
number increases. The Schmidt number has a more significant effect on the Sherwood
number than it does on the Nusselt number.

O.2
O.T2

—r f-CB
1

O.OO

Fig. 2. Effects of Schmidt number on Sherwood number with,
Re=50.0,M = 1.0, N = 5.0, 77= 1.0, Pr =0.7, fw =1.0
The effects of both buoyancy number G and various values of buoyancy ratio N on the
non dimensional wall temperature gradient and Sherwood number, respectively, are depicted
in Fig. (3) . The non dimensional wall temperature gradient and Sherwood number are
increasing for the increase of buoyancy ratio N. This is because that increasing the buoyancy
ratio N tends to reduce the thermal and concentration boundary layer thickness.
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Fig. 3. Effects of buoyancy ratio on non dimensional wall temperature gradient with,
Re= 50.0, M = 5.0, 77=1.0, P r =0.7, /„, = -0.5,5"f =1.0
Figure (4) presents the effects of both buoyancy number and various values of
Hartmann number on the Sherwood number. It is observed that the Sherwood number
decreases with increasing Hartmann number. It is seen from the figure that the Sherwood
number profiles increase monotonically with increasing buoyancy parameter.

Fig. 4. Effects of Hartmann number on Sherwood number with,
tf,= 50.0,N = -0.5, ?7=l-0, P,=0.7t /„. =0.5,S c =1.5

CONCLUSION
The problem of free convection effect on the steady, laminar, incompressible, two
dimensional magnetohydrodynamic heat and mass transfer of a linearly moving permeable
surface when the velocity of the fluid far away from the plate is equal to zero. The coupled
nonlinear boundary layer equations were transformed and the resulting ordinary differential
equations were solved by a perturbation technique. Numerical results for various values of
magnetic parameter, buoyancy parameter, Prandtl number, Schmidt number, buoyancy ratio
and suction/blowing parameter are given for the skin friction, the Nusselt number and the
Sherwood number. As the Prandtl number increases, the non dimensional wall temperature
gradient increases while the non dimensional wall velocity gradient decreases. The Sherwood
number increases as the suction/blowing parameter decreases, as the buoyancy parameter
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increases both the heat transfer rate and the mass transfer rale increase. Increasing the values
of Schmidt number tends to reduce the non dimensional wall temperature gradient. The
Sherwood number increases as the Schmidt number increases. The non dimensional wall
temperature gradient and the Sherwood number are increases for the increase of buoyancy
ratio. The Sherwood number increases as the Schmidt number increases. The Sherwood
number decreases with increasing Hartmann number.
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ABSTRACT
Analysis of plutonium in environmental samples is one of the recent measures in
order to strengthen the conventional international safeguards. Plutonium with
some other actinides, and fission and activation products in environmental
samples are currently used as indicators of undeclared nuclear activities.
This work presents two destructive assay (DA) procedures for
determination of 2 8Pu and 23yt~24Upu j n environmental samples. Alpha
spectrometers were utilized to estimate the activity concentrations and to identify
the isotopic composition of plutonium in the samples. U-test was applied to check
the acceptance of the analysis results. The results of the analyzed reference and
certified samples (soil, sediment and solution) show that the determined Pu
concentrations are consistent with the target values. The concentration levels of
238
Pu and 239+240Pu in the analyzed samples ranged from 1.6 x 107 to 4.2 x 108
atoms, and from 2.2 x 1010to 2.6 x 1011 atoms, respectively. Both methods could
be applied for accurate low-lcvcl analyses to estimate the plutonium isotopes
concentration and their origin for environmental monitoring for safeguards
purposes.

INTRODUCTION
In the framework of the modern approaches of the international community to
strengthen the non-proliferation measures, analysis of environmental samples by destructive
(DA) and non-destructive (NDA) techniques are expected to be a key tool for discovery of
undeclared nuclear activities [1,2]. It has to be mentioned that in most cases (except in
accidental ones), environmental measurements will not produce a smoking gun. Rather, it will
supply information that must be combined with other sources to determine what activities
have taken place. Thus it is a supplement to conventional safeguards, not a replacement. Also
monitoring of any release of man-made radioactivity to the environment is important for
environmental protection.
The problem of accurately detecting of extremely low level of Pu is gaining increased
importance in application of nuclear counter-proliferation, verification, and environmental
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and waste management. The sources of Pu isotopes in the nature are the atmospheric nuclear
weapons testing, the reentry burn up of a 23SPu auxiliary powered navigational satellite
(SNAP-9A), the nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, nuclea: accident and the nuclear reactor
effluents. Discrimination between different sources of anthropogenic Pu requires both precise
and accurate isotopic ratio determination at environmental levels [3].
The earth crust and its surface contain only negligible quantities of natural Pu. In the
environment, the mean specific activity of man-made23 Pu ir.otopc is very close to 10 "13 g/'g
(0.23 mBq/g) for the surface soil. In some places, nuclear weapon, testing sites, Pu producing
nuclear reactor sites and close to the chemical factories of Pu extraction from nuclear fuel
element, the specific activity of Pu can exceed the normal level by a factor greater than 102.
The amounts of 238Pu and 239+240Pu, which have been released to the environment due to the
above ground nuclear testing were about 1.2 X 10 7 and3.3 X 105GBq respectively [4,5].
Observation of any significant changes in the isotopic ratio of plutonium;
23S
23 ;+240
Pu/ ' Pu, can probably indicate the presence of material from sources other than the
global fallout. Whereas the activity ratio 23SPu/239h240Pu due to the fallout of weapons tests and
the burning of the power supplies of satellites was 0.081, the ratios in the discharges of
nuclear installations were up to 2.4 [6]. The 241Pu/239+240Fu activity ratio varies very much
depending on the origin of plutonium isotopes. For Fresh fallout from nuclear weapon tests,
this activity ratio is about 12-16, while for spent nuclear fuel from power reactor it is about
130 [5].
The objective of this work is to study the convenience of the two destructive
radiochemical procedures for plutonium isotopic analysis of different sample types for both
traditional monitoring and environmental safeguards purposes.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURES
The monitoring of alpha emitting radionuclides such as 238Pu and 239+240 p u j s
complicated where thin and solid counting sources have to be prepared to minimize self
absorption of alpha particles. For the preparation of counting sources, the radioisotopes of
interest have to be separated carrier-free from the sample material, applying suitable
radiochemical separation procedures followed by electrodeposition. Two radiochemical
analysis procedures for plutonium isotopes ( Pu and ' +" Pu) analysis have been
investigated as for their convenience. Flow charts of the two procedures are given in Figures 1
and 2. Determination of Pu in environmental samples by alpha spectrometry involves tedious
radiochemical procedure to separate this radionuclide from the matrix. The first step in Pu
isotopes separation from the matrix is the conversion of the Pu into acid soluble form. For Pu
activity concentration and chemical yield determination, 2 "'Puor 242Pu was used as internal
tracer. Both radiochemical procedures have been tested against standard and certified samples
(soil, sediment and solution).
Liquid-Liquid Extraction Method (LLE) [4]
Leaching/Dissolution:
Plutonium-236 Tracer is added, for Chemical yield determination, to 100 grams
aliquot of ashed samples. Samples are boiled for 30 minutes with 290 ml (8M HN(>j)/(0.9M
HF). Two and half grams of NaNO2 are added and the mixture is then filtered. The residue is
boiled for 30 minutes with 250 ml (5M HNO3)/(1M Al(NO3)3).Then 2.5 g NaNO2 is added
and the mixture is filtered. The leached solution is adjusted to 500 ml with DI water.
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Separation and purification:
Liquid-liquid extraction:
The sample solution is transferred into a separatory funnel (1000 ml) and shaken for
15 minutes with 25 ml 0.2 M TOPO/cyclohexane. After phase separation, the
TOPO/cyclohexane phase is transferred into another separatory funnel (250 ml). The aqueous
phase is shaken once more for 15 minutes with 25 ml 0.2 M TOPO/cyclohexane. The organic
phases are combined and washed three times with 50 ml 3 M HC1 each. The washing
solutions are discarded. Plutonium is back extracted in two steps to the aqueous phase using
25 ml of 0.5 M ascorbic acid/lM HC1 each time. The organic phase is then discarded. The
solution is washed three times, each time, for two minutes with 50 ml of CHCI3.
Coprecipitation:
The aqueous solution is transferred into 100 ml polyethylene centrifuge tube with 40
ml of HF (40%). Two ml of La(NO3)3 solution (10 mg/ml) are added. The fine crystalline
precipitate is removed by 5-minute centrifugation at 3000 rpm. Two ml of La(NO3)3 solution
(10 mg/ml) are added twice and centrifuged. After decanting, the solution is discarded. The
precipitate is washed carefully with 15 ml 1.5 M HF and removed by 10-minute
centrifugation at 3000 rpm. The precipitate is dissolved with 10 ml hot saturated boric acid
and 10 ml HNO3(68%). Then 0.25 ml 1.5 M NaNO2 solution is added.
Ion exchange chromatography:
The sample solution is passed through 8 ml column volume (c.v.) conditioned anion
exchange column (Dowex lx 2-50-1 OOmesh, nitrate form). The conditioning is performed by
washing the column with 8 c.v. of 7.2 M HNO3. After the sample solution has passed through
the column, another washing is performed with 8 c.v. of 7.2 M HNO3 followed by 10 ml of 9
M HC1. In order to elute the plutonium, 10 ml of 0.36 M HC1/0.01 M HF is used. Eluate
(containing Pu) is evaporated to dryness. One ml of cone. HC1 is added and solution is taken
to dryness two times. The residue is rinsed with 0.4 ml 4 M HC1 and transferred to the
electroplating cell.
Electroplating:
After the sample has been transferred to the electroplating cell, 3 ml of ammonium
oxalate (4%) and 0.6 ml DI water are used to wash residues in the beaker and its wall and
swirling the residue. The residue is then transferred to the electroplating cell. Plutonium is
electroplated for three hours at 300 mA current. One minute; before current disconnection, the
electroplating process is quenched using 1 ml ammonium hydroxide solution (25%).
Following the current disconnection, the solution is discarded and the cell is washed with DI
water. The plated disk is washed with DI water and alcohol, and flamed using a Bunsen
burner to be ready for counting.
Ion exchange Chromatography Method (IEC):
Dissolution:
Ten grams aliquot of a dry soil sample is weighed into a 500 ml polyethylene Nalgene
Bottle. Plutonium-242 tracer is added (100 to 150 mBq) to the sample. 200 ml of 48%
hydrofluoric acid (HF) and 300 ml of concentrated nitric acid (HNO3) are added. A 1.0 inch
teflon-coated stirring bar is placed in the bottle. The bottle is placed in a hot water bath on a
magnetic stirring hot plate and the sample is stirred overnight while heated on medium
temperature (100 °C). A second leach with HF or HF- and HNO3 may be needed if large
quartz crystals are present. The mixture is then decanted into a 600 ml teflon beaker and let to
evaporate to dryness. 200 ml of hydrochloric acid (HC1) and 5 g of H3BO3 are added to the
dried sample and the sample is heated until 10 ml remains. Hundred ml of HNO3 is added to
the sample and heated to remove the HC1. Cautiously hydrogen peroxide drops are added to
oxidize any organic residues. The sample is evaporated until salts appear and left to cool
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down. The sample is then filtered through a Whatman GF/A Glass fiber filter using several
washes of 7.2 M HNO3 until approximately 200ml is reached.
Separation
Anion exchange chromatography:
One ml of 1 M NaNC>2 solution is added per 100 ml sample solution, mixed
thoroughly and then allowed to stand at room temperatureforapproximately 1 hour. A slurry
of anion exchange resin (AG-1X4, 50-100 mesh, chloride form, Bio-Rad) is prepared using
distilled water. A small glass wool plug is tightly packed into the tip of the ion-exchange tube.
The resin slurry is transferred into the ion-exchange tube. Bubbles are avoided when packing
the resin. The resin bed is washed with three 20 ml aliquots of 7.2 M HNO3. All resin should
be carefully washed from the column reservoir and walls. A glass wool plug is gently placed
on the top of the column containing the resin while parl of the third 20 ml aliquot of 7.2 M
HNO3 remains in the reservoir.
The sample solution is poured through the resin column, keeping the reservoir filled
with approximately 40 ml of sample solution. Two 20 ml portions of 7.2 M HNO3 are added
to the column. The column is then washed with two 25 ml of 8 M HCI. The plutonium is
eluted from the column with four 20-ml aliquots of freshly prepared solution containing lg/1
of NH4I in 1M HCI [7,8,9].
Electroplating
In order to drive off the iodine, 1 ml of cone. HNO3 is added to the plutonium elute
solution and evaporated to dryness. A mixture of 1 ml of cone. HNO3 and 5 ml of cone. HCI
is added to the residue and evaporated to dryness "until just dry". Another 5 ml of cone. HCI
is added to the residue and is evaporated until the first dry spots appear. The wall of the
beaker is washed down with 5 ml of cone. HCI and then thr- sample is evaporated until almost
0.5 ml is left. About 3 ml of 4% ammonium oxalate solution is added and the mixture is
transferred to the electrodeposition cell. One Ampere current is applied for 30 min and the
reaction finally quenched with 1 % NH4OH. The plated disk is washed with DI water and
alcohol, and flamed using a Bunsen burner to be ready for counting.
For determination of plutonium isotopes activity concentration and their ratio, the
electroplated disks were measured using alpha spectrometers based on passivated implanted
planar silicon (PIPS) detectors with 450 mm2 surface area and about 25 % efficiency and
about 20 keV resolution at 4.41 MeV of 24lAm was used. The detector was calibrated using a
standard mixed source containing 239Pu, 241Am and 244Cm. The samples were measured for
60000 - 80000 second.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of 238Pu and 23l)+240Pu obtained by LLE and IEC procedures are given in
tables 1 and 2, respectively. The concentration levels of 23SPu and 239+240Pu in the analyzed
samples ranged from 1.56.107 to 4.24.108 atoms (from 3.92 to 106.0 mBq/g), and from
2.2.10 i0 to 2.6.10" atoms (from 20.3 to 236.0 mBq/g), respectively. Typical spectra of the
measured plutonium are shown in Figure 3.
The results were evaluated against the following acceptance criteria for accuracy and
precision. A result must pass both criteria to be assigned, the final status of "passed"[10].
- Accuracy: result passes if,
Valued-Value*, J < 3 . 2 9 x ^ 4 , -
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Where: 3.29 is the U-Test value, which indicates that the reported result is not significantly
differs from certified value.
-

Precision: the result passes if,

fUnc.Cert. Y ( U n a ,
lValue Ce J

[Value Meas.

Unc4asxl00<15=>40%*

* Dependant on the activity concentration (15 % for high activity and 40% for low
activity).
Regarding the samples preparation, (double leaching with HNO3/HF and
HN(VA1(NO3)3 , and total sample dissolution), the results showed that both of them have
succeeded to bring the refractory compounds of plutonium in the analyzed samples into an
acid soluble form [11].
Table 1. Quality control data for reference and certified samples analyzed using LLE
procedure and alpha spectrometry for plutonium isotopes.
8

Sample
Code

Certified
(mBq.g"')

Pu

Measured
(mBq.g-')

Comments
U-test
value

Certified
(mBq.g' 1 )

Measured
(mBq.g"1)

Acceptance
criteria

U-test
value

1AEA-384 39.0± 1.1
Sediment

35.4 ± 2.3
(1.41.10s atom)

2.5

108 ± 2 . 5

.'00.5 ± 6 . 3
(l.l,IO u atom)

1.11

Passed

Spiked
Soil*

35.9±0.7

34.0± 3.0
(1.36.10s atom)

0.61

77.0± 1.6

68.0± 5.0
(7.4. !010 atom)

1.66

Passed

Standard
Solution

114.0±2.3

106.0 ± 9.0
(4.24.108 atom)

0.86

244.0+4.9
191.0+3.8

Standard
Solution
* mBq/Sample

1 mBq 239 Pu= 1.09x10'atom,

236.0+18.0
(2.6.101' atom)

0.41

190.0+4.3
(2.1.I0"atom)

0.02

Passed
Passed

1 mBq 23SPu = 3.99x10" atom.

Table 2. Quality control data for certified soil samples analyzed using IEC procedure
and alpha spectrometry for plutonium isotopes.
Comments
Sample
Code

Certified
(mBq.g"1)

Measured
•')

U-test
value

Certified
(mBq.g' 1 )

Measir.ed
(mBq.g-')

U-test
value

Acceptance
criteria

Ref. Soil (U 3.81 ± 0.15.

3.92 ±0.31
(1.56.107atom)

0.3 2

5.90 ± 0.74

25.70 m 133
(2.8.1010 atom)

O.I

Passed

Ret. Soil (2) 11.47 ± 0 . 3 7

12.16 ± 0.56 1.0 2
(4.85.107 atom)

2.20 ± 0.74

23.03 ± 0.96
(2.5.1010 atom)

0.5

Passed

KeC. Soil (3) 20.72 ± 0.70

18.5 ± 0 . 7 8
(7.38.107 atom)

20.35 ± 0.63

20.32 ± 0.84
(2.2.10'° atom)

0.03

Passed

2.1

In regards to the time needed for analysis, namely a batch of four samples, the LLE
procedure showed a shorter time for analysis. However, for larger batches (up-to-18 samples)
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the IEC procedure showed better performance. The LLE procedure results in a mixed organic
radioactive waste while the IEC procedure produces only an aqueous radioactive waste, which
is easier in handling from the waste management point of view. The lower limits of detection
obtained by the LLE and IEC procedures are 1.0 and 0.74 mBq/sample (3.99 x 106 and 2.9 x
106 atoms for238Pu, and 1.09x 109and 8.1x 108 atoms for 239Pu) respectively. Lower Limits of
detection, as low as 2.9 x 103 atoms for 238Pu, could be reached depending on the procedure
parameters such as sample size and counting time.

CONCLUSIONS
It was observed that the analysis of plutonium and its isotopic composition in
environmental samples by the presented destructive assay procedures is effective and fulfill
the requirements of environmental monitoring and the recent approaches of the international
safeguards. As low as 3.99 x 106and 2.9 x 10° atoms/sample of 23SPu and 1.09x 109and 8.1x
108 of 239Pu atoms/sample for LLE and IEC procedures respectively could be obtained. The
presented procedures could also be used for swipe sample analysis. Development of the
procedure to reach lower detection limit of Pu is an on-going activity.
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Fig. 1. Flow chart illustrating the basic elements of the radiochemical procedure
for plutonium analysis (LLE).
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Fig. 2. Flow chart illustrating the basic elements of the radiochemical procedure for
plutonium analysis (IEC),
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NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF MERCURY SORBENT BASED ON BLUE-GREEN ALGA
SPIRULINA PLATENSIS
M.V. Frontasyeva 1 , E.I. Kirkesali1, N.G. Aksenova1,
L.M. Mosulishvili2, A.I. Belokobylsky2, and A.I. Khizanishvili2
1
Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR, Dubna, Russia
2
E. AndronikashviliInstitute of Physics of the Georgian Academy of Sciences,
Tbilisi, Georgia
ABSTRACT
Epithermal neutron activation analysis was used to study interaction of blue-green alga
Spirnlina platensis with toxic metal mercury. Various concentrations of Hg(II) were added to
cell cultures in a nutrient medium. The dynamic of accumulation of Hg was investigated over
several days in relation to Spirulina biomass growth. The process of Hg adsorption by
Spirillum biomass was studied in short-time experiments. The isotherm of adsorption was
carry out in Freindlich coordinates. Natural Spirulina biomass has potential to be used in the
remediation of sewage waters at Hg concentrations ~ 100 j.ig/1.

INTRODUCTION
Mercury and its compounds are widely used in various branches of industry, agriculture
and medicine penetrating the environment in one or another way. A considerable
anthropogenic part of the environmental pollution by Hg is contributed by Hg
pyrometallurgy, non-ferrous metallurgy, production of chlorine and caustic soda,
consumption of fuel, garbage etc. Mercury holds the first position for toxicity among other
heavy metals. Medico-biological studies of the last decades showed the gravity of the
«mercury hazard» related to the transition of chronic poisoning by Hg vapor from the
professional diseases into the disease of population.
Thus, the necessity to study the peculiarities of Hg interaction with living systems is
obvious. A blue-green micro algae Spirulina platensis (S. platensis), which is widely used as a
basis for pharmaceuticals and also as a biologically active food additive for humans and
animals, is considered as a living system. Algae are often used in water remediation from
heavy metals [1-3]. The processes of accumulation and adsorption of mercury by biomass of
the blue-green alga S. platensis depending on the Hg concentration in the medium, where the
growth of spirulina cells occurs, were studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments. Cultivation of S. platensis was carried out in a standard Zaroukh alkaline
water-salt medium, mercury glycinate (HgNCH2COOH) was used as a nutrient loading.
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In the first series of experiments to study the Hg accumulation by the S. platensis cells
the concentrations of nutrient medium loading by mercury constituted 100, 50, 5, 1, 0.1
jj,g Hg/L. Samples in all the series were taken every 24 hours.
In the second short-term series of experiments to study the Hg adsorption by £. platensis
concentration of nutrient medium loading was 500 jig Hg/L. Dynamics of the adsorption
processes, usually taking place during 1-2 hours, were studied during 1 hour. Samples were
obtained in 2, 10, 20, 40 and 60 minutes after the beginning of cultivation.
Analysis. Mercury content in the samples was determined by epilhermal neutron
activation analysis (ENAA) at the pulsed fast reactor IBR-2 (FLNP J1NR, Dubna). Earlier we
used the technique of ENA analysis of S. platensis samples both to determine its background
elemental content and to study accumulation processes of some trace elements [4,5]. The
samples were irradiated for 5 days and their activity was measured twice in 4 and 20 days.
The mercury content was determined by y-line with the energy 279.1 keV of isotope 203Iig.
Here the influence of interference lines 7SSe and IS2Ta was taken into consideration. The
ENAA data processing and determination of Hg concentrations were performed with the help
of programs used in FLNP JINR.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of experiments to study Hg accumulation from nutrient medium by the
Spirulina platensis biomass at cell cultivation during 6 days at various Hg concentrations are
presented in Fig.l. In all the cases the exponential chaiucter of decrease of Hg content is
observed. The curves are well approximated by the function y=yo+Ae"x/l.
Such character of dependence seems to be clear, as the number of S. platensis cells grows
exponetially, the number of sites of Hg(II) ion binding surpasses considerably the number of
Hg(II) ions in nutrient medium. This results in blocking of toxic Hg ions and their removal
from the nutrient medium. Such mechanism may serve as one of the important ways for
biosphere to «self-purify» from heavy metals with the help of microorganisms.
The results of investigation of Hg adsorption process by the S. platensis cells are
presented in Fig. 2. The experimental data obtained by ENAA method approximate well by
the polynomial of the third order: y=0.3586-0.02286x+0.00332x2-0.0000406482x3. As seen
from the obtained curve, the maximum Hg content is adsorbed by the S. platensis biomass
within 50 minutes and then a diminution of concentration is observed. Similar character of
dependence of Hg(II) accumulation was also obtained in paper [6].
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If we take into account that Hg content in control samples constituted approximately
0.007 ppm, than it turns out to be that in 50 minutes the S. platensis biomass accumulates
mercury in about 300 times more. Thus, at relatively low Hg concentrations (of the order of
100 u,g/L) in the medium S. platensis can be used in the remediation of industrial and sewage
waters from mercury.
Here, it should be also noted, that the S. platensis biomass consisting of long trichoms
can be easily gathered (separated) by filtration, which makes the technological process
considerably cheaper and simpler.
CONCLUSIONS
1. By the ENAA method it is possible to control the rate of Hg assimilation from nutrient
medium by the S. platensis biomass in the course of its cultivation in open ponds.
2. At Hg concentrations of the order of 100 ug/L the S. platensis biomass in its natural state
may be used to accumulate Hg(II) ions for the purpose of their removal from the
cultivation medium.
3. The S. platensis biomass is suitable for fast remediation of industrial and sewage waters
from mercury by way of biosorption and subsequent separation with the help of filtration.
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DISPERSION OF SOME FISSION RADIONUCLIDES DURING
ROUTINE RELEASES FROM ETRR-2 REACTOR
S. M. Khaled Essa*, Fawzia Mubarak**, A. T. Abedel Fattah**, Sanaa Atia**,
and A.B. Mayhoub
^Mathematics and Theoretical Physics Department, Nuclear Research Center,
Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo.
** Rad. Protection Department, Nuclear Research Center, Atomic Energy
' Authority, Cairo, Egypt
One of the most important parameters in plume dispersion modeling is the
plume growth (dispersion coefficients a). Different models for estimating
dispersion parameters are discussed to establish the relative importance of one
over the others. Comparisons were made between power-law function, standard,
split sigma, and split sigma theta methods. We use the double Gaussian
expression for calculating concentration in this comparison. The results show that,
with low wind speed (<2 m/s) split sigma and split sigma theta methods give
much better results than other methods. While with wind speed greater than 2 m/s
the power-law functions methods give more plausible results.
Key Word: dispersion, dispersion parameters, radioactive pollution.

INTRODUCTION
The heart of any atmospheric diffusion model is to estimate the concentration of a
pollutant at a particular receptor point by calculating from some basic information about the
source of the pollutant and the meteorological conditions, [1]. A simple model for
atmospheric dispersion in short range (up to tens km from the source) is the Gaussian plume
model, [2]. One of the most important parameters in plume dispersion modeling is the plume
growth, more commonly referred to as dispersion coefficients (a), [3]. These plume width
parameters grow with diffusion time and their rate of growth depends on meteorological
variables, [4]. Various parameterizations exist for me vertical and horizontal plume
dispersion. Based on empirical correlation ay and oz as functions of distance were originally
developed by Pasquill and modified by Gifford. McElroy correlated them with the Bulk
Richardson number RiB, the temperature, the lapse rate, and the Pasquill classes as shown in
table (1) [5]. Power-law functions are the most commonly used methods in which plume
dispersion coefficients are expressed in terms of downwind distance and atmospheric
stability, [6]. Smith (1968) summarized the power-law formulas, and Briggs (1973) modified
it to produce the widely used set of formulas given in Table (1) for urban conditions, [7].
Maithili et al, 1995, established, theoretically as well as experimentally, that the conventional
methods for the estimation of plume dispersion parameters are the least likely to be suitable
for application under low wind speed and stable condiuons. In this study, various models for
the dispersion parameters have been studied to establish the relative importance of one over
the others. Observed concentrations were compared with that calculated by using power-law
functions, standard, split sigma, and split sigma theta schemes.
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Table 1. Formulas recommended by Briggs and McElroys for oy and a2 for urban conditions.
(McElroys1 correlation)
(Briggs formulas)
ay(m)
az (m)
Pasquill
O y (m)
O z (m)
type
c
m d
n
0.32x(l+0.0004x)""2
0.24x(l+0.001x)1/2
A-B
1.46 0 71 0.01 1.54
0.22x(l+0.0004xVJ/'
0.20x
C
1.52 0. 69 0.04 1.17
0.14x(l+0.0003x)'1/2
0.16x(l+0.0004x)''"
D
1.36 0.67 0.09 0.95
0.11x(l+0.0004x)"l/i 0.08x(l+0.00015x)-'/2
E-F
0. 79 0. 70 0.40 0.67
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Air samples were collected from 80-400 m around the Second Research Reactor in
Atomic Energy Authority, Egypt (ETRR-2). The study area is nearly flat, dominated by sandy
soil with poor vegetation cover and very little mean annual precipitation (40180 mm). The
N

study area was divided to 16 sectors (with 22.5° width for each sector) beginning from the
north direction. Aerosols were collected at a height of 0.7 m above the ground on 10.3 cm D
(diameter) filter paper using a high volume air sampler with 220 V/50 Hz bias. The air
sampler has an air flow rate of approximately 0.7 m3/min (25ft3/min). Sample collection time
was 30 min with an air volume of 21.2 m (750ft3). This air volume was corrected to standard
conditions (25°C and 1013 mb), [8]. The filter paper was directly measured by energy and
efficiency calibrated HPGe detectors. The measured efficiencies of the detectors relative to
3"x3" Nal (Tl) detector are 15.6 % and 30% measured at 1.332 MeV with source to detector
distance of 25 cm.
Meteorological data was provided by Environmental Radioactive Contamination
Unit's meteorological station in Radiation Protection Department, AEA, Egypt. The height of
the meteorological tower is 15 meter. Vertical temperature gradient (AT/AZ) was determined
by measuring the temperature at 10 and 60m levels from multilevel meteorological tower of
Inshas, Siting & Environmental Department, National Center for Nuclear Safety & Radiation
Control, AEA, Egypt. This tower located very near to the study area.

THEORETICAL ASPECTS
1. Gaussian Distributions:
Our study area, characterized by simple terrain without major obstacles, so we use the
Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian plume formula for concentration from a continuous point
source of strength Q, with interference from the ground, at a mean wind speed U and taking
into consideration the dilution factors is
X(x, y, z) =[Q/({27i0yaz+CwA} U)]* exp(-Xx/U) *Vd* exp ({exp[-(Z-H)2/ 2az2] + exp [-(Z+H)2/ 2a z 2 ]},

(1)

where % mean concentration of the effluent at a point (x, y, z), (Bq m"3), Q: "source
strength"(Bq), or the emission rate (Bqs"1), U mean wind speed (m s"1), x, y, z refer to a
downwind, crosswind and vertical co-ordinate system at the center of the moving cloud, and
Oj (i = x, y, z) are the plume dispersion coefficients in the :<, y, and z directions, respectively
(m) [9, 10, 11, 12].
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exp(-A,x/U) is the radioactive decay for the specified nuclide, Vd is the deposition
velocity (O.Olm/s for Iodine and 0.035 m/s for Cesium), A is the cross-sectional area of the
building normal to the wind, and Cw is the "shape factor" to represent the fraction of A over
which the plume is dispersed; C = 0.5 is a conservative value which is commonly used.
In our study, the stack height is 27 m and the surrounding buildings height is 21.5m. In
this case the effective height is less than twice the building height. IAEA recommendation for
the use of modified sigma method must be taken into account, as follow:
(a

2
y

+F)- 1 ' 2

N-l/2

and

(2)

where F = AG/re, AG = HG*BG (for BG>HG) and AG = KG*HG (for BG<HG)
HG building height / = 21.5m and BG Building width / = 18.5m,
F in our study = 127m2. In experiment 5 (U<2m/s) the plume meander so great as to
completely mask the building wake effects. So, the building wake term should be deleted
from equation (1) and the modified £ y must be justified to £ y = 4a y. [13, 14, 15]
2. Modification of Dispersion Parameters
Here, we summarize the methods used for estimating sigmas.
A. Power-law functions methods:
In this method, c y and az can be calculated as:
a y =cx m
az = dx"

(3)
(4)

where the value c, d, m, n differ from method to another Table 1 [4].
B. Temperature lapse rate method:
This method uses the bulk vertical temperature gradient (AT/AZ) between 10 m and 60
m to characterize both the horizontal and vertical turbulences. This method is generally
applicable in smooth and even terrain Table 2.
Table 2. A correspondence between AT/AZ, ao, dispersion parameters, and the Pasquill
stability classes.
Pasquill classes
AT/AZ (K/l 00m)

A

<-1.9

D
E
B
C
-1.9 to-1.7 -1.7 to -1.5 -1.5 to-0.5 -0.5 to 1.5

so

25°

20°

15°

10°

5°

A (km)
s (m/km)

0.927
102.0
-1.918
250
0.189

0.370
96.2
-0.101
202
0.162

0.283
72.2
0.102

0.707
47.5
0.465
78.7
0.135

1.07
33.5
0.624
56.6
0.137

q

r (m/lcm)
p

134

0.134

F

>1.5
2.5°
1.17
22.0
0.70
37.0
0.134

C. Wind fluctuation method.
Values of ay and az can be obtained from the standard deviation of wind direction
fluctuations in the lateral direction {a0 (T, x/UP)} and in the vertical direction {QO(T, x/UP)}.
Routine measurement of a® is generally difficult and hence stability is determined by means
of ao alone. A relation between intervals of ao values and the Pasquill stability classes were
obtained as shown in Table 2.
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D. Standard method:
This method is based on a single atmospheric stability determined by vertical
temperature gradient, AT/AZ Table (2). Analytical expressions based on (P-G) curves used for
the dispersion estimates have the form
o y =rx/(l+{x/a}) p ,
a z =sx/(l+{x/a}) q ,

(5)
(6)

where r, s, a, p, and q are constants depending on the atmospheric stability Table (2).[6, 16]
E. Split-sigma method:
In this method, AT/AZ is used to characterize vertical turbulence, az from equation (6)
and o"e is u to characterize the lateral turbulence, ay Table (2). The basic concept of this method
is that AT/AZ responds to thermal turbulence effects only and that OQ characterizes mechanical
turbulence.
F. Split sigma theta method:
Here c 2 is estimated as in the previous schemes and oy is estimated by using the
observedCTGvalues through the following relationship:
oy- x (sinh (OG })

(7)

This relationship is valid even for larger oo (generally observed in light wind and
stable conditions). Inputs required by this method and the previous method are hourly
averaged values of oe.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By using Tables 3, 4, source strength [17] and dispersion conditions concentration of
1-131, 1-133, 1-135, Cs-137, and Cs-138 were calculated using two models: Screen model
(international code) and local model (our model). Results obtained from the previous models
were in good agreement with each other. By using different dispersion parameters,
intercomparison were made to establish the relative importance of one over the others.

Table 3. Source strength (Bq) and decay constants for the studied fission radionuclides.

Exp.
1
2
3

4
5

X

1-131
11347091
11347091
26636
21309
143836
9.95*10"'

1-133
1222609
1222609
2663
2131
14383.6
9.25* 10"°

1-135
447108
447108
974

389
52601
2.9*10°

210

Cs-137
0.228
0.228
5.3*10"4
4.2* 10"4
2.8*10"2
7.3*10'10

Cs-138
143062
143062
312
249
16831
8.3* lO*
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Table 4. Dispersion conditions for observed and calculated concentration.
Experiment

U (m/s)

1
2
3
4

4.8
3.1

c9
(degree)
21.7
13

2.8

17.8
47.5
24

3.3
1.9

5

AT/AZ
(°c/100m)
-0.52
-0.35
0.36
-0.425
-0.12

Stability
horizontal vertical
B
D
D

Plume spread

0

315

E
E
E
E

C
A
B

315

337.5
315

292.5

Tables 6 and 7 show an example for the results of experiments 1 and 5 for 1-131. In
these tables, (o) refers to the observed data, (a) refers to computed concentration with
dispersion parameters determined by formulas recommended by Briggs in 1973 Table 1 with
stability determined by wind fluctuation method (a0) Table 2. All methods followed to
determine sigmas were listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Methods used to determine stability classes and ay and az.
Computed
concentratio
n (Bq/m3)

AT/AZ

Briggs' formula Table (1)
Briggs' formula Table (1)
McElroy's correlation Table (1), and equation (3&4)

AT/AZ
AT/AZ
AT/AZ (for a z ) & c e (for av )
AT/AZ (for az) & ay (for GJ)

McElroy's correlation Table (1), and equation (3&4)
Equations (5), (6) and Table (2)
i
Equations (5), (6) and Table (2)
Equation (6) & Table (2){for a z }, & eq.(7) {for av}

(a)
(b)

(c.)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Method used to determine c y and oz

Method used to determine
stability

Table 6. Observed and calculated concentration of 1-131, experiment 1 (Bq/m").
Distance (m)

140
150

(o)
4.1
3.8
3.8
3.7
3.4
3.2

7.8
7.1

160

3.1

6.4

170

3.0

5.2

180

5.1

190

2.9
2.7

5.0

200
300

2.4
1.4

4.9
3.9

400

0.5

1.7

100
110
120
130

(a)
9.7
9.7
9.1
8.4

(b)

10.9
11.1
11.1
11.4
11.7
11.8
11.2
11.2
10.5
10.2

(c)
4.9
5.3
6.9
6.7

(d)
5.9
6.5
7.3
7.4

6.2
5.5

7.6
7.7

5.3

8.4

5.1

8.9

4.8

(e)
0.5

(0
2.05
1.85
1.65
1.55
1.35

8.3

0.45
0.35
0.34
0.31
0.29
0.26
0.24
0.22

0.9
0.6
0.45

4.2

7.7

0.2

0.4

9.6

3.4

6.4

0.15

0.35

4.9

2.1

4.4

0.1

0.2

1.8

1.2

2.1

0.05

0.1

21:
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Table 7. Observed and calculated concentration (Bq/m ) o: "1-131, experiments.
Distance (m)
100
110

120
130
140

150
160

170
180
190
200
300
400

(o)
0.25
0.26
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.21
0.19
0.16
0.11
0.04
0.01

(a)
4.68
4.18
3.69
3.25
2.85
2.49
2.17
1.89
1.63
1.41
1.21
0.5
0.09

(b)

4.76
5.02
5.25
5.46
5.62
5.75
5.84
5.9
5.92
5.91
5.88
5.71
3.31

(c)
1.59
1.71
1.83
2.49
2.01
2.08
2.11
2.13
2.12
2.1

2.06
1.31
0.62

(d)

3.32
3.37
3.41
3.44
3.46
3.48
3.48
3.47
3.46
3.45
3.4
3.0

2.51

(e)
1.14
1.12
1.11
1.1
1.09
1.08
1.08
1.07
1.06
1.06
1.05
0.4
0.1

(g)
(0
0.27
0.24
0.27
0.23
0.26
0.22
0.25
0.21
0.21
0.18
0.14
0.19
0.17
0.11
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.1
0.11
0.09
0.04
0.09
0.02
0.01
0.0097 0.0069

Tables 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 show the estimated/observed ratio of 1-131 and Table (13)
as an example for Cs-138 to categorize the best method must be used in our conditions.
Experiments lj.4 show that calculation by power-law functions were in good agreement with
N

observed data. Results show that, o"e is more plausible parameter to determine stability for
horizontal dispersion (but for wind speed <2m/s it is not reliable method because of
meandering). So, concentrations calculated by using these methods (a/c) show good results,
Tables 8, 9 and 10 than that calculated by using AT/AZ (b/d). But also, AT/AZ provides
reasonable estimates within factors of 0.83 to 7. This is due to that AT/AZ categorizes the
stable conditions reasonably well (D and E). Gaussian model is more sensitive to wind speed
than the vertical dispersion coefficient, and moreover, AT/AZ is not appropriate to explain
both the vertical and the horizontal dispersions. But, the reactor's stack height is short (< 2h,
the height of the surrounding buildings), with no bouncy force so dispersion is constrained in
the near field [18], and AT/AZ has more importance in the near field, even more so in stable
conditions. So, methods (b) and (d) using AT/AZ were also reliable. Table 13 shows an
example for the comparison of Cs-138 (experiment 2).
Table 8. Estimated/observed concentration, experiment 1.
Distance (m)
100
110

120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

200
300

400

a/o

b/o

c/o

2.37
2.55
2.39
2.27
2.29
2.22
2.06
1.73
1.76
1.85
2.04
2.79
3.40

2.66
2.92
2.92
3.08
3.44
3.69
3.61
3.73
3.62
3.78
4.00
3.50
3,60

1.20
1.39
1.82
1.81
1.82
1.72
1.71
1.70
1.66
1.56
1.42
1.50
2.40

212

d/o

e/o

f/o

1.44

0.12
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.10

0.50
0.49
0.43
0.42
0.40
0.34
0.29
0.20
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.20

1.71
1.92
2.00
2.24
2.41
2.71
2.97
2.86
2.85
2.67
3.14
4.20
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Table 9. Estimated/observed concentration of 1-131, experiment 2.
(c/o)
(d/o)
(b/o)
Distance (m)
(a/o)
3.13
100
6.04
1.93
4.07
1.95
3.11
110
5.96
4.38
1.98
3.09
120
5.80
4.50
3.07
130
2.00
5.58
4.60
2.02
3.03
140
5.31
4.66
2.89
4.52
1.97
150
4.85
2.90
4.64
4.61
2.02
160
3.03
170
4.88
2.16
4.47
3.14
2.27
180
4.57 "
5.09
3.37
190
4.83
5.46
2.46
3.41
2.53
200
4.59
5.53
3.59
4.26
300
4.09
6.59
400
3.85
4.62
3.46
6.08
Table 10. Estimated/observed concentration of 1-131 ,
Distance (m)
(a/o)
(c/o)
(b/o)
0.44
70
1.08
1.00
1.15
0.48
80
1.17
0.55
1.27
90
1.23
1.37
0.65
100
1.39
0.69
110
1.49
1.41
0.77
1.57
120
1.40
0.88
1.48
1.79
130
140
1.50
0.95
1.98
1.54
1.05
150
2.00
1.18
2.12
160
1.61
1.30
1.67
170
2.17
1.44
1.74
2.30
180
1.70
190
1.83
2.61
1.90
2.00
2.80
200
2.28
1.61
300
2.11
2.14
1.43
400
2.29

experiment 3.
(d/o)
(e/o)
0.83
0.159
0.88
0.167
0.96
0.143
1.07
0.137
0.102
1.12
0.085
1.18
0.095
1.33
0.075
1.40
1.52
0.054
0.061
1.71
1.87
0.033
0.037
2.08
0.043
2.43
2.79
0.040
0.033
2.81
3.14
0.029

Table 11. Estimated/observed concentration of 1-131 ,
(c/o)
Distance
(b/o)
(a/o)
0.84
0.50
100
0.83
0.94
0.56
110
0.81
0.78
1.04
0.61
120
0.70
0.78
1.20
130
0.76
0.80
1.37
140
0.84
0.86
1.57
150
0.82
1.76
0.91
160
0.97
0.86
2.03
170
1.17
2.57
0.96
180
1.39
3.28
190
1.17
1.27
1.53
3.93
200
2.57
1.29
7.00
300
2.03
1.67
12.33
400

experiment 4.
(d/o)
(c/o)
0.64
0.019
0.019
0.69
0.74
0.018
0.82
0.020
0.020
0.93
1.03
0.019
0.021
1.16
0.021
1.32
0.026
1.66
2.11
0.028
2.52
0.033
0.043
4.90
0.067
10.00
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(e/o)
0.13
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.04

(f/o)
0.222
0.200
0.179
0.176
0.143
0.128
0.119
0.100
0.081
0.061
0.033
0.037
0.043
0.045
0.044
0.043

(f/o)
0.005
0.006
0.006
0.007
0.005
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.009
0.011
0.013
0.014
0.033

(f/o)
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

(g/o)
0.124
0.108
0.098
0.094
0.082
0.085
0.083
0.078
0.073
0.067
0.057
0.052
0.048
0.045
0.039
0.036

(g/o)
0.026
0.024
0.022
0.022
0.022
0.023
0.023
0.024
0.028
0.033
0.037
0.046
0.073
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Table 12. Estimated/observed concentration, experiment 5.
(c/o)
(d/o)
(b/o)
Distance (m)
(a/o)
19.04
13.28
6.36
18.72
100
12.96
19.31
6.58
16.08
110
6.54
12.18
18.75
13.18
120
12.29
19.50
8.89
11.61
130
7.44
20.81
12.81
10.56
140
22.12
8.00
13.38
9.58
150
8.44
13.92
8.68
23.36
160
10.14
16.52
9.00
28.10
170
18.21
8.58
31.16
11.16
180
21.56
36.94
13.13
8.81
190
53.45
18.73
30.91
11.00
200
32.75
75.00
12.50
142.75
300
251.00
62.00
9.00
331.00
400

(e/o)
4.56
4.31
3.96
3.93
4.04
4.15
4.32
5.10
5.58
6.63
9.55
10.00
10.00

Table 13. Estimated/observed concentration of Cs-138, experiment 2.
(c/cA
(d/o)
(b/o)
(a/o)
distance
0.75
1.34
0.45
1.00
100
0.72
1.00
0.43
1.30
110
0.66
0.40
1.15
0.93
120
0.62
0.89
0.38
1.05
130
0.63
0.93
0.40
1.05
140
0.42
0.65
1.05
0.98
150
0.45
0.68
1.05
1.05
160
0.72
0.48
1.05
1.11
170
1.17
0.76
0.51
1.08
180
a
0.82
0.5
1.12
1.28
190
0.87
1.35
0.61
1.13
200
0.85
1.67
1.17
1.00
300
1.95
1.37
2.36
1.27
400

(f/o)
1.08
1.04
0.93
0.89
0.78
0.73
0.68
0.62
0.63
0.69
0.82
0.50
0.97

(E/o)
0.96
0.88
0.79
0.75
0.67
0.54
0.44
0.52
0.53
0.56
0.36
0.25
0.69

(e/o)
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the comparison of calculated concentrations using
different diffusion parameters for 1-131. These figures show that, while the distribution of the
concentrations computed by Briggs' formulas (a and b) is Gaussian, McElroy's (c and d)
distribution is not always Gaussian. But it gives much better results. In low wind speed
(experiment 5), split sigma and split sigma theta methods show more plausible results than
other methods. But the distribution of the computed concentrations by these methods is not
Gaussian. While the observed data distribution is nearly Gaussian. Observed data for Cs-137
were below minimum significant activity (MSA) except some locations. This is due to the
very small quantities of Cs-137 released to the atmosphere, as shown in Table (3).
Comparison between computed and observed concentrations of 1-133,1-135, and Cs-138 give
the same results.
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CONCLUSION
The results show that, with wind speed greater than 2m/s, the power-law functions
perform much better than standard, split sigma and split sigma methods theta methods
(experiments 1-4). But with low wind speed (<2m/s), the split sigma and split sigma theta
methods give more plausible results (experiment 5). Brigg's formula provide reasonable
estimates of downwind concentration and haves been shown to be accurate to within factors
of 0.8 to 6 for (a) method and 0.4 to 7 for (b) method when compared measured
concentrations. While McElroy's correlation provides reasonable estimates within factors of
0.4 to 3.9 for (c) method and 0.8 to 4.9 for (d) method. Uncertainty increases with downwind
distance (experiment 4) and decreases as the atmosphere becomes more stable (experiment 3).
With low wind speed (experiment 5) split sigma and split sigma theta methods give good
results within factors of 0.3 to 1.1. This is due to the laterally meandering of the plume.
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ANALYSES OF URANIUM IN SOME PHOSPHATE
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
N. H. M. Kamel, M. Sohsah, M.Sadek*, H.M. Mohammad
Radiation Protection Department, Nuclear Research Center,
Atomic Energy Authority, P.O. Box 13759. Alazhar university*
ABSTRACT
The raw materials used in manufacturing of phosphate fertilizer products were
derived from rocks. Rocks contain a remarkable of natural radioactivity. Uranium
and phosphorous were originally initiated at the same time of the initiated rocks.
The purpose of this research is to investigate solubility of uranium phosphate
species at the phosphate fertilizer samples, samples including; raw phosphate
material, single super phosphates (SSP) granules and powdered, triple super
phosphates (TSP) and phosphogypsym samples were obtained from Abu-Zabal
factory in Egypt. Solubility of uranium phosphate species was estimated. It was
found that, less than half of the uranium phosphate species are soluble in water.
The soluble uranium may be enter into the food chains by plant. Therefore,
restriction should be done in order to limit contamination of land and the public.
KEY WORDS: Phosphate Fertilizers, Uranium, Solubility.
E-mail: NarimanKamel@hotmail.com

INTRODUCTION
Every day, humans are exposed to natural gamma and alpha radioactivity that were
emitted from building materials, soils, and rocks especially that decay quickly (such as
radon). The distribution of naturally - occurring uranium, radon, and other radioactive
elements in the environment depending on the distribution of rocks from which they
originated and the process which concentrate them. The risks to humans are real , but the
level of risk involved is not clearly defined because we do not yet know enough about the
distribution and concentration of these. The raw materials of the phosphate fertilizer were
derived from rocks. It contains naturally occurring radioactive elements. The mobility of
radionuclides in the environment allows to move easily and to contaminate much of land
with which humans come in contact. Uranium and its decay product can enter into the food
chain through phosphate fertilizer products. Commercial phosphate products are materials
commonly containing a remarkable of naturally occurring radionuclides such as uranium238, The-232 and K-40, have been intensively discussed in a variety of reports and
papers (1" 3). The potential radiation risk that can results from the presence of naturally
occurring radioactive materials (NORM) in raw materials usually considered as not
radioactive and used in the majority of chemical products. Because of the natural radioactive
uranium - 238 are presence in phosphate ore, this radionuclide and its daughter products are
present in all of the products and phosphate waste products, and because of the public fear of
radiation This study aimed to controlling solubility of uranium in the industrial phosphate
products. Phosphate ore, single super phosphate (SSP) granules and powdered, triple supper
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phosphate (TSP) and the waste products of phosphgypsym are the commercial phosphate
products were investigated in this study

EXPERIMENTS
Five of the commercial phosphate fertilizer samples were obtained from Abu-Zabaal
fertilizer factory in Egypt including; single super phosphate (SSP), granules and powder,
phosphate ore, triple super phosphate (TSP) and phosphogypsym (CaSC>4). The solid
samples have the grain size distribution < 170 u.m was digested with 5 ml of HNO3, HF, and
0.5 ml of HCIO4 acid solution on a sand bath in 30 ml of platinum crucible after all the gases
were evaporated, the residue was dissolve in 20 ml of 1 : 1 concentrated HC1 aqueous
solution, then each sample was completed to one liter. Phosphorus concentrations was
measured with stannous chloride method (4 ' 5) , Fe3+ and Al3+ ions were measured by using
ferron indicator(6) , traces of the uranium were measured by using pyridyl-azo-resirorcinol
(PAR) indicator(7), while concentrations of thorium are in the fertilizer samples were
measured by using Arzenazo III indicator(7). Carbonates are in the samples were estimated as
calcium carbonates by back titration(8). Na+ and K+ ions were estimated by the flame
photometer. The soluble uranium and phosphate ions were estimated by shaking 50 ml of
distilled water with 5 g of the solid samples at 40 rpm for one day, the suspensions were
centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes, then the aqueous phases were separated.
Concentrations of P and U that dissolved in aqueous solutions were determined as before.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The commercial phosphate fertilizer was derived from natural phosphate ore by wet or
by thermal process. As results of environmental changes, some impurities such as calcium
and magnesium carbonates, iron oxide, alumina fluoride may be present in the commercial
phosphate products. Phosphate products including; the raw material, single super phosphate
(SSP), triple super phosphate (TSP), and orthophosphoric acid. The phosphate fertilizer byproduct is phosphogypsym (CaSO4). SSP was produced from the reaction of calcium
phosphates with sulphuric acid. The production of SSP depending on the relative amounts of
sulphuric acid which was added to the phosphate ore, the first step of the reaction was given
single super phosphate (SSP) as product was described as follows:
Ca3(PO4)2 + 2 H2SO4 -> Ca(H2PO4)2 + 2 CaSO4

(1)

The second step of the reaction was the formation of phosphoric acid H3PO4, in
which sulphuric acid reacts with the phosphate to yield orthophosphoric acid and gypsum
which is filtered:
Ca3 (PO4)2 + 3 H2SO4 -> 2 H3PO4 + 3 CaSO4

(2).

Triple super phosphate (TSP) was produced from the reaction of calcium phosphates
with phosphoric acid as follows:
Ca3(PO4)2 + 4 H3PO4 -> 3 Ca(H2PO4)2
(3)
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Calcium sulphate is the waste product w a s used in the manufacture o f building
materials or in paving road construction. Commercial mineral phosphate merely contain 2 - 4
% of F , most o f fluoride ions released and evaporation in the industrial steps. Table 1 shows
the chemical analyses o f phosphate fertilizers products including; single super phosphate
SSP, phosphate ore, triple super phosphate T S P , and by-product o f phosphogypsym.
P2O5 content w a s found between 8 to 15 p p m are within the range 4 and 38 % P2O5
that was reported in other phosphate ores ( 9 ) . Uranium ions w a s found in the range 19.6 to 26.8
ppm are within the range o f that was found in phosphate ores have the concentrations from 20
to 300 p p m ( 0.26 to 3.7 bq/g) (7 to 100 pCi/g). Thorium w a s found 0.07 to 0.22 p p m are
within the range o f the background amounts ~ 1 to 5 p p m (3.7 to 22.2 m B q ) (0.1 to 0.6
pCi/g). In nature, phosphorous generally occurs as ortho-, poly- or metaphosphate, all of
which constitute dissolved inorganic Phosphorous (DIP). Orthophosphate w a s released from
weathering rocks, whilst the other forms are products of biological metabolism ( 1 0 ) . Therefore,
small fraction o f phosphorous m a y b e present as a soluble organic and inorganic phosphate
compounds. T h e solubility o f phosphates depends on the concentrations o f the inorganic and
organic phosphorous and the p H of the solid sample in water. Since thorium is present in the
range of background. Contamination by uranium is very important in our study.
T a b l e 1. Chemical analyses of the phosphates industrial products.
Sample

P2O5
Fe2O3
A12O3
CaO
MgO
Na 2 O
K2O
U4+ (ppm)
Th 4+ (ppm)
Total
Carbonates
Total organics
(%)
PH

SSP
(granules)
(%)
8.04
8.6
8.62
13.2
4.6
3.7
0.3
19.6
0.07
11

SSP
(powd
er)
(%)
11.96
9.5
6.03
11.2
2.0
5.0
0.7
22.8
0.10
13

Ore

TSP

(%)

(%)

Calcium
sulphate
(%)

15.6
7.1
7.8
18.0
11.0
6.4
0.8
28
0.20
15

13.7
3.5
1.26
8.6
16.3
4.2
1.2
26.8
0.10
12

12.10
3.8
2.07
21
9
3.8
0.3
2.8
0.22
20

8.9

5.6

1.5

11.3

1.8

2.33

2.4

7.25

2.34

2.41

The most oxidation state of uranium in nature are U(IV) and U(VI). Uranium ion
(U ) and its aquous complexes predominate in water. The complex -formation reaction
between the uranyl ion and orthophosphoric acid is given as follows(11\+4

U 4+ + nA' - * UA n 4-n at 25 °C
UO 2 2 + + 11H3PO4 - UO 2 H x (PO 4 ) n 2 " 3n+x

(4)
3(n-x)H+ ....(5)

Where n = 1, 2,3, 4, 5 and x = 0, 1, 2 with the formation species UO2H2PO/ ,
UO2H3PO42+, ,,,etc. Stability of uranium compounds depending on the pH of the uranium
phosphate species in water and the soluble organic and inorganic (PO43") ions are in the
phosphate products and by- product. The uranyl minerals are least soluble in the pH range 5 -
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8.5. phosphate and sulphate complexes are in area of phosphate industry, the presence of
impurities such as Fe(III) and Mn oxyhydroxides will form colloidal material with UO22+ . our
interesting is in the uranyl phosphate species. Table 2 shows the uranium phosphate
compounds species and their log equilibrium constant (12) (t — 25 ° C), while Table 3 shows
the experimental results for the concentrations of the soluble uranium and PO43" ions are in
the phosphate products and by-products.
In this analyses, the organic phosphorous was estimated from the different in the total
phosphate concentrations before and after ignition of the solid sample at 500 °C for two hours.
Concentrations of uranium and/or phosphorous ions were calculated as mol/kg (molality).
Supersaturation, undersaturation, and the equilibrium conditions are the three stats of the
possible concentrations of uranium phosphate compounds that may be present in aqueous water.
Table 2. The species of dissolution of uranium phosphate compounds and Their Equilibrium
constant at t=25 °C.
Reaction
-og [k eq.]
-8.41
UO2HPO4 « - UO 2 + + HPO42"
-18.29
UO 2 (HPO 4 ) 2 2 ' « • UO 2 2+ +2 HPO42"
-10.23
UO 2 H 2 PO 4 + <=> UO 2 2 + +HPO42" +H +
-19.88
UO 2 (H 2 PO 4 ) 2 <i> UO 2 2 + + 2HPO 4 2 " +2H +
-28.79
UO 2 (H 2 PO 4 )3'" <=> UO 2 2+ + 3 HPO 4 2 ' +3H +
-12.05
UHPO 4 2+ 0 U 4+ + HPO 4 2 -21.99
U[HPO 4 ) 2 0 U 4+ +HPO 4 2 '
-30.69
U(HPO 4 ) 3 2 " 0 U 4+ 3HPO 4 2 '
-38.70
U(PHO4)44+ 0 U4" + 3 HPO42"
-1.75
UO2(H2PO4)3'" <=> UO22+ + 3 HPO42" + 3 H+
Table 3. Concentrations (mol/kg )of organic and inorganic phosphates (HPO43~) with uranium
ions are in the phosphate fertilizer samples.
Sample

SSP (granules)
Raw material
SSP (powder)
TSP
Phosphogypsym

Total
Inorganic c
3
HPO4 " x 10" HPO43"x 10"
6

7

5.96
5.2
6.8

4.2

3.5
5.2

6.0
32
1.4
3.0

Total
UO 2 x 10"7

(mol/kg-Molality)
4.76
4.76
4.37
4.53
5.64

Inorganic
UxlO" 7

3.6

3.6
3.3
3.4
4.2

Super saturation conditions were existed when a solution contains more solute than
should be present at equilibrium. Undersaturation condition is a dissolution process of a
solute, it was occurs when concentration of a solute in solution contain has a solubility less
than that was present at the equilibrium state. The equilibrium state was occurred when the
concentration of a solute in solution is equal to that was found at the equilibrium state..
The mass action law was applied in order to determine the state of uranium phosphate species
in water. The saturation index (SI) was evaluated as(12):
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SI = log (IAP) - log(Keq.)

(6).

Where, IAP is the ion activity product, it was calculated from the experimental results
that was given in Table 3. The equilibrium constants of the chemical reactions of the species
that was given in Table 2 were used for the estimation of the saturation index. Figs 1-4 show
the values of the saturation index (SI) of the different species of the investigated samples.
When IAP/Keq = 1 , uranium phosphate compounds species is in equilibrium state,
when
IAP/ Keq > 1 , uranium phosphate species is supersaturated (precipitate), when IAP/ Keq
< 1, uranium phosphate species is undersaturated (dissolved).
• Figure 1 showed the solubility of UO2HPO4 species at the equilibrium constant -8.41 for
the organic and inorganic part of the investigated samples, it was found that, the SI has a
negative values . the results shows, the organic and the inorganic UO2HPO4 species are
soluble at K = -8,4
• Fig. 2 shows the solubility of UO2H2PO4 species at the equilibrium constant Keq. -10.23. It
was found that SI has a positive values at the organic species. SI has a negative values at the
inorganic species except the phosphate ore sample . the results indicated that the organic
species for all samples and for the inorganic phosphate ore sample are supersaturated and
the inorganic species of the samples SSP granules and powdered, TSP and CaSOo samples
are under saturated for all the investigated samples at Keq. -10.23.
• Fig. 3 Shows that, SI of the phosphate fertilizer samples at Keq.= -12.05, it was found that
SI > 1 for the organic uranium phosphate species UO2HPC>42+ . SI < 1 for all the inorganic
species of the investigated samples, the results indicated that the organic species are
supersaturated and the inorganic species are under saturated at Keq. -12.05 for all the
investigated samples.
• Fig. 4 shows that SI of the phosphate fertilizer samples at Keq = -1.75. SI is > 1 for the
organic SSP granules and for the inorganic phosphate ore samples, the organic species
UO2(H2PC>4) are under saturated for the phosphate ore, SSP powder, TSP and CaSC>4
samples. The inorganic phosphate species UC^HhPCU) are under saturated for the SSP
granule, SSP powder, TSP and CaSO4 samples.
• All of the other inorganic and organic phosphates species at Keq -18.29, -28.8, -21.99. 30.7 and -38.7 are supersaturated.
By comparing of the solubility of the organic and the inorganic uranium phosphate
species with the initial phosphates that was found at the fertilizer samples, it was found that
less than half of the uranium phosphate species at the; SSP granules, SSP powder and TSP
are undersaturated and less than of third of the uranium phosphate species at the; uranium
phosphate ore and CaSC>4 samples are undersaturated.
It was reported that, the radioactivity in one gram of uranium is due to U-238 was calculated
and found to be 12270 Bq/kg . It was reported that the radioactivity of 544.8 Bq/kg, 360.8
Bq/kg and 385 Bq/kg were estimated in phosphate rock, lime stone and super phosphate
respectively (13 ' I4) . The maximum initial uranium oxide is 112 mg/kg which is equivalent to
957 Bq/kg, the maximum concentrations of the soluble inorganic uranium oxide in our study
is 13 ing /kg is equivalent to 160 Bq/kg . the annual adivity of the soluble UO2 from the
application of 300 kg , supper phosphates was added is 48000 Bq. By reducing the amount of
fertilizer which was added to land to less than 150 kg is equivalent to less than 2400 Bq.
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CONCLUSIONS
Because it was believe that all of the commercial phosphate fertilizer products are
soluble in water and feed plant, it was found that uranium and phosphate representing a great
part in the phosphate fertilizer products . solubility limit is the major factor that controlling
solubility of phosphorous and uranium in the uranium phosphate species of the commercial
phosphate fertilizer products. The experimental results showed that it should be use less than
half weights of the fertilizer products to reduce the hazardous effect from uranium and to get a
good fertility of the land
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PHYSICAL FOUNDATION OF THE LABOR THEORY OF
VALUE: PRODUCTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
DESTRUCTION
Toshio Obinata
Laboratory of Physics, College of Science and Technology,
Nzhon University,
7-24-1 Narashino-dai7Funabashi, Chiha, 274-8501, Japan
A concept "negentropy" is introduced to supplement Marx's labor theory
of value. The negentropy, that is a less entropy state than the thermal equilibrium
state of matter, is a common property of the usefulness of material needs. The
production of commodity increases the negeniropy of product, but the action
raises more environmental entropy than the negentropy of the product. This is
environmental damage. In addition the negentropy plays a role of the substance of
value and answers the issue about productive and unproductive labor. It is
clarified that the origin of surplus value is the negentropy of information.
Keywords: entropy, environment, value, commodity, automation.

INTRODUCTION
According to Marx's labor theory of value, commodity has two kinds of value, i.e. the
use-value and the value. The use-value corresponds to the usefulness of commodity, and the
value plays an important role as a standard of price in cormi.odity exchanges. Considering the
environmental damage caused by commodity-production, the development of automatic
production system, etc., the labor theory of value seems to be insufficient in the following
points:
(1) Connections between productions and environments arc not so clear that the
environmental destructions by the old socialistic- states were gross ones.
(2) It is difficult to recognize that the labor of tertiary industry creates the surplus value.
(3) The analysis of labor power is insufficient, so the explanation for the origin of
surplus value is unsatisfactory.
To recover its validity the labor theory of value should be supplemented by a physical
concept. The labor theory of value says that the substance of value contained in every
commodity is an abstract human labor expended in producing it. "Abstract human labor,"
which should be an essence of the value, seems to be too abstract as the substance of value.
The labor theory of value becomes powerful if we replace the abstract human labor with a
physical concept "negentropy," which is an abbreviation of "negative-entropy" [2], Physical
entropy is always non - negative; therefore the word "nogentropy" means the less entropy
state of matter than its thermal equilibrium state. In other words, "negentropy" state is
equivalent to the state of matter in order.
The reason why the physical concept "negentropy" is appropriate for the value theory
is shown in Section 2. Commodity productions inevitably increase the environmental entropy.
On the basis of the second law of thermodynamics, the environmental damage owing to
commodity productions is discussed in Section 3. That the "ncgcnlropy" is suitable for the
substance of value is shown in Section 4. In Section 5, the conclusion is given.
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THE USE-VALUE AND INFORMATION
The commodity has the use-value, i.e., usefulness. What support the use-value? Inspecting a concrete commodity, we can see that the usefulness of commodity is supported by
the possibility of material change putting it out of order. Some kind of disordering by the
material change always accompanies the consumption of commodity. To be changeable, the
material state of commodity must be in the negentropy state, for the state has exclusively the
possibility of change. The usefulness, the use-value owing to the negentropy of materials, is
produced by not only the human labor but also some kinds of natural phenomena and/or
natural agents, e.g., vegetables by photosynthesis, drinkable water from fountain, brewing by
ferment, and so on.
While the information seems to be irrelevant to the material, it depends on the negentropy, i.e., the order of material. For instance, results of computer processing are recorded as
the ordered structure on the surface of compact disc, the boadcasting signal is carried by the
electro magnetic wave modulated (ordered) by the message, and the information arriving at
the brain triggers some kind of ordering of the brain cells. This ordering of information is
supported by the negentropy, i.e., the order of material.
It is then clarified that the negentropy is a common property of both the usefulness and
the information. It should be noted that the negentropy is the common property of material
and then it is separable from any particular commodity or information.

THE PRODUCTION OF COMMODITY (USE-VALUE)
In order to store a possibility of change, the material of commodity must be in the
ncgcnlropy slate. Without exception, therefore, any kind of production of commodity (the
use-value) increases the negentropy of product. The second law of thermodynamics declares
that the entropy of a separated system does not decrease. Then the production of the use-value
decreases (increases) locally the entropy (negentropy) of product, but it simultaneously raises
more environmental entropy than the negentropy of product. In addition, the entropy of
commodity increases by its consumptions. Mass production and mass consumption bring
serious environmental problems to human beings through the increasing entropy. Especially
the entropy risings by the diffusion of artificial chemical materials are serious.
The labor, which aims to increase the negetropy of use-value for sale, is regarded as a
productive labor. Using this definition of the productive labor, it is possible to say that many
kinds of labor, which have been divided into the unproductive labor in the past, should be
moved into the productive labor. As an example, we take up here scientists and engineers
working in basic research. These labors are regarded as unproductive in the past, but they are
productive, because their product is the negentropy of fundamental knowledge having an
important influence on the production process. It seems to be necessary to reconsider the
labors in such sectors as trade, financial service, advertising, education, medical service,
transportation, cleaning service, and so on.

THE SUBSTANCE OF VALUE
The negentropy is a common state of material to all commodities, and is separable
from any particular commodity. This property is favorable to be a substance of the value. If
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the negentropy is adopted as a substance of the value, we can expand the meaning of products
of labor so as to include not only a durable physical object but also a service. Let us call such
a point of view "the negentropy theory of value." For example, such commercial activities as
buying and selling transactions, record-keepings, and acquisition of market information, are
considered as unproductive labors in the past, while these labors are producing actions of the
negentropy such as the distribution of material commodities, the keeping and getting
information. In the negentropy theory of value, as in the usual labor theory of value, the
amount of value contained in a commodity is measured by the total labor time expended in
producing its negentropy.
The negentropy theory of value is a useful tool for the study of automatic system of
production in the capitalism, because both negentropics of information and material
commodity are equivalently treated.

THE LABOR POWER
The critical questions are where the surplus value comes from and how it can be
explained within the labor theory of value. There is a special commodity that has the power of
creating more value than the value of the special commodity itself. This special commodity is
the labor power, use of which; i.e., the labor creates the surplus value. As is well known, the
creating mechanism of surplus value is explained by the labor time, namely the value of labor
power consumed for a unit labor time is less than the value produced by the labor done for the
same time. This explanation seems to be not so clear that the particularity of labor power is
emphasized, but the particularity is not explained.
The negentropy theory of value explains the creating mechanism of surplus value as
follows: the origin of surplus value is the negentropy of information accumulated in the labor
power. The worker's capacity to labor, i.e., the labor power has two kinds of negentropy. First
one is a biological negentropy and the other is the negentropy of knowledge accumulated in
the worker's body. By the labor, namely the consumption of labor-power, the biological
negentropy is transferred from the labor-power to the product, so the negentropy of laborpower decreases. The material negentropy getting from the outside of worker's body
reproduces the decreased biological negentropy of labor-power. The value of negentropy of
material used for this reproduction is the value of labor-power. By the labor, the negentropy
of knowledge of the labor-power is also added to the product, but this kind of negentropy of
labor-power does riot decrease. As a result, it is clear that the value of product is larger than
the value of the labor-power.
The explanation of the surplus value depending on the negentropy theory of value is
also useful for the automatic system of production in the capitalism.
CONCLUSION
In order to supplement Marx's labor theory of value, a physical concept "negentropy"
is introduced. The results are as follows:
(1) Using the negentropy, which supports the usefulness of commodity, the relation between
commodity production and environmental destruction, X2 becomes to be understandable
by the second law of the thermodynamics.
(2) The negentropy is also considered to be the substance of value, which is called "the
negentropy theory of value."
(3) The negentropy theory of value gives a standard for making decision on the issue of
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productive and unproductive labor.
(4) The origin of surplus value is '.he negentropy of knowledge accumulated in the worker's
body.
(5) The explanation of the producing mechanism of surplus value by the negentropy theory
of value is useful for the surplus value problem of the automatic production systems in
the capitalism.
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ALEXANDRIA ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION COMPANY
(AEDC) EXPERIENCE IN ENERGY CONSERVATION
Kamelia Youssef, Osama Soliman and Ayman Nabil
Engineers at research and energy conservation sector
Alexandria Electricity Distribution Company
Alexandria -Egypt

ABSTRACT
Alexandria is the second capital of Egypt and represents forty
percent of Egypt's industrial activities. There arc about 350 big industrial
firms and more than 2 thousands small and medium enterprises. This
industries produces significant greenhouse gas emission. Good efforts are
exerted in the field of energy saving and environment conservation by
AEDC in order to reduce and limit greenhouse gas emission. AEDC
participated in many projects sponsored by different foreign counterparts.
These projects are:
1 - Energy and urban environment in Mediterranean countries: Phases 1,
2(1995-1996).
2 - Demand side management (DSM) 1996 - 1997.
3 - Energy and urban environment in Mediterranean countries: Phases 3
(2002-2003).
4 - Global environment facility ( GEF ) 1999 - 2003.
The results of these pilot projects are presented in details in this
paper.
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Table 1. Numbers of industrial and commercial installations in Alexandria city.
Industrial activity type
Textile and spinning
Metal industry
Wood industry
Plastic industry
Food industry
Public establishments
Dyeing and chemical
industry
Commercial banks
Paper industry
Hospitals
Building material
industry
Hotels & Resorts
Gas stations
Leathern industry
Cooling industry
Engineering work

L

No.
404
385
258
247

226
135
130
116
98
95
75
62

47
37
33
30
2378

Total

PROJECT (1)
PHASE (1) AND (2)
ENERGY AND URBAN ENVIRONMENT IN MEDITERRANEAN
COUNTRIES(OME)
In the framework of the program "ENERGY AND URBAN ENVIRONMENT IN
MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES "and in collaboration with OME (OBSERVATOIRE
MEDITERRANEEN DE L ' ENERGIE) , ALEXANDRIA ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION
COMPANY (AEDC) is one of the 10 pilot cities had been chosen to implement a pilot
project.
The pilot project was carried out in the field of conservation in the use of energy and
environment protection for domestic appliances as the residential sector is considered a large
electricity consuming sector in nearly most cities.
The pilot project focused on two basic issues :
1- Promotion of CFL.
A pilot project involving replacement of 40 w , 100 w incandescent lamps by 9 w , 20
w CFLs(compact fluorescent lamp) was implemented by AEDC with coordination of the
OME . The CFLs were used in buildings that consumed most of their electrical energy
consumption for lighting , and were such replacement necessitated no modification to the
existing system , The consumption category of consumers range between 201:350 KWh per
month.
The outcome of pilot project for installations of CFLs in a residential area reduced the
consumption up to 20% for each apartment when 3 or 4 lamps were replaced by CFLs.
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2- Monitoring household electricity consumption
Measuring equipments EMU10 -MEMO were usec' to measure parameters:
(voltage, current, power, energy and power factor).
Random samples of about 500 of residential customers have been chosen . At each
apartment the EMU instruments were installed for a week , one to measure the total electricity
consumption at the meter and the other at each appliance such as refrigerator, deep freezer,
water heater and washer .
The main outcomes are summarized in table (2).
Table 2. The main outcomes
Appliance
Water heater

Washing machine
Lighting system
Refrigerator/Deep freezer

Opportunities of energy saving
The time of use operation should be adapted as the
results obtained point a saving in the ratio of 1:2.25
between continuous and time of use operation.
Therefore, switch the water heater "ON" before the use
of water by half an hour
Choose suitable operation temp. I.e changing the
operation temp, irom 60 oC to 40 oC and from 90 oC
to 70 oC represents about 33% saving.
Replacements of 40 w ,100 w incandescent 9 w, 20 w
CFLs respectively represents 15 % to 20 % saving.
Use high efficiency refrigerator/deep freezer

PROJECT (2)
DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT (DSM)
In AEDC manages to share and use DSM to encourage their customers to modify
energy consumption patterns, by adjusting the timing level of level demand or reducing the
amount of energy needed.
The DSM pilot program, sponsored by Energy Conservation And Environmental
Project (ECEP) and funded by US AID started in May 1996 till November 1997.
This program is conducted in the industrial sector with cooperation of (AEDC) and the
Egyptian Electricity Authority (EEA).
DSM is a collection of programs and technologies that have the objectives of managing power
system load growth and load profile. These programs and technologies include load shifting
or shaping, efficiency improvements, customer incentive programs and conservation.
The AEDC team work has worked towards 9 case studies, classified to foods, textile,
paper, metal, plastic, building materials and hotel.
Table (3) specifies the energy conservation opportunities repetition according to the
facility activity.
Table(4) specifies the estimated saving when applying energy conservation
opportunities Per 9 case studies
Table (5) specifies the total expected declining in gases emission when applying the
conservation opportunities.
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Table 3. Energy conservation opportunities repetition according to the facility activity
-CJ

ii

No; Energy cojnsei^a^i^pj^iiunities;" ;i ^

lit

tiljjt

13
X

1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

High efficiency lighting
1
Load management
Operation reschedule
Shift load
Shedding Load
Power factor improvement
Pump replacement
Variable speed drive for motor
Motor - generator set replacement
Automatic furnace temperature control 1
Self generation
Cooling tower and chiller control
Steam traps replacement
Boiler efficiency improvement
Condensate return improvement
Steam leak repair
Steam pipeline insulation
Co-generation
D
rocess control
2;
Total

:

ffl £

£••

-

2
1

-

1
-

1
-

1
1
2
-

2
2
2
1

1
I
1
1
1
1
1
-

4

1.3

8

-

2

1
1
1
1
4

I
1
1
3

i
i
i
i
i
i
i

7

5
4
3
2
1

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
1
3
1
1
41

Table 4. The estimated saving when applying energy conservation opportunities Per 9 case
studies

Type of

Edfe|fe.vdfJbpportunities

No: Energy-conservatidffibppdrtuhiti^s'1^ opportunity
(Electrical /
Thermal);

;J ^Saving' Investment

of
l
2
3
4

5

6
7
8

9

High efficiency lighting
Load management
Operation reschedule
Shift load
Shedding Load
Power factor improvement
Pump replacement
Variable speed drive for motor
Motor - generator set replacement

Elec.
Elec.
Elec.
Elec.
Elec.
Elec.
Elec.
Elec.
Elec.
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5
4

3
2
1
1
1
1
1

*

#

-

:

% £
;

•

:

215030.3
252651
114085
312688.2
43975
25768
1000000
160000
262000

-

• ; : ;

.

378951
66000
87480
28000
2500000
300000
650000

Pay
back
period
1.76
0.26
Imm.
0.28
Imm.
1.09

240
1.88
2.48
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flO ]Automatic furance temprature controljElec.
Continued Table 4.
Elec.
11 Self generation
Elec.&
12 Cooling tower and chiller control
therm.
13 Steam traps replacement
Therm.
14 Boiler efficiency improvement
Therm.
15 Condensate return improvement
Therm.
16 Steam leak repair
Therm.
17 Steam pipeline insulation
Therm.
Elec.&
18 Co-generation
therm.
Elec,&
19 Process control
therm.
Total

352400

340000

0.96

2

1123600 -

1mm.

2

3
3
4
1
3

89565
369459
159540
90970
153400
25168

245973
110291
65033.2
150000
13650.4

2.75
0.30
Imm.
0.71
0.98
0.54

I

4524768

8215570

1.82

30000
0.57
52780
41 : 9327847.5 13180948.6 1.41
1

Table 5. The total expected declining in gases emission when applying the conservation
opportunities
Fuel saving
(Ton)
35475.8

Saving in CO2
(Ton)
109336.4

Saving in SO2
(Ton)
2440.7

Saving in NOx
(Ton)
131.3

Saving in CO
(Ton)
15.3

PROJECT (1)
PHASE (3)
COGENERATION
Cogeneration is the simultaneous production of two forms of useful energy namely
with electrical energy and heat, it is useful to save 5% to 40% of the fuel consumption .
Payback period is usually accomplished in 1-5 years.
Table 6. Advantage and disadvantage of cogeneration types
CHP
Steam Turbine

Gas Engine
Combined cycle
Gas turbine

Advantage
- Very good global efficiency
- Multi-fuel capability
- Flexibility in the size of plants
- Long lifetime
- High electrical efficiency
- Multi-fuel capability
- Low investment cost
- Low emission
- High electrical efficiency
- Good global efficiency
- Easy production of steam
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Disadvantage
- Low electrical efficiency
- Works continuously
- High operating cost
- High noise
- High maintenance cost
- High operating cost
-Low efficiency for lower power
- Generally need natural gas
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PROJECT (3)
GLOBAL INVIRONMENT FACILITY ( GEF )
In AEDC manages to share and use GEF recommendations to modify energy
consumption patterns and reducing the amount of energy needed .
The GEF pilot program , sponsored by United Nation Development Project and funded by
USAID started in 1999 - till 2003.
This program is conducted ip the industrial sector with cooperation of (AEDC) and the
Egyptian Electricity Authority (EEA).
GEF is a collection of programs and technologies that have the same objectives as the DSlvTs.
In the same side the AEDC cooperated with the project in order to apply energy
conservation opportunities on the industrial and commercial installations.
The direction now is to establish a base of Energy Saving Companies ESCO's and encourage
the investment in the side of energy saving.
AEDC team work has worked towards 50 case studies.
Table (7) specifies the energy conservation opportunities repetition according to the facility
activity.
Table (8) specifies the estimated saving when applying energy conservation
opportunities Per 50 case studies.
Table (9) specifies the total expected declining in gases emission when applying the
conservation opportunities.
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Table 7. Energy conservation opportunities repetition according to the facility activity
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Table 8. The estimated saving when applying energy conservation opportunities per 50 case
Studies
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Power factor improvement

Elec.

29

Efficiency lighting system

Elec.

31

Heating ventilation & air conditioning

Elec.& therm.

6

Combustion control

Therm.

13

Insulation

Therm.

18

Process control

Elec.& therm.

6

Cogeneration

Elec.S therm.

1

Load shifting

Elec.

6

Blow down

Therm.
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2
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Therm.
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Therm.
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Pay
back
period

Investment
L-E

•

o

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Saying
L.E

926038 1403720
930693 790685
102886 93022
.
957249.7
607401.5 553876.6
116781 130000
752561.1 2000000
160301.7
568738.5
67800
26000
1220261 417000
132915 193526.1
94250
6637876.8

1.52
0.85
0.90
Imm.
0.91
1.11

2.66
Imm.
Imm.
0.38
0.34
1.46
Imm.

5607829.7

0.84

Table 9. The total expected declining in gases emission when applying the conservation
opportunities
Fuel
saving
(Ton)
24282.42

Saving in
CO2

Saving in SO2 Saving in Nox

Saving in CO

:

••• — > - = : p o n ) ^ ^

•:« ^;(Ton)^ w -,^

74838.04

1670.63

;

89.84

10.44

Alexandria City- presented in AEDC - was selected to implement the several pilot projects in
order to be a beginning of a national program leads to the following targets in brief:
1- Reduce the cost of energy used in industry and other activities.
2- Limit the pollution of the environment
3- Reduce the necessary investments to build power plants, transmission
and distribution
networks.
4- Save sources of energy which would allow for export and benefit from the revenue for
other economic activities.
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ABSTRACT
Power Quality (PQ) is becoming of great concern to consumers and utilities.
Utility companies, equipment manufacturers and electric power customers are the
main three parameters who have great interests and growing concern with PQ.
Alexandria Electricity Distribution Company (AEDC) is one of the utility
company who try to enhance power quality through decreasing disruptions and
interruptions which occur by improving the reliability since reliability coupled
with power quality and customer service are key components in delivering an
effective electricity support to customers which consequently affect the global
environment. One strategic solution which has been developed in recent years by
AEDC is the Distribution Management System (DMS) that provide remote
monitoring of currents, voltages and switch positions of various remote circuit
components (direct measurements), control operation and improving the quality of
customer service through the reduction of outage time and the monthly detection
of reliability indices: System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) ,
System Average Interruption Duration Index (SA1DI), Customer Average
Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) in order to save energy hoping to decrease
the global warming effect and greenhouse gas effect and acid rain phenomena.
This paper will cover the effect of DMS on the reliability indices: SAIFI, SAIDI,
CAIDI during the last few years and their improvement due to the accuracy of
information taken by DMS. In addition, it will discuss the minimization of power
losses and their environmental effects on the global warming and greenhouse gas
phenomena.
INTRODUCTION
The distribution system is considered not only as one of the important part of the
electric power system but one of the most complicated systems created by the mankind. Tt
constitutes the link between electricity utilities and consumers.
AEDC is a utility who deliver even more reliable service with fewer technical and
support employees. This creates the drivers towards further implementation of distribution
automation and distribution network management tools. Due to rapid development of
technologies, especially in data communication and computing, there is a variety of
distribution management functions which can aid the utilities to improve their operational
efficiency. The main functional groups [1] are presented in the following fig (1).
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Distribution
Management

Fig. 1. Main functional groups of Distribution Management System (DMS)
Distribution automation includes equipment that allows for the real time global
reconfiguration of the distribution system and its equipment in response to operating
problems, system status and utility goals. Distribution automation provides the following two
capabilities that permit distribution system to operate with less capacity margin compared to a
traditional configuration:
1- To monitor loading and electrical performance on a real time basis
2- To remotely control equipment-switches, regulators, switched capacitors
SCADA, the new communication technologies and microprocessor based registration devices,
facilitate the creation of the comprehensive data bases, which can serve as a source of:
1 - The statistical data about the lows of the load distribution
2 - The reliability indices of the network elements as well as protection and control systems
DSM techniques are another alternative to control network inadequacy [2]. Instead of
reinforcing the network to meet the future load demand, the load curves may be reshaped to
correspond to the network capacities.
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BASIC RELIABILITY INDICES
At distribution level, basic power supply reliability is defined by two sets of indices
[3], namely, the load point indices and the system performance indices. The primary
reliability indices at a customers point are:
Expected frequency of failures X;
The average duration of a failure, r;
The average annual outage time (unavailability), U
These indices depend on many factors such as the reliability of individual items of equipment,
circuit length and loading, network configuration, load profile and available transfer capacity.
In a radial distribution system the calculation of reliability indices involves a system
consisting of series components from source to load. Supposing there are n components in
series the system failure rate Xs will be:
..+ ^i,

(1)

and the system failure duration rs will be:
^

r
V

and the system interruption time Ux will be:
+X2r2+....+ X,,r«

(3)

Equipment failure rates and failure durations are the data obtained from statistics and
their values vary in certain ranges. Even for the same equipment there are many types and
sizes. These values depend also on age of the particular piece of equipment.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE INDICES
There is a wide range of possible system performance indices [3] of which the ones
most commonly used and the most suitable for the problem under consideration are the
System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFf), the System Average Interruption
Duration Index (SAIDI), the Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) and
Averge Service Availability Index (ASAI).
System average interruption frequency index:
Totai number of customer interruptions
SAIFI=
Total number of customer served
Customer average interruption frequency index:
Total number of customer interruptions
CAIFI=

(5)
Total number of customers affected
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System average interruption duration index:
Sum of customer interruption durations
SAIDI=

(6)

=^
Total number of customer

Customer average interruption duration index:
Sum of customer interruption durations
CAE)I=
Total number of customer interruptions

Average Service availability index:
customer hours of available service
YN..8760-YU.N.
=
xp

ASAI=

(8)

JV.8760,
customer hours demanded
Case Study:
Table (1) represents the electrical component of distribution network for AEDC which
serves about 1.6 million customers.
Performing a reliability analysis through the system performance indices calculations, we get
the following results shown in figs. (2,3,4).
These figures prove that the reliability indices are ameliorated from October 2002 to
September 2003 which is due to certain factors. First of all, the reduction of the number of
faults which is achieved through good maintenance. In addition, the reduction of the number
of planned interruptions and the impact of supply interruptions which occurred by using
DMS that improve the speed of restoration of supply in the event of faults.
These improvements occur due to the pressure from customers and regulators demanding
higher levels of power reliability which faced utility managers. In response, AEDC has
handed to identify the key drivers of reliability and to identify good practices to improve
reliability. This means that power engineers devote significant time, effort and attention to
monitoring and measuring power quality on distribution systems which has become an
increasingly important element of reliability which is measured through the reliability indices.
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Table 1. Components of distribution networks in Alexandria
Component
Medium Voltage Cable
Medium Voltage Over Head Line
Medium Voltage Distributors
Medium Voltage Circuit Breaker

(Km)
(Km)
(No)
(No)

2001 - 2002
7082.981
550.43

2002 - 2003
7143.911
559.44

155

156

2001
5627
3107.37
4856.057
476.025
2306.39
43397

2030
5706
3172.48
4932.78

(MVA)
(Km)
(Km)
(Km)

Low Voltage Cables '
Low Voltage Over Head Line (1-ph)
Low Voltage Over Head Line (4-ph)
Service boxes

-

2335.26
43507
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Fig. 2. The annual SAIFI in minutes during year 2002/2003
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ENERGY LOSSES MEASUREMENTS THROUGH DMS
One of the goals of DMS is the reduction of electric losses or in other words energy
savings which is very clear through table (2) as an example. The average annual energy losses
is equal to 76.8 kwhr. These energy saved affect on the environment [4,5], because it reduces
the emissions of greenhouse gases. These gases include any gas in the atmosphere that is
capable, as a result of its particular molecular structure of absorbing infrared radiation or heat
such as water vapor or moisture, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and even ozone,
which is more commonly associated with the ozone layer and ultraviolet radiation.
Table (3) shows the monthly fuel saving and the greenhouse gases emissions reduction.
The calculation of fuel saving is carried out by using factor 0.229 kg fuel/kwh (which
different from year to year).
The national averages for emissions are:
Annual emissions/kg fuel
Carbon dioxide

CO2

3.082

kg

Sulfur dioxide

SO2

0.0691

kg

Nitrogen dioxide

NOX

0.0037

kg

Carbon monoxide CO

0.00043

kg

Hydrocarbon

0.000096 kg

HC

Since, the extra greenhouse gases lead to global warming, which create many
environment problems coming from the increase concentration of greenhouse gases in earth
atmosphere.
Increasing amounts of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and global warming could lead to
more health concerns with significant loss of life. As temperature increase towards the poles ,
insects and other pests migrate towards earth's poles. These insects carry diseases such as
malaria and dengue fever. Thus, an increase in these particular insects and pests closer to the
poles results in an increase in these diseases. Also, the most obvious health effect is directly
from the heat itself.
With an increase in heat waves, there will be more people who will suffer from
heatstroke, heart attacks and other aliments aggravated by the heat.
Hot conditions could also cause smoke particles and noxious gases to linger in the air and
accelerate chemical reactions that generate other pollutants this leads to an increase in risk of
respiratory diseases like bronchitis and asthma. In addition, global warming causes the oceans
to warm and expand, including a rise in sea level. Eventually, the rising water could take
away land inhabited by people forcing them to move. Warming of the oceans could also
promote toxic algae which can lead to cholera.
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Table 2. The approximate outages energy losses for middle distribution control center during
October 2003
Outages
Duration

Avg.
Amp

Cell Name

kWhr

hr min sec

70.7 0
61.8 0
42.67 0
145 0
143.1 2
62.27 0
98.72 0
132.2 0
155.6 0
17.35 0
31.55 0
61.87 2
64.69 0

160BALAD
240 (TARABIA 7.)
406 NEW ANSTASY
1078
132
158
301
553

560
584A
584B
ANISTASY B
MINA EL BASSAL
TAMEEN SAHY

8.1 20
79.05 0
71.86 0
31.61 0

392

2069
1301
KOLAYAT EL ALOUM 1639
1544
366
431(1)
805
COTTON 2
NEW EGEMAC ROOM
SEMOHA 220(A)
1681
1058(1)

7
17
22

41
14
15

20

51

57

13

41
22
45
18
51
1

3

51

0
18

28
0
3
56

20
38
8
9

30
24
24
24

21.7 1 " ! 5
73.86 \~b 28
0 0 28
1.96 0 8
87.04 0 19
9
1.61 0
0 0
118.3 0

0
9
1
0
0
1
0
0

45.45
24.66
30.53
82.38
19.64
0
81.76
11.71 0
47.471 1

1058(2)
2183(AHLIA1)
2184(AHLIA2)
231 (MACRONA MINA)
2349
492
514
515

244

33
2

26
3
15
11

37
0

9

12

7
59

1
39

6

2

5

26

27
9
7
9
27

7
59
45
7
58

8

23

27

34

131.7
258.3
230.2
733.0
6166.5
307.5
927.6
266.0
371.7
54.8
29.5
1807.3
282.4
2416.0
477.9
427.8
184.2
1922.9
502.4
0.0
3.9
414.0
3.5
0.0
201.3
0.0
6017.9
391.3
200.7
199.4
322.7
0.0
554.5
23.8
1008.0
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Continued table 2.
31.55 1
145.8 1

584

RABT(3)
431

1218
1259
88

216
1234

9

57

31

40

0 •o
30.36 0
26.33 0
11.99 1

3
19
25

42
7

26

15

0

44

6

10
0

25
15

29
52

0
5
0
0

9
0
5
5

59
24
16
57

0

8

16

0

9

10

178 14
0 15

56

24

10

9

0.0

0

6

23

0

8
21
22

50
33
8

19

6

185.2
273.0
154.0
1381.2
156.1

51.89
4.13
64.57
20.13
44.34
71.93
9.09
12.26
5.29

188

1024
1026
401
564

ESHARAT SEKA HADID
MAGLESMAHLI{2120)
MANSHiA#1
MANSHIA#2 243
SOUTH KARMOZ#1
SOUTH KARMOZ #2
521 (B)
2225 (737 OLD) KASSARA

119.6
127.5
29.47
69.35
33.7

594

0
1
0

5

535.2
3241.1
0.0

140.7
160.1
250.8
554.9
626.4
248.4
48.7
3229.9
91.9
13.1
24.6
11.8
38684.5

Table3. The annually fuel saving and the greenhouse gases emissions reduction

Item
Fuel (kg)
CO2 (kg)
SO2 (kg)
NOX (kg)
CO (kg)
HC (kg)

Annual fuel savings
211.04 64
284 0.3712
63.68256
3.4 0992
0.3 96288
0.0 884736

CONCLUSION
This work evaluates AEDC reliability indices that concern the quality of supply and the
network performance. These indices are improved during year 2002/2003as follows:
ForDP2:
SAIDI is enhanced from 4.98 to 3.9 minutes.
CAIDI is enhanced from 60 to 46.5 minutes.
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For DP 17:
SAIDI is enhanced from 371.4 to 246.276 minutes.
CAIDI is enhanced from 991.2 to 246.276 minutes.
Furthermore, DMS enables AEDC to remote by monitor, coordinate and operate distribution
components in a real time so that it measures the outage durations and the current of each
circuit breaker so that the outages energy losses (kwhr) can be calculated. These energy saved
reduce the greenhouse gases emissions so that we can save the environment.
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CONFERENCE RESUME AND RECOMMENDATIONS
M.N.H. Comsan
The Environmental Physics Conference EPC' 04 was organized on the premises of the Faculty
of Science, Minya University during the period 24-28 Feb. 2004. The number of attendants
exceeded 80 scientists and specialists in fields closeiy related to environment. Among
them were 17 participants from 10 Arab and foreign countries: Bulgaria, Iraq, Japan, Libya,
Oman, Palestine, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, and USA. The number of scientific
presentations were 51 distributed over 15 scientific sessions on the following topics: air, soil,
water, plants, radioactivity, " radon, nuclear techniques, detection methods, innovative
technologies, and environmental management. A round-table discussion was organized on
Thursday, 26 Feb. on the role of physics in preserving environment, during which a draft on
conference recommendations was outlined.
Participants and attendants enjoyed the wonderful winter weather of el-Minya (the
smiling city) during February. They had the chance to see the real life of contemporary
Egyptians in Mid Egypt, and to visit ancient egyptian monuments in Tel el-Amarna
(Akhitaton), and Tuna el-Gabal (Hermopolis).
During the conference concluding session o.i Saturday 28 Feb., the following
recommendations were unanimously adopted.
A. On the general scale:
1- Encourage collaboration between scientists and specialists working on environment related
disciplines.
2- Encourage governments, national, and international agencies to support environment
related R&D and object oriented research.
3- Encourage conducting multidisciplinary investigations on the transfer and accumulation of
hazardous substances in the biosphere.
4- Give appropriate attention to the preservation of earth's biodiversity, and to the application
of human related rights to non human species.
5- Encourage investigations and multinational multidisf iplinary R&D on major river basins
(Nile, Volga. Danube, Yenesei, etc.) that have similar en -jronmental problems.
6- Encourage application of novel research results that could yield to environment
improvement such as the substitution of chemical fertilizers by biofertilizers.
7- Noticing the global changes in environment connected with global warming, air, soil and
marine pollution, encourage all governments to sign, ratify, and implement the Kyoto
Protocol.
8- Set up appropriate measures to control and monitor trans-boundary release of hazardous
materials.
9- Set up appropriate measures for establishing a system of early notification in case of
environmental disasters.
10- Encourage collaboration between natural and socirJ scientists on environment related
issues.
11- Increase public awareness on environment related topics and issues through TV and other
public media channels, and to issue a concise environmental bulletin for the general public.
12- Introduce a university course on environmental physics (and engineering) both on the
undergraduate and postgraduate levels.
13- Encourage the Egyptian Nuclear Physics Association (ENPA) to organize the 2nd
Environmental Physics Conference (EPC 06) during Feb. 2006 in co-operation with Egyptian
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Atomic Energy Authority (EAEA)- National Network for Radiation Physics, Egyptian
Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA), and an Egyptian university as a host institute.
14- Invite international agencies interesting in global environment protection and preservation
to support EPC 06 activities as sponsors.
B- On the national and local scales:
15- The conference has noticed with satisfaction the overall development and attention paid to
raising public awareness on environmental issues in el-Minya Governorate.
16- The conference has noticed with satisfaction efforts directed towards el-Minya City
cleanness and beautification. The conference encourages extending such efforts to other cities,
villages, and human settlements within the Govemorate and on the whole national scale.
17- The conference has noticed the valuable and indispensable role el-Minya University plays
in material, cultural and social development of the Governorate. The conference encourages
extending these efforts to include environment related disciplines.
18- The conference encourages Egyptian specialists working on environment related topics to
harmonize their data on Egypt's environment, and to publish it as Egypt's national
contribution to the world wide data on environment.
19- The conference encourages investigating the structure, extent, and heretical value of the
natural caves along the eastern desert in el-Minya Governorate. The study may yield to
considering selected parts of the caves as natural protectorates.
20- The conference encourages giving attention to envhonmental tourism through facilitating
touristy visits to places of environmental and heretical values in el-Minya Governorate.
21- The conference encourages sending medical conveys and teams to villages and minor
human settlements to acquaint citizens with medical ethics and increase public awareness
towards environment related deceases.
22- The conference encourages design and preparation of appropriate filtering devices to
reduce medical and chemical pollution originating from existing medical and chemical
laboratories on both of the research and industrial scales.
23- The conference encourages the use of local bioaccumulating higher plants such as
Hyothiamus, Eloda, and Potamegaton to remove heavy metal pollutants in sewage water and
other contaminated areas in el-Minya Governorate and Egypt.
24- The conference encourages giving attention to wide spreading knowledge on laws and
regulations related to environment protection and preservation.
25- The conference encourages starting the erection of the previously suggested project on the
establishment of an EAEA (Egyptian Atomic Energy Authority) accelerator centre at elMinya as a centre of excellence and a tool for science and technology development in Mid
Egypt.
26- The conference encourages the establishment of an environmental physics group within
Egyptian Nuclear Physics Association (ENPA).
By adopting the conference recommendations, the EPC' 04 Concluding Session was
announced closed at 14:05 on Saturday 28 Feb. 2004.
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